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INTRODUCTION

The City of Southlake is approximately 22 square miles and is situated in the heart of the Dallas-Fort Worth area of North Texas.
Locals brag about the quality of life in this upscale community—and with good reason. Southlake has consistently been ranked
as one of the best places to live by D Magazine and Fort Worth Magazine. The Dallas Business Journal reported on a 2012
quality of life study by On Numbers in which Southlake was listed as the top DFW city and third among 1,145 cities throughout
the southern United States. In 2015, the Dallas Morning News reported Southlake as one of the top ten Best Neighborhoods in
DFW. In 2021, Southlake was named one of the best places to raise a family in Texas, as well as one of the best places to live by
Niche.com. Also in 2021, Southlake was named the safest city in Texas by MoneyGeek.com.
In 2020 Southlake was projected to be home to an estimated 31,265 residents. The City maintains a team of full- and part-time
employees to provide a comprehensive suite of services across 10 main departments: City Manager’s Office, City Secretary’s
Office, Community Services, Economic Development and Tourism, Finance and Technology Services, Fire Services, Human
Resources, Planning & Development Services, Police Services, and Public Works.

?

WHY SURVEY?

The bar for service delivery in Southlake is high, and in order to monitor its progress in meeting residents’ needs, the City
engages in a biannual citizen survey. According to the International City/County Management Association, surveys are integral
in meeting service needs in the following ways:
1.

Citizen surveying bridges the gap between the government and citizens who don’t come to meetings, but do vote, pay
taxes, and make decisions about where to live and build their businesses.

2.

The best way to encourage good performance is to measure it, and the best indicator of government performance is
citizen satisfaction. Two (2) out of three (3) local governments that monitor their service contracts use citizen satisfaction
as a guide.

3.

Surveying is how you measure progress. Surveying is not a one-time event. You start a trendline with your first survey. In
following years, declining scores tell you where to focus improvements; rising scores reward service areas that are
improving.

4.

Surveys done by professionals come with analysis and explanation that put local scores in perspective. Surveys done by
outside consultants establish a neutral benchmark that all parties can accept.

5.

Surveying is always done in the context of planning for the future—balancing priorities, setting new objectives, preparing
the next budget, and improving services. You create, you measure, you refine, and you reassess. Strong management
demands a credible feedback system.

6.

The cost of surveying is repaid with interest in terms of citizen satisfaction with government, staff commitment to change,
and conservation of resources.

To assist in conducting the October 2021 online citizen survey, the City contracted with Decision Analyst, Inc. The project was
designed to address several objectives (shown opposite).
The survey results and analyses presented in this report will provide the Council and staff with information that can be used to
make sound, strategic decisions in a variety of areas, including service improvements and enhancements, measuring and
tracking internal performance, budgeting, policy, and planning.
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INTRODUCTION
Overview of Methodology
A full description of the methodology used for this study is included later in this report. In brief, a total of 1,242 residents
participated in the online survey posted on the City’s website between October 1 and November 12, 2021. The City used its
automated calling system, email blast system, city websites and social media sites, and various printed media to invite residents
to participate in the study.
The margin of error is a measure of the accuracy of the results of
a survey. The wider the margin of error, the less accurate the
results. Correspondingly, the narrower the margin of error, the
more accurate the results.
In this particular study, with a sample size of 1,242 completed
surveys, the margin of error is +/- 2.8% at the 95% confidence
level. This means that if the same study were conducted 100
times, we could expect that in 95 of those studies a percentage
observed in the sample data would be within 2.8% of the true
percentage in the population of Southlake residents.

Survey Participants
1,242

450

Respondents
Needed

Total Respondents

SURVEY RESPONDENT LOCATIONS BY
SPIN DISTRICT

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT
This report is designed to meet the needs of readers who prefer a summary of the findings as well as those who are
interested in the details of the results. For those who seek an overview of the findings, the sections titled Just the Facts and
Conclusions are for you. They provide a summary of the most important factual findings of the survey in bullet-point format
and a discussion of their implications. For the interested reader, these sections are followed by a more detailed discussion of
the results from the survey by topic area (see Table of Contents), as well as a description of the methodology employed for
collecting and analyzing the data. And, for the truly ambitious reader, the questionnaire used for the survey is contained at
the back of this report.
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INTRODUCTION
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LINK
Strategic management has been the focus in the private sector on profit, market share, and return on investment. The same
environmental factors that affect a business’ bottom line can also affect an organization’s ability to be successful.
Despite the fundamental difference from a business, a local government must have the same orientation to the present and
the future as a private company. A business has short-term and market-share targets and must plan for the future growth
in existing and new markets. A government has short-term, service-provision focus areas and must plan for future demands
for public services with a shrinking, static, or expanding pool of human and capital resources. In short, a local government
must satisfy today’s need for constituent services and seek means of providing improved services in the years to come.
In the City of Southlake, results and accountability are driven by a Strategic Management System (SMS). This is a process by
which an organization and a community attempt to control its destiny rather than allowing future events to do so.
Since 2005, the City Council has worked closely with staff to develop this system, which is based on the Balanced Scorecard
framework. Through sound business principles embodied in the SMS, the City is able to more effectively provide services to
the citizens of Southlake, increasing both efficiency and customer satisfaction.
Ultimately, it guides the way the City does business and helps us determine how we should invest our time and resources.
In the budget process, the SMS allows for increased transparency and accountability, providing the City a framework for
demonstrating results.
The diagram on the next page is the City’s Strategy Map, which highlights the City’s mission, focus areas, corporate
objectives, and values. The Southlake community, City Council, and staff business units all played key roles in the
development of this map.
The City’s Strategy Map benefits the organization in numerous ways:
•

It clarifies the organizational vision.

•

It aligns the organization in achieving the vision.

•

It integrates the strategic-planning and resource-allocation processes.

•

It communicates specific expectations and aligns them with the focus areas, corporate objectives, and initiatives.
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INTRODUCTION
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LINK
Essentially, the Strategy Map articulates specific macro-level objectives the organization must achieve. It clearly articulates
the City’s strategy so that everyone understands their role in implementation of that strategy. This Strategy Map proposes
six focus areas with 22 underlying corporate objectives. Each of the 22 objectives is broadly defined so that it provides
context for what the organization is to achieve. This relationship between the six focus areas, 22 objectives, six critical
business outcomes, and four key perspectives constitute the blueprint for budget proposals as well as strategic action and
individual employee activity.
You will notice throughout this document that results have been grouped by focus area. By ensuring that each question and
its corresponding result is aligned with our strategy, we are also ensuring that decisions made based on survey input are
also in alignment.
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JUST THE FACTS
Quality of Life

The following is an outline of the main factual findings from the survey. For the reader’s convenience, we have organized the findings
according to the section titles used in the body of this report. Thus, to learn more about a particular finding, simply turn to the
appropriate report section.

96%
EXCELLENT, VERY GOOD, OR GOOD
QUALITY OF LIFE

Consistent with past years, an overwhelming majority (96%) of respondents shared favorable opinions of the overall quality of life
in Southlake, with 47% reporting it as excellent, 36% reporting it as very good, and 13% reporting it as good. A very small
percentage of the respondents used poor or fair to describe the quality of life.
During the time they have lived in Southlake, 43% of respondents feel that Southlake has improved, 27% indicate they feel
Southlake has stayed the same, and 30% believe that Southlake has gotten worse. However, compared to 2019, the percentage of
respondents who believe Southlake has improved has declined significantly.
About 9 out of 10 respondents associate Southlake with the phrases safe and secure, financially sound, and dependable, highquality services, while around 8 out of 10 respondents associate Southlake with the phrases beautiful parks/open spaces and
healthy, engaged business community. Roughly three-quarters say strong community spirit and strong management describe the
City.
When asked what they consider to be the most important issue facing Southlake, respondents generally responded that the City’s
infrastructure, roads/transportation, management of growth and development, and population/community feel/diversity were
the most important issues facing Southlake today.
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JUST THE FACTS
Performance Management & Service Delivery
Respondents were asked to rate the City’s performance as it relates to the
customer-level objectives identified on the City’s strategy map. For all
objectives, with the exception of providing travel convenience within the City, a
majority of respondents rated the City’s performance as either excellent or
very good. Topping the list was achieving the highest standards in safety and
security, with 8 out of 10 respondents rating the City’s performance in this area
as excellent or very good. Conversely, providing travel convenience within the
City received the lowest ranking, with 26% of respondents rating the City’s
performance as fair or poor in this area.

3

# OF CITY SERVICES
WHOSE SATISFACTION
RATING SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPROVED

While travel convenience was rated lowest in satisfaction, it is notable that this
objective, along with providing attractive and unique spaces for enjoyment of
personal interests and promoting opportunities for partnerships and volunteer
involvement each improved significantly.
When asked to rank the importance of 21 services, overall, Southlake residents rated responding to calls for police service, providing
fire services, providing water service, providing emergency medical services (ambulance), maintaining local streets and roads, and
providing sewer service as the most important of the services (all rated very important at 90% or above). Rounding out the top 10
are providing traffic management services to support safe and efficient movement, patrolling to ward off criminals, preparing the
City for emergencies, and maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities. At the other end of the spectrum,
providing senior services (42%), providing animal control services (39%), and providing information on bicycle safety and education
(28%) were considered less important to Southlake residents.
Although residents were generally satisfied with most services, three-quarters or more were very satisfied with the City’s efforts to
provide fire services (84% very satisfied), followed by providing sewer service (77%), providing ambulance services (77%), and
responding to calls for police service (76%). Rounding out the top 10 are providing water service (69%), maintaining the appearance
of parks, landscapes and facilities (66%), preparing the City for emergencies (59%), providing a variety of parks and recreation
facilities (57%), managing storm-water drainage (57%), and patrolling to ward off criminals (56%).

3
2

# of 2019
Gap Issues

# of 2021
Gap Issues

Operating from the management philosophy that, all other things
being equal, the City should focus on improving services that
have the highest percentage gap in Figure 21, the City has
established that any service with a 25% or higher gap will be
prioritized for service improvement. Thus, responding to codeenforcement inquiries and providing pedestrian pathways,
sidewalks, and trails should be areas of focus.

In looking further at the gap-issues for 2021, one of them appears on the top in dissatisfaction ratings which is providing pedestrian
pathways, sidewalks and trails. This service received the highest dissatisfaction rating of 21% very or somewhat dissatisfied. The
service with the next highest level of dissatisfaction is providing traffic management services (11% very or somewhat dissatisfied).
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JUST THE FACTS
Performance Management & Service Delivery
The vast majority (89%) of Southlake residents indicated they were either very or somewhat satisfied with the City’s overall
performance in providing services. Six percent were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. A small portion of residents indicated they
were somewhat dissatisfied (4%), and a mere 1% of respondents reported being very dissatisfied. Overall satisfaction has
significantly improved, compared to 2019, as more reported being very satisfied with services.
Nearly half of respondents reported receiving city information by word of mouth (48%) or through the City of Southlake website
(48%).
Roughly three-quarters of respondents (74%) indicated they had contact with a City employee. The most common contact was
to ask about membership or programs with the Champions Club (9%), followed by questions for the public works department
(6%), questions about trash and recycling (6%), and questions for the library (6%), Conversely, 10 departments received contact
from 1% or fewer respondents.
Overall, residents have positive experiences when dealing with City employees. My request was directed to the correct
department received the highest rating, with 75% of respondents agreeing completely, followed by the employee represented
the City in a positive manner (74%), the employee listened to me and was warm and sincere (70%), the employee asked adequate
and appropriate questions to understand the issue (68%), and the employee showed pride and concern for the quality of work
(66%) rounding out the top five experiences.
Overall, across three of the four most contacted departments (Champions Club, public works, and trash/recycling), customer
service has room for improvement as several performance attributes received top-two-box agreement ratings (agree completely
or somewhat) below 80%. Both Champions Club and public works employees have the most room for improvement. For both
departments, fewer than half of respondents were satisfied with performance in these areas. None of the trash and recycling
results reached the 80% standard set by the City. However, the library received high marks for most attributes.
For those respondents who indicated contact with a police officer to report an incident or crime, the survey also captured
respondents’ opinions about the officer’s professionalism. Nearly 9 out of 10 respondents (86%) indicated that they felt the
officer was very professional.
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JUST THE FACTS
Safety & Security

When asked to consider to what degree respondents associate their image of Southlake with the phrase safe and secure, an
overwhelming majority of respondents provided a rating of five or better for this question (95%).
When asked to consider how they would rate the city on achieving the highest standards in safety and security, more than 8 in 10
respondents said excellent or very good (84%), which is stable compared to the result in 2019 of 85%.
When asked to indicate whether they felt crime had increased, decreased, or remained the same, about three-fifths of
respondents (62%) indicated that crime has remained the same. One-quarter of respondents (25%) indicated serious crime in
Southlake has increased slightly, and only 2% felt it has increased significantly.
Residents’ feelings of safety varied little depending on the venue. A great majority of residents feel at least somewhat safe
walking alone in their neighborhoods, visiting Southlake’s parks, and visiting shops in Southlake.
When asked to rank the importance of safety and security-related services, ranked highest in importance were providing fire
services (99% very or somewhat important), providing ambulance services (99%), responding to calls for police service (99%),
preparing the City for emergencies (97%), and patrolling to ward off criminals (96%). Among the importance ranking of all city
services, five of these are among the top ten ranked services: responding to calls for police service, providing fire services,
providing ambulance services, patrolling to ward off criminals, and preparing the City for emergencies (see Figure 14).
Overall, respondents are satisfied with the City’s performance for each of these services, with a majority of respondents
indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating. Respondents are most satisfied with the provision of fire services (90% very or
somewhat satisfied), followed by response to calls for police service (87%), providing ambulance services (84%), patrolling
neighborhoods, building, and businesses to ward off criminals (83%), and preparing the City for emergencies (79%). Providing
animal control services received the lowest satisfaction rating (66%) among the safety and security services. Compared to 2019,
satisfaction in regard to enforcing traffic laws significantly decreased (-5 percentage points). The remaining services did not have
significant gains or losses in satisfaction, compared to 2019.

CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN ACHIEVING THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF SAFETY AND SECURITY
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JUST THE FACTS
Mobility & Infrastructure
When asked to rate the City’s performance at providing travel convenience within the City, respondents provided mixed results,
with roughly 4 in 10 (43%) indicating excellent or very good, 31% indicating good, and 26% indicating a fair or poor rating.
When asked to rank the importance of mobility- and infrastructure-related services, with the exception of providing information
on bicycle safety and education, at least 9 out of 10 respondents indicated that the services were very or somewhat important,
with maintaining streets and roads ranking the highest in importance (100% very or somewhat important), followed by providing
water service (99%), providing traffic management services (98%), providing sewer service (97%), managing storm-water
drainage (97%), and providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails (94%). When compared with importance rankings for
all city services, four of these are among the top ten ranked services: providing water service, maintaining local streets and
roads, providing traffic management services, and providing sewer service (see Figure 14). Additionally, four of these services
improved significantly from 2019: maintain local streets and roads, manage storm-water drainage, provide pedestrian pathways,
and provide sewer service.
The survey also asked about satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide the same mobility- and infrastructure-related services.
9 out of 10 respondents indicated a very or somewhat satisfied rating for providing water service (90%) and providing sewer
service (90%), and 8 out of 10 respondents indicated a very or somewhat satisfied rating for maintaining local streets and roads
(85%) and managing storm-water drainage (81%). On the other hand, for mobility- and infrastructure-related services, providing
information on bicycle safety and education received the lowest ratings, with only 41% very or somewhat satisfied. Among the
satisfaction rankings for all city services, three of these are in the top ten ranked services: providing water service, managing
storm-water drainage, and providing sewer service (see Figure 17).
Three of the services showed a significant change in satisfaction. Compared to 2019, satisfaction with providing traffic
management services to support safe and efficient movement; providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails; and
managing storm-water drainage improved significantly. However, examining these services further by looking at the gap
between importance and satisfaction in 2021 reveals that providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails has the largest
gap and warrants the most attention moving forward.

SATISFACTION WITH PROVISION OF PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS AND TRAILS
NOT

NOT

SATISFIED
21%

SATISFIED
26%
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NEUTRAL
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67%

2021
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JUST THE FACTS
Mobility & Infrastructure
As previously noted, when considering perceived importance and current satisfaction levels, managing traffic congestion in
Southlake was found to be the top priority among residents. While still a priority, the gap between service importance and
satisfaction in providing traffic management services has decreased significantly since 2019, indicating that respondents’
expectations for this service have been met better than in the past.
In previous surveys, the provision of pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails has been a prominent service that residents have
indicated is lacking. Satisfaction levels have improved since 2019, when 59% stated they were very or somewhat satisfied, to
2021, when 67% indicate they are very or somewhat satisfied. Although satisfaction with this service has improved, its gap
between importance and satisfaction indicates it is a gap issue and should continue to be a priority for the City.

QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Of the quality development-related services, three were rated by more than 90% to be very or somewhat important. Maintaining
appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities (98%), providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities (95%), and providing
information on development (91%) were the most important quality development-related services. The remaining services,
including providing code-enforcement services and providing a variety of parks and recreation programs, were each rated by more
than 80% as being very or somewhat important. Additionally, providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities increased
significantly from 2019 in terms of importance.
For quality development-related services, the highest satisfaction ratings went to maintaining appearance of parks, landscapes, and
facilities, with 92% of respondents indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating, followed by providing a variety of parks and
recreation facilities (87%). In contrast, only about 6 in 10 (61%) respondents indicated that they were very or somewhat satisfied
with the City’s efforts to providing code-enforcement services. Respondents are most satisfied with maintaining the appearance of
parks, landscapes, and facilities (66% very satisfied).
Satisfaction ratings on quality development-related services were comparable to 2019 satisfaction levels, except for providing
information on development, which saw an increase in satisfaction (+6 percentage points) and providing a variety of parks and
recreation facilities (+5).
Based on the City’s priority standard for any service with a 25% or higher gap, providing code-enforcement services (25% gap) falls
just at that standard and should be prioritized by the City going forward.
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JUST THE FACTS
Partnerships & Volunteerism
The vast majority of residents rated the City’s performance positively in terms of partnerships and volunteerism. Sixty-five
percent (65%) rated the City as excellent or very good at promoting opportunities for partnerships and volunteer involvement.
As part of the survey, respondents were also asked what types of organizations with which they volunteer. Most often,
respondents said they volunteer with religious organizations (38%), followed by educational (29%), social services (24%), and
sports (22%) organizations.
Almost 9 out of 10 residents indicated that trash- and recycling-collection services are either excellent or very good, with
satisfaction up significantly from 2019.

Citizen Engagement
The survey continued to include several questions to better understand how engaged Southlake’s citizens are with government,
their neighbors, and community activities.
The majority of residents participate with local, state, and federal governments in some way. Respondents do so most often by
going to the website (44% local, 41% state, 37% federal). Other common ways respondents participate with local government
include attending meetings dealing with specific issues (39%) and getting together with neighbors (38%).
Voting in City elections is another way citizens participate with the City’s government. Most always vote in City elections (80%).
Among those who do not always vote, forgetting to vote (25%), being too busy (24%), conflicting work (24%) were the most
common reasons for not voting or voting more often.
Participating in community activities is common among respondents. Most (63%) responded that they get together with their
neighbors. Further, when asked about their neighbors, 9 out of 10 said they agreed completely or somewhat that they trust their
neighbors (91%) and that they help their neighbors (91%).
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JUST THE FACTS
Demographics

Caucasian

Hispanic

78%

77%

4%
2019

3%
2021

● About three-quarters (76%) of these participants have lived in Southlake for more than seven years.
● Slightly less than half (44%) mentioned that this is their first time taking the City’s survey.
● The vast majority of participants surveyed own their primary residence (99%).
● Eight (8) in 10 (80%) of participants in the survey mentioned that they always vote in City elections.
● The majority of participants have graduated college or have a graduate degree or higher (91%).
● On average, participants have an annual income of $240,600.
● The average age of participants is 56.1 years, and the majority are Caucasian (77%).
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CONCLUSIONS
Where should the City focus its efforts in the future?
Perhaps the most important recommendation, and one that is occasionally overlooked in customer satisfaction research, is for the
City to recognize the many things that it does well and to focus on continuing to perform at a high level in these areas. As noted
throughout this report, residents were generally pleased with the City’s efforts to provide services and facilities, and they have a
favorable opinion of the City’s performance in most areas. Thus, the top priority for the City should be to do what it takes to
maintain the high quality of services that it currently provides.
However, as the City continues to strive for improvement, the results of this study do suggest opportunities to further bolster
resident satisfaction. Considering the list of services and their respective priority status for future City attention provided in this
report (see Figure 21), the top candidates for improvement are providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails; providing
code-enforcement services, and providing animal control services.

TOP CANDIDATES FOR IMPROVEMENT
PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS

28% GAP

PROVIDE CODE-ENFORCEMENT SERVICES

25% GAP

PROVIDE ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICES

21% GAP

IS CITY-RESIDENT COMMUNICATION A CONCERN FOR SOUTHLAKE?
The City of Southlake has an opportunity to improve communication with residents by improving access to community news via
their preferred methods.
Furthermore, the types of information residents are most interested in learning about through various communication channels
include community events and festivals, breaking news, city council actions, development, roadway construction, and public
safety/health.
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QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY
The opening series of questions in the survey was designed to assess residents’ perceptions of the quality of life in Southlake, as
well as what the City government could do to improve the quality of life in the City, now and in the future.
Respondents were asked to rate the quality of life in Southlake using a five-point scale of excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor.
As shown in Figure 1 below, 96% of respondents shared favorable opinions of the overall quality of life in Southlake, with 47%
reporting it as excellent, 36% reporting it as very good and 13% reporting it as good. About 3% of respondents reported the quality
of life in Southlake as fair, and less than 1% of the respondents chose poor to describe the quality of life.

HOW WOULD YOU CLASSIFY THE QUALITY OF LIFE YOU EXPERIENCE LIVING IN SOUTHLAKE? (Q5)
Figure 1 – Overall Quality of Life

Poor
Excellent

Fair

<1%
3%

47%

Good

13%

2021

36%

Very Good

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY
Figure 2 – Overall Quality of Life, 2019 vs. 2021
Figure 2 provides a comparison between overall quality of life ratings in 2019 vs. 2021. It shows that these ratings have shifted
somewhat among those rating the quality of life as excellent or very good.

48%

47%

2019

41%

36%

13%

10%

3%

1%
Excellent

2021

Very Good

Good

1%

0%

Fair

Poor

Figure 3 - Overall Quality of Life Since 1995
Looking further, Figure 3 shows a top-three-box composite score of positive quality-of-life ratings since 1995 and reveals that,
although the rating is high at 96%, the perceived quality of life has significantly decreased when compared with results between 20052019.

95%

97%

98%

99%

99%

99%

99%

98%

99%

96%

1995
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2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015
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Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242) / 2019 (1084) / 2015 (673) / 2013 (803) / 2011 (812) / 2009 (779) / 2007 (409) / 2005 (400 ) /
2002 (402) / 1995 (606)
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QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY
For the interested reader, Figures 4 and 5 show how ratings of the quality of life in the City varied by years of residence, age of the
respondent, and annual income.
Overall satisfaction levels were fairly consistent across the groups. Exceptions include those 50 years of age and older, those who
have lived in Southlake less than 4 years or more than 10 years, and those with incomes between $150K and $200K or more who rate
the quality of life more highly, compared to the groups noted.

Figure 4 – Overall Quality of Life by Age and Years in Southlake
Very Satisfied

AGE

41%

Somewhat Satisfied

41%

38%

<40 (A)

40-49 (B)

35%

35%
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G
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Figure 5 – Overall Quality of Life by Annual Income

INCOME
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Uppercase Letter (A-M) indicate significant difference between sub-groups at 95% confidence level
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QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY
Residents were asked to indicate whether they felt Southlake had improved, stayed the same, or gotten worse during the time they
have lived in Southlake. Figure 6 shows that 43% feel that Southlake has improved, 27% indicate they feel Southlake has stayed the
same, and 30% believe that Southlake has gotten worse.

DURING THE TIME YOU HAVE LIVED IN SOUTHLAKE, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT, AS A COMMUNITY IN WHICH TO
LIVE, SOUTHLAKE HAS IMPROVED, STAYED THE SAME, OR GOTTEN WORSE? (Q6)

Improved

Stayed the same

15%

9%

Gotten worse

7%
20%

30%

25%
43%

8%
28%

11%

25%

11%

22%
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26%
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29%
27%
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56%
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64%
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62%
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43%

27%
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Figure 6 – Quality-of-Life Progression
Base: 2021 Total Respondents (1242)
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Figure 7 – Quality-of-Life Progression Since 2002
Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242) / 2019 (1084) / 2017 (1096) / 2015
(673) / 2013 (803) / 2011 (812) / 2009 (779) / 2007 (409) / 2005 (400) /
2002 (402)

Figure 7 provides data for this question since 2002, which shows that, overall, a majority of respondents consistently report that life in
Southlake has improved. However, this year shows a significant decline in those who think the quality of life has improved, compared
to all previous years.

X Indicates significant difference at 95% confidence level when 2021 results are compared with previous years.
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QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY
Furthermore, Figures 8 and 9 show how perception of quality-of-life progression in the City varied by age of the respondent, years of
residence, and annual income. For those aged 60 and older and those aged 50-59, quality of life has improved significantly, while
those who are aged 40-49 say it has stayed the same or gotten worse. The perception of improvement is significantly higher for
those who have lived in Southlake 10 or more years; however, those who have lived in Southlake between 4 and 10 years say it has
gotten worse. In addition, those with income levels under $200,000 are more likely than those of higher-income levels are to indicate
an improvement in the quality of life, whereas those with incomes of $200,000 or more say it has gotten worse.

Figure 8 – Quality-of-Life Progression by Age and Years in Southlake
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Figure 9 – Quality-of-Life Progression by Annual Income
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QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY
Continuing with an assessment of Southlake’s quality of life, respondents were next asked to rate phrases on a scale from 1 to 7,
where “1” indicated that phrase fits best with his or her image of the City and “7” indicated that phrase fits least with his or her image
of the City.
Figure 10 represents the percentage of respondents who rated each phrase with a “5” or more. The majority of all respondents highly
associate Southlake with each of the seven phrases, with roughly 9 out of 10 respondents associating Southlake with the phrases “safe
and secure” and “financially sound.” Agreement is lowest for “strong community spirit” and “strong management.”

PLEASE RATE THE FOLLOWING PHRASES ACCORDING TO HOW WELL YOU THINK THEY DESCRIBE THE CITY OF
SOUTHLAKE. RATE EACH PHRASE FROM “1” TO “7,” WHERE “1” MEANS “FITS BEST WITH MY IMAGE OF THE
CITY” AND “7” “FITS LEAST WITH MY IMAGE OF THE CITY.” (Q8)

Figure 10 – Image of City (Top-3-Box Rating, 5 or Higher)
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88%
84%
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QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY
The next quality of life question (Q9) was asked in an open-ended manner to determine respondents’ feelings as to the most
important issue facing Southlake. This question was designed to provide staff with insight into the feelings of the residents, who
though overall express high satisfaction with the quality of life, still see areas where the City could improve.
As shown in Figure 11, respondents generally agreed that the City’s infrastructures, roads/transportation, city growth/management of
city development, and population/community feel/diversity are some of the most important issues facing Southlake today.

THINKING ABOUT THE CITY OF SOUTHLAKE OVERALL, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE
FACING SOUTHLAKE TODAY? (Q9)

Figure 11 - Most Important Issue

Infrastructures
Roads/Transportation
Population/Community
Feel/Diversity
Traffic/Congestion on
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Recreational Services
Schools/Education

City
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Of City Development
Business/Building
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Governmental/Local
Politics
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
& SERVICE DELIVERY
A large portion of the Citizen Satisfaction Survey was dedicated to assessing residents’ opinions about the City’s performance in
providing various municipal services. Questions ranged from broad service provisions to assessing importance and performance
expectations for specific services.
Beginning with Q10, respondents were asked to rate the City’s performance as it relates to the customer-level objectives found on
the City’s Strategy Map (shown below), using a five-point scale of excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor. As you can see, these
objectives represent broad service goals for the City. Note that these goals also tie directly into the City’s focus areas of Safety and
Security, Mobility, Infrastructure, Quality Development, Partnerships and Volunteerism, and Performance Management and Service
Delivery. By asking respondents to rate the City’s performance for these five objectives, the City is able to directly assess how well it is
meeting the customer goals of the Strategic Management System.
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
& SERVICE DELIVERY
Figure 12 shows that for all customer-level objectives, with the exception of providing travel convenience within the City, a majority of
respondents rated the City’s performance as either excellent or very good. Topping the list was achieving the highest standards of
safety and security, with more than 8 out of 10 respondents rating the City’s performance in this area as excellent or very good. At the
other end of the spectrum, providing travel convenience within the City received the lowest ranking, with 26% of respondents rating
the City’s performance as fair or poor in this area.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES? (Q10)
Figure 12 – City Performance: Customer-Level Objectives
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
& SERVICE DELIVERY
Figure 13 provides a comparison with the 2019 survey top-two-box results for this question. The results for achieving the highest
standards of safety and security remained stable, compared to 2019. Providing travel convenience within the city remained the lowestrated standard; however, there was significant improvement in the rating, compared to 2019. Providing attractive and unique spaces
for enjoyment of personal interests also had a significant improvement; however, enhancing the sense of community by providing
excellent customer service and citizen-engagement opportunities showed a significant decline in its rating compared to that of 2019.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES, 2019 VS. 2021? (Q10)
Figure 13 – City Performance: Customer-Level Objectives, 2019 vs. 2021
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
& SERVICE DELIVERY
Following the broader assessment of service delivery was a series of questions that asked respondents to rate their experiences with
21 specific services offered by the City, as well as their level of satisfaction with efforts to provide these services.
Figure 14 presents the top ten services ranked by order of importance according to the proportion of respondents who rated a service
as very important. Overall, Southlake residents rated responding to calls for police service as the most important of the services tested
(96% very important), followed by providing fire services (96%), providing water service (95%), providing emergency medical services
(94%), maintaining local streets and roads (91%), providing sewer service (90%), providing traffic management services (81%),
emergency preparedness (80%), maintaining appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities (79%), and patrolling neighborhoods,
buildings, and businesses to ward off criminals (77%).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU? (Q23, Q30,& Q34)
Figure 14 – Importance of Services in 2021 (Top 10)
Very Important

Somewhat Important

Top-Two Box

Responding To Calls For Police Service

96%

3% 99%

Providing Fire Services

96%

3% 99%

Providing Water Service

95%
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Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

94%
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Providing Sewer Service
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Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe And
Efficient Movement ***
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17%
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Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities
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Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
& SERVICE DELIVERY
Figure 15 presents the top-two-box ratings for the remainder of the 21 ranked services. Based on the top-box importance ratings,
most city services received high importance ratings, while five city services were rated as very important by fewer than 50% of
respondents. Those services are responding to code-enforcement inquiries/complaints (49%), providing a variety of recreational
programs (46%), providing senior services (42%), providing animal-control services (39%), and providing information on bicycle safety
and education (28%).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU? (Q23, Q30, & Q34)
Figure 15 – Importance Of Services in 2021 (Rated 11th-21st)
Very Important

Somewhat Important
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39%

28%

91%

37%

46%

Providing Senior Services

95%

84%

35%

49%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

94%

35%

54%

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

Providing Animal Control Services

27%

97%

84%

78%

48%

33%

87%

61%

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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Figure 16 looks at the importance ratings in comparison with the 2019 responses. The top 10 services for 2021 have been listed along
with their corresponding ranking in the 2019 survey. In looking at this comparison, one can see that in both surveys respondents
indicated that responding to calls for police service, providing fire services, and providing water service are the three most important
services provided by the City, each with 96% of respondents rating those services as very important.
There was some movement in the rankings compared to 2019. While providing sewer service, preparing the city for emergencies, and
maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities each moved up in ranking, providing traffic management services and
patrolling to ward off criminals moved down in their ranking order.

Figure 16 – Importance of Services, 2019 vs. 2021 Top 10

2019
Rank

2021
Rank

Movement

Responding To Calls For Police Service (96%)

1

1

Same

Providing Fire Services (96%)

2

2

Same

Providing Water Service (95%)

3

3

Same

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance) (94%)

4

4

Same

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads (91%)

5

5

Same

Providing Sewer Service (90%)

8

6

+2

Providing Traffic Management Services (81%)

6

7

-1

Preparing The City For Emergencies (80%)

9

8

+1

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities (79%)

11

9

+2

Patrolling To Ward Off Criminals (77%)

7

10

-3

Service (% Very Important)
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Turning to the satisfaction component, Figure 17 sorts the same list of services by order of satisfaction according to the proportion of
respondents who indicated they were very satisfied with the City’s efforts to provide the service.
At the top of the list, respondents were very satisfied with the City’s efforts to provide fire services (84%), followed by providing sewer
service (77%), providing ambulance services (77%), responding to calls for police service (76%), providing water service (69%),
maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes and facilities (66%), emergency preparedness (59%), providing a variety of parks and
recreation facilities (57%), managing storm-water drainage (57%), and patrolling to ward off criminals (56%). In addition, when the
top-two-box rankings (very and somewhat satisfied) are combined, roughly 80% or more of the respondents indicated they were very
or somewhat satisfied with each of these services.

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES? (Q24, Q31, & Q35)
Figure 17 - Satisfaction With Services in 2021 (Top 10)
Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Providing Fire Services

Top-Two Box

84%

6% 90%

Providing Sewer Service

77%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

77%

7% 84%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

76%

11%

Providing Water Service

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities

12%

69%

90%

87%

21%

66%

90%

26%

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And Respond
To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency Situations) ***

59%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

57%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

57%

24%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To Ward Off
Criminals

56%

27%

20%

30%

92%

79%

87%

81%

83%

Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
Base: Varies
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Figure 18 presents the satisfaction ratings for the remainder of the 21 ranked services.
Both providing library services and enforcing traffic laws dropped to the second tier on the list of satisfaction.

Based on the top-two-box satisfaction ratings (very or somewhat satisfied), respondents appear to be comparatively less satisfied with
the City’s effort to provide information on bicycle safety and education (41%).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES? (Q24, Q31, & Q35)
Figure 18 – Satisfaction With Services in 2021 (Rated 11th-21st)
Very Satisfied

Top-Two Box

Somewhat Satisfied

Providing Library Services

50%

25%

75%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

50%

24%

74%

Providing Animal Control Services

47%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

47%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

47%

18%

66%

38%

30%

Providing Information On Development

44%

32%

Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe And
Efficient Movement ***

44%

34%

Providing Code-Enforcement Services

42%

19%

61%

Providing Senior Services

40%

21%

61%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails
Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

34%

25%

33%

16%

85%

77%

76%

78%

67%

41%

Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
Base: Varies
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Figure 19 looks at the satisfaction ratings in comparison with the 2019 responses. The top 10 services for 2021 have been listed, along
with their corresponding ranking in the 2019 survey.
In looking at this comparison, one can see that in both surveys, respondents were most satisfied with the City’s efforts at providing fire
services, which earned the top rank in both years. In addition, the other services making up the top 5 remained the same as in 2019,
including providing sewer service, providing ambulance services, responding to calls for police service, and providing water service.
Providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities and managing storm-water drainage moved from rankings below the top 10 in
2019, filling out this year’s top 10.

Figure 19 – Satisfaction With Services, 2019 vs. 2021 Top 10

2019
Rank

2021
Rank

Movement

Providing Fire Services (84%)

1

1

Same

Providing Sewer Service (77%)

5

2

+3

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance) (77%)

3

3

Same

Responding To Calls For Police Service (76%)

2

4

-2

Providing Water Service (69%)

4

5

-1

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities (66%)

7

6

+1

Preparing The City For Emergencies (59%)

6

7

-1

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities (57%)

11

8

+3

Managing Storm-Water Drainage (57%)

12

9

+3

Patrolling To Ward Off Criminals (56%)

8

10

-2

Service (% Very Satisfied)
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Figure 20 shows one final look at satisfaction ratings as compared to 2019. For both 2019 and 2021, we analyzed each service by first
tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied rating. Then we calculated the difference
between those composites to determine which services had gained, or conversely lost, ground in satisfaction from 2019 to 2021.
Figure 14 shows those services that significantly gained or lost percentage points in their satisfaction score.
In 2021, 6 out of 21 services rated had satisfaction ratings that increased significantly. On the other hand, only 1 out of the 21 services
had a significant loss compared to 2019. The greatest percentage-point increase was for providing traffic management services to
support safe and efficient movement (+22 points). Enforcing traffic laws (-5 points) had the largest loss in satisfaction.

Figure 20 – Statistically Significant Top-2-Box Service Satisfaction Changes from 2019 to 2021

Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe And
Efficient Movement ***

22%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

8%

Providing Information On Development

6%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

5%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

5%

Providing Senior Services

5%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

-5%

Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)
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Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction: Gap Issues

With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents, as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we can examine the relationship between these two dimensions. We can then identify service areas where the City has
the greatest opportunities to improve resident satisfaction and identify services for which the City is meeting, and even exceeding,
most of the residents’ needs.
Figure 21 presents each of the 21 services, along with the difference between the percentage of respondents who rated a service as
very or somewhat important, compared to the percentage who indicated they were very or somewhat satisfied with the service. It
can be concluded that for those services where the gap is larger, the City is not currently meeting residents’ needs for those services.
We refer to these services as the City’s “gap issues.”
The management philosophy is that, all other things being equal, the City should focus on improving services that have the highest
percentage-point gap in Figure 21. The City has established that any service with a 25-point (or greater) gap will be prioritized for
service improvement. Thus, providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks and trails followed by responding to code-enforcement
inquiries/complaints should be prioritized.
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Figure 21 – Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap), Sorted by Service-Area Groups
Defined in 2021 Survey
Providing Animal Control Services

21%

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And
Respond To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency…

18%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

15%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

15%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To
Ward Off Criminals

13%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

12%

Providing Fire Services

9%

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

25%

Providing Senior Services

18%

Providing Information On Development

15%

Providing Library Services

9%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

8%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs
Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And
Facilities

7%
6%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

28%

Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe And
Efficient Movement ***

20%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

20%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

15%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads
Providing Water Service
Providing Sewer Service
2021 CITIZEN SATISFACTION SURVEY

14%
10%
7% *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
Note:
Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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So how does this compare to 2019? Figure 22 provides a comparison of the percentage-point gap between 2019 and 2021, with
services sorted by service-area groups that were defined in the 2021 survey. This allows a quick, at-a-glance view at how the 2021
gaps compare with those from 2019. In general, smaller gaps between importance and satisfaction ratings indicate better
performance and service delivery, while larger gaps indicate more room to improve. Also, smaller gap differences between 2019 and
2021 demonstrate similar changes, while larger gap differences between 2019 and 2021 demonstrate larger changes.
Instances where a “yellow star” is present and the dark tan bar (2019) exceeds the teal bar (2021) means that the gap for that service
has significantly decreased between 2019 and 2021, and that the City is better meeting residents’ needs for those services.
As illustrated in Figure 22, 4 out of the 21 areas show a significant decrease in the gap, which means that the City has improved at
meeting residents’ needs for those services, compared to 2019. However, there are 3 City services for which the gap has increased
compared to 2019: providing animal control services, emergency preparedness and enforcing traffic laws. Figure 22 provides a closer
look at these gap differences.
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Figure 22 – Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap), 2019 vs. 2021
17%
21%
14%
18%

Providing Animal Control Services
Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And Respond To
Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency Situations) ***
Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To Ward Off
Criminals

12%
13%
12%
15%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)
Providing Fire Services

11%
9%
11%
12%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

11%
15%

Enforcing Traffic Laws
Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe And Efficient
Movement ***

43%
20%

32%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

28%
19%
20%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

17%
15%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

16%
14%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads
Providing Water Service
Providing Sewer Service

9%
10%
7%
7%
27%
25%

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints
19%
15%

Providing Information On Development

Providing Library Services
Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs
Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities

2021

15%
18%

Providing Senior Services

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

2019

11%
8%
10%
9%
9%
7%

Indicates significant decrease at
95% confidence level when 2021
results are compared with 2019.
Indicates significant increase at
95% confidence level when 2021
results are compared with 2019.

8%
6%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)
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Figure 23 provides another look at a comparison between the 2019 and 2021 gap percentages. Services with a significant
decrease from 2019 include providing traffic management services (-23 points), providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and
trails (-4 points), providing information on development (-4 points), and providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities (-3
points). This means that for these services, the City has done a better job of meeting service expectations since 2019.
It is also notable that 3 issues had significant gap increases since 2019, including enforcing traffic laws (4 points), providing
animal control services (4 points), and emergency preparedness (4 points).

Overall, the City’s efforts to address gap issues have had a positive impact. The issue with the biggest gap in 2019, managing
traffic congestion (now worded as providing traffic management services to support safe and efficient movement saw the
biggest decrease in 2021.
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Figure 23 – Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction, Difference in Gap From 2019 to 2021
Decrease in gap: Meeting service-level expectation better than in 2019
Increase in gap: Not meeting service-level expectation as well as in 2019
Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe And Efficient
Movement ***

-23% X

Provide Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

-4% X

Provide Information On Development

-4% X
-3% X

Provide A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities
Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

-2%

Maintain Appearance Of Parks/Landscapes/Facilities

-2%

Provide Fire Services

-2%

Maintain Local Streets And Roads

-2%

Manage Storm-Water Drainage

-2%

Provide A Variety Of Recreation Programs

-2%

Provide Library Services

-1%
0%

Provide Sewer Service
Provide Water Service

1%

Provide Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

1%

Respond To Calls For Police Service

1%

Patrol To Ward Off Criminals

1%

Provide Senior Services

3%

Provide Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

3%

Enforce Traffic Laws

4% X

Provide Animal Control Services

4% X

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And Respond
To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency Situations) ***

4% X

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)
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While gap analyses (see Figures 21, 22, and 23) indicate only a few concerning services with top gap issues (such providing pedestrian
pathways, responding to code-enforcement inquiries, emergency preparedness, providing animal control services, and enforcing traffic
laws), Figure 24 demonstrates service areas that have comparatively higher dissatisfaction among Southlake residents.
Not surprisingly, in looking further at the services in the top gap-issues list for 2021 (see Figure 21), one of them appears on the top in
dissatisfaction ratings. That service is providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails which has a 21% dissatisfaction rating. Also,
with high dissatisfaction is providing traffic management services which has an 11% dissatisfaction rating. The City may want to focus
future efforts on improving these particular services.

Figure 24 – Service Satisfaction, Ranked by Bottom-Two-Box %
(Respondents Indicating Somewhat or Very Dissatisfied)

Very Dissatisfied

Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe
And Efficient Movement

Provide Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

Somewhat Dissatisfied

3%

8%

6%

Bottom-Two Box

11%

15%

21%

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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Residents were also asked to indicate if, overall, they are satisfied or dissatisfied with the job the City of Southlake is doing to provide
services. As shown in Figure 25, nearly 9 out of 10 residents indicated they were at least somewhat satisfied with the City’s efforts to
provide services. Six percent (6%) were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, and a small portion of residents indicated they were
somewhat dissatisfied (4%). Only 1% of respondents reported being very dissatisfied.

OVERALL, HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE SERVICES?
(Q11)
Figure 25 – Overall Service Satisfaction

Very Satisfied

61%

Very Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

2021

1%
4%
6%

Neither Satisfied
Nor Dissatisfied

28%

Somewhat Satisfied

Base: 2021 Total Respondents (1242)
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Figure 26 provides a comparison between 2019 and 2021 for overall service ratings and shows that, while there has been some very
small movement across the categories, overall satisfaction has remained consistent. Consistent with the 2019 results of 88%, this year
89% of residents indicate they are at least somewhat satisfied with services.

Figure 26 – Overall Service Satisfaction, 2019 vs. 2021

2019

2021

61%
55%

X

33%
X

28%

8%

6%
3%

Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither Satisfied
Nor Dissatisfied

4%

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

1%

1%

Very
Dissatisfied

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)
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Figure 27 – Overall Service Satisfaction by Age and Years in Southlake
Very Satisfied

AGE

20%

68%

<40 (A)

Somewhat Satisfied

YEARS IN SOUTHLAKE

27%

A
30%

28%

23%

59%

59%

64%

40-49 (B)

50-59 (C)

60+ (D)

23%

32%

29%

67%

60%

56%

61%

<4 (E)

4-<7 (F)

7-<10 (G)

10 + (H)

Figure 28 - Overall Service Satisfaction by Annual Income
Very Satisfied

INCOME

Somewhat Satisfied

29%

21%

26%

28%

29%

63%

L,M
72%

63%

59%

59%

Under $150K (I)

$150K- <$200K (J)

$200K- <$300K (K)

$300K Or More (L)

Prefer Not
To Answer (M)

Uppercase Letters (A-M) indicate significant difference between subgroups at 95% confidence level.

Base: See table on Page 27.
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Figure 29 shows the tools that respondents use most to receive community news. Word of mouth (48%) and the City’s website
CityofSouthlake.com (48%) are the two most common ways residents gather community news. On the other end of the spectrum, only
2% access news from the City’s cable channel.
Further, most respondents agree (completely or somewhat) that the City’s website is the first place they look for City information
(69%) and that they can easily find the information they need on Cityofsouthlake.com (66%).

WHICH TOOL DO YOU USE MOST OFTEN TO RECEIVE CITY INFORMATION/NEWS?(Q42)
Figure 29 – Communication Tools Used

CityofSouthlake.com

48%

Word of mouth (family, friend, or…

48%

MySouthlakeNews.com

40%

City-sponsored social media

36%

Next Door

32%

City email newsletter

25%

Local newspaper

22%

Non-city-sponsored social media…

20%

Neighborhood organization

17%

Other email or newsletter

16%

Elected officials

12%

ExperienceSouthlakeTexas.com

11%

City cable channel

2%
8%

Other

PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT THE CITY WEBSITE,
CITYOFSOUTHLAKE.COM. (Q65)
Figure 30 – City Website Agreement

Agree Completely

Agree Somewhat

Top-Two Box

I Can Find The Information I Need Easily On Cityofsouthlake.com

Cityofsouthlake.com (City Website) Is The First Place I Look For City Information

23%

35%

43%

34%

66%

69%

Base: 2021 Continued Providing Feedback (879)
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Respondents were asked to identify the types of information that they are most interested in learning about through the City’s
communication tools. 70% said they are interested in community events and festivals, and nearly two-thirds indicated they are
interested in learning about breaking news (65%).
On the other hand, only about 1 in 4 are interested in information about nature programs (27%) and The Marq (27%).

WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN? (Q41)
Figure 31 – Communication, Information Types

Community Events and Festivals

70%

Breaking News

65%

City Council Actions

61%

Roadway Construction

59%

Development

57%

Public Safety/Health

55%

Recreational Opportunities

36%

City Meetings

33%

Volunteer Opportunities

30%

The Marq

27%

Nature Programs

27%

Other

4%

Base: 2021 Continued Providing Feedback (879)
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Customer Service
Customer service is at the forefront of everything the City does. Its importance is stressed throughout the City and is reflected in the
City’s mission, corporate values, and strategic-management system. As such, a number of questions in the 2021 survey were devoted
to assessing how well the City is meeting its customer service goals.
In 2013, we removed the baseline question and derived the “number with contact” as those who selected at least one department
they had contact with. This same method was used in 2019 and again in 2021. As shown in Figure 32, 74% indicated they had
contacted a City employee.

WHAT WAS THE REASON YOU MOST RECENTLY CONTACTED THE CITY? (Q12)
Figure 32 – Contact With Employee

Yes (Net):
Contacted A City Employee In
Any City Department

74%

No (Net):
Have Not Contacted A City
Employee In Any City
Department

26%

Base: 2021 Total Respondents (1242)
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Of those respondents who indicated they’d had contact with a City employee, Figure 33 reflects those reasons they made contact.
Questions about membership or programs at Champions Club at The Marq (9%) was the most common reason mentioned. The nextmost-frequent reason, requests or questions for the Public Works department, was mentioned by only 6% of respondents. The library
and trash and recycling were contacted nearly as often as the Public Works department. 10 departments received contact from 1% or
fewer respondents.

WHAT WAS THE REASON YOU MOST RECENTLY CONTACTED THE CITY? (Q12)
Figure 33 – Department Contacted

Question About Membership/Programs At Champions Club

9%

Request Or Question For Public Works Department

6%

Question About Trash And Recycling

6%

Questions For The Library

6%

Question About My Water Bill

5%

Request Or Need For Police Department

4%

Question For The Planning Department

4%

Report A Code Enforcement Issue

3%

Question Or Request For Animal Control

3%

Schedule Building Services Or Inspections

2%

Questions For The Tennis Center

2%

Request Or Need For Emergency Medical…

2%

Questions About Street Maintenance ***

2%

Ask About Recreation Programs

2%

Questions About Storm Water Drainage ***

1%

Question About Membership Or Programs At The Senior…

1%

Questions About City Water Maintenance ***

1%

Question About Becoming A City Volunteer

1%

Question About Rentals/Events At Legends Hall At The…

1%

Request Or Need For Fire Department

<1%

Questions About Community Events ***

<1%

Questions About Bob Jones Nature Center

<1%

Pay A Ticket

<1%

Questions About Special Events ***

<1%

Other Service

7%

Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
Base: 2021 Total Respondents (1242)
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The survey next asked respondents to think about their contact with the department indicated in Q12 and rate their customer service
experience with that department’s employee(s).
Figure 34 shows that, overall, residents have positive experiences when dealing with City employees, with as many as one-half to
three-quarters of respondents agreeing completely. My request was directed to the correct department received the highest rating,
with 75% of respondents agreeing. Nearly as many respondents agreed completely that the employee represented the City in a
positive manner (74%).

PLEASE RATE YOUR AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT YOUR CONTACT WITH THE CITY
EMPLOYEE FROM [DEPARTMENT]. (Q13)
Figure 34 – Customer Service Experience

Agree Completely

Agree Somewhat

Neither Agree Nor Disagree

Disagree Somewhat

My Request Was Directed To The Correct Department

75%

The Employee Represented The City In A Positive Manner

74%

Disagree Completely

14% 5%3% 4%
13% 6% 3% 5%

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm And Sincere

70%

14% 7% 4% 5%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate Questions To
Understand My Issue

68%

16% 8% 4% 5%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For The Quality Of
The Work

66%

15% 11% 3% 5%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My Issue And
Anticipated My Needs
If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially Available, He Or She
Returned My Call Within A Reasonable Amount Of Time
The Employee Exceeded My Expectations
The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed About My Issue

63%
59%
56%
53%

16%

9% 4% 7%

13%

15% 5% 8%

17%

15% 4% 8%

12% 14% 5% 15%

Base:: 2021 Total Respondents, Excluding “Does Not Apply” (Varies, Ranging From 460-859)
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Figure 35 shows a comparison of customer service experience ratings from 2019 to 2021. Across the areas rated, there are three
significant changes from 2019 to 2021. The employee represented the City in a positive manner, the employee(s) showed pride and
concern for the quality of the work, and the City followed up to ensure I was informed about my issue each showed significant
improvement from 2019.

PLEASE RATE YOUR AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT YOUR CONTACT WITH THE CITY
EMPLOYEES. (Q13)
Figure 35 – Customer Service Experience Changes from 2019 to 2021

2019

2021

Top-Two Box
(Agree Completely/ Somewhat Ratings)

88%
88%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct Department
The Employee Represented The City In A Positive Manner

83%
X 86%

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm And Sincere

83%
84%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate Questions
To Understand My Issue

82%
84%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For The Quality
Of The Work

76%
X 81%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My Issue And
Anticipated My Needs

77%
80%

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

71%
73%

If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially Available, He Or
She Returned My Call Within A Reasonable Amount Of Time

73%
73%

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed About My
Issue

59%
X 65%

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

Base: 2019 Total Respondents, Excluding “Do Not Apply” (Varies, Ranging From 362-735);
Base: 2021 Total Respondents, Excluding “Do Not Apply” (Varies, Ranging From 460-859)
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As noted previously, the most contacted departments include the Champions Club, public works, trash and recycling, and library.
Figures 36 through 39 show customer service ratings for each of these departments. The figures below show that customer service
with the Champions Club and public works has room for improvement as several performance attributes received top-two-box
agreement ratings (agree completely or somewhat) below 80%. Both Champions Club and public works employees have the most
room for improvement on following up to ensure residents are informed about their issue and returning calls within a reasonable
amount of time. For both departments, fewer than half of respondents were satisfied with performance in these areas.

Champions Club

Public Works

79%

85%

The Employee Represented The City In A Positive Manner

78%

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm And Sincere

81%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate Questions To
Understand My Issue

80%

71%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For The Quality Of The
Work

79%

69%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My Issue And Anticipated
My Needs

75%

79%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct Department

73%

77%

68%

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations
The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed About My Issue
If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially Available, He Or She
Returned My Call Within A Reasonable Amount Of Time

! Caution: Small base

49%

45%

34%

38%

Base: Total Respondents
Contacting Champions Club
(115)

Figure 36
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Contacting Public Works
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None of the trash and recycling results reached the 80% standard set by the City. The library received high marks for most attributes;
however, following up to ensure residents are informed about their issue and returning calls within a reasonable amount of time need
improvement.

Library

Trash and Recycling

The Employee Represented The City In A Positive Manner

71%

97%

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm And Sincere

66%

95%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate Questions To
Understand My Issue

66%

85%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For The Quality Of The
Work

65%

91%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My Issue And Anticipated
My Needs

61%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct Department
The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

71%

35%

If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially Available, He Or She
Returned My Call Within A Reasonable Amount Of Time

34%

89%

47%

31%

Base: Total Respondents
Contacting Public Works
(77!)

Figure 38
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72%

60%

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed About My Issue

! Caution: Small base

84%

Base: Total Respondents
Contacting Library
(75!)
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Respondents who indicated contact with the Police Department were asked their opinions about the officer’s professionalism. Figure
41 shows that 90% of respondents indicated that they felt the officer was very or somewhat professional. 4% indicated that the officer
was neither professional nor unprofessional, and 7% indicated that the officer was somewhat unprofessional. None felt the police
officer was very unprofessional.

YOU MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY THAT YOU HAVE CONTACTED AN EMPLOYEE IN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT.
DID YOU CONTACT THEM TO REPORT AN INCIDENT/CRIME? (Q15)
Figure 40 – Contact With Police Department To Report A Crime

Yes
52%

No
48%
Base: 2021 Contacted Police Department Most Recently (54!)

WOULD YOU SAY THE OFFICER WAS VERY PROFESSIONAL, SOMEWHAT PROFESSIONAL, NEITHER
PROFESSIONAL NOR UNPROFESSIONAL, SOMEWHAT UNPROFESSIONAL, OR VERY UNPROFESSIONAL? (Q17)
Figure 41 – Police Officer’s Professionalism

86%

! Caution: Small base

Very
Professional

4%

4%

Somewhat
Professional

Neither Professional
Nor Unprofessional
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7%
Somewhat
Unprofessional

0%
Very
Unprofessional

Base: 2021 Respondents
Who Contacted The Police
Department To Report A
Crime (28!)
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SAFETY & SECURITY
The next question looks at the City’s performance as it relates to a specific safety and security customer-level objective found on the
City’s Strategy Map (to read more about the Strategic Management System and Strategy Map, check the reference on page 12).
Figure 42 shows respondents’ assessment of the City’s performance at achieving the highest standards in safety and security. More
than 8 out of 10 respondents ranked the City’s performance in this area as excellent (54%) or very good (30%), followed by good
(12%), and fair (3%). Few (2%) rated the City’s performance as poor in this area.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: ACHIEVING THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS IN SAFETY AND SECURITY? (Q10)
Figure 42 – City Performance: Safety And Security Customer-Level Objective

Poor
Excellent

2%
3%

Fair

54%

12%

Good

2021
30%

Very Good
Base: 2021 Total Respondents (1242)

Figure 43 – City Performance: Safety And Security Customer-Level Objective, 2019 vs. 2021

50%

2019

2021

13%

12%

54%

35%

30%

X

3%

2%
Excellent

Very Good

Good

2%

1%

Fair

Poor

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084); 2021 (1242)
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SAFETY & SECURITY

The next question assessed respondents’ perception of serious crime. As shown in Figure 44, just under two-thirds of respondents
(62%) feel serious crime has remained the same. One-quarter of respondents (25%) indicate serious crime in Southlake has increased
slightly.

WHAT IS YOUR PERCEPTION OF SERIOUS CRIME IN SOUTHLAKE? (Q26)
Figure 44 – Perception Of Serious Crime In Southlake

Increased Significantly

Decreased Significantly

Decreased Slightly

Increased Slightly

9%

2%2%

Remained The Same

25%

2021

62%

Base: Continuing Providing Feedback 2021 (879)
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Furthermore, Figures 45 and 46 show how perceptions of serious crime vary by age of the respondent, years of residence, and annual
income.
Generally, as age of the respondent increases, so does the perception that crime has increased. A similar pattern is exhibited based on
an increase in years the respondent has lived in Southlake.

Figure 45 – Perception of Serious Crime in Southlake by Age and Years in Southlake
Increased Significantly

AGE

Increased Slightly

13%

2%
<40 (A)

40-49 (B)

33%

A,B,C
33%

A,B
24%
13%

YEARS IN SOUTHLAKE

B,D
5%

2%
60+ (D)

50-59 (C)

21%

16%

15%

16%

14%
1%
4-<7 (F)

<4 (E)

30%
E,F,G
19%

E
3%

2%
7-<10 (G)

10 + (H)

Figure 46 – Perception of Serious Crime in Southlake by Annual Income

INCOME

Increased Significantly

25%

1%
Under $150K (I)

Increased Slightly

27%

2%
$150K- <$200K (J)

28%
23%

22%
1%
$200K- <$300K (K)

1%
$300K Or More (L)

I,K,L
4%

Prefer Not
To Answer (M)

Uppercase Letters (A-M) indicate significant difference between subgroups at 95% confidence level.

Base: See table on Page 27.
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SAFETY & SECURITY

The next three questions were designed to measure how safe respondents feel in Southlake, such as when they are walking alone in
their neighborhood, visiting Southlake’s public parks, and visiting various stores or shops in Southlake.
As shown in Figure 47, residents’ feelings of safety varied little depending on the venue. Virtually all residents stated that they feel at
least somewhat safe in each of the places, with nearly half feeling extremely safe when walking alone in neighborhoods and when
visiting various stores or shops. Almost as many (45%) report feeling extremely safe when visiting Southlake’s public parks.

OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL WALKING ALONE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD? (Q27)
OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING SOUTHLAKE’S PUBLIC PARKS? (Q28)
OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING VARIOUS STORES OR SHOPS IN SOUTHLAKE? (Q29)
Figure 47 – Perception of Personal Safety

Extremely Safe

Very Safe

9%

Somewhat Safe

12%

6%
36%

36%
43%

55%

Walking Alone In Neighborhood

45%

Visiting Southlake's Public Parks

57%

Visiting Various Stores Or Shops In
Southlake

Base: Continuing Providing Feedback 2021 (879)
The next series of questions deals with safety- and security-related services from both an importance and a satisfaction perspective.
Beginning with importance, we asked respondents to rate services on a five-point scale of very important, somewhat important,
neither important nor unimportant, somewhat unimportant, and not important at all.
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Figure 48 shows the safety- and security-related services and their top-two-box ratings (very or somewhat important). Among the
services rated, responding to calls for police service (99%), providing fire services (99%), providing ambulance services (99%),
emergency preparedness (97%), and patrolling to ward off criminals (96%) were all rated as at least somewhat important by nearly all
respondents. These were followed by enforcing traffic laws (89%) and providing animal control services (87%).
In addition, when compared with importance rankings for all city services, five of these land in the top-10-ranked services: responding
to calls for police service, providing fire services, providing ambulance services, patrolling to ward off criminals, and preparing the City
for emergencies (see Figure 14).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS; PATROL
NEIGHBORHOODS, BUILDINGS, AND BUSINESSES TO WARD OFF CRIMINALS; RESPOND TO CALLS FOR POLICE
SERVICE; PREPARE THE CITY FOR EMERGENCIES; PROVIDE ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICES; PROVIDE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (AMBULANCE); AND PROVIDE FIRE SERVICES? (Q23)
Figure 48 - Importance of Safety and Security Services

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Top-Two Box

Responding To Calls For Police Service

96%

3% 99%

Providing Fire Services

96%

3% 99%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

94%

5% 99%

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And
Respond To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency…

80%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To
Ward Off Criminals

77%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

Providing Animal Control Services

17%

18%

54%

39%

35%

48%

97%

96%

89%

87%

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Figure 49 shows one final look at safety- and security-related, service-importance ratings as compared to 2019. It shows that for all
services, importance ratings have held steady this year compared to 2019. Two services increased significantly from 2019: providing
ambulance services and providing animal control services. One service decreased significantly: patrolling to ward off criminals.

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS; PATROL
NEIGHBORHOODS, BUILDINGS, AND BUSINESSES TO WARD OFF CRIMINALS; RESPOND TO CALLS FOR POLICE
SERVICE; PREPARE THE CITY FOR EMERGENCIES; PROVIDE ANIMAL-CONTROL SERVICES; PROVIDE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (AMBULANCE); AND PROVIDE FIRE SERVICES? (Q23)
Figure 49 - Safety and Security-Related Service Importance Changes from 2019 to 2021

99%

99%

98%

99%

97%

99%
X

2019

2021

98%

96%

96%

97%
90%

X

89%

84%

87%
X

Provide fire
services

Respond to calls
for police service

Provide
ambulance
services

Patrol to ward off Prepare the city
criminals
for emergencies

Enforce traffic
laws

Provide animal
control services

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Safety- and security-related service importance is just one aspect of service delivery; another aspect is service satisfaction.
Respondents were next asked to rate, on a five-point scale from very satisfied to very unsatisfied, their satisfaction with the same
seven safety- and security-related services ranked in the previous figure.
Figure 50 shows that, overall, respondents are satisfied with the City’s performance for each of these services, with a majority of
respondents indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating. Respondents are most satisfied with the provision of fire services (84%
very satisfied), followed by providing ambulance services (77%) and response to calls for police service (76%). Of the services,
respondents are least satisfied with providing animal-control services (47%).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES: ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS; PATROL NEIGHBORHOODS, BUILDINGS, AND BUSINESSES TO WARD OFF
CRIMINALS; RESPOND TO CALLS FOR POLICE SERVICE; PREPARE THE CITY FOR EMERGENCIES; PROVIDE
ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICES; PROVIDE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (AMBULANCE); AND PROVIDE FIRE
SERVICES? (Q24)
Figure 50 - Satisfaction With Safety and Security Services

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Providing Fire Services

Top-Two Box

84%

6% 90%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

77%

7% 84%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

76%

11%

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And
Respond To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency…
Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To
Ward Off Criminals
Enforcing Traffic Laws
Providing Animal Control Services

59%

20%

56%

47%

79%

27%

50%

24%
18%

87%

83%
74%

66%

Base: Respondents Who Rated 2021 (varies)
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Figure 51 shows one final look at safety- and security-related, service-satisfaction ratings as compared to 2019. For both 2019 and
2021, we analyzed each service by first tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied
rating. Then, we calculated the difference between those composites to determine which services had gained or lost ground in
satisfaction from 2019 to 2021.
This figure shows that satisfaction for all services but one has decreased somewhat since 2019, with enforcing traffic laws (-5 points)
down significantly.

Figure 51 - Safety and Security-Related Service Satisfaction Changes from 2019 to 2021

Providing Fire Services

2%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

<-1%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

<-1%

Providing Animal Control Services

-1%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To Ward
Off Criminals

-3%

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And
Respond To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency Situations)
***

-4%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

-5%

x

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (Varies) / 2021 (varies)
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SAFETY & SECURITY

With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents, as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we can examine the relationship between these two dimensions and identify service areas where the City has the greatest
opportunities to improve resident satisfaction. We can then identify services for which the City is meeting, and even exceeding, the
majority of the residents’ needs.
Figure 52 presents the difference between the percentage of respondents who rated a service as very or somewhat important, and
the percentage who indicated they were very or somewhat satisfied with the service. The City has established that any service with a
25% or higher gap will be prioritized for service improvement. While all of the listed services fall below this gap, providing animalcontrol services has the largest gap and may be an area to focus on for improvement.

Figure 52 - Safety and Security-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap)

Providing Animal Control Services

21%

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And
Respond To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency
Situations) ***

18%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

15%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

15%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To
Ward Off Criminals

13%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

12%

Providing Fire Services

9%

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242); Bases vary for each attribute
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Figure 53 provides the change in gap from 2019 to 2021 and shows that 3 of the 7 gaps relating to safety and security service have
increased significantly, meaning they are not meeting the service level expectation as well as in 2019. These include emergency
preparedness (4% increase in gap), providing animal control services (4%) and enforcing traffic laws (4%). The only rating to decrease
from 2019 is providing fire services.
Note: See Figures 22 and 23 for more detailed top-two-box gaps for each of these services.

Figure 53 – Safety- and Security-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction,
Difference in Gap from 2019 to 2021

Decrease in gap: Meeting service-level expectation better than in 2019
Increase in gap: Not meeting service-level expectation as well as in 2019

Providing Fire Services

-2%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To Ward Off
Criminals

1%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

1%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

3%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

4% X

Providing Animal Control Services

4% X

Emergency Preparedness (Services That Prepare For And
Respond To Natural Disasters Or Other Emergency Situations)
***

4% X

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE

In Southlake, Mobility (as one of the City’s strategic focus areas) is defined as: “The efficient movement of pedestrians and vehicles
from place to place within Southlake through means such as roads, sidewalks, and trails.” Infrastructure, also a strategic focus area, is
defined as: “Capital assets that provide city services within Southlake such as parks, buildings, water, sewer, drainage systems,
sidewalks, and roadway systems.”
In the 2021 survey, questions were included to assess performance in these areas both on a broad, strategic level as well as in specific
areas, such as traffic circulation, water and sewer service, pathways, and drainage. In Q10, respondents were asked one of the broadview questions related to assessing the City’s performance at providing travel convenience within the City, which is one of the City’s
strategic corporate objectives found on the City’s Strategy Map. Figure 54 shows that in this area, results are mixed, with 26% of the
respondents indicating a fair or poor rating, 43% indicating excellent or very good, and 31% indicating good.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROVIDING TRAVEL
CONVENIENCE WITHIN THE CITY? (Q10)
Figure 54 - City Performance: Mobility and Infrastructure
Customer-Level Objective

Excellent
Poor
8%
18%

Very Good

18%

2021
Fair

25%

31%

Good

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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Figure 55 shows the 2021 results as compared with those from 2019.
Respondents’ overall assessment of the City’s performance in this area has improved. The excellent rating has increased significantly,
compared to 2019, which reflects a significant decrease in those rating mobility and infrastructure fair or poor.

Figure 55 - City Performance: Mobility and Infrastructure
Customer-Level Objective, 2019 vs. 2021

2019

2021

31%

30%

25%

24%

23%

X
18%

18%
X

13%
X

10%

8%

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level
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The next series of questions relate to mobility- and infrastructure-related services from both importance and a satisfaction
perspectives. Beginning with importance, we asked respondents to rate services on a five-point scale of very important, somewhat
important, neither important nor unimportant, somewhat unimportant, and not important at all.
Figure 56 shows the mobility- and infrastructure-related services and their ratings. Overall, at least 9 out of 10 respondents indicated
that nearly all services were very or somewhat important, with providing water service (99%), maintaining local streets and roads
(100%), and providing traffic management services (98%) being ranked the highest in importance. Providing information on bicycle
safety and education (61% very or somewhat important) is not nearly as important as the other services are. When compared with
importance rankings for all city services, four of these land in the top ten ranked services: providing water service, maintaining local
streets and roads, providing traffic management services, and providing sewer service (see Figure 14).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: PROVIDE WATER SERVICE, MANAGE TRAFFIC
CONGESTION, MAINTAIN LOCAL STREETS AND ROADS, PROVIDE SEWER SERVICES, MANAGE STORM-WATER
DRAINAGE, PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS, AND PROVIDE INFORMATION ON BICYCLE SAFETY AND
EDUCATION? (Q30)
Figure 56 - Importance of Mobility and Infrastructure Services

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Providing Water Service

95%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

91%

Providing Sewer Service

90%

Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe
And Efficient Movement ***

4% 99%

9%

17%

76%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

21%

69%

28%

25%

33%

100%

7% 97%

81%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

Top-Two Box

98%

97%

94%

61%

Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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Figure 57 shows one final look at mobility- and infrastructure-related, service-importance ratings as compared to 2019. Maintaining
local streets and roads, managing storm-water drainage, providing pedestrian pathways, and providing sewer service all are
significantly higher than in 2019.

Figure 57 - Mobility and Infrastructure-Related Service Importance, 2019 vs. 2021

2019

99%

100%

99% 98%

99%

99%

X

94%

2021

97%
X

91%

94%
X

93%

97%
X
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Manage Traffic
Congestion

Provide Water
Service

Manage StormWater Drainage
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Provide Sewer
Service
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Provide
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Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE

Service importance is just one aspect of service delivery. Another is service satisfaction. Respondents were next asked to rate (on a
five-point scale of very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, neither satisfied nor unsatisfied, somewhat unsatisfied, and very unsatisfied)
their satisfaction with the same seven mobility and infrastructure-related services ranked in the previous figure.
Figure 58 shows that 9 out of 10 respondents indicated a very or somewhat satisfied rating for providing sewer service (90%) and
providing water service (90%). On the other hand, for mobility- and infrastructure-related services, providing pedestrian pathways,
sidewalks, and trails (67%) and providing information on bicycle safety and education (41%) received the lowest ratings.

In addition, when compared with the satisfaction rankings for all city services, three of these are among the top-ten ranked services:
providing sewer service, providing water service, and managing storm-water drainage (see Figure 19).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES: PROVIDE WATER SERVICE, MANAGE TRAFFIC CONGESTION, MAINTAIN LOCAL STREETS AND
ROADS, PROVIDE SEWER SERVICES, MANAGE STORM WATER DRAINAGE, PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS,
AND PROVIDE INFO ON BICYCLE SAFETY? (Q31)
Figure 58 - Satisfaction With Mobility and Infrastructure Services
Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Providing Sewer Service

77%

Providing Water Service

24%

47%

Providing Traffic Management Services To Support Safe
And Efficient Movement ***

44%

34%

25%

33%

16%

90%

81%

38%

34%

90%

21%

57%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

12%

69%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE

Figure 59 shows one final look at mobility- and infrastructure-related, service-satisfaction ratings as compared to 2019. For both 2019
and 2021, we analyzed each service by first tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied
rating. Then we calculated the difference between those composites to determine which services had gained or, conversely, lost
ground in satisfaction from 2019 to 2021.
This figure shows that satisfaction with providing traffic management services has increased significantly; however, it is worth noting
the wording of this service changed in 2021. In 2019 this phrasing was managing traffic congestion. Providing pedestrian pathways,
sidewalks, and trails, and managing storm-water drainage have improved as well. The rest of the services remained mostly stable.

Figure 59 - Mobility and Infrastructure Service Satisfaction Changes From 2019 to 2021

Providing Traffic Management Services To Support
Safe And Efficient Movement ***

22% X

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails
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Managing Storm-Water Drainage
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Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And
Education
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Maintaining Local Streets And Roads
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Providing Water Service 1%

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level
Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE

With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents, as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we are able to examine the relationship between these two dimensions and identify service areas where the City has the
greatest opportunities to improve resident satisfaction.
Figure 60 presents the difference between the percentage of respondents who rated a service as very or somewhat important,
compared to the percentage who indicated they were very or somewhat satisfied with the service. The City has established that any
service with a 25% or higher gap will be prioritized for service improvement; therefore, improving service delivery related to providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails (28% gap between importance and satisfaction ratings) should be the top service of focus
for the City going forward.

Figure 60 – Mobility- and Infrastructure-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap)
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Efficient Movement ***
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE

Figure 61 provides the gap changes from 2019 to 2021 and shows that the gaps for two services have significantly improved,
suggesting that outreach and community education seem to be working in a positive direction for these services.
As noted previously, when considering perceived importance and current satisfaction levels, providing traffic management services in
Southlake was found to be the top priority among residents. While the gap is still large, it is noteworthy that the gap for this area has
decreased significantly in the past two years.

Figure 61 – Mobility- and Infrastructure-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction,
Difference in Gap from 2019 to 2021

Decrease in gap: Meeting service level expectation better than in 2019
Increase in gap: Not meeting service level expectation as well as in 2019
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X
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Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Traffic Congestion
For those who indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the provision of providing traffic management in Southlake, we asked a
follow-up question: “You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.” Respondents’ responses to this question were coded, and similar responses
were counted together.

The results in Figure 62 show the most frequent comments about what is causing dissatisfaction with the management of traffic
congestion. Overall, the sheer volume of people on the road (too much traffic/road congestion) contributes to most of the
dissatisfaction, followed by road-safety concerns.

YOU PREVIOUSLY INDICATED SOME LEVEL OF DISSATISFACTION WITH THE CITY’S MANAGEMENT OF TRAFFIC
CONGESTION IN SOUTHLAKE. PLEASE TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR DISSATISFACTION. (Q32X)*
Figure 62 – Comments About Traffic Congestion

Too Much Traffic/Road Congestion

46%

Road-Safety Concerns

36%

Poor Traffic-Light Timing

18%

School-Zone Traffic Management

15%

Lack Of Police Presence

15%

Too Much Construction/City Growth/Development

12%

*New question in 2019.
Base: Respondents Somewhat or Very Dissatisfied with the City’s Management of
Traffic 2021 (142)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Sidewalk Satisfaction
In previous surveys, the provision of pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails has been a prominent service that residents have
indicated is lacking. Figure 63 shows that in 2021, roughly two-thirds of respondents (67%) indicated that they were at least somewhat
satisfied with the provision of pedestrian pathways in Southlake. Conversely, just under one-quarter of respondents (21%) were
somewhat or very dissatisfied, and 12% indicated neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction.

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES: PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, AND TRAILS? (Q31)
Figure 63 - Sidewalk Satisfaction

Very Satisfied

Very Dissatisfied
34%
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Provision of Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, and Trails
For those who indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the provision of providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks and trails in
Southlake, we asked a follow-up question: “You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City providing pedestrian
pathways, sidewalks, and trails. Which type of pedestrian pathway, sidewalk, or trail in the City are you most dissatisfied with?”
The results in Figure 64 show the results for this question. Overall, respondents are most dissatisfied with sidewalks and pathways
connecting my neighborhood to other neighborhoods.

YOU PREVIOUSLY INDICATED SOME LEVEL OF DISSATISFACTION WITH THE CITY PROVIDING PEDESTRIAN
PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, AND TRAILS. WHICH TYPE OF PEDESTRIAN PATHWAY, SIDEWALK, OR TRAIL IN THE
CITY ARE YOU MOST DISSATISFIED WITH? (Q32B)*
Figure 64 – Comments About Pathways, Sidewalks or Trails

Sidewalks And Pathways Connecting My Neighborhood To
Other Neighborhoods

40%

Sidewalks And Pathways Connecting My Neighborhood To
Schools

18%

Sidewalks And Pathways Connecting My Neighborhood To
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13%

Sidewalks And Trails In Southlake Parks

Sidewalks And Pathways In Shopping Districts

Other

11%

3%

15%

*New question in 2019.
Base: Respondents Somewhat or Very Dissatisfied With the City’s Management of
Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, and Trails 2021 (142)
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

In Q10, respondents were asked one of the broad-view questions related to assessing the City’s performance at providing attractive
and unique spaces for enjoyment of personal interests and attracting and keeping top-tier businesses to drive a dynamic and
sustainable economic environment, which are two of the City’s strategic corporate objectives found on the City’s Strategy Map.
Figure 65 shows that a majority of respondents agree that the City is doing an excellent or very good job at providing attractive and
unique spaces for enjoyment of personal interests, with 70% of respondents indicating an excellent or very good rating, followed by
good (22%), fair (7%), and poor (1%). Attracting and keeping top-tier businesses to drive a dynamic and sustainable economic
environment received slightly lower, but still quite good ratings, with 61% of respondents indicating an excellent or very good rating,
followed by good (25%), fair (11%), and poor (3%).

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROVIDING ATTRACTIVE
AND UNIQUE SPACES FOR ENJOYMENT OF PERSONAL INTERESTS AND ATTRACTING AND KEEPING TOP-TIER
BUSINESSES TO DRIVE A DYNAMIC AND SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT? (Q10_X; Q10_X)
Figure 65 - City Performance: Quality Development Customer-Level Objectives
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34%
33%
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 66 shows a comparison between respondents’ 2019 and 2021 assessments of the City’s performance in providing attractive
and unique spaces for the enjoyment of personal interests.
The City’s 2021 performance in attracting and keeping top-tier businesses to drive a dynamic and sustainable economic environment is
shown in comparison with 2019 ratings in Figure 67.

Figure 66 - City Performance: Providing Attractive and Unique Spaces, 2019 vs. 2021

2019

2021

36%
26%

37%

34%

X

25%

22%
10%
X

Excellent

Very Good

Good

7%
2%
Fair

1%
Poor

Figure 67 - City Performance: Attracting and Keeping Top-Tier Businesses to Drive a Dynamic and
Sustainable Economic Environment, 2019 vs. 2021
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37%
28%
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X

33%
27%

25%

X

11%

11%
3%

3%
Excellent

Very Good

Good
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Poor

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2021 (1242)

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level

The next series of questions (from Figure 67 through Figure 72) deal with quality development-related services from both an
importance and satisfaction perspective.
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

Figure 68 shows the quality development-related services and their importance ratings. At least 8 in 10 respondents indicated that all
of the services were very or somewhat important. Maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities ranked highest in
importance (98% very or somewhat important), followed by providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities (95%), providing
information on development (91%), responding to code-enforcement inquiries (86%), and providing a variety of recreation programs
(84%).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: PROVIDE INFORMATION ON DEVELOPMENT;
MAINTAIN APPEARANCE OF PARKS, LANDSCAPES AND FACILITIES; CREATE AND ATTRACT A DIVERSIFIED,
VIBRANT AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY THROUGH ATTRACTION AND SUPPORT OF BUSINESSES; DEVELOP AND
IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS TO RETAIN AND SUPPORT EXISTING BUSINESSES; PROVIDE A VARIETY OF PARKS AND
RECREATION FACILITIES; RESPONDING TO CODE-ENFORCEMENT INQUIRIES/COMPLAINTS; AND ATTRACT
TOURISM TO THE AREA? (Q34)
Figure 68 - Importance of Quality Development-Related Services

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And
Facilities

79%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

Providing Information On Development

Responding To Code-Enforcement
Inquiries/Complaints

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

Top-Two Box

18%

68%

27%

56%

49%

46%

98%

95%

35%

37%

38%

91%

86%

84%

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

Figure 69 shows one final look at quality development-related, service-importance ratings as compared to 2019.
Importance ratings of quality development-related services have remained stable since 2019, with the exception of providing a variety
of parks and recreation facilities, which increased significantly compared to 2019.

Figure 69 – Quality Development-Related Service-Importance, Ratings 2019 vs. 2021

2019

2021

97%
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98%
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X
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X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2021 at 95% confidence level
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

Figure 70 shows that the highest satisfaction ratings went to maintaining appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities, with 92% of
respondents indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating, followed by providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities (87%). On
the other end of the spectrum, about 6 in 10 (61%) respondents indicated that they were very or somewhat satisfied with the City’s
efforts to respond to code-enforcement inquiries.
When compared with the satisfaction rankings for all city services, maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities and
providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities land among the top-ten ranked services for the City (see Figure 19).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES: PROVIDE
INFORMATION ON DEVELOPMENT; MAINTAIN APPEARANCE OF PARKS, LANDSCAPES, AND FACILITIES; CREATE AND ATTRACT A
DIVERSIFIED, VIBRANT, AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY THROUGH ATTRACTION AND SUPPORT OF BUSINESSES; DEVELOP AND
IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS TO RETAIN AND SUPPORT EXISTING BUSINESSES; PROVIDE A VARIETY OF PARKS AND RECREATION
FACILITIES; RESPONDING TO CODE-ENFORCEMENT INQUIRIES/COMPLAINTS; AND ATTRACT TOURISM TO THE ARE? (Q35)

Figure 70 - Satisfaction With Quality-Development-Related Services

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And
Facilities

66%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities
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Top-Two Box

26%

57%

30%

47%
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

Figure 71 shows one final look at quality development-related, service-satisfaction ratings as compared to 2019. For both 2019 and
2021, we analyzed each service by first tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied
rating. Then we calculated the difference between those composites to determine which services had gained or, conversely, lost
ground in satisfaction from 2019 to 2021.
This figure shows that in most quality development-related services measured in both 2019 and 2021, satisfaction ratings were
comparable between years. However, satisfaction ratings for providing information on development and providing a variety of parks
and recreational facilities improved significantly since 2019.

Figure 71 – Quality Development Service-Satisfaction Changes From 2019 to 2021
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we are able to examine the relationship between these two dimensions and identify service areas where the City has the
greatest opportunities to improve resident satisfaction. We can then identify services for which the City is meeting, and even
exceeding, the majority of the residents’ needs.
Figure 72 presents each of the quality development-related services, along with the difference between the percentage of
respondents who rated a service as very or somewhat important, compared to the percentage who indicated they were very or
somewhat satisfied with the service. The City has established that any service with a 25% or higher gap will be prioritized for service
improvement. In 2021, responding to code-enforcement inquiries meets the criteria for prioritization.

Figure 72 – Quality Development-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap)

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

25%

Providing Information On Development

15%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

Figure 73 provides the change in gap from 2019 to 2021, and it shows there has been some movement in the gaps between years.
The gap for providing information on development decreased by 4 points which is a significant change.

Figure 73 - Quality Development Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction,
Difference in Gap from 2019 to 2021

Decrease in gap: Meeting service-level expectation better than in 2019
Increase in gap: Not meeting service-level expectation as well as in 2019
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PARTNERSHIPS & VOLUNTEERISM

In Southlake, as one of the City’s strategic focus areas, Partnerships is defined as “relationships between the City of Southlake and
groups or individuals that are characterized by mutual cooperation and responsibility toward the achievement of a common mission,
broad objective, or specified goal.” Volunteerism is defined as “the active promotion of alliances through community involvement
focused on giving time, energies or talents to individuals and groups for the enrichment of the Southlake community and its strategic
affiliations.” In the survey, a question was included to assess performance for partnerships and volunteerism.
Figure 74 shows that a majority of respondents agree the City is doing an excellent or very good job at promoting opportunities for
partnerships and volunteer involvement, with 65% of respondents indicating an excellent or very good rating, followed by good (25%),
fair (8%), and poor (2%).

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROMOTING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT? (Q10_3)
Figure 74 - City Performance: Partnership and Volunteerism Customer-Level Objectives
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PARTNERSHIPS & VOLUNTEERISM

Furthermore, Figure 75 provides a comparison with the 2019 survey for promoting opportunities for partnerships and volunteer
involvement. There was a significant increase in the number of respondents saying they think the City does an excellent job of
promoting opportunities for partnerships and volunteer involvement.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROMOTING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT? (Q10_3)
Figure 75 - City Performance, Promoting Opportunities for Partnerships and Volunteer Involvement,
2019 vs. 2021
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PARTNERSHIPS & VOLUNTEERISM

For the interested reader, Figures 76 and 77 show how ratings of the City’s performance in promoting opportunities for partnerships
and volunteer involvement varied by age of the respondent, years of residence, and annual income.
Satisfaction levels varied somewhat across the groups. Overall, about 60% or more of all subgroups state the City is doing an excellent
or very good job, with significantly more of respondents aged 60+, residents of Southlake 10+ years or with incomes between
$200,000 and $300,000 saying the City does a very good job of promoting these opportunities.

Figure 76 - Image of City, Promoting Opportunities for Partnerships and Volunteer Involvement, by Age
and Years in Southlake
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Figure 77 - Image of City, Promoting Opportunities for Partnerships and Volunteer Involvement, by
Annual Income
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PARTNERSHIPS & VOLUNTEERISM

Included in the survey is a question asking respondents about the types of organizations with which they volunteer. Respondents said
they most often volunteer with religious organizations (38%), followed by educational (29%), social services (24%), and sports (22%).
Nearly 2 in 10 do not volunteer with any organizations.

WHAT TYPE(S) OF ORGANIZATIONS, IF ANY, DO YOU VOLUNTEER WITH? (Q67)

Figure 78 – Types of Organizations Volunteer With
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PARTNERSHIPS & VOLUNTEERISM

The City has partnered with Republic Services since March 2007 to provide solid-waste and recycling service for Southlake. The service
contract with Republic Services includes a performance measure related to resident service satisfaction. In order to obtain satisfaction
rates for 2021, residents were asked to rate their experience with the trash and recycling services.
Figure 79 shows that more than 8 out of 10 residents indicated that trash- and recycling-collection services are either excellent or very
good.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE CITY'S TRASH AND RECYCLING
CONTRACTOR, REPUBLIC SERVICES, IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS? (Q21)
Figure 79 - Satisfaction With Solid Waste Services as Provided by Contractor
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PARTNERSHIPS & VOLUNTEERISM

Figure 80 shows a comparison between respondents’ 2019 and 2021 assessments of the City’s performance in providing solid-waste
and recycling services. Results represent the combined excellent and very good ratings for each year. Ratings significantly improved,
compared to 2019, for both recycling and trash collection.

Figure 80 – Satisfaction with Solid Waste Services: 2019 vs. 2021
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Citizens were asked several questions to better understand their engagement with the City and government in general. Responses to
these questions are presented in this section.
In Figure 81, respondents were asked about which ways they participate with government. The full list of responses are shown in
Figure 82. Here, the top 5 ways respondents participate with each level of government are presented. The most common way for
participating with any level of government is going to the website (44% local, 41% state, 37% federal). The next most common way to
participate in local government is to attend meetings dealing with specific issues (35%). The next most common way respondents
participate with state and federal government is by contacting elected officials in person or by phone (23% state; 21% federal).

WHAT WAYS DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH LOCAL/STATE/FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR GIVE YOUR OPINION TO
PUBLIC OFFICIALS? (Q61A)
Figure 81 – Top 5 Ways to Participate With Government
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
WHAT WAYS DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH FEDERAL/STATE/LOCAL GOVERNMENT OR GIVE YOUR OPINION TO
PUBLIC OFFICIALS? (Q61A)

Figure 82 – Participation With Government
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Organize or participate in protests
Attend regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings
Attend ethnic or cultural community meetings
Send letters to the editor
Testify at a public hearing
Organize a block meeting or group
Write a letter to neighbors
Serve on a board or commission
Call the media
Other
I do not participate or give my opinion to public officials
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Base: 2021 Total Respondents Continuing to Provide Feedback (879)
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Most respondents (80%) always vote in city elections as shown in Figure 83. In Figure 84, respondents who indicated they do not
always vote, were asked why they did not vote or vote more often. The most common reasons for not voting included being too busy
(24%) or simply forgetting to vote (25%).

HOW FREQUENTLY DO YOU VOTE IN CITY ELECTIONS? (Q47)
Figure 83 - Survey Demographics, Voting Frequency
80%

17%
Always

Sometimes

1%

2%

Rarely

Never

EARLIER YOU INDICATED YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN) IN CITY ELECTIONS. WHICH OF THE
FOLLOWING DESCRIBE WHY YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN)? (Q63)
Figure 84 – Reason for Not Voting/Voting More Often

Forgot to vote

25%

Too busy, conflicting work

24%

Out of town or away

19%

Not interested, felt my vote didn't matter

18%

Didn't like candidates

10%

Inconvenient hours, polling
Registration problems
Illness or disability

4%
3%
3%

Other
No particular reason

20%
18%

Base: 2021 Total Respondents Continuing to Provide Feedback and Did Not Vote/Vote More Often (160)
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Figure 85, shows the ways respondents are involved with the community. Most respondents relate that they are involved in the
community by getting together with neighbors (63%). Further, when asked about their interactions with and opinions of their
neighbors, half or more of respondents agreed completely that they trust their neighbors (58%) and help their neighbors (60%).

WHAT DO YOU DO TO BE INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY? (Q62)
Figure 85 – Activities to Be Involved in the Community

Get together with my neighbors

63%

Member of local religious organization or…

42%

Volunteer with local nonprofit organization

38%

Neighborhood association

38%

Member of local social group or organization

33%

School district board, club, or association

23%

Member of local professional group or…

14%

Serve on a City Board or Commission

6%

Other

6%

I am not involved in the community

8%

PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS. (Q64)
Figure 86 – Agreement With Statements Abut Neighbors

Agree Completely

I Help My Neighbors

60%

I Trust My Neighbors
I Frequently Interact With My Neighbors
I Am Good Friends With My Neighbors

Agree Somewhat

31%

58%
44%
38%

91%

33%

91%

40%
39%

84%
77%

Base: 2021 Total Respondents Continuing to Provide Feedback (879)
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Value For Taxes Paid
In 2021, the City included a new question to better understand the value Citizens perceive as it relates to the taxes they pay for City
Services. Figure 87 shows that in 2021, roughly 8 out of 10 respondents (85%) indicated that they feel they receive at least a good
value for their tax money. Conversely, only 1% felt they received a poor value, and 3% felt they received only a fair value for their
money.

GENERALLY, CITY SERVICES MAKE UP ABOUT 14% OF YOUR RESIDENTIAL TAX BILL OR AN ESTIMATED $2,477
PER YEAR, FOR AN AVERAGE RESIDENCE. THINK ABOUT THE TAXES YOU PAY AND THE SERVICES YOU RECEIVE
FROM THE CITY, SUCH AS POLICE, FIRE, PARKS, STREETS, ETC. WHAT VALUE DO YOU FEEL YOU RECEIVE FOR
YOUR MONEY?(Q57)
Figure 87 – Value For Taxes Paid

Poor Value
Excellent Value
Fair Value

1%
3%
47%

Average Value

12%

2021

38%

Good Value

Base: 2021 Total Respondents Continuing to Provide Feedback (880)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

How frequently do you vote in city elections? (Q47)
Figure 88 - Survey Demographics, Voting Frequency

Never

Always

2%
Rarely

1%

17%

2021
Sometimes
80%

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Do you own or rent your primary residence? (Q48)
Figure 89 - Survey Demographics, Homeownership Status

Own

Rent/Lease

1%

2021

99%

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

What is the highest level of education you have completed? (Q51)
Figure 90 - Survey Demographics, Level of Education

46%

Graduate Degree Or Higher

45%

Graduated College

4%

5%

Trade Or Technical School

High School or Less

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

What is your age? (Q52)
Figure 91 - Survey Demographics, Age

32%

29%
22%
6%

5%

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-74

75 Or Over

DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE…? (Q53)
Figure 92 - Survey Demographics, Race

77%

7%

African American
Or Black

11%

3%

1%
Caucasian Or
White

2%

Hispanic Or Latino

Asian Or Pacific
Islander

Mixed Racial
Background

Prefer Not To
Answer

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

How long have you lived in Southlake? (Q50)
Figure 93 - Survey Demographics, Years as a Southlake Resident

64%
4%

1%
Less Than 1
Year

3%

4%

12%

7%

5%

1 But Less Than 2 But Less Than
3 But Less 4 But Less Than 5 But Less Than 7 But Less Than
2 Years
3 Years
Than 4 Years
5 Years
7 Years
10 Years

10 Years Or
More

WHAT IS YOUR ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME, BEFORE TAXES? (Q54)
Figure 94 - Survey Demographics, Annual Household Income

31%
1%
Under $35K

3%

6%

7%

8%

38%

6%

$35K But
$50K But
$75K But
$100K But $150K But $200K But $250K But $300K Or Prefer Not To
Under $50K Under $75K Under $100K Under $150K Under $200K Under $250K Under $300K
More
Answer

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Figure 95 - Survey Participation by Age (Q55)

AGE
40-49

<40
60%

49%

50%

39%
31%
20%

20%

7%
First 2019 2017 2015
Time

5%

5%

11%
2%

1%

2013 2011 2009 2007 2005

4%

3%

First
Time

2019

2017

2015

2013

2011

2009

2007

25%

24%

20%

19%

2013

2011

2009

2007

60+

50-59

55%

51%
42%

41%

41%

40%

33%

33%
24%

First
Time

7%

2%

2019

2017

2015

2013

18%

15%

13%

2011

2009

2007

First
Time

2019

2017

2015

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Figure 96 - Survey Participation by Years in Southlake (Q55)
LENGTH OF RESIDENCY

4-<7

<4
82%

47%

51%

22%

18%

First
Time

2019

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2017

2015

2013

2011

2009

2007

5%
First
Time

2017

2015

0%

0%

0%

2013

2011

2009

2007

22%

19%

2009

2007

10+

7-<10
61%

55%
46%

44%

37%

38%

32%
8%

First
Time

2019

0%

2019

2017

2015

2013

1%

1%

1%

2011

2009

2007

First
Time

38%

2019

2017

2015

31%

2013

27%

2011

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Figure 97 - Survey Participation by Annual Income
INCOME

$150K-<$200K

<$150K

48%

50%

46%
32%

First
Time

2019

2017

38%
26%

2015

20%

2013

20%

2011

23%
15%

12%

2009

2007

First
Time

2019

2017

50%

46%

2017

14%

2011

2009

2007

13%

10%

8%

2011

2009

2007

10%

34%
26%

24%

2019

2013

14%

52%

32%

First
Time

2015

20%

$300K+

$200K-<$300K

46%

47%

2015

15%

14%

2013

17%
8%

8%

2011

2009

2007

22%

19%

18%

2011

2009

2007

First
Time

2019

2017

2015

2013

Prefer Not To Answer

53%

43%

41%

35%
26%

First
Time

2019

2017

2015

2013

Base: Total Respondents 2021 (1242)
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METHODOLOGY

QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT
Decision Analyst, Inc. worked closely with the City of Southlake to develop a questionnaire that covered the topics of interest and
avoided the many possible sources of systematic-measurement error, including position-order effects, wording effects, responsecategory effects, scaling effects, and priming. Several questions included multiple individual items. Because asking the items in a
set order can lead to a systematic-position bias, the items were asked in a random order for each respondent. Some of the
questions asked in this study were presented only to a subset of respondents. Most of the questions asked in the 2021 survey
were tracked directly from the 2019 survey to allow the City to reliably track its performance over time. However, some questions
in the 2021 study were edited, added, or removed to ensure the City continues to accurately address all appropriate areas of
citizen satisfaction.

DATA COLLECTION
Data for this study was collected through an online survey posted on the City of Southlake website. The survey was open
between October 1 and November 12, 2021. The City used its automated calling system, email blast system, other city websites,
and various printed media to invite residents to participate in the study. During that time, 1242 completed surveys were
collected with good distribution throughout the City. Additionally, 879 respondents completed the optional portion of the
survey.

ROUNDING
Numbers that end in 0.5 or higher are rounded up to the nearest whole number, whereas numbers that end in 0.4 or lower are
rounded down to the nearest whole number. These same rounding rules are also applied to arrive at numbers that include a
decimal place in constructing figures and charts. Occasionally, these rounding rules lead to small discrepancies, resulting in
responses occasionally totaling more or less than 100%.

2021 CITIZEN SATISFACTION SURVEY
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METHODOLOGY

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND SAMPLE SIZE
The margin of error is a measure of the accuracy of the results of a survey. The wider the margin of error, the less accurate the
results. Correspondingly, the narrower the margin of error, the more accurate the results.
In this particular study, with a sample size of 1242 completed surveys, the margin of error is +/- 2.8 % at the 95% confidence
level. This means that if the same study were conducted 100 times, we could expect that in 95 of those studies a percentage
observed in the sample data would be within 2.8% of the true percentage in the population of Southlake residents.

WORD CLOUDS
A number of questions were asked in an open-ended manner, which allowed respondents to answer without being prompted by
or restricted to a particular list of options. For these responses, Decision Analyst, Inc. prepared “word clouds” to represent the
answers. In these figures, words that were mentioned more often appear larger, and, conversely, words that were mentioned less
often appear smaller.

City growth/ Management of
City Development
Traffic/Congestion on
Poor
the roads
management/control
over traffic

Overbuilding/Overcrowding

Commercial
development

Recreation Services

2021 CITIZEN SATISFACTION SURVEY

Budget/Taxes

Residential
Development

Quality of Life

Community
Feel/Diversity
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
The 2021 Citizen Satisfaction Survey was posted on the City’s website. Residents were invited to participate via a number of
communication means, including the City’s automated phone system, email invitations to board and commission members, and
SPIN communication.
Unless otherwise noted, the total 2021 respondents for each question is 1242.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our survey. Your input is very valuable to the City Of Southlake. It will likely take
approximately 10 minutes to complete this survey.

SECTION 2: RESIDENCE INFORMATION
Q6 DURING THE TIME YOU HAVE LIVED IN SOUTHLAKE, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT, AS A
COMMUNITY IN WHICH TO LIVE, SOUTHLAKE HAS…?

30%
43%

27%

Improved

2021 CITIZEN SATISFACTION SURVEY

Stayed the same

Gotten worse
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 3: QUALITY OF LIFE AND COMMUNITY
Q9

CITY OF SOUTHLAKE OVERALL, WHAT WOULD
IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING SOUTHLAKE TODAY?
THINKING ABOUT THE

YOU SAY IS THE MOST

Infrastructures
Roads/Transportation
Population/Community
Feel/Diversity
Traffic/Congestion on
the roads
Recreational Services
Schools/Education

2021 CITIZEN SATISFACTION SURVEY

City
Growth/Management
Of City Development
Business/Building
Development

Traffic/Gridlock
Sidewalks/Bike Lanes
Governmental/Local
Politics

Budget/Taxes
Crime/Safety/Police
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 3: QUALITY OF LIFE AND COMMUNITY

Q10 HOW WOULD

YOU RATE THE

CITY’S PERFORMANCE ON THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES?

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Achieving The Highest Standards
Of Safety And Security

54%

30%

12%

3%

2%

Enhancing The Sense Of Community By Providing
Excellent Customer Service And Citizen-Engagement
Opportunities

35%

33%

21%

8%

3%

Providing Attractive And Unique Spaces
For Enjoyment Of Personal Interests

36%

34%

22%

7%

1%

Promoting Opportunities For Partnerships
And Volunteer Involvement

31%

34%

25%

8%

2%

Attracting And Keeping Top-Tier Businesses To Drive A
Dynamic And Sustainable Economic Environment

28%

33%

25%

11%

3%

Providing Travel Convenience
Within The City

18%

25%

31%

18%

8%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q23, Q30, & Q34
HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING

SERVICES TO YOU?
Neither
Somewhat Not Important
Important Nor
Unimportant
At All
Unimportant

Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Responding To Calls For Police Service

96%

3%

1%

0%

0%

Providing Fire Services

96%

3%

1%

0%

0%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

94%

5%

1%

0%

0%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To
Ward Off Criminals

77%

18%

3%

1%

0%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

80%

17%

2%

0%

0%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

54%

35%

7%

3%

1%

Providing Animal Control Services

39%

48%

10%

2%

1%

Providing Water Service

95%

4%

1%

0%

0%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

91%

9%

0%

0%

0%

Providing Traffic Management Services

81%

17%

2%

0%

0%

Providing Sewer Service

90%

7%

2%

0%

0%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

76%

21%

3%

0%

0%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

69%

25%

4%

1%

1%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

28%

33%

25%

7%

7%

Q23:

Q30:
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES

Q23, Q30, & Q34 (CONTINUED)
HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING

SERVICES TO YOU?
Neither
Somewhat Not Important
Important Nor
Unimportant
At All
Unimportant

Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And
Facilities

79%

18%

2%

0%

0%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

68%

27%

4%

1%

0%

Providing Information On Development

56%

35%

7%

1%

1%

Providing Library Services

57%

27%

11%

3%

2%

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

49%

37%

10%

2%

1%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

46%

38%

12%

2%

2%

Providing Senior Services

42%

36%

16%

3%

3%

Q34:
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q24, Q31, & Q35
HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH
FOLLOWING SERVICES?

THE JOB THE

CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE

Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied
Nor
Dissatisfied

Enforcing Traffic Laws

50%

24%

18%

6%

2%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To
Ward Off Criminals

56%

27%

14%

2%

1%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

59%

20%

17%

4%

1%

Providing Animal Control Services

47%

18%

30%

3%

1%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

77%

7%

15%

0%

0%

Providing Fire Services

84%

6%

10%

0%

0%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

76%

11%

12%

1%

0%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

47%

38%

6%

7%

1%

Providing Traffic Management Services

44%

34%

11%

8%

3%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

34%

33%

12%

15%

6%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

25%

16%

51%

5%

3%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

57%

24%

12%

5%

2%

Providing Water Service

69%

21%

5%

5%

1%

Providing Sewer Service

77%

12%

9%

1%

1%

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Q24:

Q31:
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q24, Q31, & Q35 (CONTINUED)
HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING SERVICES?
Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied
Nor
Dissatisfied

Provide Information On Development

44%

32%

17%

5%

1%

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

42%

19%

36%

2%

1%

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And
Facilities

66%

26%

6%

2%

1%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

57%

30%

8%

4%

1%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

47%

30%

20%

2%

0%

Providing Library Services

50%

25%

18%

5%

2%

Providing Senior Services

40%

21%

38%

1%

1%

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Q35:
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q11 OVERALL, HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH
SERVICES?

THE JOB THE

Very satisfied

61%

Somewhat satisfied

28%

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

6%

Somewhat dissatisfied

4%

Very dissatisfied

1%

Q32X YOU PREVIOUSLY

CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE

INDICATED SOME LEVEL OF DISSATISFACTION WITH THE PROVISION OF

MANAGING TRAFFIC CONGESTION IN SOUTHLAKE.
DISSATISFACTION.

PLEASE TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR

Too Much Traffic/Road Congestion

46%

Poor Traffic-Light Timing

18%

Road-Safety Concerns

36%

Too Much Construction/City Growth/Development

12%

Law Enforcement

17%

School-Zones Traffic Management

15%

Q21 HOW WOULD

YOU RATE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE

RECYCLING CONTRACTOR IN THE PAST

12 MONTHS?

CITY’S TRASH AND

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Trash collection

66%

23%

8%

2%

1%

Recycling collection

65%

23%

9%

2%

1%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 5: SAFETY & SECURITY

Q26 WHAT IS YOUR PERCEPTION OF SERIOUS CRIME IN SOUTHLAKE?
Crime has significantly decreased

2%

Crime has slightly decreased

9%

Crime has remained the same

62%

Crime has slightly increased

25%

Crime has significantly increased

2%

Q27 OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL WALKING ALONE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD?
Extremely safe

55%

Very safe

36%

Somewhat safe

9%

Not very safe

1%

Not safe at all

0%

Q28 OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING SOUTHLAKE’S

PUBLIC PARKS?

Extremely safe

45%

Very safe

43%

Somewhat safe

12%

Not very safe

0%

Not safe at all

0%

Q29 OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING VARIOUS STORES OR SHOPS IN SOUTHLAKE?
Extremely safe

57%

Very safe

36%

Somewhat safe

6%

Not very safe

0%

Not safe at all

0%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 6: CUSTOMER SERVICE

Q13 PLEASE RATE YOUR AGREEMENT
CONTACT WITH CITY EMPLOYEES.

WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT YOUR

Agree
Completely

Agree
Neither Agree Disagree
Somewhat Nor Disagree Somewhat

Disagree
Completely

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm And
Sincere

65%

13%

6%

4%

5%

The Employee Represented The City In A Positive
Manner

69%

12%

6%

2%

5%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct Department

63%

12%

5%

2%

3%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate
Questions To Understand My Issue

61%

14%

7%

3%

4%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For The
Quality Of The Work

59%

14%

10%

3%

4%

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

52%

16%

14%

4%

7%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My Issue And
Anticipated My Needs

57%

15%

8%

4%

6%

If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially Available, He
Or She Returned My Call Within A Reasonable Amount
Of Time

30%

7%

7%

2%

4%

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed About
My Issues

36%

8%

10%

4%

10%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 7: MOBILITY
Q33 WHAT TOOLS DO YOU USE TO MANAGE IMPACTS TO YOUR COMMUTE (TRAFFIC,
ACCIDENTS, CONSTRUCTION, ETC.)?
Google Maps

53%

Southlake DPS Facebook & Twitter

45%

Waze

36%

City of Southlake Facebook & Twitter

27%

Orange Barrel Alerts/MySouthlakeNews.com

18%

Elected Officials’ (Mayor and City Council) Facebook***

8%

Southlake Mobility Facebook

7%

Other

10%

Q32B YOU PREVIOUSLY

INDICATED SOME LEVEL OF DISSATISFACTION WITH THE

PROVIDING PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, AND TRAILS.

CITY

WHICH TYPE OF PEDESTRIAN
PATHWAY, SIDEWALK, OR TRAIL IN THE CITY ARE YOU MOST DISSATISFIED WITH?
Sidewalks And Pathways Connecting My Neighborhood To Other Neighborhoods

40%

Sidewalks And Pathways Connecting My Neighborhood To Schools

18%

Sidewalks And Pathways Connecting My Neighborhood To Parks

13%

Sidewalks And Trails In Southlake Parks

11%

Sidewalks And Pathways In Shopping Districts

3%

Other

15%

Note: *** indicates a new question response in 2021.
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION

Q41 WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED

IN?

Community events and festivals

70%

Breaking News

65%

City Council actions

61%

Roadway Construction

59%

Development

57%

Public Safety/Health

55%

Recreational Opportunities

36%

City Meetings

33%

Volunteer Opportunities

30%

The Marq

27%

Nature programs

27%

Other

4%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION

Q61A WHAT WAYS

DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR GIVE YOUR

OPINION TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS?
Go to their website

37%

Contact elected officials in person or by phone

21%

Get together with my neighbors

15%

Attend meetings dealing with specific issues

13%

Contact elected officials on social media

12%

Participate in blogs or e-mail groups

11%

Join a group

10%

Attend meeting with special-interest group

8%

Attend public hearings

7%

Organize or participate in protests

5%

Attend regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings

4%

Attend ethnic or cultural community meetings

4%

Send letters to the editor

4%

Testify at a public hearing

2%

Organize a block meeting or group

2%

Write a letter to neighbors

2%

Serve on a board or commission

2%

Call the media

2%

Other

7%

I do not participate or give my opinion to public officials

35%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION

Q61A WHAT WAYS

DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH STATE GOVERNMENT OR GIVE YOUR OPINION

TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS?
Go to their website

37%

Contact elected officials in person or by phone

21%

Get together with my neighbors

15%

Attend meetings dealing with specific issues

13%

Contact elected officials on social media

12%

Participate in blogs or e-mail groups

11%

Join a group

10%

Attend meeting with special-interest group

8%

Attend public hearings

7%

Organize or participate in protests

5%

Attend regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings

4%

Attend ethnic or cultural community meetings

4%

Send letters to the editor

4%

Testify at a public hearing

2%

Organize a block meeting or group

2%

Write a letter to neighbors

2%

Serve on a board or commission

2%

Call the media

2%

Other

7%

I do not participate or give my opinion to public officials

35%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION

Q61A WHAT WAYS

DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT OR GIVE YOUR OPINION

TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS?
Go to their website

44%

Attend meetings dealing with specific issues

39%

Get together with my neighbors

38%

Attend public hearings

30%

Contact elected officials in person or by phone

25%

Attend regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings

23%

Join a group

21%

Participate in blogs or e-mail groups

20%

Attend meeting with special-interest group

19%

Contact elected officials on social media

16%

Serve on a board or commission

13%

Attend ethnic or cultural community meetings

12%

Testify at a public hearing

9%

Organize or participate in protests

9%

Write a letter to neighbors

9%

Organize a block meeting or group

9%

Send letters to the editor

6%

Call the media

4%

Other

8%

I do not participate or give my opinion to public officials

21%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS
These last few questions are for classification purposes only. It will help us group your answers with those of other residents who
may be similar to you.

Q47 HOW FREQUENTLY

DO YOU VOTE IN CITY ELECTIONS?

Always

80%

Sometimes

17%

Rarely

1%

Never

2%

Q63. EARLIER YOU INDICATED YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN) IN CITY ELECTIONS. WHICH
OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBE WHY YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN)?
Forgot to vote

25%

Too busy, conflicting work

24%

Out of town or away

19%

Not interested, felt my vote didn't matter

18%

Didn't like candidates

10%

Inconvenient hours, polling

4%

Registration problems

3%

Illness or disability

3%

Other

20%

No particular reason

18%

Base: Continue Providing Feedback, And Do Not Vote/Do Not Vote More Often

160

Q48 DO YOU OWN OR RENT YOUR PRIMARY RESIDENCE?
Own

99%

Rent/Lease

1%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS

Q51 WHAT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL

OF EDUCATION YOU HAVE COMPLETED?

Less than high school

0%

High school

5%

Trade or technical school

4%

Graduated college

45%

Graduate degree or higher

46%

Q52 WHAT IS YOUR AGE?
Under 21

0%

21-29

0%

30-39

6%

40-49

22%

50-59

29%

60-74

32%

75 or over

5%

Q53 DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE…?
Caucasian or White

77%

Asian or Pacific Islander

7%

Hispanic or Latino

3%

African American or Black

1%

Mixed racial background

2%

Prefer not to answer

11%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS

Q50 HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN SOUTHLAKE?
Less than 1 year

1%

1 but less than 2 years

4%

2 but less than 3 years

3%

3 but less than 4 years

4%

4 but less than 5 years

5%

5 but less than 7 years

7%

7 but less than 10 years

12%

10 years or more

64%

Q54 WHAT IS YOUR ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME, BEFORE TAXES?
Under $35,000

0%

$35,000 but under $50,000

0%

$50,000 but under $75,000

1%

$75,000 but under $100,000

3%

$100,000 but under $150,000

6%

$150,000 but under $200,000

7%

$200,000 but under $250,000

8%

$250,000 but under $300,000

6%

$300,000 or more

31%

Prefer not to answer

38%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS

Q67 WHAT TYPE(S)

OF ORGANIZATIONS, IF ANY, DO YOU VOLUNTEER WITH?

Religious

38%

Educational

29%

Social Services

24%

Sports

22%

City

13%

Arts

10%

Health

9%

Other

15%

I do not volunteer

18%

Base: Continue Providing Feedback

879

Q55 IN WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING
CITY OF SOUTHLAKE?

YEARS HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN THIS SURVEY FOR THE

This is the first time I have participated

44%

2019

51%

2017

37%

2015

29%

2013

20%

2011

17%

2009

14%

2007

12%

2005

10%

2002

8%
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS

Q64 PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT

WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.

Agree
Completely

Agree
Somewhat

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Completely

I Trust My Neighbors

58%

33%

7%

1%

1%

I Frequently Interact With My Neighbors

44%

40%

9%

4%

3%

I Help My Neighbors

60%

31%

7%

1%

1%

I Am Good Friends With My Neighbors

38%

39%

15%

4%

3%

Q65 PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT
CITY WEBSITE, CITYOFSOUTHLAKE.COM.

WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT THE

Agree
Completely

Agree
Somewhat

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Completely

Cityofsouthlake.com (City Website) Is The First
Place I Look For City Information

36%

34%

16%

8%

6%

I Can Find The Information I Need Easily On
Cityofsouthlake.com (City Website)

24%

45%

19%

10%

3%
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Verbatim Comments
2021
INTEGRITY • INNOVATION • ACCOUNTABILITY • COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE • TEAMWORK
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SECTION 3:
QUALITY OF LIFE
AND COMMUNITY

Q9:

Thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important
issue facing Southlake today?

Infrastructures
Roads/Transportation
Population/Community
Feel/Diversity
Traffic/Congestion on
the roads
Recreational Services

Schools/Education

City
Growth/Management
Of City Development
Business/Building
Development

Traffic/Gridlock
Sidewalks/Bike Lanes
Governmental/Local
Politics

Budget/Taxes
Crime/Safety/Police

Q9 - KEYWORD:
INFRASTRUCTURES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Adding sidewalks! I have repeatedly asked for sidewalks to be put in on SOUTH WHITE CHAPEL. I would like to walk with my baby outside of
my gates and I can't because we have a highly trafficked street and ditches on either side. Please put in sidewalks. This street alone pays a
TON in taxes and I'm not the only resident of this street that would like sidewalks!
Additional parks and a new library and shopping area near my development of carillon. High end over 55 single family condo/townhomes.
Address the claims of racism and non-inclusivity in schools. If the schools go down, the town will go with it
Address the drainage problem that has been caused by the Davis Blvd. expansion

After leaving Massachusetts, I would say keep Southlake what it is. Keep the same core value of excellence. Especially in the school system.
Also, keeping all the different flavors of critical race theory out of the schools and ignoring NBC.
An additional water source that would survive a hard freeze
Approving carillon parc and moving the library to it.
Approving residential development in conjunction with CISD.
Assist the school board in becoming less political. The current situation leaves a negative image. I've addressed a number of question by out of
state friends and family on all the recent challenges.
Attract and maintain businesses that contribute to economic stability and provide needed services. Work to heal the community division and
hostility.
Avoid CRT, woke policies, and vaccine mask mandates.
Back to basics. Prettier streets, cleaner city and not just downtown. Do something about the traffic. I never see a police car come down my
street anymore.
Beautification of outdoor spaces, medians, adding sidewalks
Beautify medians, do not leave ugly, mostly dead shrubs in medians. Our primary streets are too busy for the visible look to not be nice.
Maintain crosswalk markings in the neighborhood streets better.

Becoming a community of people who listen and respect each other. Focus on keeping green space with less development.
Being able to safely cross 1709 as a pedestrian.
Being in budget financially / schools- keeping leftist agendas out of the school system/ strong management
Better community engagement events and more frequent forums for people to gather together to feel "part of the city“
Better electrical services in the winter and less expensive water utilities. More diversity in schools and community workers overall.
Better Library services
Better traffic flow near CSHS in the mornings

bike and walking trails
Bike lanes and green space/parks
Bike Lanes, Bicycle Friendly Status, Complete Streets.
Bike Trails, conservative values
Boo Boo Buddies Dog Park
Bring Carillon Parc to fruition; reduce racism within schools
Bringing all sides together on the major issues confronting our schools and national image.
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
INFRASTRUCTURES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
#1 strengthening CISD, strengthen leadership, keeping politics out of the schools, protecting and strengthening teachers, improve their pay to
reflect a top tier school district, providing kids with strong academics, school spirit and a strong launch pad for next level education. Our schools
are one of the most important parts of our family community and why people want to move here. We love Southlake and want to improve our
schools and bring back the pride of SL to its full potential. Our children, teachers and schools are one of our most important investments.
* Addressing problems of race * building a new library * improving pedestrian traffic - it's too dangerous for kids to bike or walk to the marq or
town square from south of 1709 - we need a bridge or tunnel
1) better management of commercial development, minimizing the growth since we have vacant commercial space that we can't fill. 2) addition
of a traffic circle at Randol mill Ave/Davis Blvd./1938 and Randol mill.
1. Aggressive drivers, the number of accidents we have at certain intersections is astounding.
1. Better trail systems ( bike and walking )
1. I would love to see bike trails on Zena Rucker road so that residents could bike to town square. Biking on 1709 is dangerous. 2. There are
numerous bike trails in Colleyville and Keller. It would be wonderful to find a way to link these trails. 3. I would love to see a joint venture with
Calloway's and the old senior center property to beautify this area and maybe have an area similar to grapevine's arboretum but with more of a
Texas homestead casual native feel. That land is so beautiful and really provides a beautiful park area like what old union has next to it even
though it is not officially a park. Maybe it should be officially named a park in Southlake. Once this land was cleaned up so many more residents
are walking through the park, throwing frisbees and using this area. It is so much nicer and I love the community garden that was started with
the help of NCL!!! 4. The water retention pond at the old senior center is very overgrown now and needs to be cleared out again! 5. Clean out
the land behind rockenbaugh elementary school where the trees and vines are growing into the fence. This is probably not city property but it's
possible since there is a creek behind this area. It is so overgrown and I have seen coyotes and snakes recently and in the past there was a
wild hog or two. It is concerning that this land is so wooded and overgrown right next to the school fence. There are wooded areas near all the
schools but there is always a cleared buffer. This is right next to the fence around the school. 6. Need a trash bin for people to throw there dog
poop at the corner of Zena Rucker road and Byron nelson. So many people walk their dogs up toward 1709 and down Zena Rucker and do not
clean up this area. Once they are in timarron they do seem to clean up. 7. Please mow or have the owner do a much better job of mowing the
land on Zena Rucker road that is currently being considered for a new building. That land has snakes and ani
1. Make all citizens feel welcome. 2. Protect existing neighborhoods from incompatible commercial development. 3. Manage development of
undeveloped land to protect the "feel" of Southlake. 4. Protect the vitality of Southlake town square. 5. Improve pedestrian connectivity between
town square and the SE and SW corners of Carroll and Southlake Blvd.. 6. Provide safer ways for cyclists to cross 114 on Kimball and to
connect with the cotton belt trail via Kimball, brumlow or white's chapel.
1. More ethnic restaurants operated locally 2. Salons, automobile repair/service shops, mass merch. Stores like Walmart/target - in general a
more self-contained city like many in DFW 3. Biker lanes (like in Plano/Frisco) 4. More attention to global sports - soccer, cricket, badminton. 5.
Rec center that is more affordable to families (like Keller/grapevine) 6. A city library with more variety (depth breadth) - Keller/Coppell have
better public libraries 7. Making bicentennial and bob jones park more accessible and usable to general public (baseball, soccer, football fields)
1. Providing a safe place to live via an active and fully supported police force. 2. Maximizing the freedoms we all enjoy, especially the right to
assemble with other believers in our churches. 3. Educating our students on the fundamentals and prohibiting and rooting out any attempt to
indoctrinate children to beliefs counter to their family's beliefs
1. Safety 2. No CRT in schools 3. Walking and bike trails to connect entire city
1.) Education - programs which maximize the potential of each young person in Southlake. 2.) Capital projects - my perception is that
infrastructure capex (those outside of what I would consider parks rec) are poorly prioritized, poorly communicated, slow, over-priced, and are
typically low- or negative-roi for residents. 3.) Southlake's public image

A more welcoming school environment
A new library! Consider looking at Illinois libraries as an example, connect SL, grapevine, Keller, Colleyville. Check out books at any and return
at any.
Academic excellence
Academics
Add more sidewalks around areas that really need it.
Add sidewalks to connect areas that would expand walk areas.
Adding drivers license services to town hall
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
INFRASTRUCTURES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Bringing the community together. It's okay to have differences of opinion, but the behavior that we are seeing play out on the political and
school board stage is not acceptable.
Build a boat ramp
Build an exquisite library that reflects the high level of curiosity, education and quality of life we enjoy in Southlake. Quality development of
remaining developable land in Southlake.
Building a first class stand-alone library
Bury cables, make it look less like a third world country. Result will also improve utilities reliability.
Business-wise, I believe we have reached a saturation point. I would like to see city leadership review every new development plan to ensure
we are not contributing further to the traffic problem.
Carroll ISD is extremely political.
City and urban planning should be a priority as well as police and fire support. We should focus less on mass development, impose stricter
requirements for developers residential and commercial to incorporate more green spaces, trees, support road maintenance efforts and
widening in cases.
City facilities maintenance or expansion
Clearly, the CCAP debate has highlighted the fact that some groups within Southlake feel excluded for various reasons which I will not discuss
here. I will give another example. The Southlake community is very much focused on Carroll and the dragons but there are 3 other isds that
serve Southlake residents. It would be great for the city to also focus on the other isds from time to time.
Community activities and services such as the library and the parks.
Community engagement. With the recent scandals regarding the diversity council, citizens are tired of the fighting and name-calling. It is
exhausting seeing our town on the news every couple of weeks and getting propaganda flyers from the PAC and school board candidates.
Community events for all ages. More community events that appeal to teens, such as Friday night bands or summer movie nights.
Community gatherings that can bring us all together - maybe not a focus on a race or cultural event. Art in the square, Oktoberfest, Christmas
tree lighting, 4th of July - all wonderful events that bring everyone together and allows our community to gather and celebrate.
Community safety and children education.
Community sidewalks - the city has continued to work on adding sidewalks to main thoroughfares but need to expand the efforts to
neighborhoods that were built without them.
Community unity through events and city educational and training activities.
Complete road construction on white chapel Blvd..
Completing the library
Completing the white chapel road construction project, lowering taxes, continued focus on community safety.
Congestion; safety
Connecting bike trails to neighboring cities
Construction projects completed in a timely manner with regard for all citizens
Contain expansion and development. Attract better restaurants. Lower rent for shops in the town square move forrward with the new library
project.
Continental needs to be badly widened between Kimball and Carroll, it is very congested during peak traffic times and it is very dangerous. We
also need to accommodate more safe crossings for pedestrian traffic. We need the city to a lot more diligently enforce the code enforcement
rules specially on woodsey and timberline ct. Streets.
Continuation of street repair plan and striping. Noticing more cracks and uneven pavement in neighborhoods.
Continue business development in Southlake at the same time being selective on the businesses moving to Southlake and of course maintain
and continue supporting our first class schools.
Continue dev. Public spaces , streets roadways, continue dev. Business atmosphere.
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
INFRASTRUCTURES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Continue expecting excellence. Address traffic flow. Avoid political correctness ruining other cities.
Continue replacing/improving streets using the company that redid Southlake Blvd. (1709) of possible. Some of the contracted contractors left
their redo rougher than what they replaced. Tree trimming on streets and intersections for visibility and so that larger vehicles don't run the
sides of the vehicle on the overhanging branches, buses in particular.
Continue the focus on strong education and a safe community
Continue to bring in good shops in town square to attract people, focus on lights that are out at the parks (bi-centennial tennis courts)
Continue to improve existing streets and sidewalks. Many of the older streets are showing wear with age and need repair/replacement. The
sidewalks along continental have lifted or settled which is causing trip hazards.
Continue to improve our education system so it remains at the top in the state. Focus on things or issues that bring us together.
Continue to improve traffic solutions. Turn lanes off 1709 into all the subdivisions. Timed traffic lights to improve the flow.
Continue to keep up with traffic with smart planning. Keep our city safe by continuing to fund and keep our officers and firefighters happy and
safe.
Continue to update the green spaces and add more parks where possible. Keep apartments out. Help the city resemble the multi cultural
community it's currently made up of.
Continued excellence in services, including PD and FD. Supporting local businesses and citizens/nonprofits that lack resources. More robust
backup plan for water and power outages.
Continued improvements to connectivity (sidewalks, etc.) And active park spaces. Better inclusive, non-partisan leadership from mayor and
council.
Continued programs and services for senior citizens
Continued safety and maintenance of infrastructure
Continuing as they already are with growing the parks and sidewalks. Making Southlake a more walkable community. It's already happening,
but I think it should continue to be a priority. I also think a priority should be attracting larger corporate users. We need to engage with the real
estate office brokerage world and top office developers. Granite is the latest developer in town square, but they build for speculative purposes. I
think we need to talk with groups like KDC who bring corporate relocations.

Continuing the connections of sidewalks so the city is more walkable
Continuing to focus on a conservative financial plan, making sure our police and fire departments are well funded, and maintaining our
wonderful parks
Continuing to improve access to and development of green space for recreation and enjoyment.
Continuing to improve mobility in all parts of the city via roads, sidewalks, and trails.
Continuing to maintain lots of green space. Continuing to engage in and provide opportunities for our city to feel as a close knit community. Bike
trails.
Continuing to make the city more walkable and bike friendly (reduce traffic, connect areas with sidewalks/sale lanes)
Continuing to provide quality services and resident engagement activities
Continuity of excellence based on measurable levels of service and fiscal responsibility
Convention center
Create more diverse events
Create running trails
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
INFRASTRUCTURES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Creek drainage. The city of Southlake is building up of new buildings which has created a drainage issue down from the new building. No plan
is in place to clean out creeks stopped up with trash, debris, and dirt. Now creating ponds within new developments that does nothing but a
collection for mosquitoes and higher water flow for neighborhoods not improved to handle in creased water flow. Next, focus should be debris
on reducing school taxes. Waist-full spending on school budget, overpaying coaches and administrators, critical race theory, and racism. Come
to together as a community that inspires the love of god rather than the secrete agencias. 3) we as residents do not receive raises to keep up
with the raising of property tax and school tax. $2000. Raise from last year is a bit much.
Crisis in Carroll ISD. This politically driven situation needs to stop. We need to join the 21st century and ensure the schools enforce and
maintain their code of conduct.
Crowding and traffic outpacing infrastructure
Curb development and enforce speeding and parking laws.
Cutting down speeding and wreck less driving on 1709. Figuring out a crossover bridge over 1709 at the town center to other shopping plazas.
Create safer way to cross 1709 to get to champions club. Kids and families should be able to cross that road without getting killed,
Cycle paths and sidewalks particular along dove and randall mill
Density management - one of the items that attracted us to Southlake originally was a lower population, open spaces, smaller crowds, etc.
Develop sidewalks and bike road. Too little communities have that features. Develop park, playground and sport field like volleyball court,
basketball, skating more . many communities does not have amenities.
Developing carillon parc. It is a prime piece of real estate that would benefit the city as wall as the carillon neighborhood. So much thought has
been put into creating a beautiful destination for the library, shopping, dining and green space (more green space than town square). The villas
in carillon have been very popular and I'm sure the new ones will be as well. Southlake needs more housing and not everyone wants a 5000 SF
home with a huge yard.
Developing more city programs for special needs teens and adults.
Developing the city in such a way that it offers a diverse attractions and amenities that will encourage young families to move here and spend
their time in Southlake. The restaurants, shopping, and medical offices are top notch, but I find that if our family wants to experience something
other than what I mentioned, we need to go to grapevine. Along with that, although Southlake has an excellent culture founded on the school
system, we find that the surrounding communities have a warmer, more welcoming feel. Sometimes Southlake feels too "corporate" with the
lack of small businesses in town square.
Diversity and inclusion education - not CRT but acceptance and non-racist engagement in schools - accountability
Diversity and inclusion within our schools-address the racism and anti-lgbtq rhetoric kids face.
Diversity and inclusion! Offer more student volunteer opportunities.
Diversity in the schools and how we can work together.
Do not be afraid to intersect the city management with school. Make sure our current buildings are occupied before building more cookie cutter
office or retail buildings.
Drainage
Early completion of the white chapel road construction. Wrecks at 1709 and diamond Blvd.
Economic recovery and support of local business infrastructure.
Education
Education
Education
Education and inclusion.
Education and making sure it is safe for everyone
Education and safety
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
INFRASTRUCTURES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Education return to excellence
Education, continue to be number one, don't drip the ball on that with all this politics. Safety. Affluent. Do not change zoning to high density,
remain strong.
Educator retention
Elevate our schools to be the actual excellence we proclaim them to be. We are losing rank due to the small mindedness of our leadership in
the city and the loud voices. These loud voices don't care about the schools and children only about their political careers and views (eg
wrecking our schools and using waivers from the GOP playbook). That does not make our community stronger, it will destroy our community
and property values.
eliminate all traces of CCAP and CRT in the schools
Eliminate racial and political disparity, create more parks and recreational areas, decrease crowding and commercialism , minimize multi family
housing, focus on making the area peaceful , diverse , green, residential area
Emergency preparedness and communication with citizens; Doing more to include citizens with diverse views and backgrounds on boards and
committees; More sidewalks and enhancements to parks and trails
Emergency preparedness. We need some sort of backup Power and Water Systems to avoid the Deep Freeze we had this year.
Emphasize the beauty of diversity in hiring city workers at all levels. Provide opportunities for residents of all ages, not limited to sports. Classes
in crafts, cooking, etc.
Encouraging residents toward renewable energy In solar panels. Finishing out any gaps in sidewalk connections and with lighted crosswalks.
Enforcing the no left turn to go south on to Carroll avenue from Chuys
Engage and support citizens and citizen groups (i.e., HOAs) that seek city guidance on matters that concern and impact them. This includes
lack of sidewalks, speed limit reductions, drainage and water management, stricter enforcement of existing traffic laws, etc.
Enhancing parks in Town Square. Taking over the Stebbins park which is used by many, many people. Attracting more entertainment venues.

Ensure roads are enlarged and expanded to keep up with growing traffic.
Ensure that Southlake continues to be a destination and we don't lose tax revenue to Grapevine and Entrada because they have newer and
more exciting reasons to attract shoppers and diners. Also, we have an aging population whose housing needs change. They no longer need
huge homes but want to stay in Southlake for the quality of life they enjoyed while raising dragons. According to the Community Profile,
prepared for the City of Southlake by Esri in 2010, 18.2% of the population of Southlake were ages 55 and above. In 2018, 28.7% of the
population of Southlake were 55 and over. By 2023, it is projected that 30.5% of the Southlake population will be between the ages of 55 74.
This rapidly growing empty-nester demographic wants smaller, more manageable, but quality, housing, and services.
Ensuring a safe school environment for all our children.
Ensuring our schools stick to the basics of teaching math, English, science, and history/civics; ensuring our kids learn how to think critically.
Events and other opportunities for the residents of Southlake
Expanding Streets, improving traffic. Lights on street so nighttime the streets aren't so dark.
Family
Filing and correcting multiple streets with many potholes
Find a way to reduce water price.
Finish road construction and approve Carillon Parc
Finish the sidewalk project so that we can be a more walkable community.
Finish White Chapel Road, better management of capital improvement projects. Thoughtful approach to boosting tax revenues away from a
seemingly mostly retail-focused growth approach.
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Finish white chapel road, improve access to schools on roads. Not well planned on traffic and school location.
Finishing road improvements
Fix education issues and divisiveness
Fix erosion on the creek behind my backyard, caused by city development
Fix the divisiveness of the school issues!
Fix the lack of leadership of the Schools before they negatively impact the town even worse.
Fix the terrible schools, get rid of the racists and stop pandering to the Christian conservative and there ridiculous PAC and associated other
nonsense
Fix the traffic problems. For example, why is a private enterprise ( a church) allowed to block a public road? The church does not pay property
taxes therefore, the attendees of the church should be inconvenienced by traffic at the church. It is shameful that Southlake continues to let this
happen and screws over the taxpayers that live near the church. I should NEVER have to wait while police offices block Kimball to allow the
church traffic to go. If they want to block traffic, the city should charge the church just like it charges the local taxpayers who are greatly
inconvenienced. I have brought this up several times and it seems the City Council really doesn't care about the citizens. I truly do not
understand why such preference is shown to a non-taxpaying entity over the citizens you are supposed to represent.
Fix White Chapel ASAP
Fixing side neighborhood roads. Working with homeowners to be able to utilized their land where drainage easements exist. Force construction
companies to take care of the damage and trash that flows down stream from their construction sites.
fixing the CISD political issues
Fixing the friction in the schools regarding CRT
Fixing the horrible traffic at all hours of the day, and creation of usable parks that aren't only focused on sports.
Fixing the traffic congestion and bridging the political divide. I believe both of these are equally critical.
Focus on driving out CRT and liberal agendas.
Focus on family and activities through out the year
Focus on reducing aggressive driving
Focus on returning the schools to the excellent level they used to be before the current leadership makes them even worse.
Focusing on preserving our green spaces
For city officials not to partake in the divisive spirit that is happening. For the school district and the board to focus back on excellence for the
students. For city council to listen and support the entire community.
Fundamentally, remain committed to and supportive of the reason(s) that people move to Southlake (or would like to if they could), and not get
distracted with things that aren't in alignment with those reasons, which seek to divide rather than unite one of the most respected cities and
school districts in the state. The overall "quality of life" Southlake offers is what draws the vast majority of people to want to live here. This
includes obvious reasons like low-density development, a safe clean city we can all be proud to call home, an outstanding public school
system, fiscally responsible government, and quality city services responsive to our needs.
Further acquisition of green space
Get politics out of the schools, it's embarrassing the hateful people taking over our school board…banning books. It's embarrassing to live here
right now
Get the school board acknowledge history correctly. Why does the school board want books on denying the Holocaust? Are you going to have
books that Hitler was a benevolent leader of Germany as well. History is truth. That's what our young people need to learn.
Get the school board settled and under control.
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Get to the bottom and take action to prevent racism in Southlake schools, stop opening chain stores and restaurants, deal with traffic issues
and ongoing accidents on 1709.
Getting cheaper water. Limit land development.
Getting rid of the perverse far right agenda. In fact, keep politics out of it. Do the right thing. Support ALL community members, even those you
don't agree with. Complete disassociation from the Southlake Families PAC. Return elections to local, non-partisan like they were before 2016.
Concentrate on helping business succeed that aren't at Town Square. Reduce the amount of non-Southlake traffic on 1709.
good city planning, road management, continue to improve and increase park spaces, make Southlake a good places for businesses to come,
fix the image of the school which overshadows all the greatness of the school, kids and community
good question city should focus on saving green space more trees and land would like to standout not blend with surrounding towns
Green space, community events/programs and spaces, keeping zero lot line and high density homes out of the area.
Green spaces, traffic flow…I'm worried that the rents in Town Square and other shopping areas are skyrocketing and squeezing out locations
owned businesses who are moving to nearby cities. It feels like many stores and restaurants closed in town square during the pandemic, and I
would much rather have a full shopping center than a bunch of for lease signs!
Growth but not too fast and keep in mind part space throughout the City.
Growth control. Cultural diversity. Investment in bike lanes and recreational space for the general public, not just sports teams.
Growth needs to be managed so as prevent overcrowding and traffic issues, which I've seen get worse over the years. The city has done a
good job by widening streets and adding traffic circles to help, so good job on that!

Having a good, well-rounded representation from the school board for our schools.
Help the school district recover from an intensely polarized political atmosphere.
High quality schools that educate our students. Maintain the best teachers.
Highway 114 does not seem so safe anymore. Cars weaving in and out and people driving faster than normal. I had some issues with the
technology on vacation drive by from the police dept. Called 4 days before I left for vacation and left a message to call me back. No one ever
called back.
Hike and bike trails
I am not a fan of the medians, but that is a moot point. There is way too much traffic and many empty businesses. We need more open space
and fewer businesses.
I CANNOT SPEAK UP TO ALL THE ASPECTS OF THE COMMUNITY BUT THERE ARE A FEW THAT ARE A PART OF MY LIFE IN Southlake
LIBRARY: GREAT LITTLE PLACE TO STUDY. I LOVE THE STAFF THERE. I WISH IT WAS A LITTLE BIGGER AND MORE OPEN. SCHOOL:
I WISH SCHOOLS CAN LOOK A BIT BETTER IN TERMS OF INFRASTRUCTURE.
I don't know that there is anything to be done, but traffic is a nightmare. We have lived here 25 years and each year it is worse. Continental has
become almost impassable at certain times of the day due to people cutting through.
I have lived in Southlake for over 25 years. I have owned 2 homes, both in beautiful areas. I had enjoyed the quiet, almost " country feeling" of
Southlake before it became so crowded. Although I am grateful for the convenience of shopping and restaurants, I am starting to feel
claustrophobic with the amount of homes and restaurants that are being jammed into every open space possible. I do not enjoy sitting through
2 or 3 traffic lights just to get anywhere. I miss the serene landscape of continental and 1709. Although I understand why Southlake is a city
where many would love to live, I feel a sense of loss for the " serene" feeling Southlake once had. The parks and bike paths are awesome, yet I
feel as if the traffic is getting worse by the day. I have stopped going to town square completely as it is so congested that it is not worth it to me.
I would rather drive 10 or 15 minutes out of my way just to avoid it. My top priority is the traffic; even in my neighborhood people routinely speed
down the road 10 or 15 miles over the limit. There seems to be more speeding and reckless driving than I can remember. My top priority sounds
selfish; to keep Southlake the serene, safe , beautiful place that it once was. I understand growth is necessary, yet I feel as if the last thing we
need are more restaurants and more traffic. The beauty of Southlake was the wonderful mix of landscape, ease of getting from one place to the
next, and the quiet, safe feeling. My top priority would be to utilize the spaces that are available for new businesses coming in( we have a few
seemingly " snake bit" plazas that nothing seems to be able to sustain their occupancy in) , most notably the plaza on 1709 and Byron Nelson,
or the plaza that is on 1709 where Duffs Wings is located. Also, the back side of the plaza where TJ Maxx and Ulta are seem to be almost a
ghost town as well. What I am saying here are observations, not complaints. I have been all over the United States, a
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I have only one The gutter next to my house has standing water all year long and it is beading ground for mosquitoes and all some deadly
diseases West Nile, dange fever malaria to name few. It is at the corner of White CHAPEL Rd and King Ranch Road it is very easy to locate
because standing water is always there. I do use mosquitoes control service but it is a loosing battle seating outside is a nightmare. Is the City
of Southlake capable to help. Please
I like the library in its current location at the square.
I love everything about Southlake but as a cyclist, a few bike paths would be welcome!
I strongly feel Southlake City must provide sewer connections to residents (I am one of the residents looking for it) that have septic system and
sidewalks along north Petionville avenue. Southlake is great city and well managed. I am surprised that many residents still do not have sewer
connections and sidewalks at many places. I see people walking/running on road along north Petionville Avenue which is big safety issue.
I think, personally, that Southlake should focus on less sports and more natural parks.
I want sidewalks on the major artery roads around residential areas.. specifically in the Northern sections.. in particular ALL of DOVE road.. its
insane for this city to have this high of a property tax and for those of us who live off DOVE road to have to suffer the inability to go for a WALK!
In addition.. while I can think of lovely parks in Grapevine.. I can't think of any that are useful in Southlake. Pretty open spaces to walk and
enjoy nature are critical. we NEED a quality DOG PARK as well.. the pathetic excuse for one in bob jones is sad.. go to the one in Grapevine or
Flower mound and see what a quality dog park looks like.. wouldn't it be lovely to have one I can WALK to from my house off Dove (between
Kimball and Carroll.. where this NO side walk).. to be able to WALK to a dog park nearby!!! that would be a dream come true!
I would like the city and the school board to focus on not turning into a MAGA Haven. We should be an independent, thoughtful organization,
NOT small and closed minded and afraid of life.
I would like to see more youth sports tournaments(soccer/baseball/softball) hosted by the city at city parks to bring in tourism and provide our
community local venues. More trails for walking and biking while not crossing streets.
I would like to see sidewalks in my neighborhood of Timberlake. I would also like to see more dining options that are not chain restaurants.
I would like to see Southlake work on conserving more land for green space. For my wife and I having walking trails and nice parks allow us
and others to enjoy Southlake.
I'd love to see more City Dragon pride (crazy I know right?)
If we are required to live with water restrictions, even after enough rains to fill reservoirs, maybe its time to consider restrictions on new
construction unless you have the infrastructure in place to support it!
I'm currently struggling to safely get my children to school at Old Union Elementary. My street has sidewalks on the opposite side of the street
from my home with NO crosswalks to safely get over there. I'm terrified to let my kids ever cross the street alone, as we live at a curve in the
road and cars speed so fast, even ignoring stopped school buses letting children out. This isn't just teenage drivers either. There are sidewalks
along my side of the road towards the Timarron clubhouse in Clubhouse Court (a cul-de-sac). It would be so easy to continue that path down
Byron Nelson to ensure the safety of all the students living on this side of the street, as well as putting a cross walk in at Champions Way to
safely cross. PLEASE, PLEASE look into this issue. I've called the police department to increase patrolling and to add a speed trap to help, but
they haven't moved forward much. The entire neighborhood is very much on board with this! I'd be happy to do anything on my end, as well as
putting a speed limit sign in my yard, since there isn't one in our area, to remind drivers of the speed limit.
Improve infrastructure, especially the asphalt roads within across Cross Timber Hills subdivision - they are in bad shape; improve dangerous
intersections, seem to be lots more accidents lately.
Improve Library, Improve traffic flow at Carroll and 1709 and at Kimball and 114
Improve mobility throughout the city by facilitating non-car traffic. Multi-use walks are needed to connect W Continental to 1709 and Pleasant
Run Road along White Chapel and along Peytonville.
Improve parks, green space connectivity via bike trails / walking paths.
improve school diversity plan sidewalks
Improve timing for services and projects to be completed Control growth especially density. Southlake needs to keep more space open and not
develop every inch.
Improve traffic flow at Southlake Blvd. (1709) and Davis Blvd. One improvement would be dedicated right turn lanes. One specific improvement
without much cost would be to make the northbound right lane of Davis a dedicated turn lane, shifting the middle 2 northbound lanes to flow into
the 2 rightmost lanes north of the traffic light. This would increase the number of cars that could continue north on Davis without the sometimes
hectic merging of the far left lane (where it becomes a forced left turn) into the middle lane to continue north. At the same time, it would help
prevent a backup of cars wanting to turn right on 1709 (Southlake Blvd.)
Improve traffic flow. 1. Add second left turn lane at Kimble and 114 access road north. 2. Fix Chik Fil A traffic backup on 1709. 3. Synchronize
the traffic lights throughout Southlake and make the lights on 1709 last long enough to make traffic on flow to avoid traffic jams.
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Improve traffic flow. Related but not the main concern, improved synchronization of traffic lights on 1709 would be helpful.
Improved traffic flow south of Southlake Blvd.. development has gone crazy over the last ten years but infrastructure other than sidewalks
hasn't changed. Build a damn sidewalk down brumlow to 26.
Improved/expanded sidewalks and trails
Improving education.
Improving roads (ie. Continental) and the overall aesthetic of the roadways-bury unsightly phone lines, establish curbs, widen if necessary.
Improving school life for marginalized and minority students and pushing back against bullying.
Improving the schools and thus citizen morale, making Southlake a place to be proud of. More traffic patrols - the driving is out of control. In the
last year I've seem worse driving than ever: people cruising through stops signs and red lights, cutting people off in the roundabout, speeding,
etc. There are too many empty plazas/offices/storefronts. We have too many empty spaces.
Improving traffic
Including more parks and open spaces as things get more and more developed. Equally important to connect neighborhoods with each other
and with retail, grocery stores, medical offices, schools etc with dedicated bike/walking trails.
Inclusive of other school districts in the city.
Inclusiveness. It's feels like things got divided with all the CISD stuff and that really hurt the vibe.
Inclusivity of the student body. Let's make this place something kids of all backgrounds can safely thrive.
Inclusivity. Kindness. Stopping people from having MAGA rallies next to McDonald's scaring children and furthering the image of RBI's town.
Our leaders must lead by example. Let's talk about racism. Let's talk about our issues. Let's talk about the cisd student that committed suicide
this week instead of sticking our head in the sand and pretending these issues don't exist here. This town has become a cult and if you choose
not to drink their kool-aide you get your tires slashed and your car keyed.
Increase efforts for diversity making city more welcoming to different cultures. Also, let teachers teach history, diversity and current events
without fear of reprimand.
Increased traffic
Infrastructure
Infrastructure to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic. Properly paving residential streets in older areas of the city. Come take a tour of
Creekside Drive. Continuing to prohibit multi-family housing/ apartments.
Infrastructure to allow for walking, biking, scootering (using two-wheelers for slow speed), traffic management (traffic moves very fast on
Southlake Blvd) to allow children to walk / bike to town center safely
It's important that our officials not be swayed by all the negative attention we are getting on media. I believe that education should be our top
priority because our children are the future of this great country. I am an Asian-American conservative and strongly support the path that is
trying to be carved out by the new Board Members. I cannot believe the level of sheer ignorance of such educated people that don't fully
understand the history and dangerous ramifications of CRT. The city has to focus on keeping CRT out of our school's curriculum at all costs.
I've only lived in Southlake for a year, and maybe this is already happening, but I would like to get involved with neighbors and friends in more
local or remote community service opportunities to help residents of all ages feel part of something big and exciting. Perhaps an annual
collaborative effort with faith-based organizations to help those in need. Perhaps book donations to reading programs, or maybe an annual
forod drive, Red Cross relief program, or building homes for homeless or needy families in DFW Metroplex. Or maybe an annual charities fair
where charitable organizations can meet families who want to give.
Keep conservative values for schools and not let media make choices for our children
Keep radical, progressive agendas out of our community and schools. Make sure schools focus on true academics and leave all the politics out.
Keep schools strong, Keep media attention away
Keep schools top rated
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Keep the school system strong by supporting teachers and administrators and by teaching a solid, non wok curriculum.
Keeping all retail and restaurant spaces occupied. Affordable rent for small business owners to keep doors open. Options for teens and family
friendly activities/places to go. I would like to see a major forcus of keeping residents in Southlake, rather than neighboring cities.
Keeping CISD an exceptional system
Keeping CRT out of schools and protecting a business friendly atmosphere
Keeping greenspace, large size home lots, and no more hotels and no apartments
Keeping open spaces for walks and vehicle parking
Keeping open spaces. Not buy taxing and buying them but by stopping all the concrete and retain from taking them over. We've seen much of
the green vanish over the years.

Keeping our beautiful parks and green spaces.
Keeping our core values secured, especially within our schools. Do not give in to people wanting to change the system. They should move
somewhere else if the do not agree.
Keeping services updated and high quality for increased population, traffic, etc.
Keeping small businesses open. Adding sidewalks so it is easy to navigate Southlake
Keeping Southlake from becoming more crowded. The traffic on Southlake Blvd., Shady Oaks and White's Chapel can be at a full stop due to
the volume of traffic at various times of the day. We need to stop any additional building in this area as we can no longer accommodate more
people. The quality of life has decreased due to the numbers in our city.
Keeping SROS at every school campus.

Keeping SROs Limiting the # of new residences Determining a way to cross 1709 safely by the high school and Town Square. Think elevated
walkways like Vegas. If we move it will be to a place that has safe walking and biking trails once the kids are finished with school. Long term we
won't stay without those. I also wish the city would consider building a beautiful library across from Rockenbaugh where the Senior Center is. I
love libraries and haven't used the one in Town Square much because easy access (parking) is unpredictable.
Keeping the parks well maintained and user friendly for all citizen to have access.
Keeping the schools good and improving quality of life in Southlake
Lack of public transit. Could use several bus/trolly cars to shuttle on a fixed routs.
Less building leave more open spaces
Less building and more open space and more selective in the businesses that come here no multi family units
Less building of commercial buildings both medical and dental! Focus on better community relations with the school district
Less emphasis on big building projects and more emphasis on supporting Bob Jones Nature Center
Less new building and concrete. Preserve the few open spaces we have left. Don't need more parks. If Southlake has too much money, rather
than yet another park, maybe reduce taxes a little. Influence schools to stop thinking about racist teachings like critical race theory.
Less politics in the schools
Less politics. Heal divisions. Continue improving green spaces and walkways.
Less residential density; no more office buildings above 3 stories because they are not consistent with the rest of the city's character and
planning. We badly need accessible transportation for the disabled and elderly.
Less traffic congestion on 1709
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Less traffic! It looks like more and more people are choosing to move into our beautiful town and it creates a lot of traffic. I'm not sure how you
can change that.
Limit rental property - No apartment complex or pre-fab homes Maintain our roads Support men and women in uniform - Safety is a hug priority
for my family
limited growth, continued safety , sidewalks on busy northside
Long term revenue sources; demographics; relationship with Carroll Schools
Love living in Southlake, but wish there was more green space and bike paths.
Loving one another and stop tearing each other apart, and I'd also like some more sidewalks added; )
Lower School and City Property Taxes; Avoid any participation in CRT (Creating Racial Tension) training or DIE (Diversity, Inclusion, Equality)
training, which for many years has been increasing divisions in Southlake
Maintain cleanliness, repair and maintain smooth roads, active and timely emergency responders, community involvement. Keep order and
prosecute crime.
Maintain excellence in all aspects of city and life here in Southlake…limit any high density housing and use any influence city has to keep
property values up, for instance, our school system
Maintain great education WITHOUT politics! Correct problems with strong discipline! Keep hiring great police and fire personnel! Hire good
teachers who teach and DO NOT include their political views! Continue to provide seniors with exemptions!
Maintain the "Dragon" enthusiasm and spread the focus to all sports, fine arts etc. Slow down excessive speeders on 1709 and 114. Align the
north south lanes on White Chapel and Peytonville at 1709. Synchronize the lights on 1709 Add restaurants between White Chapel and Davis.
Hopefully the lot west of White Chapel under construction now is not another bank or Doctor office.
Maintain wooded areas and increase park space, bicycle paths and generally keeping as much open space as possible. Because once it's
gone, it's gone and without open space, trees and parkland then the standard of living in a place drastically declines and it's just a congested
and noisy place to live. It would also be good to see that when development has to take place that the mature trees are kept and built around
rather than demolishing them all and then planting small trees that will take decades to grow.
Maintaining any open space left. Be content with the office buildings/shops available. Focus on keeping those businesses open and those
buildings occupied. Traffic flow and safety on our very busy roads especially around all schools.
Maintaining high levels of service to the community
Maintaining high quality schools focused on education not indoctrination
Maintaining open green spaces Continuing low density
Maintaining our overall quality of life strong zoning codes to prevent overbuilding keeping first class community support for our schools properly
funding the city's infrastructure so all employees can perform to their maximum ability attracting reputable businesses which will add value to
the community
Maintaining safe speed limits in all neighborhoods especially during school hours.
maintaining the tradition of excellence (schools and home values).

Make it a better place for its citizens to live and travel safely and not cause the citizens to go through for years unsafe road conditions.
Make schools feel safe for minorities
Making it a community for everyone. Being nice to each other. Listening to one another and not saying awful things to one another. The school
board meetings are a great example of the kinds of conversations happening around. People are not patient and understanding.
Making more parks a green space that links up communities to each other and to common amenities like shops, parks and schools.
Making schools safer for our kids. Looking into sharable bikes/cars service within city limits. Sidewalk in all future expansion projects. Lowering
property taxes.
Making Southlake Blvd a safer street. Cars speed down that street at up to 70 mph. Dangerous U turns and Left hand turns.
Making sure that traffic doesn't get worse in and around the city. Making sure we never again experience the type of water shortages that we
experienced during the last Winter freeze. Promoting an inclusive ad welcoming environment regardless of race, or country of origin.
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Making the city more pedestrian accessible. Many streets have sidewalks that are not complete. For example Peytonville just south of the
Senior High has some sidewalks but it is not complete. Therefore, walkers or bikers need to go into the street and the road is narrow on this
section.
Making the city more walkable/bikeable, more green spaces and trails.
Manage growth in a way that doesn't constantly add congestion on roads and in stores.
Manage growth without sacrificing low housing density. Encourage commercial development to provide more local jobs to reduce need to
commute into city centers. Encourage healthy living with exercise and use of outdoor spaces and parks.
Managed growth. Don't fill up all the spaces with large corporations box stores. Slow down all the through traffic.
Maybe not so many roads torn up at the same time
Maybe not top priority, but really something that impacts our lives frequently and that I wished were improved upon - the traffic lights, so they
don't keep going out so frequently on SLK Blvd.
Media perception and schools
Mobility
Mobility (bicycles), parks families can gather, non team (sports) related parks
More "enclosed to traffic"/pedestrian restaurant/retail open green area, more pubs and not chain restaurants

More adult activities like pickle ball courts or live music and dancing past 9pm
More and cheaper activities for residents like Grapevine has I.e, Rec Center, library activities, fitness classes. Also, infrastructure like roads,
traffic and sidewalks, especially on the North Side. We can't get to Town Square because the sidewalk doesn't go all the way down Carroll. No
apartments or condos no matter how expensive they are. The schools can't handle that many more kids.
More bicycle and pedestrian friendly.
More bike paths/trails and sidewalks.
More community activities to bring residents together. Yes we have Dragon sports but many of us no longer have kids in school. More concerts,
etc
More community building and planting more trees
more continuous sidewalks so that folks are not walking on roads (like Shady Oaks near bicentennial) and also improved mobility offerings for
Seniors--I reached out to Mayor Huffman on this and there was no response.
—More continuous sidewalks. —We could use a bigger library (more book selection, we have troubling finding books there for my kids
compared to Grapevine Library)

More dog friendly park options
More Dragon Spirit and more exclusive events for residents only
More green space and less commercial building
More green space Plan to address growing traffic
More green spaces!
More green spaces.
More open space, less high density commercial and residential space with inadequate parking, better parks and rec options.
More open spaces, not a building on every corner, less traffic on 1709
More parks
More parks and open spaces and less development of land with strip mall style shopping and medical offices
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More parks and recreational space and less building space
More Parks and safe Bike pathways, particularly linking to other cites bike pathway networks… I wish we could easily go everywhere around
the city on bicycles safely.
More parks and space dedicated to wild life decrease traffic , fill existing business buildings rather than build new ones
More parks, walking trails, and "green spaces" (and NOT more housing development)
More parks/community spaces
More side walks, more bike lanes
More sidewalks and installing bike lanes
More sidewalks for walking dogs and children.
More sidewalks, walking spaces, connected sidewalks
More sidewalks. I know they are in the works.
More sidewalks. Peytonville Road between Continental Southlake Blvd in particular. This road connects CSHS/track/aquatics center with
Continental so it is used by walkers/runners/bikers alot! Including, students.
More sidewalks and walking access
More walk and bike friendly.
More walkable spaces including more sidewalks and safer pedestrian/bicyclist thoroughfares.

More zero lot communities for senior citizens.
Multiple culture and diversity education
Need sidewalks in our neighborhood, Timberlake.

NEVER NEVER ALLOW APARTMENTS IN CITY, CARRILON PARC VERY IMPORTANT, FINISH WHITE CHAPEL ASAP, NO CRITICAL
RACE THEORY IN SCHOOLS BUT PUNISH ANY OVERT RACISM, BULLYING, OBVIOUS PREJUDICE IMMEDIATELY, NO EXCEPTIONS.
WE NEED TO BE A GREAT EXAMPLE OF A FINE CITY AS I BELIEVE WE ALREADY ARE, EXCEPTIONALISM IN EVERY WAY
New Library at Carillon Parc
New Public Library, More green space with walking paths, increased sidewalks and crosswalks especially on Continental where the sidewalk is
on the opposite of the street and people are crossing are forced to cross at random and often blind spots on the very busy street
Night life
No Apartment development. Increased traffic enforcement on Southlake Blvd. Helping make sure businesses can remain in TownSquare
without unreasonable rent increases.
No apartments/condos. Road/traffic improvements. Bike lanes/sidewalks.
No high density housing!! Making school string without PAC supported candidates. We have to get politics out of school! Members of the city
council are supportive and donate to the PAC that is ruining CISD.
No multi-family, better management of growth, improve parks/open spaces, bring community together re race relations, work to improve
Southlake reputation of being a bunch of rich snobs
No sidewalks in our neighborhood. Would be good to have them.
Not a top priority, but I would like to see some Pickle-Ball courts added in place of some of the tennis courts (perhaps on Carroll or White
Chapel. (Not sure if there will be a place to add that later in the survey.)
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Offer community events for all different cultures in the city. Provide ample time to communicate it via all channels.
On continued development of remaining land. Would like a few more drive thrus and also high end multi family in Town Center
One of the things that attracted us to Southlake was greenery and small town, with a lot of new development ( commercial and residential) it's
becoming crowded and traffic is growing. City's primary focus should be to preserve what we have.
open space / parks
Operations Continuity (COOP) ...ensure that the sound approach currently in play regarding safety, education and opportunity remains
solid...ensure that strategic focus is maintained for future years of continued excellence.
Our safety and Schools.
Outdoor pickleball courts
over watering at many parks, having a true sidewalk along the almost 1 mile along Ridgecrest from the Dove Rd intersection. The two eight inch
wide concrete pavers you installed along both sides of Ridgecrest several years ago no offense was a joke and waste of money.
Overall, I think the top priority for the City to focus on is to continue developing outdoor play areas for children and adults. This could mean
adding to the bike paths, making the whole city bicycle and walking friendly. Also, supporting the schools in developing programs to promote
character development might be good. This could include projects for helping neighbors and others in the state or world that are less fortunate. I
think the focus lately has been skewed in a crazy direction due to political issues. I would prefer that we join together to make this lovely city
even better, while at the same time involving our children and neighbors in community projects.....together. By the way, some children are now
using electric bicycles at a very young age and are not wearing helmets. The police are not citing them for not wearing helmets. I remember
when the city made a law that stated that all children under 18 have to wear helmets. Why isn't this being enforced? This is a safety issue.
Park Enhancements - Pickleball and SSC
Parking in and around Southlake center
Parks
Parks open spaces
Parks and beautification projects should be at the top of the list. We need a broader business base than just shopping. I recognize we have
limited land but we need more business footprint. A primary concern is to allow multi family residences in our community. Leadership has to
restrict any proposal suggesting apartments are needed in our city.
parks and greenspaces;
Parks and Recreations and infrastructure. Choose volunteers based on resume and not on political parties
Parks and sidewalks
Parks, open space, trails, bike paths, walkable places
Parks, sidewalks, water fountains, etc that encourages healthy outdoor living. Improves sense of community.
Partner with the BRIT in FTW and turn the city owned property off Carol E. Highland into a Botanical Garden and Event venue. Piggy back the
Bob Jones Nature Preserve on top of it and market the city as etc. an Eco Destination. In the Even Carillon Parc does get built, you'll now have
two major attractions. In the event the Carillon Parc does not get built, at least you have a botanical garden and nature preserve to market itself
with.
Partnering with the school district to keep woke curriculum out so our property values don't tank.
Paved, Curbed and lighted residential streets. Save more green spaces!
Pay for your own city parks, increase budgets for police, help reduce traffic issues
Paying attention to the parking lots in the strip centers along Southlake Blvd.., pedestrians can't see cars, cars can't see pedestrians ie; central
market parking lot, Nolan drive through parking lot Starbucks. Southlake Blvd. feels like a highway and with the number of accidents feels
unsafe. I feel it needs to be monitored more closely w police presence the speed limit isn't followed.
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Pedestrian connector over 1709 linking Central Market and Town Square
Pedestrian walkways and cycling lanes. School crossing enforcement for children especially outside Durham.
Physical infrastructure…..Continue to improve and upgrade streets, develop a robust program of moving toward total underground electrical
grid.
Planning and zoning - If a retail development is approved, parking needs to be sufficient. The development at the SW corner of Carroll and
Southlake Blvd is a nightmare. I have seen multiple parking accidents there as well.
Plans for a disc golf course
Please approve the Carillon Parc retail district! I am one of the original residents of Carillon that moved here because of the Villas (for our
retirement) and the promised retail district. The retail district fell through when Hines started to sell small parcels piece meal and then eventually
backed out. Now we have a long awaited, wonderful opportunity to have a beautifully designed and planned retail district by people that are
honoring Southlake's concept of a high quality beautiful retail park, donating land for a park, and a wonderful new library! I am especially excited
about the new library. The plans are wonderful, addressing all the issues of parking, public space for the arts, programs, etc. that a library for a
city the size of Southlake deserves to have for our community! I am proud of our wonderful, friendly Carillon and I know that the City of
Southlake will be proud of the amazingly, beautifully planned Carillon Parc! As for the proposed Villas: I support the concept and look forward to
having it be a beautiful addition to our community! They will blend right in with the existing Villas that the city has already approved. I am
pleased that there is a bond proposed to help the city maintain our existing parks and develop new park land. We have in Carillon: the Lake
Carillon Park, the Preserve Park, the Enclave Park, Villa Park North and Villa Park South, not to mention the very large common area along
Kirkwood Blvd., all of which we maintain with our HOA dues. All of our parks are very popular with our residents and are very used by all of
Southlake's residents, including the high school fishing team! Benches, Trees, Playground equipment and many other improvements would be
a welcome contribution from the city. We have been struggling every year with maintenance issues: replacing the well pumps for the lakes,
terrible irrigation that Hines installed, weather damage of our trees, etc. so a contribution toward this goal would be
Please focus on maintaining ALL parks in Southlake. The old High School stadium and parking lot north of Dove off Carroll needs significant
attention.
Please improve safety in school zones. Drivers disregard speed limits and crossing guards and school bus safety.
Please stop the over development. We are losing our open spaces—especially with high rise buildings
Pls bring back movie times in park on good weather days along with summer . Pls built one more library , provide all latest techs for city kids to
explore like 3 D printers, AI robots etc.

Preserving and developing recreational space. Provide a dog park.
Preserving green space and improving traffic flow.
Preserving nature, parks, sidewalks!, safety, conservative/virtue/family values, community spirit, great schools that actually educate

Preserving open green spaces; ameliorating traffic issues caused by areas of over-development; attracting and fostering the success of high
quality businesses to our city; less politically motivated divisiveness; fiscal soundness
Preserving open space
Preserving remaining open spaces especially naturally treed areas. Pragmatic and thoughtful land use.
Preserving space
Preserving the essence of Southlake as a family oriented city with impeccable schools.
Preventing CRT from entering our schools. Addressing road congestion.
primarily for security reasons, more neighborhood street lights.
Proactively manage crime before it becomes an issue. Protect as well as possible the remaining character of Southlake by managing lot sizes.
Avoid the tendency to become more like Southern California with rows of large stucco homes on very small lots with a few green areas and
parks.
Promote unity. Find something light hearted, non-political for citizens to focus on...(ex. Grapevine painted rock trail) Something everyone can
participate in regardless of age, wealth, gender, etc. and set a goal to achieve and overcome differences along the way.
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property taxes and traffic flow especially on 1709 and the roads around town square
Public areas, parks
Public safety, especially in regards elimination of reckless drivering (excessive speeding on city streets, tailgating, dangerous lane changing).
Public safety, traffic issues, sidewalks
Pursuing goals that nearly ALL the community can rally around - safety, city services, public spaces (library, parks, the Marq).
Put in some paved bike trails like most surrounding cities have.
Put the City of Southlake employees back in their respective offices, and stop abusing our tax money and using the Covid-19 an excuse to not
do their jobs - to use our money for personal errands and such! They should be available during the their normal business hours and respond
accordingly. NOTE: This request does NOT include the police and fire departments as they have been bravely doing their jobs to protect and
serve us!!!
Quality for all age groups (activities for all ages
Quality of education in the schools. CISD has fallen behind lately. Our 10 rated schools dropped in score and rankings.
Quality of life for families , safe community, good schools, solid direction from management for our future
Quality of life issues: Parks. library, outdoor activities
Quality of life, parks, bike lanes, good restaurants and more night life.
Racial discrimination and sidewalks
Recreation
Reduce the constant construction Have more parks/green spaces Have more diversity in all aspects of the city whether it's minority/immigrant
owned businesses or engaging with the immigrant communities. Keeping the National politics out of local politics
Reduce traffic
Reduce traffic on major roads
Reduce traffic. Stop new commercial building till all existing space is used/ occupied. Plant more trees. Have safe bike trails. Make city a blue
zone
Reducing Property Taxing Rates! Adding walking paths and/or sidewalks.
Reducing speeding on Southlake Blvd
Reducing the amount of traffic. Pass-through traffic is at an all time high! I thought that the building of Hwy. 114 would alleviate the traffic. It has
not. Continental Rd., at rush hours, one does not venture out from the neighborhood's because of the speeders on Continental. Also, what has
happened to our police patrolling the neighborhoods?
Reducing traffic, density
Reducing traffic, specifically congestion on SL Blvd, speeding thru feeders (White Chapel, Continental, Kimbal), commercial traffic on feeders,
and improving running/biking paths. The worst 'improvement' since 2014 was widening SL Blvd, increasing the volume drastically.
Reevaluate building growth and updating any older buildings. Also housing development. Too many new homes going up and not the
infrastructure to support it
Remediation of Drainage Issues
Remove rats in the parks
Removing the right wing and PAC backed members of the school board, mayor's office and city council

Residential areas for retirees. Single living, smaller lots, etc.
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Resident-specific activities or amenities. For example, Trophy club has amenities available only to residents.
Retaining open space
Retaining top teachers
Road and traffic management, especially north of 114.
Road repairs - infrastructure
Road/street repairs. The pavement on several of our roads is starting to crumble causing pot holes to appear then go unrepaired for weeks.
Roads - some in need of major repair. traffic
Roads and side walks Parks and green spaces Community involvement of all types of people
safety always! hate seeing the empty spaces where stores used to be! my neighborhood streets need repair!!!
Safety and equality in our schools.
Safety and infrastructure
safety and maintaining a high-quality school system
Safety and Road improvements
Safety and Traffic
Safety for all citizens. Do more to serve the community of disabled and non-neurotypical residents. Not everyone is all-in on mainstream
priorities that draw a crowd. Don't forget the smaller population that still constitutes a significant number of people.
Safety for kids going to and from school! There have been too many incidents of reckless driving in school zones during drop/pick time and cars
racing passed busses that are stopped with their STOP sign out and kids crossing. Southlake PD should help out the SROs and provide
additional presence in the school zones and busy bus routes (for example, Byron Nelson in Timarron) to keep our kids safe. I don't think this will
get any better until Southlake PD writes more tickets for traffic offenders near schools/busses.
Safety of the students in the school system
Safety on city streets (driving)
Safety, in schools, businesses, neighborhoods
safety, new library, attract more business to come to SL
Safety, parks and recreational. No more building with land less than 1 acre. Keep Southlake safe! We don't have enough schools for more
construction
Safety, Roads Parks
Safety. Safety encompasses many aspects not just police and fire departments. Safety also encompasses the infrastructure of travel within the
City as well as the protection of property with City ordinances.
Save the school district from the CCAP and critical race theory. Ban the insanity of having to present both sides of every history lesson. The
Holocaust did happen. Focus on high quality education, not social justice and political positions that are anti capitalist and anti freedom.
School
School inclusion of all students an no bullying
School issues
School issues
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School system that is top notch and well rounded.
School, drugs, preserving open nature areas, no apartments
Schools
Schools
schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools racism
Schools (I know separately funded, but the schools are the most important thing in the community); Diversity and inclusion in a way that is truly
inclusive to all; Keeping the 'small town' culture and mentality -- we CAN be diverse AND have the culture and mentality that brought so many of
us here and kept us here. And, there is nothing wrong with owning our values.
Schools and safety
Schools conservative curriculum
Schools, diversity and inclusion, roads, strength vacant and older business space, continue to strengthen town leadership and perception,
minimize politics. Thank you…
Schools, library programs. Improving the library. It shouldn't be in a basement.
Schools, Property taxes, parks and rec
Secondary source / back up source for water. This years storm left the city very vulnerable.
senior citizens
Senior citizens center
Senior Citizens. Why not offer discounted water, sewer charges as surrounding cities do? No stores for seniors to shop in.
Sense of community, infrastructure, safe roads and intersections, sidewalks

Sense of community, strong academics, sound fiscally.
Sense of community. The services in Southlake are amazing except for the school. The school has become a political battle ground with
complete political hacks being appointed at the board. I think most of us don't see politics and religion in everything. This community is a white
christian community with no desire to be inclusive.
Separate church from state in school and in dealing with city wide issues.
Separate politics of hate, demonstrated by our political leaders in their inability to call it out, from our community and most importantly our
schools.
side walks
Sidewalk connecting existing sidewalks on S. Peytonville. Students walk on edge of road in front of my residence and there is a lot of traffic
sidewalk on Randol Mill from at least Morgan Rd to Dove Rd
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Sidewalks
Sidewalks
Sidewalks
Sidewalks and bike lanes
Sidewalks and bike lanes, racism issues in the school, less franchises more mom and pop businesses. More music and night life. More outdoor
eating
Sidewalks and Bike path expansion. Especially north of 114.
Sidewalks and bike trails
Sidewalks for greater walking paths around our community - also bike lanes for safety
Sidewalks for walking and exercise
Sidewalks on ALL streets! Please!
Sidewalks to connect missing segments
Sidewalks, bike lanes and congestion
Sidewalks, over building residential, traffic
sidewalks, tennis courts and pickleball courts
Sidewalks. Some neighborhoods such as mine are completely isolated from the rest of the city and even from other neighborhoods, since there
are no sidewalks on Union Church.
Sidewalks/Walkability or ride ability And continued excellent financial management
since elected leadership is lacking, perhaps better roads and walkable sidewalks.

Since the day I moved to Southlake (May 2002) the city was pushing sidewalks to make exercise and getting around easier except for our
corner (far west) of Southlake. Now that we have more neighborhoods and the Watermere Retirement Community in our area the Chesapeake
Park gets used more than ever, but to get to the park there are no sidewalks available to walk along Union Church to the park. As all our
neighbors say we are the FORGOTTEN area of Southlake.
slowing down development. This is more a CISD issue, but helping our school town name get back to where it used to be before all the
negativity came into play.
Slowing down traffic in residential and school zones
Solving the divide within the community around Diversity Inclusion as well as health and safety in our schools
Sound fiscal mgmt. infrastructure. Liberty and freedom
Sourcing water supply so that we can have rapid backup when failures occur, reduce taxes, establish over 55 retirement residence options,
library relocation, reduce debt, sidewalk construction and bike paths. Reduce thru traffic.
Southlake Blvd. traffic/speed/management. With the city's growth of course there is more traffic and more aggressive driving. UTurns and Right
on Red needs clearer signage. Also the traffic on Continental Blvd. is very loud (trucks/mufflers) and lots of speeding.
Speeding in residential neighborhoods, especially Timber Lake, where people cut through between 1709 and Continental. And adding sidewalks
and/or speed bumps.
Speeding on Continental Avenue between Whites Chapel and Davis. Loud cars and speeding through residential areas. Continue building
sidewalks. Keep green nature spaces.
Stay out of school politics

Stop approving more building, both residential and commercial. Our electrical grid is weak and cannot handle more demand until we build more
plants to generate electricity.
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The city needs to work to improve it's image and that it welcomes diversity. I have concerns about the care and appearance of several parks.
There's a bridge that's needed rebuilt for years, roads and other infrastructure that needs to be improved. Having a convention center with now
multiple new hotels, yet also the country seeing the type of behavior accepted by our community or the tent sales when visitors come into the
city limits to shop or stay won't help increase city funds if they decide to find a more diversity friendly city for events or the same shops located
at the Town Square.
The mindset for a city should not be the same as a business. We do not need to make bad decisions in order to grow. Green space should be a
priority to keep the identity of Southlake.
The rhetoric and issues between citizens and the school board around racism specifically and the concept of CRT. My desire would be to
remove it from the day to day
The School Board and Superintendent.
The school district is the main reason most families move here. The problems within the school district are forcing families to leave and others
who might have moved here to change their mind. Southlake is gaining a national reputation for being close-minded and not open to all
cultures. The conflict in town is tearing this community apart.
The top issue that needs to be addressed is the increase in traffic and how to help ease it on 1709. Another priority would be to continue
building sidewalks, especially near schools. A sidewalk is desperately needed on Highland Street, near the back of CMS.
The Town Square Parks - they need new landscaping and bring it back to the crown jewel it was. Dead plants and grass
The traffic increases on Southlake Blvd. Davis experiences a lot of traffic, too.
There are actually two things. First is to improve traffic. Whites Chapel south is becoming a major throughfare. It needs to be patrolled for many
heavy trucks are now using it. Second is part of Southlake's charm is its trees. We have lost many on Continental and Peytonville which need to
be replaced
There are very very limited public places to play sports like basketball, tennis. Bicycle riding and walking is also very limited.
There have been more than enough incidents to make it clear why many students and families feel less than welcome in Southlake, so it should
be equally clear why the community needs honest and civil discussions about a diversity and inclusion plan. But Mayor Huffman seems content
to deny and lie about racist incidents reported by many residents, and downplay their pain and injuries from that racism. Typical white
supremacist behavior.
This school issue has to be solved. With the voting results in and Mr. Yeager installed on the Board perhaps Southlake can get their superior
reputation back. We have some great parks but not enough of them. The roads that need to be repaired finally are and I hope we can continue
this project. There is a lot of traffic on 1709 and I hope the lights are timed for good traffic flow. There are times when I think the lights are timed
so I have to stop at every intersection. Keep advertising the updates taking place in Southlake - you're doing a good job now.
To have a positive PR campaign for the city to counteract the negative press that the city has received Nationwide. Continual focus on the
beautification of the city within its parks. Approve Carillon Parc development as a unique destination offering.
To keep Southlake conservative and to refuse to give into the 1% who complain and victimize themselves. Keep CRT OUT of our schools and
don't allow liberal ideology to morally corrupt our children. Basically, don't California our Southlake.
To make sure that our schools teach children and not indoctrinate them with new political philosophies
Too much division and animosity over masks and school curriculum. It's downright embarrassing how we act towards each other and treat each
other
Top priority for the city should be to prevent over-crowding on city roads - our roads, especially Southlake Blvd is bursting at the seams when it
comes to the amount of traffic. We need to invest more on road-widening and/or alternate routes.
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
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traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic

Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic

Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
traffic
Traffic Traffic (if possible) recreation for all age groups. Making space available for "family-owned" restaurants.
Traffic / thoroughfare congestion
Traffic and empty commercial buildings on 1709.
Traffic and make sure we continue to have a strong and efficient police department
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Traffic and over built businesses
traffic and parking
Traffic and responsible development
Traffic and road improvements.
Traffic and sidewalks
Traffic and STOP building!!
Traffic as discussed in previous question, remove left turn blockages and restore left turn lane.
Traffic congestion
Traffic congestion
Traffic congestion
traffic congestion
Traffic congestion and how to manage it . Also consideration of building building building. It can happen then it's to late! The town of Frisco is a
prime example of over building . Not Mach wrong with having some open spaces with some livestock on it.
Traffic congestion and the vicious unwelcoming mob of people interested in politics over all others who claim to be Christians, but are clearly
the anti-Christ. Also, all of the Trump protesters that are allowed to make Southlake Blvd each weekend dangerous. People are allowed to
stand on the side of the road with assault rifles and the police do nothing.
Traffic congestion around Town Square. The left turn lanes create a hazard on 1709 because the lines to turn north off of 1709 block the center
lane of traffic headed east. This is happening more frequently.
Traffic congestion through the city. Add Parks for walking, reading, meeting friends (not sports complexes), such as Botanic gardens
Traffic congestion.
traffic control
Traffic control and green space.
Traffic control on Southlake Blvd

Traffic control, strong police force, beautiful parks and event spaces
Traffic Control. I realize the volume of traffic in indicative of a strong, vibrant community but at times traffic seems overwhelming. Having
brought this up, I fully recognize this is a very difficult problem to address and I can't offer any recommendations.
Traffic control. In the nearly 17 years I've lived in Southlake, the traffic and accidents have increased. It can be stressful and unpleasant driving
the boulevard.
Traffic control. We have to many outsiders using the side roads to cut through our community.
traffic flow
Traffic flow
Traffic flow
Traffic flow and management
Traffic flow on Southlake Blvd and number of car accidents
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Traffic flow through town. 1709 is busy during much of the day. Horrendous during rush hour.
Traffic flow with synchronized traffic lights especially SL Blvd.
Traffic flow, especially on 1709! More police action is necessary to help control the speeding of through traffic.
Traffic flow, improve roads and streets
Traffic flow, road maintenance, sidewalks, water availability (we lost water and power during the freeze last winter)
-Traffic flow/congestion especially around schools. Feeder streets often are single lane and school lot traffic will back up into street traffic. Now
this is a school year and time of day issue so cost/benefit may not merit a BIG solution. -Who's doing what in my neighborhood?
Communication about preliminary work in any neighborhood is almost non-existent. Why are these Survey teams here? Can I take their marker
flags up when they're gone? When is the work to be started? Early stages of such work is almost never posted anywhere. For example-Shady
Oaks has had crews marking and flagging most of the summer. When asked the crews don't say much that is helpful or useful.
Traffic improvements. Travelling on Southlake Blvd is almost always difficult and congested. Better traffic signal timing would be a big help.
Traffic is a top concern, especially 1709 around the Square area. Then the overflow from 1709 goes onto Continental Dr. congesting that
especially at rush hour times It would be nice to have more esthetic street lighting along 1709 especially in the darker areas. More hike and bike
trails as well as more sidewalks.
Traffic issues
Traffic issues and traffic safety around schools
Traffic management
Traffic management
Traffic management and traffic safety. Several blind spots at intersections which are quite dangerous. Specifically exiting Southcrest Ct on to
Carroll. This intersection is directly in front of the Dept of Safety. With telephone poles, control boxes, traffic signs, there is a blind spot. If traffic
on Carroll is moving at 30mph...they are moving at 44ft per second. Not much time to make a safe decision especially at nighttime or low
visibility. I have complained about this for several years with the City Engineers, Police and now the 2nd time via this survey. Please help with
this matter.
Traffic management! The City Master Plan that put all commercial development along 1709 did not adequately consider the traffic. The
intersection of Kimball and 1709 is horrible - it often takes 3 cycles of the lights to make a left turn from 1709 onto Kimball. And allowing U-turns
because of the median on 1709 was a mistake. More than once we have been dining on the patio at Cristina's and heard the crunch of wrecked
cars not yielding as they should.
Traffic management, attracting and maintaining quality retailers/restaurants to Town Square, NO multi family residences
Traffic management. There are many areas like Central Ave. and Southlake Blvd where Central Ave. needs more turn lanes. Every situation
where there is congestion should be examined to facilitate a smoother flow of traffic and avoid bottlenecks.
Traffic on 1709 and more handicapped spaces at Champion's Club
Traffic on 1709 is so heavy and with speeders; Leasing out empty spaces; limited parking in the surrounding plazas (corner of Carroll Ave and
1709)
Traffic on Southlake BLVD is out of control. Racing on Paytonville not just after school, evenings and weekends.
Traffic safety - SPD needs to take back control.
Traffic speed control
Traffic speeding
traffic! quit squeezing houses and buildings on every open space. I'm not sure who owns the towncenter but I hate to see good, family
businesses go out of business because the rent is out of control.
Traffic, leaving more open space, focus more on aging populations
traffic, more open spaces
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Traffic, Taxes
Traffic, too much growth
Traffic, traffic light coordination, road access from Southlake Blvd.
Traffic.
Traffic.
Traffic. It continues to get worse every year
Traffic. Sidewalks through out all communities
traffic...street issues
Trees, greenery. Stop building out!
Try to mediate all the uproar with CISD
turn around spots on 1709 so drivers don't turn at intersections
Uniting our town by acknowledging and addressing the problem of some people feeling unwelcome in our schools and community. Stop
denying the problem. Publicly address it, put in the hard work to mend broken bonds, create the good stories we want told about Southlake. I'm
sick of hearing our leaders blame outsiders for our problems. The media attention is the consequence of NOT ADDRESSING the problem.
That's a leadership problem. Lead.
Unity among citizens. Fewer office buildings. More green space.
Unity of the community. Fix the school issue so that we are inclusive and not racially divided. If you don't fix that.... Nothing else matters.
Updating the library, bringing in more cultural events like Art in the Square and Oktoberfest, getting out of school board politics, adding more
sidewalks, especially between Continental and 1709 on White Chapel and Peytonville.
Upgraded Library, walking trails, bike only lanes
Upgrading and maintaining the city streets.
Utilize park and recreation facilities more effectively. Older citizens have different needs requirements than youth. Great facilities, extremely
limited access.
Utilizing the shopping center vacant spaces - No need to build more building that are empty. Also, add two left hand turn lands on Carroll and
Kimball coming off Hwy 1709. At times the wait for left hand turn land might not occur until the third time.
Walkability and bike paths. Every sidewalk should be a larger size to accommodate mixed use. The new sidewalk on Continental west of
Kimball was a miss. Too small to accommodate bikes and pedestrians
Walkability. Safety crossing 1709 in Townsquare and Bicentennial area (for those on foot).
Water issues - We pay more for water than anyone I know - surrounding suburbs and other areas of the state. The cost is exorbitant. We pay
high amounts for services and also have drainage and flooding issues. It's only a matter of time before our homes flood. I've spent many hours
with the city asking only that we work together to resolve the problems. Former mayors would not even meet with us. We can't water our lawns
- as neighboring suburbs can - which results in brown yards and trouble with insects and other creatures invading our houses. The erosion to
the value of our homes, due to flooding, impacts Southlake overall and the value of our real estate. Given our tax rates and cost of services,
this is unacceptable.
Water supply and electrical grid to avoid 2021 storm problems
Water supply issues
we are new residents and love our new City. Would love to have recreational programs for all ages. I really appreciate the Mayor is so open, the
focus on the finances... I am a business owner but obviously the rent for them is going higher and higher... this needs to be regulated because
we are loosing some business we shouldn't.
We need more "space" or parks.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
We should have more sidewalks. Especially around the schools. We enjoy biking or walking versus taking the car everywhere - especially for
events in the Town Center. It would be nice to have a safe route there and back. Biggest pet peeve is sidewalks on only one side of road or
abruptly ending. Kids can't bike to school safely.
Well I wish we could teach the members of this community empathy and appropriate social media etiquette. However, I do not believe this is the
City's job. I do think the city is attempting to bring unity, doing a good job with inclusion of festivals that represent different cultures. There could
be more though. Specifically it feels as though certain groups are intentionally still creating a divide. For example the Southlake families PAC
seem to be monetarily driven without realizing the rifts their campaign tactics cause. I even voted for their favored candidates for my own
reasons; however, I am deeply saddened to see how they blatantly lie about school issues and the opposing candidates stances on critical race
theory. It's ridiculous that they are still shouting that nonsense from the rooftops when it is quite clear to anyone that actually read the CISD
documents that CRT was never even on the table. I am ashamed that their are fear mongering tactics being employed by groups of people in
our community and saddened to see them come out in forrce at every election. When did we lose sight of may the best candidate for the job
win? When did we lose sight of honesty, transparency, and integrity? Groups like this and I know there are a couple more out there, but these
kinds of groups cannot coexist in a unified and respectful community. Groups like these breed lies and hate. So if the city could do something
about these groups and get them out of the community and schools maybe our mayor and superintendent could do their jobs more effectively
without having to feel threatened.
While hotels are lovely, more hotels don't make us a stronger community. We have LOTS of built out but empty commercial office space, and
national media attention for our schools (in the wrong way). I'd like the city to focus on holding the schools accountable to serve all students,
reduce the influence of developers at city hall, and have an open door for citizens concerns. And get creative about recruiting industry info all
this open office space. -AND SECURE OUR GREEN SPACES.
Widening of Dove Road and Sidewalks on Randol Mill
Work on bike paths to connect residential to business in a safe way. Not enough pathways to safely get around Southlake.
Working with CISD to find solutions to all. STOP making it a battle ground.

Working with CISD to maintain quality of schools, continued focus on maintaining the city's safety and quality of life.
Would like the city of Southlake to focus on over all health and gyms. We don't have that many choices, I have to travel out of city everyday for
good work out and healthy activities. I would rather spend that much time and money in Southlake instead of going to a neighboring town.
Would like to see more parks with walking rails etc. would like to see more family and community events like grapevine has with parades
festivals etc
Would love to see all powerlines underground, road construction completed quicker, commercial spaces filled/leased
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
(1). It's image in the media. I was recently on a college visit with my senior - out of state school - when asked where we were from and
responded "Southlake", the reply was "oh...the podcast." I don't want to have to defend where I live. The in-fighting and negative press has real
world consequences for our kids trying to get into college. (2). Fill up Town Square with viable businesses. Work with retailers and Town Square
ownership to retain current and future retailers.
1) Better management of commercial development, minimizing the growth since we have vacant commercial space that we can't fill. 2) Addition
of a traffic circle at Randol Mill Ave/Davis Blvd/1938 and Randol Mill.
1. I would love to see Bike trails on Zena Rucker Road so that residents could bike to town square. Biking on 1709 is dangerous. 2. There are
numerous bike trails in Colleyville and Keller. It would be wonderful to find a way to link these trails. 3. I would love to see a joint venture with
Calloway's and the old senior center property to beautify this area and maybe have an area similar to Grapevine's Arboretum but with more of a
Texas Homestead casual native feel. That land is so beautiful and really provides a beautiful park area like what Old Union has next to it even
though it is not officially a park. Maybe it should be officially named a park in Southlake. Once this land was cleaned up so many more residents
are walking through the park, throwing frisbees and using this area. It is so much nicer and I love the community garden that was started with
the help of NCL!!! 4. The water retention pond at the old Senior Center is very overgrown now and needs to be cleared out again! 5. Clean out
the land behind Rockenbaugh Elementary school where the trees and vines are growing into the fence. This is probably not City property but
it's possible since there is a creek behind this area. It is so overgrown and I have seen Coyotes and snakes recently and in the past there was a
wild hog or two. It is concerning that this land is so wooded and overgrown right next to the school fence. There are wooded areas near all the
schools but there is always a cleared buffer. This is right next to the fence around the school. 6. Need a trash bin for people to throw there dog
poop at the corner of Zena Rucker Road and Byron Nelson. So many people walk their dogs up toward 1709 and down Zena Rucker and do
not clean up this area. Once they are in Timarron they do seem to clean up. 7. Please mow or have the owner do a much better job of mowing
the land on Zena Rucker road that is currently being considered for a new building. That land has snakes and ani
1. Make all citizens feel welcome. 2. Protect existing neighborhoods from incompatible commercial development. 3. Manage development of
undeveloped land to protect the "feel" of Southlake. 4. Protect the vitality of Southlake Town Square. 5. Improve pedestrian connectivity
between Town Square and the SE and SW corners of Carroll and Southlake Blvd. 6. Provide safer ways for cyclists to cross 114 on Kimball and
to connect with the Cotton Belt Trail via Kimball, Brumlow or White's Chapel.
1. More ethnic restaurants operated locally 2. Salons, automobile repair/service shops, mass merch. stores like Walmart/target - In general a
more self-contained city like many in DFW 3. Biker lanes (like in Plano/Frisco) 4. More attention to global sports - Soccer, Cricket, Badminton.
5. Rec center that is more affordable to families (like Keller/grapevine) 6. A city library with more variety (depth breadth) - Keller/Coppell have
better public libraries 7. Making bicentennial and bob jones park more accessible and usable to general public (baseball, soccer, football fields)
Adding more chef driven higher end restaurants like Legacy West has

Additional parks and a new library and shopping area near my development of Carillon. High end over 55 single family condo/townhomes.
Adherence to zoning ordinances
Allow high density upscale apartments.
Approving residential development in conjunction with CISD.
Aside from racial issues, bringing interesting shops and non-chain, non-steakhouse, non-burger restaurants
Attract and KEEP businesses. The rents here are too high which makes it extremely difficult for viable small business to thrive here. It seems
mainly businesses who are supported by large retail operations are the main ones that can survive here. There are so many great small
businesses who have failed here or who have relocated their business to neighboring cities.
Attract and maintain businesses that contribute to economic stability and provide needed services. Work to heal the community division and
hostility.
Attracting healthy, vegan restaurants for families. Also, ensuring the parks and public spaces are not sprayed with harmful chemicals such as
Round-Up or other carcinogens
Attracting more businesses which provide tax revenue and jobs. Making Southlake more accessible for younger generations without kids by
allowing upscale apartments.
Attracting more unique shopping and restaurants versus chain ones
Attracting strong businesses and encouraging spending in the city limits
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today?

Avoiding high density housing.
Beautification and preservation of property values.
Beautification of outdoor spaces, medians, adding sidewalks
Beautification which involves maintaining city landscaping and encouraging businesses to do so. This includes litter control and, park
maintenance and noise issues.
Beautify medians, do not leave ugly, mostly dead shrubs in medians. Our primary streets are too busy for the visible look to not be nice.
Maintain crosswalk markings in the neighborhood streets better.

Become more business friendly. Reduce overreaching restrictions.
Becoming a community of people who listen and respect each other. Focus on keeping green space with less development.
Better and more diverse restaurants
Better city planning
Bring more businesses to fill existing vacancies in buildings. Reputation social media management. This is hard hopefully the current negative
press for both CISD and City Management will subside.
Bringing back businesses to the buildings (vacant) or lost over Covid the last year.
Bringing in interesting, new destinations and severely limiting neighborhood density. No more lots that are less than an acre.
Bringing in more retail and businesses.
Budget, hear all departments say "New Budget Year, money to spend..."...how wise is it being disbursed and scrutinized ? Budget for
departments seems to be excess as I hear them say "New Budget and money to spent..." How wise it is disbursed and looked into? Seems a
lot of waste and over staffing in some areas. Does all the money need to be spent?!?!?! Why is City competing with Southlake businesses?
Why Marq Champion Health Club and building such a facility to rent for events when our hotels need this revenue and bring in tax money?
Often see items Code Department is missing to keep city standards.
Build an exquisite library that reflects the high level of curiosity, education and quality of life we enjoy in Southlake. Quality development of
remaining developable land in Southlake.
Building apartments
Business retention
Business-wise, I believe we have reached a saturation point. I would like to see city leadership review every new development plan to ensure
we are not contributing further to the traffic problem.

Carefully planning the remaining pieces of open land to make sure it matches the land use plan and is viable for the current market conditions.
City and Urban Planning should be a priority as well as Police and Fire support. We should focus less on mass development, Impose stricter
requirements for developers residential and commercial to incorporate more green spaces, trees, support road maintenance efforts and
widening in cases.
City's growth has allowed too high of density in its shopping areas, residential areas, and those low-rise condos in the Southlake Town Square.
Our suburban life is gone and it looks like uptown around Southlake now.

Community; whatever the terminology is, but no apartments. Also, something for seniors to downsize to that don't cost more.
Contain expansion and development. Attract better restaurants. Lower rent for shops in the Town Square Move forrward with the new library
project.
Continue building on the "commitment to excellence" culture that the city already has (including the ISD) and use this to market the city to
attract more businesses as well as visitors.
Continue Business development in Southlake at the same time being selective on the businesses moving to Southlake and of course maintain
and continue supporting our first class schools.
continue dev. public spaces , streets roadways, continue dev. business atmosphere.
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today?
Continue replacing/improving streets using the company that redid Southlake Blvd (1709) of possible. Some of the contracted contractors left
their redo rougher than what they replaced. Tree trimming on streets and intersections for visibility and so that larger vehicles don't run the
sides of the vehicle on the overhanging branches, buses in particular.

Continue to bring in good shops in Town Square to attract people, focus on lights that are out at the parks (Bi-Centennial Tennis Courts)
Continue to support our businesses and growth in our local economy. Maintain and improve our city assets to keep up with growth.
Continue to update the green spaces and add more parks where possible. Keep apartments out. Help the city resemble the multi cultural
community it's currently made up of.
Continued excellence in services, including PD and FD. Supporting local businesses and citizens/nonprofits that lack resources. More robust
backup plan for water and power outages.
Continued smart growth
Continuing to attract businesses in vacant commercial space.
Control population and business growth.
Create a long-term development plan that balances financial and business needs with creating a strong and diverse community where anyone
who wants to be here is welcome. This
Crowding and traffic outpacing infrastructure

Curb development and enforce speeding and parking laws.
curbing development and keeping areas in their natural state
Decreased new businesses, and new housing subdivisions, stop using land for so many parks, and better land management. Many of new
businesses and residential have destroyed natural habits.
Developing Carillon Parc. It is a prime piece of real estate that would benefit the city as wall as the Carillon neighborhood. So much thought has
been put into creating a beautiful destination for the library, shopping, dining and green space (more green space than Town Square). The villas
in Carillon have been very popular and I'm sure the new ones will be as well. Southlake needs more housing and not everyone wants a 5000
SF home with a huge yard.
Developing the city in such a way that it offers a diverse attractions and amenities that will encourage young families to move here and spend
their time in Southlake. The restaurants, shopping, and medical offices are top notch, but I find that if our family wants to experience something
other than what I mentioned, we need to go to Grapevine. Along with that, although Southlake has an excellent culture founded on the school
system, we find that the surrounding communities have a warmer, more welcoming feel. Sometimes Southlake feels too "corporate" with the
lack of small businesses in town square.
Diversity in all things. Housing types, people, businesses, etc
Do not be afraid to intersect the city management with school. Make sure our current buildings are occupied before building more cookie cutter
office or retail buildings.
Do not over-develop remaining open spaces. Be very selective when considering new development projects.
economic development, residential development especially no rental buildings and completing the city build out, more greenways
Economic recovery and support of local business infrastructure.
Education, continue to be number one, don't drip the ball on that with all this politics. Safety. Affluent. Do not change zoning to high density,
remain strong.
Eliminate racial and political disparity, create more parks and recreational areas, decrease crowding and commercialism , minimize multi family
housing, focus on making the area peaceful , diverse , green, residential area
Emphasize quality of life over money/fast commercial development.
Empty lease buildings and spaces. The rent needs to be capped. There is no way small business can survive with rent rising the way it is
Ensuring Town Square remains a vibrant and attractive environment.
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today?
Ensuring we do not allow multi family housing and focus on the community and bringing in strong businesses
Fill current business/retail spaces that sit empty instead of building more. Lower the rent for businesses so they can stay here.
Fill the empty storefronts..

Fill the open commercial real estate spaces. Stop building commercial properties in neighborhoods (Crooked Lane)
Fill vacant commercial space before building more
Filling commercial buildings and limiting new construction of such.
Filling vacant commercial buildings with desirable shops/restaurants/businesses that cater to families with young children.
Finish White Chapel Road, better management of capital improvement projects. Thoughtful approach to boosting tax revenues away from a
seemingly mostly retail-focused growth approach.
Fiscal responsibility, pay off remaining debt, responsible development
Fix the zoning issues and exceptions that continuously allow high density housing and multi story buildings to be built.
Fixing side neighborhood roads. Working with homeowners to be able to utilized their land where drainage easements exist. Force construction
companies to take care of the damage and trash that flows down stream from their construction sites.
Focus on high quality business and development. Large single family lots. No apartments.
Fundamentally, remain committed to and supportive of the reason(s) that people move to Southlake (or would like to if they could), and not get
distracted with things that aren't in alignment with those reasons, which seek to divide rather than unite one of the most respected cities and
school districts in the state. The overall "quality of life" Southlake offers is what draws the vast majority of people to want to live here. This
includes obvious reasons like low-density development, a safe clean city we can all be proud to call home, an outstanding public school
system, fiscally responsible government, and quality city services responsive to our needs.
Get rid of the divisiveness that SARC and the far left have created in our community. Reject any housing developments that are not on at least
1/2 acre lot size. 1 acre should be the minimum north of 114.
Get the community together…maybe support a single non-partisan but, a worthy cause. Fill up town square with good and stable business…too
many moving shops due to high rates. What remains are the very high end brands driving the $ somewhere else. Lower property tax rates by a
material amount (not a 0.01 percent when property rates have grown by 25%)
Get to the bottom and take action to prevent racism in Southlake schools, stop opening chain stores and restaurants, deal with traffic issues
and ongoing accidents on 1709.
Getting businesses back into empty spaces. Leading by example - When faced with new challenges, show evidence of collaborating with
differing perspectives and acknowledging others have input that is important
Getting cheaper water. Limit land development.
Getting more higher end retail stores and restaurants like Shops at Clearfork.
Getting rid of the perverse far right agenda. In fact, keep politics out of it. Do the right thing. Support ALL community members, even those you
don't agree with. Complete disassociation from the Southlake Families PAC. Return elections to local, non-partisan like they were before 2016.
Concentrate on helping business succeed that aren't at Town Square. Reduce the amount of non-Southlake traffic on 1709.
good city planning, road management, continue to improve and increase park spaces, make Southlake a good places for businesses to come,
fix the image of the school which overshadows all the greatness of the school, kids and community
Good quality shopping
Good reputation for sound businesses and housing
Green space, community events/programs and spaces, keeping zero lot line and high density homes out of the area.
Green spaces, traffic flow…I'm worried that the rents in Town Square and other shopping areas are skyrocketing and squeezing out locations
owned businesses who are moving to nearby cities. It feels like many stores and restaurants closed in town square during the pandemic, and I
would much rather have a full shopping center than a bunch of for lease signs!
Growth but not too fast and keep in mind part space throughout the City.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Growth needs to be managed so as prevent overcrowding and traffic issues, which I've seen get worse over the years. The city has done a
good job by widening streets and adding traffic circles to help, so good job on that!
High density construction limitations
High density homes....Stick to the original plan.
Hold the line on limiting multi-family housing development
I am not a fan of the medians, but that is a moot point. There is way too much traffic and many empty businesses. We need more open space
and fewer businesses.
I have lived in Southlake for over 25 years. I have owned 2 homes, both in beautiful areas. I had enjoyed the quiet, almost " country feeling" of
Southlake before it became so crowded. Although I am grateful for the convenience of shopping and restaurants, I am starting to feel
claustrophobic with the amount of homes and restaurants that are being jammed into every open space possible. I do not enjoy sitting through
2 or 3 traffic lights just to get anywhere. I miss the serene landscape of continental and 1709. Although I understand why Southlake is a city
where many would love to live, I feel a sense of loss for the " serene" feeling Southlake once had. The parks and bike paths are awesome, yet I
feel as if the traffic is getting worse by the day. I have stopped going to town square completely as it is so congested that it is not worth it to me.
I would rather drive 10 or 15 minutes out of my way just to avoid it. My top priority is the traffic; even in my neighborhood people routinely speed
down the road 10 or 15 miles over the limit. There seems to be more speeding and reckless driving than I can remember. My top priority sounds
selfish; to keep Southlake the serene, safe , beautiful place that it once was. I understand growth is necessary, yet I feel as if the last thing we
need are more restaurants and more traffic. The beauty of Southlake was the wonderful mix of landscape, ease of getting from one place to the
next, and the quiet, safe feeling. My top priority would be to utilize the spaces that are available for new businesses coming in( we have a few
seemingly " snake bit" plazas that nothing seems to be able to sustain their occupancy in) , most notably the plaza on 1709 and Byron Nelson,
or the plaza that is on 1709 where Duffs Wings is located. Also, the back side of the plaza where TJ Maxx and Ulta are seem to be almost a
ghost town as well. What I am saying here are observations, not complaints. I have been all over the United States, a

I would like to see sidewalks in my neighborhood of Timberlake. I would also like to see more dining options that are not chain restaurants.
If we are required to live with water restrictions, even after enough rains to fill reservoirs, maybe its time to consider restrictions on new
construction unless you have the infrastructure in place to support it!
I'm sure there is no way for the city to control the insane rents that are being charged to the retail/dining establishments, but this has become a
huge issue. We have lost so many businesses - it's very sad.
Improve timing for services and projects to be completed Control growth especially density. Southlake needs to keep more space open and not
develop every inch.
Improved traffic flow south of Southlake Blvd.. development has gone crazy over the last ten years but infrastructure other than sidewalks
hasn't changed. Build a damn sidewalk down brumlow to 26.
Improving roads (ie. Continental) and the overall aesthetic of the roadways-bury unsightly phone lines, establish curbs, widen if necessary.
Improving the schools and thus citizen morale, making Southlake a place to be proud of. More traffic patrols - the driving is out of control. In the
last year I've seem worse driving than ever: people cruising through stops signs and red lights, cutting people off in the roundabout, speeding,
etc. There are too many empty plazas/offices/storefronts. We have too many empty spaces.
Incentives for small business and commercial landlords both to thrive. I've seen so many wonderful small businesses close recently due to rent
skyrocketing. Small business is the backbone for our community and nation.
Infrastructure to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic. Properly paving residential streets in older areas of the city. Come take a tour of
Creekside Drive. Continuing to prohibit multi-family housing/ apartments.
Just because an undeveloped area is zoned for minimum one acre lots doesn't mean that we have to achieve the utter maximum in density. For
a ten acre undeveloped plot let's strive for 4 to 6 houses instead of 9 or 10!
Keep bringing in high quality unique small businesses but make it more affordable for them to stay.
Keep the commitment to high quality in how the city approaches business. Also, Never allow apartments.
Keeping all retail and restaurant spaces occupied. Affordable rent for small business owners to keep doors open. Options for teens and family
friendly activities/places to go. I would like to see a major forcus of keeping residents in Southlake, rather than neighboring cities.
Keeping apartments and multi-family housing out of Southlake. There are dozens of other communities nearby that offer those housing options.
keeping businesses here
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Keeping businesses. We have too many empty storefronts and continue to build instead of filling them.
Keeping CRT out of schools and protecting a business friendly atmosphere
Keeping greenspace, large size home lots, and no more hotels and no apartments

Keeping local businesses financially healthy and growing
Keeping multi-family units out of Southlake and increased security presence for town center
Keeping our beautiful parks and green spaces.
Keeping small businesses open. Adding sidewalks so it is easy to navigate Southlake
Keeping some open space open, not allowing zero-lot line neighborhoods to be built.
keeping Southlake a safe and top City to live in. Also, help small businesses and all businesses succeed. Too many have had to close.
Keeping Southlake from becoming more crowded. The traffic on Southlake Blvd., Shady Oaks and White's Chapel can be at a full stop due to
the volume of traffic at various times of the day. We need to stop any additional building in this area as we can no longer accommodate more
people. The quality of life has decreased due to the numbers in our city.
Keeping Southlake from being over developed.

Keeping SROs Limiting the # of new residences Determining a way to cross 1709 safely by the high school and Town Square. Think elevated
walkways like Vegas. If we move it will be to a place that has safe walking and biking trails once the kids are finished with school. Long term we
won't stay without those. I also wish the city would consider building a beautiful library across from Rockenbaugh where the Senior Center is. I
love libraries and haven't used the one in Town Square much because easy access (parking) is unpredictable.
Keeping store fronts open. I don't like seeing all these empty stores.
Keeping taxes low. Not encroaching on citizen rights. Making it easy for new businesses to start.
Keeping the city safe and beautiful
Keeping the tight knit family culture alive and well. Attracting businesses that align with our Dragon family.
Less building leave more open spaces
Less building and more open space and more selective in the businesses that come here no multi family units
Less building of commercial buildings both medical and dental! Focus on better community relations with the school district
Less development- there are too many houses being built and schools are overflowing.
Less development.
Less emphasis on big building projects and more emphasis on supporting Bob Jones Nature Center
Less multi family developments. With property values soaring, cut property taxes now.
Less new building and concrete. Preserve the few open spaces we have left. Don't need more parks. If Southlake has too much money, rather
than yet another park, maybe reduce taxes a little. Influence schools to stop thinking about racist teachings like critical race theory.
Less residential density; no more office buildings above 3 stories because they are not consistent with the rest of the city's character and
planning. We badly need accessible transportation for the disabled and elderly.
Limit growth
Limit new multimillion dollar housing developments
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Limit rental property - No apartment complex or pre-fab homes Maintain our roads Support men and women in uniform - Safety is a hug priority
for my family
limited growth, continued safety , sidewalks on busy northside
Limiting new home construction especially small lots.
Low Density, quality businesses, low taxes
Lower density neighborhoods for whatever areas remain to be developed.
Lower rent so we can have more small businesses enriching our city
Lowering taxes stop building new office/medical space until vacant ones are gone
Lowering taxes again, and controlled growth.
Maintain and support low density housing and commercial real estate. We do not want to become more dense and urban.
Maintain excellence in all aspects of city and life here in Southlake…limit any high density housing and use any influence city has to keep
property values up, for instance, our school system
Maintain the "Dragon" enthusiasm and spread the focus to all sports, fine arts etc. Slow down excessive speeders on 1709 and 114. Align the
north south lanes on White Chapel and Peytonville at 1709. Synchronize the lights on 1709 Add restaurants between White Chapel and Davis.
Hopefully the lot west of White Chapel under construction now is not another bank or Doctor office.
Maintaining a safe community and preserving the undeveloped land and keeping the rural feel
Maintaining any open space left. Be content with the office buildings/shops available. Focus on keeping those businesses open and those
buildings occupied. Traffic flow and safety on our very busy roads especially around all schools.
Maintaining common areas, preventing overcrowding and overbuilding
Maintaining low density
Maintaining low density
Maintaining low density and not letting business move to parking structures.

Maintaining open green spaces Continuing low density
Maintaining our overall quality of life strong zoning codes to prevent overbuilding keeping first class community support for our schools properly
funding the city's infrastructure so all employees can perform to their maximum ability attracting reputable businesses which will add value to
the community
maintaining regulations to prevent muti-family developments
maintaining the balance between commercial/business development and residential quality of life. PZ seems to be tone deaf, recommendations
can vary from commitments made by prior administrations.
Making it affordable for food and beverage businesses to stay in Southlake
Manage business growth. Be judicial in what businesses we bring into our city to maintain quality of life and protect/increase property values.
Insure businesses invest in city beyond "their" business borders.
Manage continued growth and balance between residential and commercial
Manage growth without sacrificing low housing density. Encourage commercial development to provide more local jobs to reduce need to
commute into city centers. Encourage healthy living with exercise and use of outdoor spaces and parks.
Manage what we have better rather than trying to expand and develop new development
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Managed growth
Managed growth. Don't fill up all the spaces with large corporations box stores. Slow down all the through traffic.
Management of city business

Managing land development
Managing residential growth (not too much)
More "enclosed to traffic"/pedestrian restaurant/retail open green area, more pubs and not chain restaurants

More and cheaper activities for residents like Grapevine has I.e, Rec Center, library activities, fitness classes. Also, infrastructure like roads,
traffic and sidewalks, especially on the North Side. We can't get to Town Square because the sidewalk doesn't go all the way down Carroll. No
apartments or condos no matter how expensive they are. The schools can't handle that many more kids.
More businesses

More green space and less commercial building
More open space, less high density commercial and residential space with inadequate parking, better parks and rec options.
More open spaces, not a building on every corner, less traffic on 1709
More parks and open spaces and less development of land with strip mall style shopping and medical offices
More parks and recreational space and less building space
More parks and space dedicated to wild life decrease traffic , fill existing business buildings rather than build new ones
More parks, walking trails, and "green spaces" (and NOT more housing development)
More restaurants
NEVER NEVER ALLOW APARTMENTS IN CITY, CARRILON PARC VERY IMPORTANT, FINISH WHITE CHAPEL ASAP, NO CRITICAL
RACE THEORY IN SCHOOLS BUT PUNISH ANY OVERT RACISM, BULLYING, OBVIOUS PREJUDICE IMMEDIATELY, NO EXCEPTIONS.
WE NEED TO BE A GREAT EXAMPLE OF A FINE CITY AS I BELIEVE WE ALREADY ARE, EXCEPTIONALISM IN EVERY WAY
No Apartment development. Increased traffic enforcement on Southlake Blvd. Helping make sure businesses can remain in TownSquare
without unreasonable rent increases.
No apartments.
No apartments/condos. Road/traffic improvements. Bike lanes/sidewalks.
No high density housing!! Making school string without PAC supported candidates. We have to get politics out of school! Members of the city
council are supportive and donate to the PAC that is ruining CISD.
No high density housing/no apartments
No high density.
No more buildings, no more construction. If allowing to construct no lees than 1/2 acre per land

No more medical buildings.
No multi family housing, minimum 1/2 acre lots for houses
No multi-family development
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
No multi-family, better management of growth, improve parks/open spaces, bring community together re race relations, work to improve
Southlake reputation of being a bunch of rich snobs
No overdevelopment
Non-chain restaurants.
Not allowing any apartments or other high density housing.
Not over building so it ends up looking like Plano. We have enough empty office spaces.
Not so many chain restaurants
On continued development of remaining land. Would like a few more drive thrus and also high end multi family in Town Center
One of the things that attracted us to Southlake was greenery and small town, with a lot of new development ( commercial and residential) it's
becoming crowded and traffic is growing. City's primary focus should be to preserve what we have.
Operations Continuity (COOP) ...ensure that the sound approach currently in play regarding safety, education and opportunity remains
solid...ensure that strategic focus is maintained for future years of continued excellence.
Overdelopment
Parks and beautification projects should be at the top of the list. We need a broader business base than just shopping. I recognize we have
limited land but we need more business footprint. A primary concern is to allow multi family residences in our community. Leadership has to
restrict any proposal suggesting apartments are needed in our city.
Planning and zoning - If a retail development is approved, parking needs to be sufficient. The development at the SW corner of Carroll and
Southlake Blvd is a nightmare. I have seen multiple parking accidents there as well.
Please approve the Carillon Parc retail district! I am one of the original residents of Carillon that moved here because of the Villas (for our
retirement) and the promised retail district. The retail district fell through when Hines started to sell small parcels piece meal and then eventually
backed out. Now we have a long awaited, wonderful opportunity to have a beautifully designed and planned retail district by people that are
honoring Southlake's concept of a high quality beautiful retail park, donating land for a park, and a wonderful new library! I am especially excited
about the new library. The plans are wonderful, addressing all the issues of parking, public space for the arts, programs, etc. that a library for a
city the size of Southlake deserves to have for our community! I am proud of our wonderful, friendly Carillon and I know that the City of
Southlake will be proud of the amazingly, beautifully planned Carillon Parc! As for the proposed Villas: I support the concept and look forward to
having it be a beautiful addition to our community! They will blend right in with the existing Villas that the city has already approved. I am
pleased that there is a bond proposed to help the city maintain our existing parks and develop new park land. We have in Carillon: the Lake
Carillon Park, the Preserve Park, the Enclave Park, Villa Park North and Villa Park South, not to mention the very large common area along
Kirkwood Blvd., all of which we maintain with our HOA dues. All of our parks are very popular with our residents and are very used by all of
Southlake's residents, including the high school fishing team! Benches, Trees, Playground equipment and many other improvements would be
a welcome contribution from the city. We have been struggling every year with maintenance issues: replacing the well pumps for the lakes,
terrible irrigation that Hines installed, weather damage of our trees, etc. so a contribution toward this goal would be
Please improve esthetic part and landscape on turnaround (White CHAPEL and Dove rd). Since last year's freeze all home owners fixed its
dead landscape but City of Southlake did not.
Please stop the over development. We are losing our open spaces—especially with high rise buildings
Preserving open green spaces; ameliorating traffic issues caused by areas of over-development; attracting and fostering the success of high
quality businesses to our city; less politically motivated divisiveness; fiscal soundness
Preserving remaining open spaces especially naturally treed areas. Pragmatic and thoughtful land use.
Prevent overdevelopment while still attracting quality businesses.
Proactively manage crime before it becomes an issue. Protect as well as possible the remaining character of Southlake by managing lot sizes.
Avoid the tendency to become more like Southern California with rows of large stucco homes on very small lots with a few green areas and
parks.
Promote local restaurants and businesses and less national chains
Property taxes, maximize sales tax payments, limit continued housing developments
Protecting the development of our city and ensuring it adheres to the standards in place.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Quality development that maintains a strong residential focus, respecting the environment. We have lost so many trees!
Quality of life, parks, bike lanes, good restaurants and more night life.
Racism/awareness in general. Business development as we are getting overshadowed by Westlake.

Rate and type of development
Reduce the constant construction Have more parks/green spaces Have more diversity in all aspects of the city whether it's minority/immigrant
owned businesses or engaging with the immigrant communities. Keeping the National politics out of local politics
Reduce the pace of development. We've got hotels, big office buildings, town homes, etc etc. It is losing some of its charm now, and feeling like
a satellite of a big city rather than a "home town" feel.
Reduce the tax burden on homeowners by aggressively attracting tax generating businesses. Maximize the use of existing structures (example:
the former Children's Medical Center on 114 is a nice facility that has been vacant for multiple years)
Reduce traffic. Stop new commercial building till all existing space is used/ occupied. Plant more trees. Have safe bike trails. Make city a blue
zone
Reducing empty office/medical space
Reducing traffic, density
Reevaluate building growth and updating any older buildings. Also housing development. Too many new homes going up and not the
infrastructure to support it
Rent for business to survive
Residential areas for retirees. Single living, smaller lots, etc.
Retention of current businesses.
safety always! hate seeing the empty spaces where stores used to be! my neighborhood streets need repair!!!
Safety and continuity of choices for restaurants and retail. Make restaurant friendly.
safety, new library, attract more business to come to SL
Safety, parks and recreational. No more building with land less than 1 acre. Keep Southlake safe! We don't have enough schools for more
construction
School, drugs, preserving open nature areas, no apartments
Schools, diversity and inclusion, roads, strength vacant and older business space, continue to strengthen town leadership and perception,
minimize politics. Thank you…
Sensible build out of open land. Stop approving single story office suites that require so much land and parking. These suites (West side of
Carroll Near Johnson School is best example) are generic looking. Tax revenue vs. land use poor. The low rise office buildings up to 6 stories
more efficient use of space. (NW corner of Kimball and South of the Hilton are good examples)
Sidewalks and bike lanes, racism issues in the school, less franchises more mom and pop businesses. More music and night life. More outdoor
eating
Sidewalks, over building residential, traffic
Slow Development
slowing down development. This is more a CISD issue, but helping our school town name get back to where it used to be before all the
negativity came into play.
Sourcing water supply so that we can have rapid backup when failures occur, reduce taxes, establish over 55 retirement residence options,
library relocation, reduce debt, sidewalk construction and bike paths. Reduce thru traffic.

stop all of the strip mall builds, office complexes, and endless building when there are so many vacant spots in existing buildings
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Stop approving more building, both residential and commercial. Our electrical grid is weak and cannot handle more demand until we build more
plants to generate electricity.
Stop building
Stop building
Stop building in every plot of land. Attract more "mom pop"/unique restaurants. Although we could use a Kane's and a chicken salad chick in
town.
STOP building more retail - vacancies are already too high and it would be smarter to have older buildings refurbished and upgraded instead of
building new. Manage traffic

Stop building new homes.
Stop building! There are too many businesses that have closed and unoccupied space.
Stop development and preserve more green space

Stop the out of control development and adhere to the 2025 plan and stop granting variances to every developer that request. Protect the
remaining natural undeveloped lands.
Stop trying to fill up all the beautiful open land with businesses and houses. It's already too crowded and the traffic on not only 1709, but 114
and all the major side streets is horrible! When my parents visit here, they are afraid to drive because everyone is always in such a hurry and if
you don't hurry, they ride your bumper! Everyone speeds, regardless of where they're driving. Just because there's open land doesn't mean it
needs to be swallowed up by houses or businesses.
Streets and traffic, over building
Strong support for residential zoning which does not allow developers to build apartments, or shrink lot sizes
Stronger business community, city council/city leadership concerned more about substantive quality of life issues and less on
"appearances/public perception"

Support local businesses and continue to attract more.
The city needs to diversify and grow. Retain is changing. Lifestyles are changing. Southlake needs to mature and mellow.
The future. Smaller homes for some! Filling empty retail properties!
The management of the town
To fill the empty commercial spaces, especially before allowing more to be built.
To have a positive PR campaign for the city to counteract the negative press that the city has received Nationwide. Continual focus on the
beautification of the city within its parks. Approve Carillon Parc development as a unique destination offering.
To keep businesses open rather than build more buildings.
Town has grown significantly over the past 10 years. Smart growth going further. No more 1/3 or less lot homes. No apartments/ No more
condo's/ townhomes.
Traffic (if possible) recreation for all age groups. Making space available for "family-owned" restaurants.
Traffic and empty commercial buildings on 1709.
Traffic and over built businesses
Traffic and responsible development
Traffic and STOP building!!
Traffic congestion and how to manage it . Also consideration of building building building. It can happen then it's to late! The town of Frisco is a
prime example of over building . Not Mach wrong with having some open spaces with some livestock on it.
Traffic control, strong police force, beautiful parks and event spaces
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic management, attracting and maintaining quality retailers/restaurants to Town Square, NO multi family residences
Traffic on 1709 is so heavy and with speeders; Leasing out empty spaces; limited parking in the surrounding plazas (corner of Carroll Ave and
1709)
traffic! quit squeezing houses and buildings on every open space. I'm not sure who owns the towncenter but I hate to see good, family
businesses go out of business because the rent is out of control.
Trees, greenery. Stop building out!
Unique developments with remaking residential and commercial spaces, community focus regarding image of Southlake and managing
finances so families can live in city

Unity among citizens. Fewer office buildings. More green space.
Unity. I would like to see leadership unify our city. Heart to heart, be authentic, acknowledge the hurt, the pain, the frustration. Speak life into it.
We can't unify unless we first acknowledgment why we are divided. And it's not the media that is dividing us. I don't agree with all the media
attention. I also do not agree they are the problem. The problem is within the city. Another priority is lease space. We lose privately owned and
locally owned businesses far too often. We have so much open lease space. Too much commercial expansion.
Utilizing the shopping center vacant spaces - No need to build more building that are empty. Also, add two left hand turn lands on Carroll and
Kimball coming off Hwy 1709. At times the wait for left hand turn land might not occur until the third time.
Water issues - We pay more for water than anyone I know - surrounding suburbs and other areas of the state. The cost is exorbitant. We pay
high amounts for services and also have drainage and flooding issues. It's only a matter of time before our homes flood. I've spent many hours
with the city asking only that we work together to resolve the problems. Former mayors would not even meet with us. We can't water our lawns
- as neighboring suburbs can - which results in brown yards and trouble with insects and other creatures invading our houses. The erosion to
the value of our homes, due to flooding, impacts Southlake overall and the value of our real estate. Given our tax rates and cost of services,
this is unacceptable.
We are adding places like apartments and businesses that are muddying up our once beautiful landscape. Slow down. We are starting to look
like every other city in TX instead of a unique and beautiful place to live.
While hotels are lovely, more hotels don't make us a stronger community. We have LOTS of built out but empty commercial office space, and
national media attention for our schools (in the wrong way). I'd like the city to focus on holding the schools accountable to serve all students,
reduce the influence of developers at city hall, and have an open door for citizens concerns. And get creative about recruiting industry info all
this open office space. -AND SECURE OUR GREEN SPACES.
Would love to see all powerlines underground, road construction completed quicker, commercial spaces filled/leased
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
#1 by far is healing the town after all the destructive debate on various issues. Ultimately, this is the responsibility of each citizen, so I think the
city's focus has to be finding ways to encourage people to listen to each other more and spew vitriol less. I think we are hurting from a sickness
of disrespect towards each other, and fixing that will empower us to move forrward with all other endeavors more successfully.
* addressing problems of race * building a new library * improving pedestrian traffic - it's too dangerous for kids to bike or walk to the Marq or
town square from south of 1709 - we need a bridge or tunnel
1. Make all citizens feel welcome. 2. Protect existing neighborhoods from incompatible commercial development. 3. Manage development of
undeveloped land to protect the "feel" of Southlake. 4. Protect the vitality of Southlake Town Square. 5. Improve pedestrian connectivity
between Town Square and the SE and SW corners of Carroll and Southlake Blvd. 6. Provide safer ways for cyclists to cross 114 on Kimball and
to connect with the Cotton Belt Trail via Kimball, Brumlow or White's Chapel.
1. Stop the politics. Be inclusive of those who are not extreme right wing conservative Republicans. 2. Join Peace Together. Help our
community be proud to embrace people of all faiths and no faith. Stop excluding people who don't look and believe like the mayor and city
council.
A renewal of community spirit without the division of politics.
A sense of community, bringing people together. Celebrate our commonality and being open, growing the community together.
Accepting/encouraging diversity.
Address racism and non-inclusiveness
Addressing our problems with racism, homophobia, and xenophobia Instead of acting like they don't exist. We could improve and talk if the
TRO was not in place
Addressing racist ideals and pandemic safety. However, I realize it is difficult for the city to affect change when the majority of voters embrace
these archaic and unfounded beliefs.
Addressing the extreme divisiveness (political, special interest driven) that is ruining our community spirit which was one of the greatest assets
of our town. Hatred and intolerance have been given a voice and that is destroying our community.
align the community on such polarizing topics
Asian grocery store
Aside from racial issues, bringing interesting shops and non-chain, non-steakhouse, non-burger restaurants
Attract and maintain businesses that contribute to economic stability and provide needed services. Work to heal the community division and
hostility.
Be more accepting of all people. Celebrate our diversity.
be more inclusive and celebrate differences
Be more inclusive of all types of people

Be more inclusive of new arrivals and open to new residents.
Because Southlake is so divided right now, I would like to see a focus on making ALL CITIZENS feel like they are an important part of the
community. City government and school boards should focus on local issues and what's best for their residents. State and national politics
should be set aside.
Becoming a community of people who listen and respect each other. Focus on keeping green space with less development.
Being in the news for being welcoming and inclusive. Having a mayor and city council that is more interested in quality of life than a political
agenda/furthering political careers.
Better community engagement events and more frequent forums for people to gather together to feel "part of the city"
Better electrical services in the winter and less expensive water utilities. More diversity in schools and community workers overall.
Bringing all of the community together. Restoring its image.
Bringing all sides together on the major issues confronting our schools and national image.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Bringing citizens together and having town halls to how to bring the community together. Talking out differences. We are focusing on the 20%
that decide us and we need to remind ourselves that we all agree on 80% of the things this amazing city has to offer
Bringing community together.
Bringing its diverse population together to better understand one another
Bringing our community back together.
Bringing people together for dialogue. Our current leadership has made it clear that they'd prefer a certain portion of our residents to just leave
town. But that's not going to happen. I was born and raised here. This is not the town of 20 years ago or even 10 years ago. We are a diverse
community- with citizens of all colors and religions. So there's real work to be done here to begin to undo the damage. I'm not exactly sure what
that looks like, but it's pretty hard to take any of these efforts seriously when one of the most divisive individuals in town - who never misses an
opportunity to put on a self-serving show- is appointed to the Mayor's Alliance on Unity (ha!) and Culture without so much as a moment of
discussion.
Bringing people together, finding common ground, and focusing what we all have in common
Bringing people together. Stop the craziness.
Bringing the city back together, celebrating the diversity in our community.
Bringing the community back together
Bringing the community together — the events in town square are great!
Bringing the community together and drastically improving the town's racist image. It's become too political, negative and divisive. Too much
negative press. It's become embarrassing to say I live in Southlake, TX.
Bringing the community together. It's okay to have differences of opinion, but the behavior that we are seeing play out on the political and
school board stage is not acceptable.
Bringing the community together. Staying out of the press
Bringing the divide to a halt. Vote out the extremists and replace it with acceptance, understanding and truly treating others as we would like to
be treated.
city leading a movement of unity neighbors overall above
City needs plan to improve diversity issues that were raised. The issues met with status quo bias and progress was halted via partisan politics.
Civility, tolerance, and understanding.
Clearly, the CCAP debate has highlighted the fact that some groups within Southlake feel excluded for various reasons which I will not discuss
here. I will give another example. The Southlake community is very much focused on Carroll and the Dragons but there are 3 other ISDs that
serve Southlake residents. It would be great for the city to also focus on the other ISDs from time to time.
Coming together
Coming together as one community vs the us/them bullshit. Recognize AND acknowledge the various issues and meet them head on. Find
some middle ground.
Coming together for the greater good, listen to our kids and being respectful to each other and more tolerant as a community.
Community and inclusivity. The image recently of Southlake being divisive and racially biased is out there because some in community claim
personal "freedom" and are loud about it. Southlake should firmly take a stand for inclusivity of all in their actions.
Community and taxes lowered
Community building. Nights out with the neighbors, etc
Community engagement. With the recent scandals regarding the Diversity Council, citizens are tired of the fighting and name-calling. It is
exhausting seeing our town on the news every couple of weeks and getting propaganda flyers from the PAC and school board candidates.
Community gatherings that can bring us all together - maybe not a focus on a race or cultural event. Art in the Square, Octoberfest, Christmas
tree lighting, 4th of July - all wonderful events that bring everyone together and allows our community to gather and celebrate.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Community spirit
Community unity through events and City educational and training activities.
Community well being
Community, bridging the gap. Racial and ethnic tolerance. (As a side note, I am a white male - so I come from a position of privilege - but what
the citizens are doing in this city makes me sad).
Community, continue what you are doing in including all and having several events! It really is special and I say just keep it up. Maybe find a
way to address the masses to an events page in some marketing campaigns. I feel I'm connected well because I live and work in Southlake but
feel maybe some of my neighbors aren't as informed.
Community.
Community. Lowering taxes.
Continue the conversations so that we can meet in the middle with compromises that would be acceptable to both sides. The longer this goes
on, the more Southlake's reputation suffers. National politics have no place in our little city.
Continue to focus on safety and community
Continue to improve our education system so it remains at the top in the state. Focus on things or issues that bring us together.
Continue to show leadership in tolerance and acceptance of cultural and racial diversity. It is important for all who do not live here to understand
we are not a bunch of intolerant bubbas who act like we believe in white supremacy.
Continue to update the green spaces and add more parks where possible. Keep apartments out. Help the city resemble the multi cultural
community it's currently made up of.
Continued Community Engagement
Continued improvements to connectivity (sidewalks, etc.) and active park spaces. Better inclusive, non-partisan leadership from mayor and
council.
Continuing to maintain lots of green space. Continuing to engage in and provide opportunities for our city to feel as a close knit community. Bike
trails.
Continuing to provide quality services and resident engagement activities

Control population and business growth.
Controlled growth
Controlled growth
Controlling and managing growth.
Counteract the white, affluent, privileged, to the point of contempt, image. Lets do what's right, be compassionate and understanding, and use
our high standing in the world for bettering it, or at least make sure everyone here is treated equally.
Create a long-term development plan that balances financial and business needs with creating a strong and diverse community where anyone
who wants to be here is welcome. This
Creating a welcoming environment for diversity including of all types, especially thought. Engaging outside facilitators to address DEI issues,
and misinformation while acknowledging the damage done by city officials who were recorded telling people to go back to where they came
from if they criticize conditions or want to see improvements.
Creating an inclusive environment. Getting rid of the dead plants in the parks that are still there since the freeze.
Creek drainage. The city of Southlake is building up of new buildings which has created a drainage issue down from the new building. No plan
is in place to clean out creeks stopped up with trash, debris, and dirt. Now creating ponds within new developments that does nothing but a
collection for mosquitoes and higher water flow for neighborhoods not improved to handle in creased water flow. Next, focus should be debris
on reducing school taxes. Waist-full spending on school budget, overpaying coaches and administrators, critical race theory, and racism. Come
to together as a community that inspires the love of God rather than the secrete agencias. 3) We as residents do not receive raises to keep up
with the raising of property tax and school tax. $2000. Raise from last year is a bit much.
Crisis management to refute the media lies, work toward unity.
Cultural cohesion and compatibility
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Cultural competence
Denouncing racism.
Density management - one of the items that attracted us to Southlake originally was a lower population, open spaces, smaller crowds, etc.
Developing the city in such a way that it offers a diverse attractions and amenities that will encourage young families to move here and spend
their time in Southlake. The restaurants, shopping, and medical offices are top notch, but I find that if our family wants to experience something
other than what I mentioned, we need to go to Grapevine. Along with that, although Southlake has an excellent culture founded on the school
system, we find that the surrounding communities have a warmer, more welcoming feel. Sometimes Southlake feels too "corporate" with the
lack of small businesses in town square.
Disband the Mayors Alliance for Unity immediately
diversifying and improving welcomed environment for people of color
Diversity
Diversity
Diversity
Diversity
Diversity
Diversity
Diversity and improve respect for all citizens; unity
Diversity and inclusion
Diversity and inclusion training plans and execution. Find some middle ground and stop being so political. Put humanity and integrity first.
Diversity and Inclusion! Offer more student volunteer opportunities.
Diversity in all things. Housing types, people, businesses, etc

Diversity on city boards. Openness to differing ideas and opinions. The world is moving forward and Southlake seems bent on staying behind.
Diversity on City Council. Tax breaks to small business owners to encourage entrepreneurship.
Diversity, Equity and Inclusiveness for all citizens
Education and inclusion.
Elevate our schools to be the actual excellence we proclaim them to be. We are losing rank due to the small mindedness of our leadership in
the city and the loud voices. These loud voices don't care about the schools and children only about their political careers and views (eg
wrecking our schools and using waivers from the GOP playbook). That does not make our community stronger, it will destroy our community
and property values.
Eliminate racial and political disparity, create more parks and recreational areas, decrease crowding and commercialism , minimize multi family
housing, focus on making the area peaceful , diverse , green, residential area
Emphasize the beauty of diversity in hiring city workers at all levels. Provide opportunities for residents of all ages, not limited to sports. Classes
in crafts, cooking, etc.
Encouraging compromise between the factions that are causing negativity and divisiveness within the community
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Ending the racism and homophobia here
Ensuring we do not allow multi family housing and focus on the community and bringing in strong businesses
Eradicate racism. Focus on unity and inclusion.
Fix the political divide in this community and get it out of the spotlight.
Fixing our national image and ensure that the community is not all about a few individuals priorities. We are all citizens of Southlake and all get
along.
Focus on fair and balanced members of the community to lead and be involved in discussions and committees to make ALL citizens feel safe
and welcome. Racism, sexism, misogyny, and radicalism doesn't' have a place is a family oriented community.
Focus on remembering what has made Southlake what it is today! Our Christian and conservative values make this city. We should not be
focusing on, teaching, allocating funds, etc., on fundamental ideas that go against the Bible and the word of God. Everyone in this city respects
and needs to respect every diverse nationality represented here and in our world, but we need to stand strong and bring the next generation up
in Southlake with the standards and laws written by Christ Jesus. Failing to do that WILL change Southlake and put our generation on the
wrong side of history when those after us look back.
Fostering an atmosphere of inclusion for all citizens regardless of race and religion.
Generating more of a sense of community among the citizens.

Get rid of the divisiveness that SARC and the far left have created in our community. Reject any housing developments that are not on at least
1/2 acre lot size. 1 acre should be the minimum north of 114.
get rid of the racist, insulting statute on the corner of White Chapel and Highland....its an insult to all races....replace it with something a-political
Get the community together…maybe support a single non-partisan but, a worthy cause. Fill up town square with good and stable business…too
many moving shops due to high rates. What remains are the very high end brands driving the $ somewhere else. Lower property tax rates by a
material amount (not a 0.01 percent when property rates have grown by 25%)
Getting a decent major who isn't trying to divide the citizens.
Getting rid of the crazy conspiracy wackos who think "freedom" means everyone lives by what ever opinion some YouTube or Facebook person
has. Start listening to people who say the community is racist and fix it! Or maybe you all should just resign and leave the building- so far you've
done everything wrong!
Getting rid of the perverse far right agenda. In fact, keep politics out of it. Do the right thing. Support ALL community members, even those you
don't agree with. Complete disassociation from the Southlake Families PAC. Return elections to local, non-partisan like they were before 2016.
Concentrate on helping business succeed that aren't at Town Square. Reduce the amount of non-Southlake traffic on 1709.
Growth control. Cultural diversity. Investment in bike lanes and recreational space for the general public, not just sports teams.
Have to educate the employees treat non whites same as you would whites.
Heal our divisions. Not sure how to do that. Maybe it will just take time.
Heal the divide - reach out and bring everyone together
Healing - if we have to scrap CCAP, that's fine, but let's talk about race, not just say it doesn't exist. The community is 25% browner than it was
20 years ago. Let's deal with it.
Healing the community and stop being so political because the mayor and city council are supported by a powerful PAC.
Healing the divide in our community instead of contributing to it. I also think we need to look into the issues our city faced during the power
outage to improve communication to residents when things go wrong. I understand that we cannot control many things but communicating to
residents to keep them informed is under our control. I received more updates by following the City of Keller on social media than I did from our
own town.
Healing the political divisions within the community
Help the community understand each can have their own opinions still be a great city
Helping the citizens to heal and come together.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
I would focus on how you can make Southlake be more welcoming to people. Provide opportunities to hear and understand. Outside of this city,
the world is evolving and open to change. The demographics in Southlake has changed over the years. People have choices where they want
to live and spend their money. Diversity in thought, perspectives and ideas can help create a better community. If you only have like minded
people living in a community - growth and change will be stagnant. The future generations who leave for college may not want to come back to
this community after they get exposed to what is happening outside of Southlake - Kindness, Inclusion, understanding and diverse
communities.
I would like for the city to address the overt racism that is now associated with our town. I'd like the mayor and other elected officials to publicly
address what it is that they are doing to make people of all colors, religions, and countries of origin as well as all members of LGBTQ+ feel
welcome and loved in this town. I'd like to see us Loving Every Dragon for real. I'd like to stop Protecting the Tradition of sweeping these
problems under the rug and protecting the offenders. I'm so tired of all the politics that have infected our town. We can't even elect a school
board without have leadership from state political parties involved. School boards are supposed to be apolitical, but Southlake seems to
welcome people like Allen West with open arms. The leaders of this town would do well to remember that not everyone here thinks and believes
the same way.
I would like to see a focus on all citizens and meaningful debate.
I would like to see our city united.
Improve leadership in the Carroll ISD. They are getting national attention for very dumb policies, refusal to adopt inclusive policies, which will
eventually make this a less desirable place to relocate to. This will impact property values.
improve school diversity plan sidewalks

Improve timing for services and projects to be completed Control growth especially density. Southlake needs to keep more space open and not
develop every inch.
Improving community morale and fostering a spirit of inclusion. This should be done not through meaningless gestures about how wonderful
Southlake is, but through honest and direct communication. Opening the mayor's office to those who disagree with his policy choices and
engaging in healthy dialogue would be an excellent first step. Making a statement that as a Mayor and Council you represent ALL citizens and
value them would also be welcome, particularly if it were paired with a genuine attempt to listen to all constituents, not just the ones showing up
for fundraisers.
Improving community positive spirit.
Improving the schools and thus citizen morale, making Southlake a place to be proud of. More traffic patrols - the driving is out of control. In the
last year I've seem worse driving than ever: people cruising through stops signs and red lights, cutting people off in the roundabout, speeding,
etc. There are too many empty plazas/offices/storefronts. We have too many empty spaces.

Inclusion
Inclusion
Inclusion and making all people feel welcomed.
Inclusion of all citizens
inclusiveness
Inclusiveness. It's feels like things got divided with all the CISD stuff and that really hurt the vibe.
Inclusivity and negative image control
Inclusivity in the support of the community.
Inclusivity. Kindness. Stopping people from having MAGA rallies next to McDonald's scaring children and furthering the image of RBI's town.
Our leaders must lead by example. Let's talk about racism. Let's talk about our issues. Let's talk about the cisd student that committed suicide
this week instead of sticking our head in the sand and pretending these issues don't exist here. This town has become a cult and if you choose
not to drink their kool-aide you get your tires slashed and your car keyed.
Increase efforts for diversity making city more welcoming to different cultures. Also, let teachers teach history, diversity and current events
without fear of reprimand.
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I've only lived in Southlake for a year, and maybe this is already happening, but I would like to get involved with neighbors and friends in more
local or remote community service opportunities to help residents of all ages feel part of something big and exciting. Perhaps an annual
collaborative effort with faith-based organizations to help those in need. Perhaps book donations to reading programs, or maybe an annual
forod drive, Red Cross relief program, or building homes for homeless or needy families in DFW Metroplex. Or maybe an annual charities fair
where charitable organizations can meet families who want to give.
Keeping Southlake from becoming more crowded. The traffic on Southlake Blvd., Shady Oaks and White's Chapel can be at a full stop due to
the volume of traffic at various times of the day. We need to stop any additional building in this area as we can no longer accommodate more
people. The quality of life has decreased due to the numbers in our city.
Keeping the tight knit family culture alive and well. Attracting businesses that align with our Dragon family.
Leadership needs to foster unity in the common good/welfare of all residents.
Leadership that brings everyone together and bridges gaps, not creating them. One that recognizes the diversity of its residents - not just skin
color ethnicities, but mentalities and viewpoints. Our current leadership is too polarized and does not make all people feel welcomed in this city.
And religious viewpoints have no place in government. Please stop making it such.

Less political, more unifying
Less politics. Heal divisions. Continue improving green spaces and walkways.
Listening to its minority population whether race or religion and then take a strong stance to be supportive and shut down the growing racism
emerging in our city.
Long term revenue sources; demographics; relationship with Carroll Schools
Loving one another and stop tearing each other apart, and I'd also like some more sidewalks added; )
Lower School and City Property Taxes; Avoid any participation in CRT (Creating Racial Tension) training or DIE (Diversity, Inclusion, Equality)
training, which for many years has been increasing divisions in Southlake
Lower taxes, racial intolerance in schools
Maintain cleanliness, repair and maintain smooth roads, active and timely emergency responders, community involvement. Keep order and
prosecute crime.
Maintaining attracting higher end tenants while maintaining full occupancy

Maintenance of family oriented community
Make it a better place for its citizens to live and travel safely and not cause the citizens to go through for years unsafe road conditions.
Make schools feel safe for minorities
Making a difference in someone else's life everyday
Making it a community for everyone. Being nice to each other. Listening to one another and not saying awful things to one another. The school
board meetings are a great example of the kinds of conversations happening around. People are not patient and understanding.
Making Southlake a place that attracts families of all backgrounds, that is welcoming to ALL.
Making sure that the diversity of the community is represented in its leaders.
Making sure that traffic doesn't get worse in and around the city. Making sure we never again experience the type of water shortages that we
experienced during the last Winter freeze. Promoting an inclusive ad welcoming environment regardless of race, or country of origin.
Making the city a welcoming place for ALL residents, not just the Caucasian ones. Minorities including Jewish people are under attack here
whether you choose to believe it or not. It's just a fact. I know many of the residents here choose not to believe what minorities are saying at the
meetings or more likely don't care.
Manage growth in a way that doesn't constantly add congestion on roads and in stores.
Market the Southlake vision - people move here because we are great then want to change it. Develop a vision everyone can buy into.
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Maybe being less hateful? Reigning in a Mayor and City Council who openly posture about extremism? Also, during the freeze this past Winter I
was incredibly disappointed at how the city handled it. Neighboring cities had water trucks and hot food available for their citizens. Southlake
just put those silly videos up with then city councilman Huffman (which c'mon, we all saw as a ploy to push his campaign during a crisis, which
was disgusting). The city handed out one case of water, which thankfully was provided by the federal government. We could have done so
much more and been so much better, it was very disappointing.
More community activities to bring residents together. Yes we have Dragon sports but many of us no longer have kids in school. More concerts,
etc
More community building and planting more trees
More diverse
More diversity programs. Stand up to outside PAC
Multiple culture and diversity education
My first visit to Southlake as a potential place to live was in April of 2008 when my late husband and I found out we would be relocating to the
DFW area. We attended Art in the Square and could feel the great sense of community and family focused lifestyle and decided this is where
we wanted to live. Fast forrward to two summers ago, the community became very divided and that sense of community diminished. I think a
top priority would be reunifying the community.
No multi-family, better management of growth, improve parks/open spaces, bring community together re race relations, work to improve
Southlake reputation of being a bunch of rich snobs
Normally I would say safety, but clearly we need to work on our image and how divisive our people have become. I love our town and we have
lived here for 15 years. I still think it is the same great place that made us move here.
Not trying to bring in visitors. Keeping it more resident focused, lower density.
Offer community events for all different cultures in the city. Provide ample time to communicate it via all channels.
Offering more diverse cultural events, more diverse cultural clubs for all ages, more education for the majority of the community to better
understand the smaller diverse group of residents and enable them to respond with kindness and compassion in lieu of hostility and
indifference. Offer movies at the Marq that highlight other countries, have an event in Town Center where cuisine from other countries can be
learned about and tasted, clothing and the symbolism, etc. I would think that the Culture Club would be a great place to start.
On community and race relations in this city. Why is even there an "us" and a "them"? Aren't we all Southlakers? The community spirit has
deteriorated for the worst in the last two years and the cracks are beginning to show, especially during school board and other community
feedback meetings.
Overall, I think the top priority for the City to focus on is to continue developing outdoor play areas for children and adults. This could mean
adding to the bike paths, making the whole city bicycle and walking friendly. Also, supporting the schools in developing programs to promote
character development might be good. This could include projects for helping neighbors and others in the state or world that are less fortunate. I
think the focus lately has been skewed in a crazy direction due to political issues. I would prefer that we join together to make this lovely city
even better, while at the same time involving our children and neighbors in community projects.....together. By the way, some children are now
using electric bicycles at a very young age and are not wearing helmets. The police are not citing them for not wearing helmets. I remember
when the city made a law that stated that all children under 18 have to wear helmets. Why isn't this being enforced? This is a safety issue.
Overcoming our disastrous local and National reputation. This would mean focusing on being open and welcoming to all and embracing positive
change, not fighting it.
Parks, sidewalks, water fountains, etc that encourages healthy outdoor living. Improves sense of community.
Preserving nature, parks, sidewalks!, safety, conservative/virtue/family values, community spirit, great schools that actually educate
Preserving open green spaces; ameliorating traffic issues caused by areas of over-development; attracting and fostering the success of high
quality businesses to our city; less politically motivated divisiveness; fiscal soundness
Preserving the essence of Southlake as a family oriented city with impeccable schools.
Promote and defend our tradition and track record of excellence, inclusivity, diversity, and collaboration in our schools, businesses, civic
organizations, and communities. Southlake has always been a welcoming community. Many citizens volunteer to help others in our city and
neighboring towns. When there is a crisis, everyone chips in to help. Southlake has been painted very negatively in the national news media
with a smear campaign to destroy our way of life and divide our citizens. We have always subscribed to the "better together" motto and lived it
out. We need to drive that narrative of a community that works together to achieve a high quality of life for all which is the very reason why most
people move to Southlake.
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Promote unity. Find something light hearted, non-political for citizens to focus on...(ex. Grapevine painted rock trail) Something everyone can
participate in regardless of age, wealth, gender, etc. and set a goal to achieve and overcome differences along the way.
Protecting citizens from radicals trying to infiltrate and hurt the city.
Provide fair and balanced conversations among different groups impacting the harmony of the civil conversation that has been lost
Racial discrimination and sidewalks

Racial equality
Racial Equality
Racial unrest in our schools.

Racism not just in the schools; it's your adult community that breeds the problem. Kids are the symptom. Also that this is a bit country of a
setting not a city per as. Wildlife has a place here and many of your residents seek to destroy it rather than celebrate the natural habitat they
bought into
Racism/awareness in general. Business development as we are getting overshadowed by Westlake.

Rebuild a sense of community and inclusivity
Recognizing diversity and it's benefits
Redeeming Southlake's seriously tarnished reputation. Please, no more newscasts about covert and overt racism in our city.

Reduce the constant construction Have more parks/green spaces Have more diversity in all aspects of the city whether it's minority/immigrant
owned businesses or engaging with the immigrant communities. Keeping the National politics out of local politics
Remaining aware of community interaction
Resolving racial tensions among the citizens. I am tired of being labeled as living in a racist city. I do not believe we are but we also cannot
ignore issues.
Respecting that a variety of backgrounds and views make us stronger. Recent mayoral and council races were disappointingly contentious and
decisive
Re-unifying the community and addressing the issues for safety, health well-being of ALL the citizens of SL. This includes changing the
district's unforgivable lack of concern total disregard for the safety and lives of the students and their families.
Right now I think the city needs to work on bringing the community together. ALL of our community.
Roads and side walks Parks and green spaces Community involvement of all types of people
Safety and equality in our schools.
Safety and preparedness, followed closely by community kindness
Safety, with the population growth and new community members we need more security influence
School inclusion of all students an no bullying
Schools racism
Schools, diversity and inclusion, roads, strength vacant and older business space, continue to strengthen town leadership and perception,
minimize politics. Thank you.
Sense of community, infrastructure, safe roads and intersections, sidewalks
Sense of community, strong academics, sound fiscally.
Sense of community. I feel Southlake does a good job with the services and special events it offers
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Sense of community. The services in Southlake are amazing except for the school. The school has become a political battle ground with
complete political hacks being appointed at the board. I think most of us don't see politics and religion in everything. This community is a white
christian community with no desire to be inclusive.
Serving the community, not businesses
Solving the divide within the community around Diversity Inclusion as well as health and safety in our schools
Southlake should focus on being an inclusive community for all who live here or desire to live here regardless of their race, religion, or sexual
orientation.
Standing up against tyranny and protecting inalienable rights
Stop all the hate spewing from the churches and political leaders
Stop dodging the real issues and admit that our community is being torn apart by a funded set of actions to keep Southlake how a certain
demographic wants it to be.
Stop the hard right turn. Work to become a mire tolerant and accepting community. This requires action with tangible results and not political
hypocrisy.
Stopping bulling at schools, and being more inclusive
Take care of all citizens equally. Wanted to share my personal experience. I had email to planning zone to potentially consider a small net
facility to practice for Cricket. I didn't even get a response to acknowledge that my feedback has been received.
Takings stand against racism and all other sorts of bigotry and bringing the town together.
The city is doing a fabulous job running the city, and doing all the things a city is responsible for. It's a great place to live. However, I wish more
could be done to forster an environment that doesn't feel as divisive.
The city is Wonderful!! If anything, I would like to see focus on UNITY and less about what makes us different. It seems some community
members are too focused on the differences on race and other dividing factors instead of the unifying factors.
The city needs to diversify and grow. Retain is changing. Lifestyles are changing. Southlake needs to mature and mellow.
The city needs to work to improve it's image and that it welcomes diversity. I have concerns about the care and appearance of several parks.
There's a bridge that's needed rebuilt for years, roads and other infrastructure that needs to be improved. Having a convention center with now
multiple new hotels, yet also the country seeing the type of behavior accepted by our community or the tent sales when visitors come into the
city limits to shop or stay won't help increase city funds if they decide to find a more diversity friendly city for events or the same shops located
at the Town Square.
The mayor needs to be more inclusive, not just with his ultra right besties.
The mayor should be a uniter, not a divider. His applauding of divisive statements by right wing zealots such as Allen West is inexcusable. His
blaming NBC for the racial tensions that have been growing in Southlake for years is ridiculous.
The racial divide
The school district is the main reason most families move here. The problems within the school district are forcing families to leave and others
who might have moved here to change their mind. Southlake is gaining a national reputation for being close-minded and not open to all
cultures. The conflict in town is tearing this community apart.
The top priority of Southlake should be getting people back together. Leaders should be reaching out to those who disagree with them and
having an honest and open dialogue. Start the process of healing. The conventional wisdom is that the leaders are very scared of the PAC so
they won't do anything to unite. That's awful -- if true!
There have been more than enough incidents to make it clear why many students and families feel less than welcome in Southlake, so it should
be equally clear why the community needs honest and civil discussions about a diversity and inclusion plan. But Mayor Huffman seems content
to deny and lie about racist incidents reported by many residents, and downplay their pain and injuries from that racism. Typical white
supremacist behavior.
There is clearly a higher level of divisiveness than what existed, say, 3-5 years ago. I think most rational/reasonable people attribute that to
"agitators" who simply want to disrupt/disturb. These people will never be reached with logic /or reason. I would like to see the City highlight AND COMMUNICATE - some degree of regular, positive happenings/occurrences within the community. As a whole, we have a FANSTASTIC
community with a lot happening that is good. This is the best antidote for all the negativity.
To be more tolerant of diversity and acknowledge the rights of everyone in the community. Stop the fear mongering racism.
To bring people together and end the divisiveness
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To keep Southlake conservative and to refuse to give into the 1% who complain and victimize themselves. Keep CRT OUT of our schools and
don't allow liberal ideology to morally corrupt our children. Basically, don't California our Southlake.
To make all who live here feel welcome.
To make sure ALL residents feel safe and included.
To renew the sense of spirit that we are all Dragons working together to create a wonderful place to live.
Today, the bad press by media claiming Southlake is racist. Southlake is targeted because of the concentration of successful people who for the
most part earned their success, not given it. One or two immature young girls using the "n-word" is individual ignorance and then the entire
community is painted with the same paint brush. It's politics using media to target this community. This is another attack of politics to take away
from those who worked hard to achieve to give to others. Yes, we must take care of the poor, the infirm and those mentally challenged, but
leave others to stand on their own feet and earn their position in society. It might be good to rebuttal these attacks of racism, but perhaps it's
best to just leave it alone and let it die by not trying to fight it. Just my thoughts.
Too much division and animosity over masks and school curriculum. It's downright embarrassing how we act towards each other and treat each
other
Town has grown significantly over the past 10 years. Smart growth going further. No more 1/3 or less lot homes. No apartments/ No more
condo's/ townhomes.
Traffic, too much growth
Trying to bring the city together as much as possible in this crazy political environment in our country.
Unifying the citizens. Stop the hate that is spewing out from our leadership.
Unifying the city and breaking the political divide

Uniting all citizens.
Uniting our town by acknowledging and addressing the problem of some people feeling unwelcome in our schools and community. Stop
denying the problem. Publicly address it, put in the hard work to mend broken bonds, create the good stories we want told about Southlake. I'm
sick of hearing our leaders blame outsiders for our problems. The media attention is the consequence of NOT ADDRESSING the problem.
That's a leadership problem. Lead.
Uniting this community
Unity
Unity
Unity
Unity among citizens. Fewer office buildings. More green space.
Unity among our citizens. The ugliness by the right-wing PACS attacking our school board is reprehensible
Unity and keeping nationalized politics and money out of our local politics. I feel like our community is being used as a test community for
incendiary and divisive political messaging, which has little risk for the national organizations - but large risks to our local community. By having
these large organizations bankrolled PACs divide our community, they can see what may be a viable strategy for other political races. However
our local community of Southlake pays the price in the division we then see in our neighborhoods.

Unity of the community. Fix the school issue so that we are inclusive and not racially divided. If you don't fix that.... Nothing else matters.
Unity. Finding a way that we can all respect each other. We can't have people or PACs pull us in one direction. We need to hear from all sides.
We should have voices from diverse backgrounds and ideologies. That was makes a society strong.
Unity. I would like to see leadership unify our city. Heart to heart, be authentic, acknowledge the hurt, the pain, the frustration. Speak life into it.
We can't unify unless we first acknowledgment why we are divided. And it's not the media that is dividing us. I don't agree with all the media
attention. I also do not agree they are the problem. The problem is within the city. Another priority is lease space. We lose privately owned and
locally owned businesses far too often. We have so much open lease space. Too much commercial expansion.
We have earned a reputation as a city of racists with the recent attacks on the schools regarding their attempts to address legitimate issues of
diversity. It is a volatile subject that will require real leadership to heal the wounds and to move us into a better, healthier, inclusive community. I
am waiting to see if such leadership exists in Southlake. So far, it has not been evident.
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We have to find a way to overcome the political divisiveness that exists and come together as a community. The factions that have evolved
have my family considering a relocation.
We love the city and feel that it is a safe place with great community spirit. However, lately the political discourse instead of trying to unify the
city seems to have become more divisive
Well I wish we could teach the members of this community empathy and appropriate social media etiquette. However, I do not believe this is the
City's job. I do think the city is attempting to bring unity, doing a good job with inclusion of festivals that represent different cultures. There could
be more though. Specifically it feels as though certain groups are intentionally still creating a divide. For example the Southlake families PAC
seem to be monetarily driven without realizing the rifts their campaign tactics cause. I even voted for their favored candidates for my own
reasons; however, I am deeply saddened to see how they blatantly lie about school issues and the opposing candidates stances on critical race
theory. It's ridiculous that they are still shouting that nonsense from the rooftops when it is quite clear to anyone that actually read the CISD
documents that CRT was never even on the table. I am ashamed that their are fear mongering tactics being employed by groups of people in
our community and saddened to see them come out in forrce at every election. When did we lose sight of may the best candidate for the job
win? When did we lose sight of honesty, transparency, and integrity? Groups like this and I know there are a couple more out there, but these
kinds of groups cannot coexist in a unified and respectful community. Groups like these breed lies and hate. So if the city could do something
about these groups and get them out of the community and schools maybe our mayor and superintendent could do their jobs more effectively
without having to feel threatened.
While the homes, parks and retail space are exceptional, the city's public image has been impacted by the friction in the community. Please find
ways to bring people together for the good of our community, forcusing on "loving where you live."
You guys have got to lead us back to unity. The Mayor cannot be owned by a Political Action Committee. He is supposed to represent all of this
community not just the people he goes to church with.
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#1 Strengthening CISD, strengthen leadership, keeping politics out of the schools, protecting and strengthening teachers, improve their pay to
reflect a top tier school district, providing kids with strong academics, school spirit and a strong launch pad for next level education. Our schools
are one of the most important parts of our family community and why people want to move here. We love Southlake and want to improve our
schools and bring back the pride of SL to its full potential. Our children, teachers and schools are one of our most important investments.
1. Providing a safe place to live via an active and fully supported police force. 2. Maximizing the freedoms we all enjoy, especially the right to
assemble with other believers in our churches. 3. Educating our students on the fundamentals and prohibiting and rooting out any attempt to
indoctrinate children to beliefs counter to their family's beliefs
1. Stop the politics. Be inclusive of those who are not extreme right wing conservative Republicans. 2. Join Peace Together. Help our
community be proud to embrace people of all faiths and no faith. Stop excluding people who don't look and believe like the mayor and city
council.
A renewal of community spirit without the division of politics.

A strong leadership, why do we have radical elements with semi-automatic rifles on the street corners? Is that welcoming? It is disgraceful that
the city leadership does nothing about it
Addressing DEI and image. Fair or not, Southlake has been the attention of national news stories regarding DEI that paint it in a negative light.
Southlake should work to improve in the areas that need improvement, try to gain positive coverage noting improvement and/or to refute false
claims.
After leaving Massachusetts, I would say keep Southlake what it is. Keep the same core value of excellence. Especially in the school system.
Also, keeping all the different flavors of Critical Race Theory out of the schools and ignoring NBC.
Avoid CRT, woke policies, and vaccine mask mandates.
Because Southlake is so divided right now, I would like to see a focus on making ALL CITIZENS feel like they are an important part of the
community. City government and school boards should focus on local issues and what's best for their residents. State and national politics
should be set aside.
Being in Budget Financially / Schools- keeping leftist agendas out of the school system/ Strong Management

Being in the news for being welcoming and inclusive. Having a mayor and city council that is more interested in quality of life than a political
agenda/furthering political careers.
Bring more businesses to fill existing vacancies in buildings. Reputation social media management. This is hard hopefully the current negative
press for both CISD and City Management will subside.
Bringing people together for dialogue. Our current leadership has made it clear that they'd prefer a certain portion of our residents to just leave
town. But that's not going to happen. I was born and raised here. This is not the town of 20 years ago or even 10 years ago. We are a diverse
community- with citizens of all colors and religions. So there's real work to be done here to begin to undo the damage. I'm not exactly sure what
that looks like, but it's pretty hard to take any of these efforts seriously when one of the most divisive individuals in town - who never misses an
opportunity to put on a self-serving show- is appointed to the Mayor's Alliance on Unity (ha!) and Culture without so much as a moment of
discussion.
Bringing the community together and drastically improving the town's racist image. It's become too political, negative and divisive. Too much
negative press. It's become embarrassing to say I live in Southlake, TX.
Bringing the community together. It's okay to have differences of opinion, but the behavior that we are seeing play out on the political and
school board stage is not acceptable.
Budget, hear all departments say "New Budget Year, money to spend..."...how wise is it being disbursed and scrutinized ? Budget for
departments seems to be excess as I hear them say "New Budget and money to spent..." How wise it is disbursed and looked into? Seems a
lot of waste and over staffing in some areas. Does all the money need to be spent?!?!?! Why is City competing with Southlake businesses?
Why Marq Champion Health Club and building such a facility to rent for events when our hotels need this revenue and bring in tax money?
Often see items Code Department is missing to keep city standards.
City needs plan to improve diversity issues that were raised. The issues met with status quo bias and progress was halted via partisan politics.
Code compliance....I have complained multiple times about high grass and snakes at 1219 1223 timberline ct....nothing has been done
Combat the false and defamatory propaganda campaign trying to label Southlake as a "racist" city.
Coming together for the greater good, listen to our kids and being respectful to each other and more tolerant as a community.
Community engagement. With the recent scandals regarding the Diversity Council, citizens are tired of the fighting and name-calling. It is
exhausting seeing our town on the news every couple of weeks and getting propaganda flyers from the PAC and school board candidates.
Continue engagement w the citizens
Continue expecting excellence. Address traffic flow. Avoid political correctness ruining other cities.
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Continue the conversations so that we can meet in the middle with compromises that would be acceptable to both sides. The longer this goes
on, the more Southlake's reputation suffers. National politics have no place in our little city.
Continue to get feedback from all residents.
Continue to show leadership in tolerance and acceptance of cultural and racial diversity. It is important for all who do not live here to understand
we are not a bunch of intolerant bubbas who act like we believe in white supremacy.
continued conservative financial practices and responsible leadership
Continued financial integrity, balanced budget. Inhibit Federal Government overreach.
Continued improvements to connectivity (sidewalks, etc.) and active park spaces. Better inclusive, non-partisan leadership from mayor and
council.
Continuing to represent and promote the city as the beautiful place it is, not what the media is trying to portrait
cooperation between residents and the ability of city leaders to value diverse opinions
Creating a city/community presence for all of the city, especially the west side.
Creating a welcoming environment for diversity including of all types, especially thought. Engaging outside facilitators to address DEI issues,
and misinformation while acknowledging the damage done by city officials who were recorded telling people to go back to where they came
from if they criticize conditions or want to see improvements.
Crisis management to refute the media lies, work toward unity.
Defending the reputation of the community. We are being maliciously targeted and attacked by media with a political agenda.
Dissolution of Southlake families PAC and partisan politicians in our city and school government. Moving forward with finding middle ground so
that all students feel safe and included.
Diversity and inclusion training plans and execution. Find some middle ground and stop being so political. Put humanity and integrity first.
Diversity on city boards. Openness to differing ideas and opinions. The world is moving forward and Southlake seems bent on staying behind.
Doing best for citizens without caving to political pressures.
Doing what the citizens want.
Economic Development did an amazing job during Covid. Absolutely amazing. Some conflict is out of your control due to the podcast, although
local govt. representatives have fueled the fire due to partisanship. The policy of the govt. should be of a more neutral stance. Not sure if you
can control that. it seems that crime is up more in the business, not so much residents.

ELECTION INTEGRITY: Only American Citizens who are Southlake RESIDENTS vote.
Elevate our schools to be the actual excellence we proclaim them to be. We are losing rank due to the small mindedness of our leadership in
the city and the loud voices. These loud voices don't care about the schools and children only about their political careers and views (eg
wrecking our schools and using waivers from the GOP playbook). That does not make our community stronger, it will destroy our community
and property values.
Eliminate racial and political disparity, create more parks and recreational areas, decrease crowding and commercialism , minimize multi family
housing, focus on making the area peaceful , diverse , green, residential area
Eliminating far right wing politics from our local government.
Emergency preparedness and communication with citizens; Doing more to include citizens with diverse views and backgrounds on boards and
committees; More sidewalks and enhancements to parks and trails
Engage and support citizens and citizen groups (i.e., HOAs) that seek city guidance on matters that concern and impact them. This includes
lack of sidewalks, speed limit reductions, drainage and water management, stricter enforcement of existing traffic laws, etc.
Fix the political divide in this community and get it out of the spotlight.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Fix the terrible schools, get rid of the racists and stop pandering to the Christian conservative and there ridiculous PAC and associated other
nonsense
Fixing the traffic congestion and bridging the political divide. I believe both of these are equally critical.
Focus on driving out CRT and liberal agendas.
Focus on the common good of the citizens in regards to views, organizations, priorities of projects
For city officials not to partake in the divisive spirit that is happening. For the school district and the board to focus back on excellence for the
students. For city council to listen and support the entire community.
Fundamentally, remain committed to and supportive of the reason(s) that people move to Southlake (or would like to if they could), and not get
distracted with things that aren't in alignment with those reasons, which seek to divide rather than unite one of the most respected cities and
school districts in the state. The overall "quality of life" Southlake offers is what draws the vast majority of people to want to live here. This
includes obvious reasons like low-density development, a safe clean city we can all be proud to call home, an outstanding public school
system, fiscally responsible government, and quality city services responsive to our needs.
Get rid of the divisiveness that SARC and the far left have created in our community. Reject any housing developments that are not on at least
1/2 acre lot size. 1 acre should be the minimum north of 114.

get rid of the racist, insulting statute on the corner of White Chapel and Highland....its an insult to all races....replace it with something a-political
Getting businesses back into empty spaces. Leading by example - When faced with new challenges, show evidence of collaborating with
differing perspectives and acknowledging others have input that is important
Getting out of the national news
Getting rid of employees and upper administration who crap on its residents
Getting rid of extremist political control by PAC. Fix the dependency on an Extremely fragile power grid.
Getting rid of the crazy conspiracy wackos who think "freedom" means everyone lives by what ever opinion some YouTube or Facebook person
has. Start listening to people who say the community is racist and fix it! Or maybe you all should just resign and leave the building- so far you've
done everything wrong!
Getting rid of the perverse far right agenda. In fact, keep politics out of it. Do the right thing. Support ALL community members, even those you
don't agree with. Complete disassociation from the Southlake Families PAC. Return elections to local, non-partisan like they were before 2016.
Concentrate on helping business succeed that aren't at Town Square. Reduce the amount of non-Southlake traffic on 1709.
Healing the community and stop being so political because the mayor and city council are supported by a powerful PAC.
Healing the divide in our community instead of contributing to it. I also think we need to look into the issues our city faced during the power
outage to improve communication to residents when things go wrong. I understand that we cannot control many things but communicating to
residents to keep them informed is under our control. I received more updates by following the City of Keller on social media than I did from our
own town.
I would like for the city to address the overt racism that is now associated with our town. I'd like the mayor and other elected officials to publicly
address what it is that they are doing to make people of all colors, religions, and countries of origin as well as all members of LGBTQ+ feel
welcome and loved in this town. I'd like to see us Loving Every Dragon for real. I'd like to stop Protecting the Tradition of sweeping these
problems under the rug and protecting the offenders. I'm so tired of all the politics that have infected our town. We can't even elect a school
board without have leadership from state political parties involved. School boards are supposed to be apolitical, but Southlake seems to
welcome people like Allen West with open arms. The leaders of this town would do well to remember that not everyone here thinks and believes
the same way.
I would like to see a focus on all citizens and meaningful debate.

Improve communication channels. There's too much reliance on social media. The city's owned channels should be optimized so that citizens
will go there first for trusted and timely information.
Improve leadership in the Carroll ISD. They are getting national attention for very dumb policies, refusal to adopt inclusive policies, which will
eventually make this a less desirable place to relocate to. This will impact property values.
Improving community morale and fostering a spirit of inclusion. This should be done not through meaningless gestures about how wonderful
Southlake is, but through honest and direct communication. Opening the mayor's office to those who disagree with his policy choices and
engaging in healthy dialogue would be an excellent first step. Making a statement that as a Mayor and Council you represent ALL citizens and
value them would also be welcome, particularly if it were paired with a genuine attempt to listen to all constituents, not just the ones showing up
for fundraisers.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Improving community morale and fostering a spirit of inclusion. This should be done not through meaningless gestures about how wonderful
Southlake is, but through honest and direct communication. Opening the mayor's office to those who disagree with his policy choices and
engaging in healthy dialogue would be an excellent first step. Making a statement that as a Mayor and Council you represent ALL citizens and
value them would also be welcome, particularly if it were paired with a genuine attempt to listen to all constituents, not just the ones showing up
for fundraisers.
Inclusivity. Kindness. Stopping people from having MAGA rallies next to McDonald's scaring children and furthering the image of RBI's town.
Our leaders must lead by example. Let's talk about racism. Let's talk about our issues. Let's talk about the cisd student that committed suicide
this week instead of sticking our head in the sand and pretending these issues don't exist here. This town has become a cult and if you choose
not to drink their kool-aide you get your tires slashed and your car keyed.
It's important that our officials not be swayed by all the negative attention we are getting on media. I believe that education should be our top
priority because our children are the future of this great country. I am an Asian-American conservative and strongly support the path that is
trying to be carved out by the new Board Members. I cannot believe the level of sheer ignorance of such educated people that don't fully
understand the history and dangerous ramifications of CRT. The city has to focus on keeping CRT out of our school's curriculum at all costs.
Keep conservative values for schools and not let media make choices for our children
Keep fringe out of our politics.
Keep out the creeping socialism.
Keep politics out of city government!

Keep radical, progressive agendas out of our community and schools. Make sure schools focus on true academics and leave all the politics out.
Keep schools strong, Keep media attention away
Keep the city offices customer friendly with its citizens. Work with people and not dictator management style.
Keep the mayor and city council out of educational racial politics. It is disappointing to see our city leaders cater to PACs.
Keeping Southlake focused on what has made it successful and desirable for all the 26 years we have lived here. Do not allow the political
views of a minority change all that made this area excellent. People move to Southlake for many core reasons ( safe/ reliable/ wholesome/
community) - Do Not Change what works.
Keeping taxes low. Not encroaching on citizen rights. Making it easy for new businesses to start.
Keeping the city elected officials non-partisan and making sure to keep ultra conservative PACs from ruining this city.
Keeping the people of Southlake informed. I would like to be able to view crime, burglary, and safety incidents

Keeping traditional Judeo-Christian values as the core of our leadership
Leadership needs to foster unity in the common good/welfare of all residents.
Leadership that brings everyone together and bridges gaps, not creating them. One that recognizes the diversity of its residents - not just skin
color ethnicities, but mentalities and viewpoints. Our current leadership is too polarized and does not make all people feel welcomed in this city.
And religious viewpoints have no place in government. Please stop making it such.
Less political, more unifying
Less politics in administration, improving public image
Less politics. Heal divisions. Continue improving green spaces and walkways.
Listening to its minority population whether race or religion and then take a strong stance to be supportive and shut down the growing racism
emerging in our city.
Maintain conservative fiscal responsibility and make sure we do not see liberal ideology creep in and destroy our city
Maintain great education WITHOUT politics! Correct problems with strong discipline! Keep hiring great police and fire personnel! Hire good
teachers who teach and DO NOT include their political views! Continue to provide seniors with exemptions!
Maintaining individual and business freedom that is provided by the U.S. Constitution assuring that the federal government does not encroach
on the high quality of life for Southlake residents.
Maintaining the high standards of the city while continuing to control the budget.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Making good on your obligations, maintaining easements, for example.

Maybe being less hateful? Reigning in a Mayor and City Council who openly posture about extremism? Also, during the freeze this past Winter I
was incredibly disappointed at how the city handled it. Neighboring cities had water trucks and hot food available for their citizens. Southlake
just put those silly videos up with then city councilman Huffman (which c'mon, we all saw as a ploy to push his campaign during a crisis, which
was disgusting). The city handed out one case of water, which thankfully was provided by the federal government. We could have done so
much more and been so much better, it was very disappointing.
Media perception and schools
more continuous sidewalks so that folks are not walking on roads (like Shady Oaks near bicentennial) and also improved mobility offerings for
Seniors--I reached out to Mayor Huffman on this and there was no response.
National controversy putting Southlake in the national news
Negative press and eliminating things that further divide.
NOT BEING ON THE NATIONAL NEWS IN A NEGATIVE MANNER IN THE FUTURE
Overall, I think the top priority for the City to focus on is to continue developing outdoor play areas for children and adults. This could mean
adding to the bike paths, making the whole city bicycle and walking friendly. Also, supporting the schools in developing programs to promote
character development might be good. This could include projects for helping neighbors and others in the state or world that are less fortunate. I
think the focus lately has been skewed in a crazy direction due to political issues. I would prefer that we join together to make this lovely city
even better, while at the same time involving our children and neighbors in community projects.....together. By the way, some children are now
using electric bicycles at a very young age and are not wearing helmets. The police are not citing them for not wearing helmets. I remember
when the city made a law that stated that all children under 18 have to wear helmets. Why isn't this being enforced? This is a safety issue.
Parks and Recreations and infrastructure. Choose volunteers based on resume and not on political parties
professionally running the city without politics involved
Promote unity. Find something light hearted, non-political for citizens to focus on...(ex. Grapevine painted rock trail) Something everyone can
participate in regardless of age, wealth, gender, etc. and set a goal to achieve and overcome differences along the way.
Protecting citizens from radicals trying to infiltrate and hurt the city.

Publicly addressing negative press. Dedicating a section of the main city page to fact checking current events. For example, viral "racial slur"
that started all the negative press was a popular song they were singing, nobody mentions that in the media. No one mentions that billions of
other social media posts around the world also use those songs. Why only blame Southlake?
Quality of life for families , safe community, good schools, solid direction from management for our future
Redeeming Southlake's seriously tarnished reputation. Please, no more newscasts about covert and overt racism in our city.
Reduce the constant construction Have more parks/green spaces Have more diversity in all aspects of the city whether it's minority/immigrant
owned businesses or engaging with the immigrant communities. Keeping the National politics out of local politics
Removing the right wing and PAC backed members of the school board, mayor's office and city council
Representing current citizens interest not new developers
Respecting all of our citizens
Save the school district from the CCAP and critical race theory. Ban the insanity of having to present both sides of every history lesson. The
Holocaust did happen. Focus on high quality education, not social justice and political positions that are anti capitalist and anti freedom.
Schools, diversity and inclusion, roads, strength vacant and older business space, continue to strengthen town leadership and perception,
minimize politics. Thank you…
Separate politics of hate, demonstrated by our political leaders in their inability to call it out, from our community and most importantly our
schools.
Settling Down the School Up Roar. I have live here 25 years - THIS IS NOT A RACIST COMMUNITY WHATSOEVER! I resent people that do
not live here saying that it is.
Shutting down the negative talk. I was recently at a Southlake Style Women's luncheon that had gone off the rails. Are there PACs controlling
who moves here? What is happening to our wonderful town? I feel as though there is a small but very loud liberal population that is trying to
change who we are.
since elected leadership is lacking, perhaps better roads and walkable sidewalks.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Sound conservative government

Sound fiscal mgmt. infrastructure. Liberty and freedom
Stay out of the media
Stop dodging the real issues and admit that our community is being torn apart by a funded set of actions to keep Southlake how a certain
demographic wants it to be.
Stop the hard right turn. Work to become a mire tolerant and accepting community. This requires action with tangible results and not political
hypocrisy.
Stop the woke political nonsense. We are a conservative small community and need to embrace it. Stop listening to nbc and listen to your
citizens.
Stronger business community, city council/city leadership concerned more about substantive quality of life issues and less on
"appearances/public perception"
Taking the politics out of the servants who represent our city (mayor) and the school board. The fact is - a PAC now runs the city and school.
Disgusting.
The city seems to support the builders vs. the citizens. The city has failed to align land use plans. When builders go to the city and tell them
something that is not true, the city ignored the citizens that had written proof of the lie and were ignored.
The mayor needs to be more inclusive, not just with his ultra right besties.
The mayor should be a uniter, not a divider. His applauding of divisive statements by right wing zealots such as Allen West is inexcusable. His
blaming NBC for the racial tensions that have been growing in Southlake for years is ridiculous.
The political BS and the right leaning extremism.
The top priority of Southlake should be getting people back together. Leaders should be reaching out to those who disagree with them and
having an honest and open dialogue. Start the process of healing. The conventional wisdom is that the leaders are very scared of the PAC so
they won't do anything to unite. That's awful -- if true!
There have been more than enough incidents to make it clear why many students and families feel less than welcome in Southlake, so it should
be equally clear why the community needs honest and civil discussions about a diversity and inclusion plan. But Mayor Huffman seems content
to deny and lie about racist incidents reported by many residents, and downplay their pain and injuries from that racism. Typical white
supremacist behavior.
To have a positive PR campaign for the city to counteract the negative press that the city has received Nationwide. Continual focus on the
beautification of the city within its parks. Approve Carillon Parc development as a unique destination offering.
To not have Political rallies nearly everyday off Kimball and 114 or off Carroll Ave and 1709. It's time to move on and those people do not act
politely and are a nuisance. Really is bringing the image of this city down
Today, the bad press by media claiming Southlake is racist. Southlake is targeted because of the concentration of successful people who for the
most part earned their success, not given it. One or two immature young girls using the "n-word" is individual ignorance and then the entire
community is painted with the same paint brush. It's politics using media to target this community. This is another attack of politics to take away
from those who worked hard to achieve to give to others. Yes, we must take care of the poor, the infirm and those mentally challenged, but
leave others to stand on their own feet and earn their position in society. It might be good to rebuttal these attacks of racism, but perhaps it's
best to just leave it alone and let it die by not trying to fight it. Just my thoughts.
Traffic congestion and the vicious unwelcoming mob of people interested in politics over all others who claim to be Christians, but are clearly
the anti-Christ. Also, all of the Trump protesters that are allowed to make Southlake Blvd each weekend dangerous. People are allowed to
stand on the side of the road with assault rifles and the police do nothing.
-Traffic flow/congestion especially around schools. Feeder streets often are single lane and school lot traffic will back up into street traffic. Now
this is a school year and time of day issue so cost/benefit may not merit a BIG solution. -Who's doing what in my neighborhood?
Communication about preliminary work in any neighborhood is almost non-existent. Why are these Survey teams here? Can I take their marker
flags up when they're gone? When is the work to be started? Early stages of such work is almost never posted anywhere. For example-Shady
Oaks has had crews marking and flagging most of the summer. When asked the crews don't say much that is helpful or useful.
Unifying the citizens. Stop the hate that is spewing out from our leadership.
Unifying the city and breaking the political divide
Uniting our town by acknowledging and addressing the problem of some people feeling unwelcome in our schools and community. Stop
denying the problem. Publicly address it, put in the hard work to mend broken bonds, create the good stories we want told about Southlake. I'm
sick of hearing our leaders blame outsiders for our problems. The media attention is the consequence of NOT ADDRESSING the problem.
That's a leadership problem. Lead.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Unity among our citizens. The ugliness by the right-wing PACS attacking our school board is reprehensible
Unity and keeping nationalized politics and money out of our local politics. I feel like our community is being used as a test community for
incendiary and divisive political messaging, which has little risk for the national organizations - but large risks to our local community. By having
these large organizations bankrolled PACs divide our community, they can see what may be a viable strategy for other political races. However
our local community of Southlake pays the price in the division we then see in our neighborhoods.
Unity. Finding a way that we can all respect each other. We can't have people or PACs pull us in one direction. We need to hear from all sides.
We should have voices from diverse backgrounds and ideologies. That was makes a society strong.
Unity. I would like to see leadership unify our city. Heart to heart, be authentic, acknowledge the hurt, the pain, the frustration. Speak life into it.
We can't unify unless we first acknowledgment why we are divided. And it's not the media that is dividing us. I don't agree with all the media
attention. I also do not agree they are the problem. The problem is within the city. Another priority is lease space. We lose privately owned and
locally owned businesses far too often. We have so much open lease space. Too much commercial expansion.
Updating the library, bringing in more cultural events like Art in the Square and Oktoberfest, getting out of school board politics, adding more
sidewalks, especially between Continental and 1709 on White Chapel and Peytonville.
Water issues - We pay more for water than anyone I know - surrounding suburbs and other areas of the state. The cost is exorbitant. We pay
high amounts for services and also have drainage and flooding issues. It's only a matter of time before our homes flood. I've spent many hours
with the city asking only that we work together to resolve the problems. Former mayors would not even meet with us. We can't water our lawns
- as neighboring suburbs can - which results in brown yards and trouble with insects and other creatures invading our houses. The erosion to
the value of our homes, due to flooding, impacts Southlake overall and the value of our real estate. Given our tax rates and cost of services,
this is unacceptable.
We have earned a reputation as a city of racists with the recent attacks on the schools regarding their attempts to address legitimate issues of
diversity. It is a volatile subject that will require real leadership to heal the wounds and to move us into a better, healthier, inclusive community. I
am waiting to see if such leadership exists in Southlake. So far, it has not been evident.
We have to find a way to overcome the political divisiveness that exists and come together as a community. The factions that have evolved
have my family considering a relocation.
We love the city and feel that it is a safe place with great community spirit. However, lately the political discourse instead of trying to unify the
city seems to have become more divisive
While hotels are lovely, more hotels don't make us a stronger community. We have LOTS of built out but empty commercial office space, and
national media attention for our schools (in the wrong way). I'd like the city to focus on holding the schools accountable to serve all students,
reduce the influence of developers at city hall, and have an open door for citizens concerns. And get creative about recruiting industry info all
this open office space. -AND SECURE OUR GREEN SPACES.
You guys have got to lead us back to unity. The Mayor cannot be owned by a Political Action Committee. He is supposed to represent all of this
community not just the people he goes to church with.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Attract and KEEP businesses. The rents here are too high which makes it extremely difficult for viable small business to thrive here. It seems
mainly businesses who are supported by large retail operations are the main ones that can survive here. There are so many great small
businesses who have failed here or who have relocated their business to neighboring cities.
Balanced Budget
Beautification and preservation of property values.
Being in Budget Financially / Schools- keeping leftist agendas out of the school system/ Strong Management
Better rent control policies to help keep rent down to invite more independent and less chain business.
Budget containment: don't use rising home values as a cash cow for property taxes.
Budget, hear all departments say "New Budget Year, money to spend..."...how wise is it being disbursed and scrutinized ? Budget for
departments seems to be excess as I hear them say "New Budget and money to spent..." How wise it is disbursed and looked into? Seems a
lot of waste and over staffing in some areas. Does all the money need to be spent?!?!?! Why is City competing with Southlake businesses?
Why Marq Champion Health Club and building such a facility to rent for events when our hotels need this revenue and bring in tax money?
Often see items Code Department is missing to keep city standards.
Community and taxes lowered
Community. Lowering taxes.
Completing the White Chapel road construction project, lowering taxes, continued focus on community safety.

Conservative Financial Planning
Contain expansion and development. Attract better restaurants. Lower rent for shops in the Town Square Move forrward with the new library
project.
Continue as we are, but not increase taxes too much. We are now retired and on fixed income and worry about increasing taxes,
Continue fiscally responsible policies
Continue working to stabilize taxes
continued conservative financial practices and responsible leadership
Continued financial integrity, balanced budget. Inhibit Federal Government overreach.
Continuing excellence without raising taxes.
Continuing to focus on a conservative financial plan, making sure our police and fire departments are well funded, and maintaining our
wonderful parks
Continuity of excellence based on measurable levels of service and fiscal responsibility
Creating a $$$ reserve.
Creek drainage. The city of Southlake is building up of new buildings which has created a drainage issue down from the new building. No plan
is in place to clean out creeks stopped up with trash, debris, and dirt. Now creating ponds within new developments that does nothing but a
collection for mosquitoes and higher water flow for neighborhoods not improved to handle in creased water flow. Next, focus should be debris
on reducing school taxes. Waist-full spending on school budget, overpaying coaches and administrators, critical race theory, and racism. Come
to together as a community that inspires the love of God rather than the secrete agencias. 3) We as residents do not receive raises to keep up
with the raising of property tax and school tax. $2000. Raise from last year is a bit much.
debt reduction
Decrease property taxes for the services provided
Decrease Wasteful Spending. Lower Property Tax Rates
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Diversity on City Council. Tax breaks to small business owners to encourage entrepreneurship.

Economic recovery and support of local business infrastructure.
Economy and easy of doing business. Need to avoid losing sales revenues to neighboring cities. Example: liquor sales and taxes all going to
Colleyville
Empty lease buildings and spaces. The rent needs to be capped. There is no way small business can survive with rent rising the way it is
Ensure that Southlake continues to be a destination and we don't lose tax revenue to Grapevine and Entrada because they have newer and
more exciting reasons to attract shoppers and diners. Also, we have an aging population whose housing needs change. They no longer need
huge homes but want to stay in Southlake for the quality of life they enjoyed while raising dragons. According to the Community Profile,
prepared for the City of Southlake by Esri in 2010, 18.2% of the population of Southlake were ages 55 and above. In 2018, 28.7% of the
population of Southlake were 55 and over. By 2023, it is projected that 30.5% of the Southlake population will be between the ages of 55 74.
This rapidly growing empty-nester demographic wants smaller, more manageable, but quality, housing, and services.
Fill current business/retail spaces that sit empty instead of building more. Lower the rent for businesses so they can stay here.
financially sound
Finish White Chapel Road, better management of capital improvement projects. Thoughtful approach to boosting tax revenues away from a
seemingly mostly retail-focused growth approach.

Fiscal discipline and avoid debt
fiscal responsibility
Fiscal responsibility and value for taxes paid
Fiscal responsibility Taxes
Fiscal responsibility, pay off remaining debt, responsible development
Fiscally conservative
Fix the traffic problems. For example, why is a private enterprise ( a church) allowed to block a public road? The church does not pay property
taxes therefore, the attendees of the church should be inconvenienced by traffic at the church. It is shameful that Southlake continues to let this
happen and screws over the taxpayers that live near the church. I should NEVER have to wait while police offices block Kimball to allow the
church traffic to go. If they want to block traffic, the city should charge the church just like it charges the local taxpayers who are greatly
inconvenienced. I have brought this up several times and it seems the City Council really doesn't care about the citizens. I truly do not
understand why such preference is shown to a non-taxpaying entity over the citizens you are supposed to represent.
Focus on making it affordable for small businesses to operate in Southlake - we have lost many wonderful small business lately due to high
rents
Freeze or lower taxes; Stop bond programs, you raise taxes to pay for PI. Use taxes to pay for services and programs.
Fundamentally, remain committed to and supportive of the reason(s) that people move to Southlake (or would like to if they could), and not get
distracted with things that aren't in alignment with those reasons, which seek to divide rather than unite one of the most respected cities and
school districts in the state. The overall "quality of life" Southlake offers is what draws the vast majority of people to want to live here. This
includes obvious reasons like low-density development, a safe clean city we can all be proud to call home, an outstanding public school
system, fiscally responsible government, and quality city services responsive to our needs.
Get the community together…maybe support a single non-partisan but, a worthy cause. Fill up town square with good and stable business…too
many moving shops due to high rates. What remains are the very high end brands driving the $ somewhere else. Lower property tax rates by a
material amount (not a 0.01 percent when property rates have grown by 25%)
Green spaces, traffic flow…I'm worried that the rents in Town Square and other shopping areas are skyrocketing and squeezing out locations
owned businesses who are moving to nearby cities. It feels like many stores and restaurants closed in town square during the pandemic, and I
would much rather have a full shopping center than a bunch of for lease signs!
I feel that we need to make it possible for Amal business to maintain locations in Southlake. Higher rent has forced some to close recently.
I'm sure there is no way for the city to control the insane rents that are being charged to the retail/dining establishments, but this has become a
huge issue. We have lost so many businesses - it's very sad.
Improve leadership in the Carroll ISD. They are getting national attention for very dumb policies, refusal to adopt inclusive policies, which will
eventually make this a less desirable place to relocate to. This will impact property values.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Incentives for small business and commercial landlords both to thrive. I've seen so many wonderful small businesses close recently due to rent
skyrocketing. Small business is the backbone for our community and nation.
Keep bringing in high quality unique small businesses but make it more affordable for them to stay.
Keep property taxes from going up
Keep taxes low and keep doing what you're doing!
Keeping all retail and restaurant spaces occupied. Affordable rent for small business owners to keep doors open. Options for teens and family
friendly activities/places to go. I would like to see a major forcus of keeping residents in Southlake, rather than neighboring cities.
Keeping open spaces. Not buy taxing and buying them but by stopping all the concrete and retain from taking them over. We've seen much of
the green vanish over the years.
Keeping taxes low. Not encroaching on citizen rights. Making it easy for new businesses to start.
Less multi family developments. With property values soaring, cut property taxes now.
Less new building and concrete. Preserve the few open spaces we have left. Don't need more parks. If Southlake has too much money, rather
than yet another park, maybe reduce taxes a little. Influence schools to stop thinking about racist teachings like critical race theory.
Long term revenue sources; demographics; relationship with Carroll Schools
Low Density, quality businesses, low taxes
Lower property tax
Lower property taxes
Lower property taxes
Lower Property taxes
Lower rent for businesses to be able to sustain being open and less turnover.
Lower rent so we can have more small businesses enriching our city
Lower School and City Property Taxes; Avoid any participation in CRT (Creating Racial Tension) training or DIE (Diversity, Inclusion, Equality)
training, which for many years has been increasing divisions in Southlake
Lower taxes
Lower taxes
Lower taxes

Lower taxes
Lower taxes, racial intolerance in schools
Lowering property taxes
lowering property taxes
Lowering property taxes
Lowering Sales and Property Taxes.
Lowering school taxes Addressing the lost age gap. Those without school age kids who aren't really old enough to participate in senior activities
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
BUDGET/TAXES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Lowering taxes

Lowering taxes
Lowering taxes
Lowering taxes
Lowering taxes stop building new office/medical space until vacant ones are gone
Lowering taxes again, and controlled growth.
Lowering taxes for residents
Lowering the property tax rate, controlling excessive speeding on local streets
Maintain conservative fiscal responsibility and make sure we do not see liberal ideology creep in and destroy our city
Maintain excellence in all aspects of city and life here in Southlake…limit any high density housing and use any influence city has to keep
property values up, for instance, our school system
Maintaining a sustainable tax base, with consideration for freezing real estate taxes for the elderly on fixed income
Maintaining property values
Maintaining the high standards of the city while continuing to control the budget.
Making schools safer for our kids. Looking into sharable bikes/cars service within city limits. Sidewalk in all future expansion projects. Lowering
property taxes.
Manage business growth. Be judicial in what businesses we bring into our city to maintain quality of life and protect/increase property values.
Insure businesses invest in city beyond "their" business borders.
More and cheaper activities for residents like Grapevine has I.e, Rec Center, library activities, fitness classes. Also, infrastructure like roads,
traffic and sidewalks, especially on the North Side. We can't get to Town Square because the sidewalk doesn't go all the way down Carroll. No
apartments or condos no matter how expensive they are. The schools can't handle that many more kids.
No Apartment development. Increased traffic enforcement on Southlake Blvd. Helping make sure businesses can remain in TownSquare
without unreasonable rent increases.
No bonds, continuing to reduce debt and lower tax rate
Not doing a 50 million bond, continuing to pay down debt and lower our tax rate.
Not taxing people out of their homes, if you bought your house 10 or more years ago even 5 you couldn't afford it today nor can you afford the
taxes associated with it.
Partnering with the school district to keep woke curriculum out so our property values don't tank.
Pay for your own city parks, increase budgets for police, help reduce traffic issues
Police giving fewer traffic tickets
Preserving open green spaces; ameliorating traffic issues caused by areas of over-development; attracting and fostering the success of high
quality businesses to our city; less politically motivated divisiveness; fiscal soundness

Property Tax Relief
property taxes
property taxes and traffic flow especially on 1709 and the roads around town square
Property taxes, maximize sales tax payments, limit continued housing developments
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BUDGET/TAXES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Providing value for tax revenue
Put the City of Southlake employees back in their respective offices, and stop abusing our tax money and using the Covid-19 an excuse to not
do their jobs - to use our money for personal errands and such! They should be available during the their normal business hours and respond
accordingly. NOTE: This request does NOT include the police and fire departments as they have been bravely doing their jobs to protect and
serve us!!!
Reduce needless spending.
Reduce property taxes
Reduce property taxes and No Big Government
Reduce property taxes.
Reduce taxes
Reduce taxes
Reduce the tax burden on homeowners by aggressively attracting tax generating businesses. Maximize the use of existing structures (example:
the former Children's Medical Center on 114 is a nice facility that has been vacant for multiple years)
Reducing property tax rates given significant increase in property values.
reducing property taxes

Reducing Property Taxing Rates! Adding walking paths and/or sidewalks.
Reducing the school tax burden for those families who already pay for private schools.
Safety financial stability
Schools, Property taxes, parks and rec
Senior property taxes
Sense of community, strong academics, sound fiscally.
Sensible build out of open land. Stop approving single story office suites that require so much land and parking. These suites (West side of
Carroll Near Johnson School is best example) are generic looking. Tax revenue vs. land use poor. The low rise office buildings up to 6 stories
more efficient use of space. (NW corner of Kimball and South of the Hilton are good examples)
Sidewalks/Walkability or ride ability And continued excellent financial management
Since the population has increased, please reduce our taxes so we can afford to stay.
slowing the growth of taxes
Sound financial management and safety of our citizens.
Sound fiscal mgmt. infrastructure. Liberty and freedom
Sourcing water supply so that we can have rapid backup when failures occur, reduce taxes, establish over 55 retirement residence options,
library relocation, reduce debt, sidewalk construction and bike paths. Reduce thru traffic.
Spending public funds wisely.
Stay limited in scope and financially strong.
Stopping liberal policies like CRT from infecting our schools and government. The city should never impose any vaccine mandates, and
hopefully we are done with the business closures and mask mandates. The city should work on lowering property taxes. It goes up every year.
They should freeze property taxes for people as long as they remain in the house and don't sell it.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Support for city staff, especially police and fire, without any excess spending.
Synchronized traffic lights (especially on major roads like SL Blvd), finish construction on White Chapel (fine the contractors for missing
deadline), police to help out with school traffics (before and after schools) instead of clocking, reduce property tax (NOT tax rate)
Taking care of the landscape and clean up all around the city. Lowering property tax.
Taxes and parks / green spaces
Taxes on land that isn't improved but established and maintained! My land went from 40k to 150k then recently 240k? Why? I'd like to hear a
rebuttal to the validation of why. Home values and appreciation and market values don't hold water when decreasing home value to support
increase in land values.
traffic! quit squeezing houses and buildings on every open space. I'm not sure who owns the towncenter but I hate to see good, family
businesses go out of business because the rent is out of control.
Traffic, Taxes
Using growth to maintain and lower taxation levels/ maintain consistent total revenue collections by the city
Water issues - We pay more for water than anyone I know - surrounding suburbs and other areas of the state. The cost is exorbitant. We pay
high amounts for services and also have drainage and flooding issues. It's only a matter of time before our homes flood. I've spent many hours
with the city asking only that we work together to resolve the problems. Former mayors would not even meet with us. We can't water our lawns
- as neighboring suburbs can - which results in brown yards and trouble with insects and other creatures invading our houses. The erosion to
the value of our homes, due to flooding, impacts Southlake overall and the value of our real estate. Given our tax rates and cost of services,
this is unacceptable.
we are new residents and love our new City. Would love to have recreational programs for all ages. I really appreciate the Mayor is so open, the
focus on the finances... I am a business owner but obviously the rent for them is going higher and higher... this needs to be regulated because
we are loosing some business we shouldn't.
With skyrocketing property values, lower the property tax rates so that we are not taxed out of our homes! Might be time for a taxpayer revolt
like California did 40 years ago if the cities, school districts and counties don't do something about it!
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
1. Providing a safe place to live via an active and fully supported police force. 2. Maximizing the freedoms we all enjoy, especially the right to
assemble with other believers in our churches. 3. Educating our students on the fundamentals and prohibiting and rooting out any attempt to
indoctrinate children to beliefs counter to their family's beliefs
1. Safety 2. No CRT in schools 3. Walking and bike trails to connect entire city
A safe city with a responsive public safety organization.
A strong leadership, why do we have radical elements with semi-automatic rifles on the street corners? Is that welcoming? It is disgraceful that
the city leadership does nothing about it
Back to basics. Prettier streets, cleaner city and not just downtown. Do something about the traffic. I never see a police car come down my
street anymore.
Better pay for cops
Citizen safety living in and around the city.
City and Urban Planning should be a priority as well as Police and Fire support. We should focus less on mass development, Impose stricter
requirements for developers residential and commercial to incorporate more green spaces, trees, support road maintenance efforts and
widening in cases.
Cleanliness, security ...
Code enforcement. Home-owner's safety prior to an incident.
Community safety and children education.
Completing the White Chapel road construction project, lowering taxes, continued focus on community safety.
Congestion; Safety
Continue high value police protection, great fire personnel and equipment!
Continue the focus on strong education and a safe community
Continue to focus on public safety as people, in general, continue to be volatile and opportunistic in public settings.
Continue to focus on safety and community
Continue to keep up with traffic with smart planning. Keep our city safe by continuing to fund and keep our officers and firefighters happy and
safe.
Continued safety
Continued safety and maintenance of infrastructure

Continued safety of the community.
Continuing to focus on a conservative financial plan, making sure our police and fire departments are well funded, and maintaining our
wonderful parks
Crime Prevention, especially teens and children (eg Resource Officers, petty crimes, substance abuse)
Economic Development did an amazing job during Covid. Absolutely amazing. Some conflict is out of your control due to the podcast, although
local govt. representatives have fueled the fire due to partisanship. The policy of the govt. should be of a more neutral stance. Not sure if you
can control that. it seems that crime is up more in the business, not so much residents.
Education and making sure it is safe for everyone
Education and safety

Education, continue to be number one, don't drip the ball on that with all this politics. Safety. Affluent. Do not change zoning to high density,
remain strong.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Eliminate racial and political disparity, create more parks and recreational areas, decrease crowding and commercialism , minimize multi family
housing, focus on making the area peaceful , diverse , green, residential area
Focus on continuing to support making our police and fire department top notch.
Fundamentally, remain committed to and supportive of the reason(s) that people move to Southlake (or would like to if they could), and not get
distracted with things that aren't in alignment with those reasons, which seek to divide rather than unite one of the most respected cities and
school districts in the state. The overall "quality of life" Southlake offers is what draws the vast majority of people to want to live here. This
includes obvious reasons like low-density development, a safe clean city we can all be proud to call home, an outstanding public school
system, fiscally responsible government, and quality city services responsive to our needs.
Great fair police
Highway 114 does not seem so safe anymore. Cars weaving in and out and people driving faster than normal. I had some issues with the
technology on vacation drive by from the police dept. Called 4 days before I left for vacation and left a message to call me back. No one ever
called back.
I believe that it would be extremely beneficial for the city to put some resources and time into bringing added awareness to the opioid drug
addiction issue facing our younger residents. I have experienced this problem with my son and I almost lost him to an overdose in March. With
the help of the 911 operator and our fire and police department, he was saved. We are facing the largest number of opioid overdose deaths in
our nation's history this year. An increasing number of the pills being sold by drug dealers are laced with fentanyl and our loved ones are dying.
One single pill almost killed my son. It will not get better until we bring more attention to the issue. It has to be talked about, A LOT! I don't want
others to go through what our family has. It has been a nightmare. Addiction knows no boundaries; it doesn't only affect people from lower
socioeconomic demographics.
I think the number one priority should be safety of the community.
Increased focus on safety against crime
Keeping crime as low as possible.
Keeping multi-family units out of Southlake and increased security presence for town center
keeping Southlake a safe and top City to live in. Also, help small businesses and all businesses succeed. Too many have had to close.

Keeping the city safe and beautiful
Keeping the people of Southlake informed. I would like to be able to view crime, burglary, and safety incidents
Limit rental property - No apartment complex or pre-fab homes Maintain our roads Support men and women in uniform - Safety is a hug priority
for my family
limited growth, continued safety , sidewalks on busy northside
Maintain cleanliness, repair and maintain smooth roads, active and timely emergency responders, community involvement. Keep order and
prosecute crime.
Maintain great education WITHOUT politics! Correct problems with strong discipline! Keep hiring great police and fire personnel! Hire good
teachers who teach and DO NOT include their political views! Continue to provide seniors with exemptions!
Maintaining a high level of police fire presence to ensure the safety security of the city and it's residents
Maintaining a safe community and preserving the undeveloped land and keeping the rural feel
Maintaining safety

Making Southlake Blvd a safer street. Cars speed down that street at up to 70 mph. Dangerous U turns and Left hand turns.
Normally I would say safety, but clearly we need to work on our image and how divisive our people have become. I love our town and we have
lived here for 15 years. I still think it is the same great place that made us move here.
Operations Continuity (COOP) ...ensure that the sound approach currently in play regarding safety, education and opportunity remains
solid...ensure that strategic focus is maintained for future years of continued excellence.
Our safety and Schools.
police and fire
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Preserving nature, parks, sidewalks!, safety, conservative/virtue/family values, community spirit, great schools that actually educate
Proactively manage crime before it becomes an issue. Protect as well as possible the remaining character of Southlake by managing lot sizes.
Avoid the tendency to become more like Southern California with rows of large stucco homes on very small lots with a few green areas and
parks.
Public safety
Public safety and security.
Public safety, especially in regards elimination of reckless drivering (excessive speeding on city streets, tailgating, dangerous lane changing).
Public safety, traffic issues, sidewalks
Pursuing goals that nearly ALL the community can rally around - safety, city services, public spaces (library, parks, the Marq).
Quality of life for families , safe community, good schools, solid direction from management for our future
Reducing the amount of traffic. Pass-through traffic is at an all time high! I thought that the building of Hwy. 114 would alleviate the traffic. It has
not. Continental Rd., at rush hours, one does not venture out from the neighborhood's because of the speeders on Continental. Also, what has
happened to our police patrolling the neighborhoods?
Re-unifying the community and addressing the issues for safety, health well-being of ALL the citizens of SL. This includes changing the
district's unforgivable lack of concern total disregard for the safety and lives of the students and their families.
Safe @ Security
Safe and secure neighborhoods
Safety
safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety

safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
safety
Safety
Safety
safety
Safety
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Safety financial stability

safety always! hate seeing the empty spaces where stores used to be! my neighborhood streets need repair!!!
Safety and continuity of choices for restaurants and retail. Make restaurant friendly.
Safety and health
Safety and infrastructure
safety and maintaining a high-quality school system
Safety and preparedness, followed closely by community kindness
Safety and Road improvements
Safety and security of all residents and visitors. I feel that we have that now, but I think it should remain the top priority... without that, everything
else is minor.
Safety and security.
Safety and Traffic
Safety for all citizens. Do more to serve the community of disabled and non-neurotypical residents. Not everyone is all-in on mainstream
priorities that draw a crowd. Don't forget the smaller population that still constitutes a significant number of people.

Safety in our community
Safety in the community.
safety of all citizens
Safety, in schools, businesses, neighborhoods
safety, new library, attract more business to come to SL
Safety, parks and recreational. No more building with land less than 1 acre. Keep Southlake safe! We don't have enough schools for more
construction
Safety, Roads Parks
Safety, sanitary
Safety, with the population growth and new community members we need more security influence
Safety.
Safety. Safety encompasses many aspects not just police and fire departments. Safety also encompasses the infrastructure of travel within the
City as well as the protection of property with City ordinances.

School, drugs, preserving open nature areas, no apartments
Schools and safety
Security
security/safety
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Sound financial management and safety of our citizens.

Strong police and fire
Support for city staff, especially police and fire, without any excess spending.
Taking better care of the city properties north of Hwy 114 Safety Helping with recent aircraft noise and low flying planes in last year

That's hard. But better teacher salaries to keep and attract the best is very high on the list Good schools and great police and fire departments
keep a city great. We have all three at the moment but we need to make sure we keep them.
The police force
To make sure ALL residents feel safe and included.
Traffic and make sure we continue to have a strong and efficient police department
Traffic congestion and the vicious unwelcoming mob of people interested in politics over all others who claim to be Christians, but are clearly
the anti-Christ. Also, all of the Trump protesters that are allowed to make Southlake Blvd each weekend dangerous. People are allowed to
stand on the side of the road with assault rifles and the police do nothing.
Traffic control, strong police force, beautiful parks and event spaces
Traffic flow, especially on 1709! More police action is necessary to help control the speeding of through traffic.
Visibility of Police Force
Working with CISD to maintain quality of schools, continued focus on maintaining the city's safety and quality of life.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
(1). It's image in the media. I was recently on a college visit with my senior - out of state school - when asked where we were from and
responded "Southlake", the reply was "oh...the podcast." I don't want to have to defend where I live. The in-fighting and negative press has real
world consequences for our kids trying to get into college. (2). Fill up Town Square with viable businesses. Work with retailers and Town Square
ownership to retain current and future retailers.
1.) Education - programs which maximize the potential of each young person in Southlake. 2.) Capital projects - my perception is that
infrastructure CapEx (those outside of what I would consider Parks Rec) are poorly prioritized, poorly communicated, slow, over-priced, and
are typically low- or negative-ROI for residents. 3.) Southlake's public image
Addressing DEI and image. Fair or not, Southlake has been the attention of national news stories regarding DEI that paint it in a negative light.
Southlake should work to improve in the areas that need improvement, try to gain positive coverage noting improvement and/or to refute false
claims.
After leaving Massachusetts, I would say keep Southlake what it is. Keep the same core value of excellence. Especially in the school system.
Also, keeping all the different flavors of Critical Race Theory out of the schools and ignoring NBC.
Assist the school board in becoming less political. The current situation leaves a negative image. I've addressed a number of question by out of
state friends and family on all the recent challenges.
Attracting healthy, vegan restaurants for families. Also, ensuring the parks and public spaces are not sprayed with harmful chemicals such as
Round-Up or other carcinogens
Back to basics. Prettier streets, cleaner city and not just downtown. Do something about the traffic. I never see a police car come down my
street anymore.
Beautification which involves maintaining city landscaping and encouraging businesses to do so. This includes litter control and, park
maintenance and noise issues.
Become known for something more substantial and meaningful than wealth and surface beauty. Friends across the nation are aware of the
negative image of Southlake as a community that thinks highly of itself and is certain we are all good people. We are not. Please do not blame
the news media. We are earning our reputation. We moved to this city in 1998 because of the schools, and our children were out of college.
Our feeling always has been when a community cares about its schools it cares about people, which makes it an attractive community. I would
not move to Southlake now, despite the excellent academic standing of CISD, because of the unwelcoming vibe.
Being in the news for being welcoming and inclusive. Having a mayor and city council that is more interested in quality of life than a political
agenda/furthering political careers.
Bike Trails, conservative values
Bring more businesses to fill existing vacancies in buildings. Reputation social media management. This is hard hopefully the current negative
press for both CISD and City Management will subside.
Bringing all of the community together. Restoring its image.
Bringing all sides together on the major issues confronting our schools and national image.
Bringing the community together and drastically improving the town's racist image. It's become too political, negative and divisive. Too much
negative press. It's become embarrassing to say I live in Southlake, TX.
Budget, hear all departments say "New Budget Year, money to spend..."...how wise is it being disbursed and scrutinized ? Budget for
departments seems to be excess as I hear them say "New Budget and money to spent..." How wise it is disbursed and looked into? Seems a
lot of waste and over staffing in some areas. Does all the money need to be spent?!?!?! Why is City competing with Southlake businesses?
Why Marq Champion Health Club and building such a facility to rent for events when our hotels need this revenue and bring in tax money?
Often see items Code Department is missing to keep city standards.
City's growth has allowed too high of density in its shopping areas, residential areas, and those low-rise condos in the Southlake Town Square.
Our suburban life is gone and it looks like uptown around Southlake now.
Climate change such as supporting solar energy (It is currently too difficult to obtain an OK to install solar), improving disaster communications,
planning for extreme fires, floods, and evacuation routs. We are living in different times and we need to prepare for more and more disasters
Combat the false and defamatory propaganda campaign trying to label Southlake as a "racist" city.
Community and inclusivity. The image recently of Southlake being divisive and racially biased is out there because some in community claim
personal "freedom" and are loud about it. Southlake should firmly take a stand for inclusivity of all in their actions.
Community engagement. With the recent scandals regarding the Diversity Council, citizens are tired of the fighting and name-calling. It is
exhausting seeing our town on the news every couple of weeks and getting propaganda flyers from the PAC and school board candidates.
Conservative principles
Conservative values, raise patriotic and moral next generation
Continue the conversations so that we can meet in the middle with compromises that would be acceptable to both sides. The longer this goes
on, the more Southlake's reputation suffers. National politics have no place in our little city.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Continuing to promote the people and amazing things that make Southlake so special.
Defending the reputation of the community. We are being maliciously targeted and attacked by media with a political agenda.
Developing a reputation for being an inclusive city instead of a racist, classist one.
Developing a reputation for being an inclusive city instead of a racist, classist one.
Education, continue to be number one, don't drip the ball on that with all this politics. Safety. Affluent. Do not change zoning to high density,
remain strong.
Emergency preparedness and communication with citizens; Doing more to include citizens with diverse views and backgrounds on boards and
committees; More sidewalks and enhancements to parks and trails
Emergency preparedness. We need some sort of backup Power and Water Systems to avoid the Deep Freeze we had this year.
Emphasize quality of life over money/fast commercial development.
Fixing our national image and ensure that the community is not all about a few individuals priorities. We are all citizens of Southlake and all get
along.
Fundamentally, remain committed to and supportive of the reason(s) that people move to Southlake (or would like to if they could), and not get
distracted with things that aren't in alignment with those reasons, which seek to divide rather than unite one of the most respected cities and
school districts in the state. The overall "quality of life" Southlake offers is what draws the vast majority of people to want to live here. This
includes obvious reasons like low-density development, a safe clean city we can all be proud to call home, an outstanding public school
system, fiscally responsible government, and quality city services responsive to our needs.
good city planning, road management, continue to improve and increase park spaces, make Southlake a good places for businesses to come,
fix the image of the school which overshadows all the greatness of the school, kids and community
Healthy environment, safe walking areas, good community gym and healthy classes for community members. For instance, the community gym
should NOT be built for the city but for people. You built it with a huge room for workers to rest but a hole on a wall shared sauna. Instead of
having a spacious workout area, used most of space to built more rental party/class rooms to generate incomes. You built Marq center with SL
tax payers money but the facility has become a city's own income generator than place for everyone. Also, poor management with hired
immature teens along with teen filled floor after 4pm or weekends. The pool is for kids not for lap swimming. Some people spit inside the sauna
and there is no hygiene regulation. So much hyped about the Champion Club and this is why you don't have enough members. Very short
sighted floor plan which can only benefits family with young children for classes and play pool area. How can it be improved? 1. Get dry and wet
saunas in women's locker room so women don't have to share it with men in public area. 2. Open or move the workout area into bigger space
not under the stairs and cramped room. Hire quality instructors for group fitness activities. 3. Lower the membership for Southlake residents
and raise it for non residents if you cannot do 1,2. Your membership doesn't justify the usage of the facility for me.
I have lived in Southlake for over 25 years. I have owned 2 homes, both in beautiful areas. I had enjoyed the quiet, almost " country feeling" of
Southlake before it became so crowded. Although I am grateful for the convenience of shopping and restaurants, I am starting to feel
claustrophobic with the amount of homes and restaurants that are being jammed into every open space possible. I do not enjoy sitting through
2 or 3 traffic lights just to get anywhere. I miss the serene landscape of continental and 1709. Although I understand why Southlake is a city
where many would love to live, I feel a sense of loss for the " serene" feeling Southlake once had. The parks and bike paths are awesome, yet I
feel as if the traffic is getting worse by the day. I have stopped going to town square completely as it is so congested that it is not worth it to me.
I would rather drive 10 or 15 minutes out of my way just to avoid it. My top priority is the traffic; even in my neighborhood people routinely speed
down the road 10 or 15 miles over the limit. There seems to be more speeding and reckless driving than I can remember. My top priority sounds
selfish; to keep Southlake the serene, safe , beautiful place that it once was. I understand growth is necessary, yet I feel as if the last thing we
need are more restaurants and more traffic. The beauty of Southlake was the wonderful mix of landscape, ease of getting from one place to the
next, and the quiet, safe feeling. My top priority would be to utilize the spaces that are available for new businesses coming in( we have a few
seemingly " snake bit" plazas that nothing seems to be able to sustain their occupancy in) , most notably the plaza on 1709 and Byron Nelson,
or the plaza that is on 1709 where Duffs Wings is located. Also, the back side of the plaza where TJ Maxx and Ulta are seem to be almost a
ghost town as well. What I am saying here are observations, not complaints. I have been all over the United States, a
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
I would like for the city to address the overt racism that is now associated with our town. I'd like the mayor and other elected officials to publicly
address what it is that they are doing to make people of all colors, religions, and countries of origin as well as all members of LGBTQ+ feel
welcome and loved in this town. I'd like to see us Loving Every Dragon for real. I'd like to stop Protecting the Tradition of sweeping these
problems under the rug and protecting the offenders. I'm so tired of all the politics that have infected our town. We can't even elect a school
board without have leadership from state political parties involved. School boards are supposed to be apolitical, but Southlake seems to
welcome people like Allen West with open arms. The leaders of this town would do well to remember that not everyone here thinks and believes
the same way.
Improving our image by actions.
Inclusivity. Kindness. Stopping people from having MAGA rallies next to McDonald's scaring children and furthering the image of RBI's town.
Our leaders must lead by example. Let's talk about racism. Let's talk about our issues. Let's talk about the cisd student that committed suicide
this week instead of sticking our head in the sand and pretending these issues don't exist here. This town has become a cult and if you choose
not to drink their kool-aide you get your tires slashed and your car keyed.
It's important that our officials not be swayed by all the negative attention we are getting on media. I believe that education should be our top
priority because our children are the future of this great country. I am an Asian-American conservative and strongly support the path that is
trying to be carved out by the new Board Members. I cannot believe the level of sheer ignorance of such educated people that don't fully
understand the history and dangerous ramifications of CRT. The city has to focus on keeping CRT out of our school's curriculum at all costs.
Keeping Southlake from becoming more crowded. The traffic on Southlake Blvd., Shady Oaks and White's Chapel can be at a full stop due to
the volume of traffic at various times of the day. We need to stop any additional building in this area as we can no longer accommodate more
people. The quality of life has decreased due to the numbers in our city.
Keeping the rural feel north of 114.
Keeping the schools good and improving quality of life in Southlake
Less bad press
Less politics in administration, improving public image
Maintain excellence in all aspects of city and life here in Southlake…limit any high density housing and use any influence city has to keep
property values up, for instance, our school system
Maintain great education WITHOUT politics! Correct problems with strong discipline! Keep hiring great police and fire personnel! Hire good
teachers who teach and DO NOT include their political views! Continue to provide seniors with exemptions!
Maintain wooded areas and increase park space, bicycle paths and generally keeping as much open space as possible. Because once it's
gone, it's gone and without open space, trees and parkland then the standard of living in a place drastically declines and it's just a congested
and noisy place to live. It would also be good to see that when development has to take place that the mature trees are kept and built around
rather than demolishing them all and then planting small trees that will take decades to grow.
Maintaining a safe community and preserving the undeveloped land and keeping the rural feel
Maintaining our overall quality of life strong zoning codes to prevent overbuilding keeping first class community support for our schools properly
funding the city's infrastructure so all employees can perform to their maximum ability attracting reputable businesses which will add value to
the community
maintaining the tradition of excellence (schools and home values).
Maybe being less hateful? Reigning in a Mayor and City Council who openly posture about extremism? Also, during the freeze this past Winter I
was incredibly disappointed at how the city handled it. Neighboring cities had water trucks and hot food available for their citizens. Southlake
just put those silly videos up with then city councilman Huffman (which c'mon, we all saw as a ploy to push his campaign during a crisis, which
was disgusting). The city handed out one case of water, which thankfully was provided by the federal government. We could have done so
much more and been so much better, it was very disappointing.
No multi-family, better management of growth, improve parks/open spaces, bring community together re race relations, work to improve
Southlake reputation of being a bunch of rich snobs
Non snobbiness
Normally I would say safety, but clearly we need to work on our image and how divisive our people have become. I love our town and we have
lived here for 15 years. I still think it is the same great place that made us move here.
NOT BEING ON THE NATIONAL NEWS IN A NEGATIVE MANNER IN THE FUTURE
not letting our city feel or look like another Plano
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
QUALITY OF LIFE/CITY VALUES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
One of the things that attracted us to Southlake was greenery and small town, with a lot of new development ( commercial and residential) it's
becoming crowded and traffic is growing. City's primary focus should be to preserve what we have.
Our public image needs major fixing. I would suggest the mayor sponsor bi partisan and multi racial city groups to begin to get different sides to
work together.
Overcoming our disastrous local and National reputation. This would mean focusing on being open and welcoming to all and embracing positive
change, not fighting it.

Preserving nature, parks, sidewalks!, safety, conservative/virtue/family values, community spirit, great schools that actually educate
Promote and defend our tradition and track record of excellence, inclusivity, diversity, and collaboration in our schools, businesses, civic
organizations, and communities. Southlake has always been a welcoming community. Many citizens volunteer to help others in our city and
neighboring towns. When there is a crisis, everyone chips in to help. Southlake has been painted very negatively in the national news media
with a smear campaign to destroy our way of life and divide our citizens. We have always subscribed to the "better together" motto and lived it
out. We need to drive that narrative of a community that works together to achieve a high quality of life for all which is the very reason why most
people move to Southlake.
quality of life
QUALITY OF LIFE
Quality of life for families , safe community, good schools, solid direction from management for our future
Quality of life, parks, bike lanes, good restaurants and more night life.
Real and inclusive discussion.
Redeeming Southlake's seriously tarnished reputation. Please, no more newscasts about covert and overt racism in our city.
Reduce the pace of development. We've got hotels, big office buildings, town homes, etc etc. It is losing some of its charm now, and feeling like
a satellite of a big city rather than a "home town" feel.
Resolving racial tensions among the citizens. I am tired of being labeled as living in a racist city. I do not believe we are but we also cannot
ignore issues.
Return to conservative values and stop the mosquito spraying.
Safety and health
Safety and preparedness, followed closely by community kindness
Shutting down the negative talk. I was recently at a Southlake Style Women's luncheon that had gone off the rails. Are there PACs controlling
who moves here? What is happening to our wonderful town? I feel as though there is a small but very loud liberal population that is trying to
change who we are.
slowing down development. This is more a CISD issue, but helping our school town name get back to where it used to be before all the
negativity came into play.
Southlake Blvd. traffic/speed/management. With the city's growth of course there is more traffic and more aggressive driving. UTurns and Right
on Red needs clearer signage. Also the traffic on Continental Blvd. is very loud (trucks/mufflers) and lots of speeding.
Sticking to core values
Stop street racing and car noise
Stopping liberal policies like CRT from infecting our schools and government. The city should never impose any vaccine mandates, and
hopefully we are done with the business closures and mask mandates. The city should work on lowering property taxes. It goes up every year.
They should freeze property taxes for people as long as they remain in the house and don't sell it.
Stronger business community, city council/city leadership concerned more about substantive quality of life issues and less on
"appearances/public perception"
Taking better care of the city properties north of Hwy 114 Safety Helping with recent aircraft noise and low flying planes in last year
The City has been in the news lately in a not so positive or accurate light. It's hard to know if this is a passing situation or one that will have a
long-term negative impact on the City. Consideration should be given to proactively addressing public perception to more accurately portray our
community.
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
QUALITY OF LIFE/CITY VALUES
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
The city needs to work to improve it's image and that it welcomes diversity. I have concerns about the care and appearance of several parks.
There's a bridge that's needed rebuilt for years, roads and other infrastructure that needs to be improved. Having a convention center with now
multiple new hotels, yet also the country seeing the type of behavior accepted by our community or the tent sales when visitors come into the
city limits to shop or stay won't help increase city funds if they decide to find a more diversity friendly city for events or the same shops located
at the Town Square.
The school district is the main reason most families move here. The problems within the school district are forcing families to leave and others
who might have moved here to change their mind. Southlake is gaining a national reputation for being close-minded and not open to all
cultures. The conflict in town is tearing this community apart.
This school issue has to be solved. With the voting results in and Mr. Yeager installed on the Board perhaps Southlake can get their superior
reputation back. We have some great parks but not enough of them. The roads that need to be repaired finally are and I hope we can continue
this project. There is a lot of traffic on 1709 and I hope the lights are timed for good traffic flow. There are times when I think the lights are timed
so I have to stop at every intersection. Keep advertising the updates taking place in Southlake - you're doing a good job now.
To have a positive PR campaign for the city to counteract the negative press that the city has received Nationwide. Continual focus on the
beautification of the city within its parks. Approve Carillon Parc development as a unique destination offering.
To not have Political rallies nearly everyday off Kimball and 114 or off Carroll Ave and 1709. It's time to move on and those people do not act
politely and are a nuisance. Really is bringing the image of this city down
Water issues - We pay more for water than anyone I know - surrounding suburbs and other areas of the state. The cost is exorbitant. We pay
high amounts for services and also have drainage and flooding issues. It's only a matter of time before our homes flood. I've spent many hours
with the city asking only that we work together to resolve the problems. Former mayors would not even meet with us. We can't water our lawns
- as neighboring suburbs can - which results in brown yards and trouble with insects and other creatures invading our houses. The erosion to
the value of our homes, due to flooding, impacts Southlake overall and the value of our real estate. Given our tax rates and cost of services,
this is unacceptable.
We are adding places like apartments and businesses that are muddying up our once beautiful landscape. Slow down. We are starting to look
like every other city in TX instead of a unique and beautiful place to live.

We have earned a reputation as a city of racists with the recent attacks on the schools regarding their attempts to address legitimate issues of
diversity. It is a volatile subject that will require real leadership to heal the wounds and to move us into a better, healthier, inclusive community. I
am waiting to see if such leadership exists in Southlake. So far, it has not been evident.
While the homes, parks and retail space are exceptional, the city's public image has been impacted by the friction in the community. Please find
ways to bring people together for the good of our community, forcusing on "loving where you live."

Working with CISD to maintain quality of schools, continued focus on maintaining the city's safety and quality of life.
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
ENVIRONMENT
Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
1. I would love to see Bike trails on Zena Rucker Road so that residents could bike to town square. Biking on 1709 is dangerous. 2. There are
numerous bike trails in Colleyville and Keller. It would be wonderful to find a way to link these trails. 3. I would love to see a joint venture with
Calloway's and the old senior center property to beautify this area and maybe have an area similar to Grapevine's Arboretum but with more of a
Texas Homestead casual native feel. That land is so beautiful and really provides a beautiful park area like what Old Union has next to it even
though it is not officially a park. Maybe it should be officially named a park in Southlake. Once this land was cleaned up so many more residents
are walking through the park, throwing frisbees and using this area. It is so much nicer and I love the community garden that was started with
the help of NCL!!! 4. The water retention pond at the old Senior Center is very overgrown now and needs to be cleared out again! 5. Clean out
the land behind Rockenbaugh Elementary school where the trees and vines are growing into the fence. This is probably not City property but
it's possible since there is a creek behind this area. It is so overgrown and I have seen Coyotes and snakes recently and in the past there was a
wild hog or two. It is concerning that this land is so wooded and overgrown right next to the school fence. There are wooded areas near all the
schools but there is always a cleared buffer. This is right next to the fence around the school. 6. Need a trash bin for people to throw there dog
poop at the corner of Zena Rucker Road and Byron Nelson. So many people walk their dogs up toward 1709 and down Zena Rucker and do
not clean up this area. Once they are in Timarron they do seem to clean up. 7. Please mow or have the owner do a much better job of mowing
the land on Zena Rucker road that is currently being considered for a new building. That land has snakes and ani
Adding more frequent recycling pick up, adding compost pick up.
Back to basics. Prettier streets, cleaner city and not just downtown. Do something about the traffic. I never see a police car come down my
street anymore.
Beautification which involves maintaining city landscaping and encouraging businesses to do so. This includes litter control and, park
maintenance and noise issues.
Beautify medians, do not leave ugly, mostly dead shrubs in medians. Our primary streets are too busy for the visible look to not be nice.
Maintain crosswalk markings in the neighborhood streets better.
City needs to work on out lying areas. They are so focused on city area that the outer areas look like they need work
Clean up run down areas along 1709; such as run down fences developments have, clean areas around small bridges (across from
bicentennial part)
Cleanliness, security ...
Climate change such as supporting solar energy (It is currently too difficult to obtain an OK to install solar), improving disaster communications,
planning for extreme fires, floods, and evacuation routs. We are living in different times and we need to prepare for more and more disasters
Creating an inclusive environment. Getting rid of the dead plants in the parks that are still there since the freeze.
eliminate all traces of CCAP and CRT in the schools
Encouraging residents toward renewable energy In solar panels. Finishing out any gaps in sidewalk connections and with lighted crosswalks.
Fundamentally, remain committed to and supportive of the reason(s) that people move to Southlake (or would like to if they could), and not get
distracted with things that aren't in alignment with those reasons, which seek to divide rather than unite one of the most respected cities and
school districts in the state. The overall "quality of life" Southlake offers is what draws the vast majority of people to want to live here. This
includes obvious reasons like low-density development, a safe clean city we can all be proud to call home, an outstanding public school
system, fiscally responsible government, and quality city services responsive to our needs.
healthy environment
Maintain cleanliness, repair and maintain smooth roads, active and timely emergency responders, community involvement. Keep order and
prosecute crime.
North Park is sad. No mulch in years, leaning trees, lots of weeds. The playing fields are immaculate.
Please improve esthetic part and landscape on turnaround (White CHAPEL and Dove rd). Since last year's freeze all home owners fixed its
dead landscape but City of Southlake did not.
Preserving nature, parks, sidewalks!, safety, conservative/virtue/family values, community spirit, great schools that actually educate
Quality development that maintains a strong residential focus, respecting the environment. We have lost so many trees!
Racism not just in the schools; it's your adult community that breeds the problem. Kids are the symptom. Also that this is a bit country of a
setting not a city per as. Wildlife has a place here and many of your residents seek to destroy it rather than celebrate the natural habitat they
bought into

Safety, sanitary
Taking care of the landscape and clean up all around the city. Lowering property tax.
The Town Square Parks - they need new landscaping and bring it back to the crown jewel it was. Dead plants and grass
You have drastically trimmed trees which need to be replaced. Plant new ones in their place… along Continental and other major roads.
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Section 4:
City Services

You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of
Q32X:traffic congestion in Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.

Too much traffic/Road
Congestion
Road-safety
concerns

Poor traffic-light timing
Law Enforcement
School-Zones Traffic
Management

Q32X – KEYWORD
ROAD SAFETY CONCERNS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1. I live on Whispering Ln. Either my neighbors or the city has placed some "No Parking" signs at the entrance to the street, but MANY
parents still park and clog the street when picking up/dropping off at Johnson elementary. 8 - 10 cars parking on both sides of the streets can
be a safety issue as there is not enough room for 2 way traffic when this happens. 2. In my experience, the Southlake Police Officers are
EXTREMELY nice and courteous. I see them often parked at Johnson elementary to pull speeders on Carroll over (i'm sure that this occurs on
this on other heavily trafficked streets). However, in my little neighborhood with no through streets, there is no real enforcement or even a
reminder of how fast you can go on a neighborhood street. We have no sidewalks there for kids to get out of the street, and still some
neighbors and many workers (construction/remodelers etc.) speed very fast on these small streets. I don't know how to solve this -- ex. speed
limit signs, education, etc. -- but I do worry about the kids, pets, and even adult runners/walkers on our streets that don't have sidewalks.

Around the metroplex, everybody knows not to speed in Southlake- it is widely known as a speed trap
As previously stated, the intersection at Highland and Carroll Ave is so busy and dangerous and nearly impossible to navigate if you have to
turn left to go south on Carroll from Highland or just to go straight. Additionally, the traffic flow from Durham Intermediate on Shady Oaks is
nearly obsolete when school is released each day. For sewer - sewer services are inconsistent north of 114. Our street, despite having looked
into it many times, does not have an option to go to sewer, even though Highland and all streets around us are utilizing sewer services. As
such, all of us homeowners have the added expense of septic. I've contacted the city twice about this and have been told that every person
on our street would have to agree to get on sewer, but that is a personal expense of more than $10K to convert, and it is unreasonable to
think that every resident on our street would be willing to invest that much. There used to be incentives from the city to convert to sewer, but
there are none and it is not even an option for us as there is no sewer line to tap into, despite it being right behind, in front and beside us.
Lastly, Highland needs to have completed sidewalks from Carroll all the way to Kimball. Students from the elementary school and the middle
school are walking, often times in a blind spot of a hill, to and from school with no protection of a sidewalk. This should be a major priority for
the city to provide a safe passage for our children who are walking to and from school.
Byron Nelson Parkway between 1709 and Continental is brutally dangerous for the given amount of citizens (particularly children and older
adults) that use the sidewalks...many of the sidewalk pathways are immediately adjacent to the roadway (near Rockenbaugh) and a mere
misstep by child, adult or animal can be catastrophic due to the reckless manner in which many vehicles are being operated regarding
excessive speed, inattention to operation (had to jump out of the way, while in a crosswalk, as operator appeared to be texting or typing on
their phone device and failed to give way even though I had activated the yellow caution crosswalk lights). Speeding has become the norm...a
suggestion offered by a neighbor was to install four-way stop signs at the crosswalks, at least several of them.
Construction on White's Chapel near the high school has taken way too long. It contributes to unnecessary traffic in the morning to those
traveling to the high school and adjacent streets. I live off of Continental and the speeding commuter traffic is a huge issue.
Eastbound 1709 left turn onto Carroll can be an absurd experience. I've sat through the 3 cycles at times. The traffic backs up beyond the the
left turning lane and I hold my breath that no one hits me because I'm in the lane that goes straight bc the left turn lane is so backed up. I have
reported this before and nothing is done to alleviate this situation. The arrow is not long enough and it should be a double turning lane.
Furthermore, there are cars that exit Park Village parking lot and come across 3 lanes of traffic because they want to turn left at Carroll. They
block traffic and force their way in to the turning lane. Some turn left from the the lane that is supposed to go straight across 1709 so they're
making it their own double turn lane. This is a dangerous situation. Maybe a curb extending in to the right lane of 1709 as people exit PV will
keep drivers from doing this. Also the intersection of Byron Nelson and Continental needs police attention. Too many drivers (young and old)
do not yield to a walker/runner/cyclist in the crosswalk. I have been halfway across the crosswalk and a driver will drive right by me. Has
happened to my husband as well.
For YEARS have been contacting city to respond in DOING SOMETHING to help unsafe pedestrian crossing at Main Street and Central Ave
in Town Square. Cars do NOT stop at pedestrian crossing, Stop sign and cross walk NEED to align for safety. YEARS and still no safety
correction. I suggested flashing yellow light when people are ready to cross.
I don't understand how the lights on 1709 seem to slow down traffic. I'd love to see traffic move more smoothly (not going 45 then slamming in
the brakes at lights). Also I am amazed at the number of adults (not teenagers) that do not allow kids to safely cross the street to get to
school. Specifically at the crosswalk leading out of Shady Oaks neighborhood towards Durham. People drive past while kids are standing
there to safely cross.
I have never seen anyone pulled over for speeding in this town. How many speeding tickets are given out annually and where? This data
should be listed on the Southlake website. I'm assuming your numbers are low, which does not mean speeding is not an issue.
I have to drive on the service road of 114 in order to get to my vets office in the morning. Traffic is either not moving or people are driving 80
mph.
I put in my previous comments
I think I've mentioned the need for continuous sidewalks in every survey I've filled out. Our neighborhood (Timarron) needs more continuous
sidewalks on both sides of all roads to make for a safe movement to schools as well as for cyclists, runners, dog walkers, etc. We also have
several areas that need crosswalks with lights or more signage. Speeding along Byron Nelson is an ongoing issue as well as speeding
through school zones at Rockenbaugh, Old Union, Eubanks Dawson.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
ROAD SAFETY CONCERNS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Included in previous answers. Traffic at schools should be addressed and include the impact on the surrounding neighborhoods. New
business should all have required consultant on parking availability and access prior to buidling or opening. Traffic flow and accidents on 1709
near business exits and entrances, ex. Torchy Tacos turning right across 1709 while exiting traffic from Staples and taking into UTurn traffic is
dangerous. UTurns at right on red traffic is also dangerous and reason for accidents.
Lights are not timed based on traffic patterns at different times of the day. 1709 is hazardous all the time. There is not enough police presence
to deter speeding and driving recklessly of teens.
Managing the volume and movement of traffic is just as important as monitoring speed! Please work on light cycles at major intersections.
Need to find ways to make Southlake Blvd. flow smoother. Also need to find ways to handle the 18 year old kids in their souped up cars
revving their engines and screaming around Southlake Town Center. Randol Mill North from Southlake Blvd. at nights and on the weekends is
a race track. It needs to stop. Loud vehicles need to be pulled over and ticketed
No traffic enforcement visible in our community, stop signs and speed limits are routinely ignored. One stop sign hidden by tree and no one
ever wants to accept responsibility to resolve. Police patrols need to ticket drivers who don't use signals or stop at signs in residential
neighborhoods
Not enough enforcement of red light runners
On any given day I see countless red lights and stop signs being run. Drivers exceeding the speed limit, by that I mean a solid 10+mph on city
streets, not the highway. 114 is a nightmare during rush hour. Cars are going at least 80 mph. People drive aggressively on 1709. I very rarely
ever see anyone pulled over.
Please see earlier complaint regarding intersection of Southcrest Ct and Carroll
Please see my answer to the disatisifactions with City's management of movement within overall traffic management
Prominent use of u-turns at lights is dangerous on 1709. Left turn eastbound on 1709 at Carroll needs to be improved.
Raise the speed limit on multiple lane streets, like Carroll north of 1709 to 40. Synchronized traffic lights to allow traffic to clear and maintain
flow on major streets to decrease traffic jams and improve traffic flow. Need 2 left turn lanes from northbound Kimble onto 114 frontage road.
Shrubbery in the medians on 1709 and Carroll make it hard to see traffic when entering perpendicular from a side street.
Since the city has taken away middle lanes to turn, U-turning has been an issue. There is so much of it that it is a safety hazard. There are
other ways to safely arrive at a destination without almost or sometimes crashing into another car or pedestrian. This is where the common
sense and education has to come. I have also noticed a marketed increase in people driving aggressively and speeding on Southlake Blvd.
Southlake Blvd has become a very dangerous place to drive. Traffic management at Southlake Blvd and Kimball is a disaster.
Southlake does not have safe roads. Police do not enforce speed limits or traffic signals. There are not sidewalks that connect neighborhoods
to each other or to the schools. My children can't ride their bikes because the roads are unsafe and there aren't sidewalks
Southlake leadership has not addressed traffic congestion issues. There are some intersections that continue to have horrible accidents.
speed limit of 30mph on continental and byron nelson is TOO slow. It has taken 8 minutes to turn left from 1709 onto Carroll Ave. Town
Square should have some one way traffic - too many opportunities for accidents with so many pedestrians and 2 way traffic. I don't go there
as much as I used to because of this. It is frustrating to park 10 minutes away for a 15 minute shopping task.
I am consistently concerned with the Durham Intermediate student pedestrian safety on Shady Oaks. The south bound school zone on Shady
Oaks begins too far back, by the time car reaches crosswalk they have accelerated to a near normal speed limit. Cars form two lanes on
shady oaks entering shady oaks subdivision. Many times cars do not follow school zone speed limit. The crosswalk is a safety hazard many
times.
I don't understand how the lights on 1709 seem to slow down traffic. I'd love to see traffic move more smoothly (not going 45 then slamming in
the brakes at lights). Also I am amazed at the number of adults (not teenagers) that do not allow kids to safely cross the street to get to
school. Specifically at the crosswalk leading out of Shady Oaks neighborhood towards Durham. People drive past while kids are standing
there to safely cross.
speeding and careless driving
Stop speeders. Everywhere. It's terrible and prolific. 1709 is a very dangerous road and the intersections are especially dangerous. Please
control the speeds and seek out ways to make the intersections safer.
The "Southlake Beautification" concerning roads and roundabouts may look nice, but in many cases it block visibility at intersections and
roundabouts. Dove Road and Davis Blvd. south of Hwy 114 are prime examples. These obstructions to driver visibility are very dangerous and
need to be corrected in short order! Future vegetation along roadways needs to be subject to a safety assessment prior to construction!
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Q32X – KEYWORD
ROAD SAFETY CONCERNS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
The city should make it safer for kids going to and from school! There have been too many incidents of reckless driving in school zones during
drop/pick time and cars racing past busses that are stopped with their STOP sign out and kids crossing. We have especially noticed problems
on Continental by Old Union Elementary and on Byron Nelson in Timarron. In addition to increased police presence in these areas, I think the
City can add more signage, more lights for the crosswalk, etc.

There are a lot of accidents on 1709 and waterford- many red light runners
There are inconsistent traffic turn signals throughout the city. At some of the most dangerous intersections such as 114 and Whites Chapel,
the yield to oncoming traffic sign is unable to be seen at night because it is too high for the headlights to hit it and it be noticed. Many other
signals in the city have a yellow flashing arrow. My husband and I were almost killed in that intersection because the driver was not paying
attention and did not see the sign. Had his headlights caught the sign or if he had a flashing arrow, the accident might not have happened.
There are several traffic safety areas that need to be improved: School zone crosswalks needs more lighting (such as flashing lights on the
road itself) and signs to alert drivers that they MUST stop. More signage and education is needed for people trying to turn right on a red
against a person making a u-turn. Such as turning West from South-bound Nolen onto 1709 (by Costco). There are numerous 'close calls' at
this intersection daily. More radar-based signs that tell you how fast you are going would help remind people to drive slower. Something needs
to be done about the chic-fil-A drive through backing up onto 1709. Possible solutions include temporarily closing the 1709 turn-in drive during
peak hours (such as lunch) or working with the store to re-direct their drive through so that it backs up onto Kimball instead. A right-turn only
lane is also needed at this intersection for South-bound traffic turning East onto 1709.
There are times when I wish there was a cop to catch the speeders and crazy drivers. The traffic flow gets congested on 1709. I thought the
traffic was going to be lighter once Davis was opened up to take the load off of 1709 to the 114. But at times it takes a while to access the blvd
from our Lake Crest entrance onto 1709. I know its a state highway but can't something be done to keep from bottle necking? I miss our
medians that we could turn in and out of instead of these U Turn options.
There are too many drivers speeding and too much congestion on the roads
There are wrecks all the time on Southlake Blvd.
There has been ongoing construction by the High School on Whites Chapel. It is very difficult to get out of my neighborhood in the mornings
and to return to my home between 2:50 and 3:40. It would be helpful if someone was directing traffic and/or prohibiting drivers to line the road
30 minutes prior to school dismissal. Construction in the area makes the matters even worse. There is also no safe crossing area for
pedistrians (often students) who are walking to neighborhoods south of the High School. They are basically walking through construction
zones.
There have been several instances where drivers are speeding and have nearly hit me or my children (and I have observed this with other
pedestrians / cyclists)
There is dangerous driving in evidence every time I drive in Southlake. I don't know if it is: people who moved here from other states,
pandemic brain, general obliviousness or what.
This relates again to my issue with speeding cars and cars ignoring road rules in our area. The cross walk from Champions away across
Continental has habitual drivers ignoring the blinking lights…often teachers are stuck in the middle of Continental while a car speeds past. It's
so dangerous watching school drop off and pick up. The speed limit is 30 and that needs to be enforces. I recently went to the doctor in
Trophy Club during school being let out at Byron Nelson High. There was a police officer directing after school traffic the cross walk for
students. And these are older high schoolers who know more about the dangers of cars not paying attention. We need this in Southlake for
our young elementary students! Let's strive to keep them safe before we have a horrible accident and are forced to. No one wants to be the
case that calls for better patrolling.
Too many accidents at red lights. Pedestrian crossing 1709 doesn't seem safe. Too much traffic on 1709 especially during morning and
evening commutes. Too many cars making U-turns.
Too many crazy drivers on Southlake blvd - it's literally risking your life some days to drive down that road. The city could do a much better job
enforcing traffic laws.
Too many people are running yellow/red lights on 1709, more police presence is needed to alert people to slow down. People who don't live
here are unaware of the u-turns people make due to the mediums, they honk and or almost cause accidents by making a right without
knowing this is an issue. The round abouts are great but when a pediatrician is crossing there should be flashing lights because I've seen
more than one accident or almost accident due to the cars behind the car stopping for a pedestrian has no idea why you are abruptly
stopping. Also school zone times should be posted in more than one place on the same street people who don't have children in school do not
know these times and often it's at the end of a school zone when you see a sign. Especially on continental.
Too much traffic and unsafe/ inattentive drivers on the majority of main roads, Kimball Ave, 114 access roads, Southlake Blvd. Also Dove Rd.
Traffic flows need to be addressed. UTurns on 1709 are dangerous.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
ROAD SAFETY CONCERNS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Traffic in front of Chick Filet is a serious danger. The light at Kimball and 114 is ridiculously long in some directions and too short in other
directions.
U Turns on 1709 are a disaster. Frequent accidents at Dove and 114, and other dangerous intersections, seeming disregarded by city.
We live near North White Chapel and it is extremely dangerous for kids from CHS and DIS to cross this busy road. I know there are currently
road works and this isn't the final layout but it is still very dangerous. And once it becomes a four lane road it may actually be even more
dangerous because cars will be driving faster. The pedestrian crossing at Ascot Drive (across N White Chapel) needs some serious thought
and speed limits reduced to ensure kids' safety.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
TRAFFIC LIGHTS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1709 traffic signals should be timed together to move traffic efficiently. There should be a round-about at Peytonville and Continental
Better timing of lights to flow down 1709 with hitting majority red lights or on Kimball crossing service road intersection and 1709 to not have to
sit through long sequences at both.
Congestion and time spent missing green lights is very poor. Too many people are being encouraged to come to Southlake to support too
many retail businesses.
Eastbound 1709 left turn onto Carroll can be an absurd experience. I've sat through the 3 cycles at times. The traffic backs up beyond the the
left turning lane and I hold my breath that no one hits me because I'm in the lane that goes straight bc the left turn lane is so backed up. I have
reported this before and nothing is done to alleviate this situation. The arrow is not long enough and it should be a double turning lane.
Furthermore, there are cars that exit Park Village parking lot and come across 3 lanes of traffic because they want to turn left at Carroll. They
block traffic and force their way in to the turning lane. Some turn left from the the lane that is supposed to go straight across 1709 so they're
making it their own double turn lane. This is a dangerous situation. Maybe a curb extending in to the right lane of 1709 as people exit PV will
keep drivers from doing this. Also the intersection of Byron Nelson and Continental needs police attention. Too many drivers (young and old)
do not yield to a walker/runner/cyclist in the crosswalk. I have been halfway across the crosswalk and a driver will drive right by me. Has
happened to my husband as well.
I don't understand how the lights on 1709 seem to slow down traffic. I'd love to see traffic move more smoothly (not going 45 then slamming in
the brakes at lights). Also I am amazed at the number of adults (not teenagers) that do not allow kids to safely cross the street to get to
school. Specifically at the crosswalk leading out of Shady Oaks neighborhood towards Durham. People drive past while kids are standing
there to safely cross.
I thought the city paid a lot of money to time the lights on 1709, bu they never seem to work that way.
Inefficient timing of traffic lights long red lights,short left turn arrows.
Lights are not timed based on traffic patterns at different times of the day. 1709 is hazardous all the time. There is not enough police presence
to deter speeding and driving recklessly of teens.
Lights go out
Managing the volume and movement of traffic is just as important as monitoring speed! Please work on light cycles at major intersections.
Need to continue monitoring and adjusting traffic light times to maximize traffic flow.
need to look at the traffic lights... example Carroll and Zena Rucker is it really necessary to have the signal turn red on Carroll in the morning
when NO one is coming out of the central Market area?
Raise the speed limit on multiple lane streets, like Carroll north of 1709 to 40. Synchronized traffic lights to allow traffic to clear and maintain
flow on major streets to decrease traffic jams and improve traffic flow. Need 2 left turn lanes from northbound Kimble onto 114 frontage road.
simply synchronize the traffic lights to speed traffic flow, reduce wear on the roads, reduce pollutants, reduce wear on vehicles
The timing of the light signals on 1709 during NON rush hour time are out of sync. One turns green and the next is red. It's painful to drive
down 1709. The Carroll ave and 114E service road light is red far too long. I suggest having two left turn lanes from Kimball onto the 114W, as
that left turn lane backs up almost to 1709. This can be accomplished by having the middle lane be an optional left turn or straight lane. What
the heck is happening at Dove and the 114? That construction has not made progress in a while and the odd lane shift heading east on dove
almost causes an accident a lot.
The traffic is a problem. Sometimes we wait 10 minutes to get out on to continental because there is never a break and forget turning left on
to Carroll from southlake Blvd the light is short and I've waited up to 6 turns of the light it's terrible
There are inconsistent traffic turn signals throughout the city. At some of the most dangerous intersections such as 114 and Whites Chapel,
the yield to oncoming traffic sign is unable to be seen at night because it is too high for the headlights to hit it and it be noticed. Many other
signals in the city have a yellow flashing arrow. My husband and I were almost killed in that intersection because the driver was not paying
attention and did not see the sign. Had his headlights caught the sign or if he had a flashing arrow, the accident might not have happened.
They need to synchronize traffic lights. Also some intersections don't leave enough time for protected left turns - example Southlake blvd and
Carroll.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
TRAFFIC LIGHTS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Timing of traffic lights is inaccurate for traffic peak times and slow times.
Too much traffic congestion due to poor traffic light sequences and turn lane availability. In many cases like Central Ave. there needs to be an
addition lane for turning right onto Southlake Blvd. There are only two lanes, one for turning left and the other for turning left, going straight or
turning right. There should be an additional lane for turning right.
Too much traffic, and poorly timed traffic lights on 1709. Traffic flow could be improved.
Traffic congestion on 1709 including unsynchronized traffic lights.
Traffic congestion on 1709, Continental Blvd, etc; Poor timing of the traffic light southbound on Kimball at SH114; should add a lane making 2
lanes that turn left to SH114
Traffic flow is terrible. Traffic lights are not synchronized to allow for smooth traffic flow.
Traffic flow needs to be improved on FM1709. Light sequencing is not good. We need to look at better ways to use technology to prevent
having to stop at each light because it's red. Also, we need a non-restricted left turn at the intersection of FM1709 and Peytonville, turning
South onto Peytonville from westbound 1709. During school times, this light should be a protected left, but during non-school times, make the
left turn unprotected.
Traffic in front of Chick Filet is a serious danger. The light at Kimball and 114 is ridiculously long in some directions and too short in other
directions.
Traffic lights need to be coordinated. Especially during peak hours.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
LAW ENFORCEMENT
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1. I live on Whispering Ln. Either my neighbors or the city has placed some "No Parking" signs at the entrance to the street, but MANY
parents still park and clog the street when picking up/dropping off at Johnson elementary. 8 - 10 cars parking on both sides of the streets can
be a safety issue as there is not enough room for 2 way traffic when this happens. 2. In my experience, the Southlake Police Officers are
EXTREMELY nice and courteous. I see them often parked at Johnson elementary to pull speeders on Carroll over (i'm sure that this occurs on
this on other heavily trafficked streets). However, in my little neighborhood with no through streets, there is no real enforcement or even a
reminder of how fast you can go on a neighborhood street. We have no sidewalks there for kids to get out of the street, and still some
neighbors and many workers (construction/remodelers etc.) speed very fast on these small streets. I don't know how to solve this -- ex. speed
limit signs, education, etc. -- but I do worry about the kids, pets, and even adult runners/walkers on our streets that don't have sidewalks.

Constantly writing tickets. Officer Diamico is nothing but a jerk!
Eastbound 1709 left turn onto Carroll can be an absurd experience. I've sat through the 3 cycles at times. The traffic backs up beyond the the
left turning lane and I hold my breath that no one hits me because I'm in the lane that goes straight bc the left turn lane is so backed up. I have
reported this before and nothing is done to alleviate this situation. The arrow is not long enough and it should be a double turning lane.
Furthermore, there are cars that exit Park Village parking lot and come across 3 lanes of traffic because they want to turn left at Carroll. They
block traffic and force their way in to the turning lane. Some turn left from the the lane that is supposed to go straight across 1709 so they're
making it their own double turn lane. This is a dangerous situation. Maybe a curb extending in to the right lane of 1709 as people exit PV will
keep drivers from doing this. Also the intersection of Byron Nelson and Continental needs police attention. Too many drivers (young and old)
do not yield to a walker/runner/cyclist in the crosswalk. I have been halfway across the crosswalk and a driver will drive right by me. Has
happened to my husband as well.
Getting out of our neighborhood onto White Chapel Blvd in the mornings is very difficult due to High School Traffic. Getting back in in the
afternoons is impossible. We have had waits as long as 45 minutes due to High School traffic and road construction, especially northbound.
The situation would greatly benefit from police directing the flow of traffic rather than the current situation where traffic waiting to turn into the
High School is stranded on White Chapel, and everyone behind them wishing to either continue on White Chapel or turn into our
neighborhood (Oak hill Estates) is completely blocked.
I have never seen anyone pulled over for speeding in this town. How many speeding tickets are given out annually and where? This data
should be listed on the Southlake website. I'm assuming your numbers are low, which does not mean speeding is not an issue.
Lights are not timed based on traffic patterns at different times of the day. 1709 is hazardous all the time. There is not enough police presence
to deter speeding and driving recklessly of teens.
Need assistance and enforcement of crossing path for Durham students on shady oaks.
Need to find ways to make Southlake Blvd. flow smoother. Also need to find ways to handle the 18 year old kids in their souped up cars
revving their engines and screaming around Southlake Town Center. Randol Mill North from Southlake Blvd. at nights and on the weekends is
a race track. It needs to stop. Loud vehicles need to be pulled over and ticketed
No traffic enforcement visible in our community, stop signs and speed limits are routinely ignored. One stop sign hidden by tree and no one
ever wants to accept responsibility to resolve. Police patrols need to ticket drivers who don't use signals or stop at signs in residential
neighborhoods
Not enough enforcement of red light runners
On any given day I see countless red lights and stop signs being run. Drivers exceeding the speed limit, by that I mean a solid 10+mph on city
streets, not the highway. 114 is a nightmare during rush hour. Cars are going at least 80 mph. People drive aggressively on 1709. I very rarely
ever see anyone pulled over.
Overzealous traffic enforcement (c. $250 fine for rolling stop within Town Center parking lot).
Please see my answer to the disatisifactions with City's management of movement within overall traffic management
Police is busy in finding ways to give tickets , instead of focusing on keep neighborhoods safe.
Southlake does not have safe roads. Police do not enforce speed limits or traffic signals. There are not sidewalks that connect neighborhoods
to each other or to the schools. My children can't ride their bikes because the roads are unsafe and there aren't sidewalks
The city focuses too much on ticketing speeding around town. Stay on 114
The city should make it safer for kids going to and from school! There have been too many incidents of reckless driving in school zones during
drop/pick time and cars racing past busses that are stopped with their STOP sign out and kids crossing. We have especially noticed problems
on Continental by Old Union Elementary and on Byron Nelson in Timarron. In addition to increased police presence in these areas, I think the
City can add more signage, more lights for the crosswalk, etc.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
LAW ENFORCEMENT
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
There are times when I wish there was a cop to catch the speeders and crazy drivers. The traffic flow gets congested on 1709. I thought the
traffic was going to be lighter once Davis was opened up to take the load off of 1709 to the 114. But at times it takes a while to access the blvd
from our Lake Crest entrance onto 1709. I know its a state highway but can't something be done to keep from bottle necking? I miss our
medians that we could turn in and out of instead of these U Turn options.
This relates again to my issue with speeding cars and cars ignoring road rules in our area. The cross walk from Champions away across
Continental has habitual drivers ignoring the blinking lights…often teachers are stuck in the middle of Continental while a car speeds past. It's
so dangerous watching school drop off and pick up. The speed limit is 30 and that needs to be enforces. I recently went to the doctor in
Trophy Club during school being let out at Byron Nelson High. There was a police officer directing after school traffic the cross walk for
students. And these are older high schoolers who know more about the dangers of cars not paying attention. We need this in Southlake for
our young elementary students! Let's strive to keep them safe before we have a horrible accident and are forced to. No one wants to be the
case that calls for better patrolling.
Too many crazy drivers on Southlake blvd - it's literally risking your life some days to drive down that road. The city could do a much better job
enforcing traffic laws.
Too many people are running yellow/red lights on 1709, more police presence is needed to alert people to slow down. People who don't live
here are unaware of the u-turns people make due to the mediums, they honk and or almost cause accidents by making a right without
knowing this is an issue. The round abouts are great but when a pediatrician is crossing there should be flashing lights because I've seen
more than one accident or almost accident due to the cars behind the car stopping for a pedestrian has no idea why you are abruptly
stopping. Also school zone times should be posted in more than one place on the same street people who don't have children in school do not
know these times and often it's at the end of a school zone when you see a sign. Especially on continental.
Traffic around the city is getting worse, particularly near the schools. While Police are present for security reasons, you will rarely see a
Soutlake officer facilitating traffic around the schools. That should be part of their job too. The same is true when there are events at Town
Square.

Traffic is a mess. Police presence would help slow down traffic and keep us safer.
Waited at stoplight controlled by officer through 5 rounds of green lights before my side was allowed to go; gateway traffic was given right of
way continually through that time which I felt was excessive.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
PARKING
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Takes too long to get everywhere—not enough parking

speed limit of 30mph on continental and byron nelson is TOO slow. It has taken 8 minutes to turn left from 1709 onto Carroll Ave. Town
Square should have some one way traffic - too many opportunities for accidents with so many pedestrians and 2 way traffic. I don't go there
as much as I used to because of this. It is frustrating to park 10 minutes away for a 15 minute shopping task.
Included in previous answers. Traffic at schools should be addressed and include the impact on the surrounding neighborhoods. New
business should all have required consultant on parking availability and access prior to buidling or opening. Traffic flow and accidents on 1709
near business exits and entrances, ex. Torchy Tacos turning right across 1709 while exiting traffic from Staples and taking into UTurn traffic is
dangerous. UTurns at right on red traffic is also dangerous and reason for accidents.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
STREETS TOO NARROW/SINGLE LANES
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Eastbound 1709 left turn onto Carroll can be an absurd experience. I've sat through the 3 cycles at times. The traffic backs up beyond the the
left turning lane and I hold my breath that no one hits me because I'm in the lane that goes straight bc the left turn lane is so backed up. I have
reported this before and nothing is done to alleviate this situation. The arrow is not long enough and it should be a double turning lane.
Furthermore, there are cars that exit Park Village parking lot and come across 3 lanes of traffic because they want to turn left at Carroll. They
block traffic and force their way in to the turning lane. Some turn left from the the lane that is supposed to go straight across 1709 so they're
making it their own double turn lane. This is a dangerous situation. Maybe a curb extending in to the right lane of 1709 as people exit PV will
keep drivers from doing this. Also the intersection of Byron Nelson and Continental needs police attention. Too many drivers (young and old)
do not yield to a walker/runner/cyclist in the crosswalk. I have been halfway across the crosswalk and a driver will drive right by me. Has
happened to my husband as well.
Need to widen Continental Ave. between Carroll and Kimball, it's a disaster.
Oak Hill neighborhood was here before the high school and White Chapel was protected from widening for many years. We have only one
entrance/exit and I hope the city plans adequately for the 100 homes as the project is completed. We have paid taxes to Southlake since
1983. We purchased our home north of 1709 for easy access to 114. Please give consideration to our needs in this community as the White
Chapel expansion is completed such as a roundabout
Our city roads are bursting at the seams, especially Southlake Blvd. We need to either widen the roads or plan for alternate routes or one
ways streets to have better traffic flow.
Raise the speed limit on multiple lane streets, like Carroll north of 1709 to 40. Synchronized traffic lights to allow traffic to clear and maintain
flow on major streets to decrease traffic jams and improve traffic flow. Need 2 left turn lanes from northbound Kimble onto 114 frontage road.
The timing of the light signals on 1709 during NON rush hour time are out of sync. One turns green and the next is red. It's painful to drive
down 1709. The Carroll ave and 114E service road light is red far too long. I suggest having two left turn lanes from Kimball onto the 114W, as
that left turn lane backs up almost to 1709. This can be accomplished by having the middle lane be an optional left turn or straight lane. What
the heck is happening at Dove and the 114? That construction has not made progress in a while and the odd lane shift heading east on dove
almost causes an accident a lot.
There are several traffic safety areas that need to be improved: School zone crosswalks needs more lighting (such as flashing lights on the
road itself) and signs to alert drivers that they MUST stop. More signage and education is needed for people trying to turn right on a red
against a person making a u-turn. Such as turning West from South-bound Nolen onto 1709 (by Costco). There are numerous 'close calls' at
this intersection daily. More radar-based signs that tell you how fast you are going would help remind people to drive slower. Something needs
to be done about the chic-fil-A drive through backing up onto 1709. Possible solutions include temporarily closing the 1709 turn-in drive during
peak hours (such as lunch) or working with the store to re-direct their drive through so that it backs up onto Kimball instead. A right-turn only
lane is also needed at this intersection for South-bound traffic turning East onto 1709.
There are times when I wish there was a cop to catch the speeders and crazy drivers. The traffic flow gets congested on 1709. I thought the
traffic was going to be lighter once Davis was opened up to take the load off of 1709 to the 114. But at times it takes a while to access the blvd
from our Lake Crest entrance onto 1709. I know its a state highway but can't something be done to keep from bottle necking? I miss our
medians that we could turn in and out of instead of these U Turn options.
There needs to be 2 lanes going east on southlake boulevard at the Carroll intersection.
There's too much traffic and turn lanes are not handling the loads.
Too much traffic congestion due to poor traffic light sequences and turn lane availability. In many cases like Central Ave. there needs to be an
addition lane for turning right onto Southlake Blvd. There are only two lanes, one for turning left and the other for turning left, going straight or
turning right. There should be an additional lane for turning right.
Traffic congestion on 1709, Continental Blvd, etc; Poor timing of the traffic light southbound on Kimball at SH114; should add a lane making 2
lanes that turn left to SH114
Traffic flow needs to be improved on FM1709. Light sequencing is not good. We need to look at better ways to use technology to prevent
having to stop at each light because it's red. Also, we need a non-restricted left turn at the intersection of FM1709 and Peytonville, turning
South onto Peytonville from westbound 1709. During school times, this light should be a protected left, but during non-school times, make the
left turn unprotected.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
CONSTRUCTION/CITY DEVELOPMENT
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Congestion and time spent missing green lights is very poor. Too many people are being encouraged to come to Southlake to support too
many retail businesses.
Construction on White's Chapel near the high school has taken way too long. It contributes to unnecessary traffic in the morning to those
traveling to the high school and adjacent streets. I live off of Continental and the speeding commuter traffic is a huge issue.
construction seems poorly planned in regard to necessary traffic flow.
Continental between brumlow and kimball is terrible at times. You can't keep building businesses without keeping up the infrastructure
Crowded roads, lots of road work.
Getting out of our neighborhood onto White Chapel Blvd in the mornings is very difficult due to High School Traffic. Getting back in in the
afternoons is impossible. We have had waits as long as 45 minutes due to High School traffic and road construction, especially northbound.
The situation would greatly benefit from police directing the flow of traffic rather than the current situation where traffic waiting to turn into the
High School is stranded on White Chapel, and everyone behind them wishing to either continue on White Chapel or turn into our
neighborhood (Oak hill Estates) is completely blocked.
Oak Hill neighborhood was here before the high school and White Chapel was protected from widening for many years. We have only one
entrance/exit and I hope the city plans adequately for the 100 homes as the project is completed. We have paid taxes to Southlake since
1983. We purchased our home north of 1709 for easy access to 114. Please give consideration to our needs in this community as the White
Chapel expansion is completed such as a roundabout
Road Construction is taking way too long
Roads are overcrowded, needs to discourage futher population growth
The construction on White Chapel appears to have been halted since the end of August. If the city would provide reports on status of the
project it might help manage expectations. From the outside it seems the whole project has been stop and start, causing major issues for
school traffic along a major thoroughfare.
The timing of the light signals on 1709 during NON rush hour time are out of sync. One turns green and the next is red. It's painful to drive
down 1709. The Carroll ave and 114E service road light is red far too long. I suggest having two left turn lanes from Kimball onto the 114W, as
that left turn lane backs up almost to 1709. This can be accomplished by having the middle lane be an optional left turn or straight lane. What
the heck is happening at Dove and the 114? That construction has not made progress in a while and the odd lane shift heading east on dove
almost causes an accident a lot.
There has been ongoing construction by the High School on Whites Chapel. It is very difficult to get out of my neighborhood in the mornings
and to return to my home between 2:50 and 3:40. It would be helpful if someone was directing traffic and/or prohibiting drivers to line the road
30 minutes prior to school dismissal. Construction in the area makes the matters even worse. There is also no safe crossing area for
pedistrians (often students) who are walking to neighborhoods south of the High School. They are basically walking through construction
zones.

traffic horrible on white chapel construction has been going on for to long and 1709 is a nightmare
Traffic on 1709 is too heavy. Too many new businesses creating congestion. Poor road conditions in northern part of city.
When are we going to get White Chapel Blvd done????
White Chapel construction should have been finished long ago and the traffic is insane on 1709
White chapel construction zone is dangerous during the high school drop off and pick up hours, cars drive on the wrong lane and speed to
pass parents blocking the road. Also is difficult to enter or exit oak hill neighborhood since there is a single entrance/exit and sometimes is
blocked by the parents queuing up.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
LACK OF SIDEWALKS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1. I live on Whispering Ln. Either my neighbors or the city has placed some "No Parking" signs at the entrance to the street, but MANY
parents still park and clog the street when picking up/dropping off at Johnson elementary. 8 - 10 cars parking on both sides of the streets can
be a safety issue as there is not enough room for 2 way traffic when this happens. 2. In my experience, the Southlake Police Officers are
EXTREMELY nice and courteous. I see them often parked at Johnson elementary to pull speeders on Carroll over (i'm sure that this occurs on
this on other heavily trafficked streets). However, in my little neighborhood with no through streets, there is no real enforcement or even a
reminder of how fast you can go on a neighborhood street. We have no sidewalks there for kids to get out of the street, and still some
neighbors and many workers (construction/remodelers etc.) speed very fast on these small streets. I don't know how to solve this -- ex. speed
limit signs, education, etc. -- but I do worry about the kids, pets, and even adult runners/walkers on our streets that don't have sidewalks.
As previously stated, the intersection at Highland and Carroll Ave is so busy and dangerous and nearly impossible to navigate if you have to
turn left to go south on Carroll from Highland or just to go straight. Additionally, the traffic flow from Durham Intermediate on Shady Oaks is
nearly obsolete when school is released each day. For sewer - sewer services are inconsistent north of 114. Our street, despite having looked
into it many times, does not have an option to go to sewer, even though Highland and all streets around us are utilizing sewer services. As
such, all of us homeowners have the added expense of septic. I've contacted the city twice about this and have been told that every person
on our street would have to agree to get on sewer, but that is a personal expense of more than $10K to convert, and it is unreasonable to
think that every resident on our street would be willing to invest that much. There used to be incentives from the city to convert to sewer, but
there are none and it is not even an option for us as there is no sewer line to tap into, despite it being right behind, in front and beside us.
Lastly, Highland needs to have completed sidewalks from Carroll all the way to Kimball. Students from the elementary school and the middle
school are walking, often times in a blind spot of a hill, to and from school with no protection of a sidewalk. This should be a major priority for
the city to provide a safe passage for our children who are walking to and from school.
Back ups and blocked roads during school drop off and pick up. Poor quality of roads and after resurfacing in areas with no sidewalks there is
now no shoulder either so people are forced to walk in the street. Bridge condition on White Chapel that continues to not be addressed. Even
after a water rescue it has not been rebuilt to a higher level above water run off level. We use water purification due to the quality of the water.
The water shut off lead to water damage in multiple houses in our area.
Bad traffic flow. Lots of major streets with no sidewalks.
I think I've mentioned the need for continuous sidewalks in every survey I've filled out. Our neighborhood (Timarron) needs more continuous
sidewalks on both sides of all roads to make for a safe movement to schools as well as for cyclists, runners, dog walkers, etc. We also have
several areas that need crosswalks with lights or more signage. Speeding along Byron Nelson is an ongoing issue as well as speeding
through school zones at Rockenbaugh, Old Union, Eubanks Dawson.

Please provide bike LANES on the road

Southlake does not have safe roads. Police do not enforce speed limits or traffic signals. There are not sidewalks that connect neighborhoods
to each other or to the schools. My children can't ride their bikes because the roads are unsafe and there aren't sidewalks

We need more pedestrian walkways and safe ways for kids to bike to connect throughout the city.
Where are the bike lanes? I have not found a good walking path for seniors who have issues with mobility.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
SCHOOL ZONES TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1. I live on Whispering Ln. Either my neighbors or the city has placed some "No Parking" signs at the entrance to the street, but MANY
parents still park and clog the street when picking up/dropping off at Johnson elementary. 8 - 10 cars parking on both sides of the streets can
be a safety issue as there is not enough room for 2 way traffic when this happens. 2. In my experience, the Southlake Police Officers are
EXTREMELY nice and courteous. I see them often parked at Johnson elementary to pull speeders on Carroll over (i'm sure that this occurs on
this on other heavily trafficked streets). However, in my little neighborhood with no through streets, there is no real enforcement or even a
reminder of how fast you can go on a neighborhood street. We have no sidewalks there for kids to get out of the street, and still some
neighbors and many workers (construction/remodelers etc.) speed very fast on these small streets. I don't know how to solve this -- ex. speed
limit signs, education, etc. -- but I do worry about the kids, pets, and even adult runners/walkers on our streets that don't have sidewalks.
As previously stated, the intersection at Highland and Carroll Ave is so busy and dangerous and nearly impossible to navigate if you have to
turn left to go south on Carroll from Highland or just to go straight. Additionally, the traffic flow from Durham Intermediate on Shady Oaks is
nearly obsolete when school is released each day. For sewer - sewer services are inconsistent north of 114. Our street, despite having looked
into it many times, does not have an option to go to sewer, even though Highland and all streets around us are utilizing sewer services. As
such, all of us homeowners have the added expense of septic. I've contacted the city twice about this and have been told that every person
on our street would have to agree to get on sewer, but that is a personal expense of more than $10K to convert, and it is unreasonable to
think that every resident on our street would be willing to invest that much. There used to be incentives from the city to convert to sewer, but
there are none and it is not even an option for us as there is no sewer line to tap into, despite it being right behind, in front and beside us.
Lastly, Highland needs to have completed sidewalks from Carroll all the way to Kimball. Students from the elementary school and the middle
school are walking, often times in a blind spot of a hill, to and from school with no protection of a sidewalk. This should be a major priority for
the city to provide a safe passage for our children who are walking to and from school.
Back ups and blocked roads during school drop off and pick up. Poor quality of roads and after resurfacing in areas with no sidewalks there is
now no shoulder either so people are forced to walk in the street. Bridge condition on White Chapel that continues to not be addressed. Even
after a water rescue it has not been rebuilt to a higher level above water run off level. We use water purification due to the quality of the water.
The water shut off lead to water damage in multiple houses in our area.
Congestion around schools is a huge problem. The bus issues have caused more parents to drive kids to schools. Traffic back ups can last 1
hour!
Crazy traffic getting in and out of the high school. Never managed by anyone in Southlake blvd to white chapel.
Getting out of our neighborhood onto White Chapel Blvd in the mornings is very difficult due to High School Traffic. Getting back in in the
afternoons is impossible. We have had waits as long as 45 minutes due to High School traffic and road construction, especially northbound.
The situation would greatly benefit from police directing the flow of traffic rather than the current situation where traffic waiting to turn into the
High School is stranded on White Chapel, and everyone behind them wishing to either continue on White Chapel or turn into our
neighborhood (Oak hill Estates) is completely blocked.
I am consistently concerned with the Durham Intermediate student pedestrian safety on Shady Oaks. The south bound school zone on Shady
Oaks begins too far back, by the time car reaches crosswalk they have accelerated to a near normal speed limit. Cars form two lanes on
shady oaks entering shady oaks subdivision. Many times cars do not follow school zone speed limit. The crosswalk is a safety hazard many
times.
I think I've mentioned the need for continuous sidewalks in every survey I've filled out. Our neighborhood (Timarron) needs more continuous
sidewalks on both sides of all roads to make for a safe movement to schools as well as for cyclists, runners, dog walkers, etc. We also have
several areas that need crosswalks with lights or more signage. Speeding along Byron Nelson is an ongoing issue as well as speeding
through school zones at Rockenbaugh, Old Union, Eubanks Dawson.
Included in previous answers. Traffic at schools should be addressed and include the impact on the surrounding neighborhoods. New
business should all have required consultant on parking availability and access prior to buidling or opening. Traffic flow and accidents on 1709
near business exits and entrances, ex. Torchy Tacos turning right across 1709 while exiting traffic from Staples and taking into UTurn traffic is
dangerous. UTurns at right on red traffic is also dangerous and reason for accidents.
More needs to be done to prevent reckless driving in school zones
Need assistance and enforcement of crossing path for Durham students on shady oaks.
Need volunteers at school crosswalks especially Durham. Students are crossing and cars are coming at a high rate of speed especially at
dismissal time.
School traffic is terrible. Must be a better system to manage
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Q32X – KEYWORD
SCHOOL ZONES TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Shady Oaks, White's Chapel and Southlake, Blvd. are overburdened with traffic throughout the day. At times they are at a complete stop due
to school traffic and people who are not going to or from the schools cannot get around it.
Southlake Blvd can be backed up through many traffic lights at certain times of the day. High school entrance and exits time need monitoring
by city employees
The city should make it safer for kids going to and from school! There have been too many incidents of reckless driving in school zones during
drop/pick time and cars racing past busses that are stopped with their STOP sign out and kids crossing. We have especially noticed problems
on Continental by Old Union Elementary and on Byron Nelson in Timarron. In addition to increased police presence in these areas, I think the
City can add more signage, more lights for the crosswalk, etc.
There has been ongoing construction by the High School on Whites Chapel. It is very difficult to get out of my neighborhood in the mornings
and to return to my home between 2:50 and 3:40. It would be helpful if someone was directing traffic and/or prohibiting drivers to line the road
30 minutes prior to school dismissal. Construction in the area makes the matters even worse. There is also no safe crossing area for
pedistrians (often students) who are walking to neighborhoods south of the High School. They are basically walking through construction
zones.
Too many people are running yellow/red lights on 1709, more police presence is needed to alert people to slow down. People who don't live
here are unaware of the u-turns people make due to the mediums, they honk and or almost cause accidents by making a right without
knowing this is an issue. The round abouts are great but when a pediatrician is crossing there should be flashing lights because I've seen
more than one accident or almost accident due to the cars behind the car stopping for a pedestrian has no idea why you are abruptly
stopping. Also school zone times should be posted in more than one place on the same street people who don't have children in school do not
know these times and often it's at the end of a school zone when you see a sign. Especially on continental.
Traffic around the city is getting worse, particularly near the schools. While Police are present for security reasons, you will rarely see a
Soutlake officer facilitating traffic around the schools. That should be part of their job too. The same is true when there are events at Town
Square.
We live near an elementary and high achoo and traffic during drop off and pick up hours is horrific. Cars cut through. Cars cut through
neighborhoods at high appears to avoid The backed up traffic in Continental and Peytonville. It makes leaving the neighborhood quite difficult
at these times.
White chapel construction zone is dangerous during the high school drop off and pick up hours, cars drive on the wrong lane and speed to
pass parents blocking the road. Also is difficult to enter or exit oak hill neighborhood since there is a single entrance/exit and sometimes is
blocked by the parents queuing up.
Would like to see thru traffic routed around city rather than thru it. Transportation for schools should be supplied to reduce individual child
shuttle volume at p/u and drop off. Expansion of roads increases traffic , not reduce it.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
TOO MUCH TRAFFIC
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1. I live on Whispering Ln. Either my neighbors or the city has placed some "No Parking" signs at the entrance to the street, but MANY
parents still park and clog the street when picking up/dropping off at Johnson elementary. 8 - 10 cars parking on both sides of the streets can
be a safety issue as there is not enough room for 2 way traffic when this happens. 2. In my experience, the Southlake Police Officers are
EXTREMELY nice and courteous. I see them often parked at Johnson elementary to pull speeders on Carroll over (i'm sure that this occurs on
this on other heavily trafficked streets). However, in my little neighborhood with no through streets, there is no real enforcement or even a
reminder of how fast you can go on a neighborhood street. We have no sidewalks there for kids to get out of the street, and still some
neighbors and many workers (construction/remodelers etc.) speed very fast on these small streets. I don't know how to solve this -- ex. speed
limit signs, education, etc. -- but I do worry about the kids, pets, and even adult runners/walkers on our streets that don't have sidewalks.
A lot of traffic in the city.
As I previously stated, the city should not allow a private mega-church to shut down a public road. The church should not be allowed to disrupt
traffic this badly in local neighborhood. On two occasions my son, who has to work on Sundays, was late to work because of this. As I said
before, this is shameful the city allows this to happen.
As I said, the cut through traffic is terrible. Install license plate scanners and charge nonresidents $1000.00 a day. Better yet, $1000.00 each
way. Cash only.
Bad traffic flow. Lots of major streets with no sidewalks.
Congestion and time spent missing green lights is very poor. Too many people are being encouraged to come to Southlake to support too
many retail businesses.
Construction on White's Chapel near the high school has taken way too long. It contributes to unnecessary traffic in the morning to those
traveling to the high school and adjacent streets. I live off of Continental and the speeding commuter traffic is a huge issue.
Crowded roads, lots of road work.
Driving in Southlake has become increasingly frustrating anytime after noon during the week - so much traffic!

Getting out of our neighborhood onto White Chapel Blvd in the mornings is very difficult due to High School Traffic. Getting back in in the
afternoons is impossible. We have had waits as long as 45 minutes due to High School traffic and road construction, especially northbound.
The situation would greatly benefit from police directing the flow of traffic rather than the current situation where traffic waiting to turn into the
High School is stranded on White Chapel, and everyone behind them wishing to either continue on White Chapel or turn into our
neighborhood (Oak hill Estates) is completely blocked.
HATE the turn lane from Chewys onto Carroll Ave. That is the worst traffic management. Horrible move
I have to drive on the service road of 114 in order to get to my vets office in the morning. Traffic is either not moving or people are driving 80
mph.

I put in my previous comments
I see no improvement in traffic control
Included in previous answers. Traffic at schools should be addressed and include the impact on the surrounding neighborhoods. New
business should all have required consultant on parking availability and access prior to buidling or opening. Traffic flow and accidents on 1709
near business exits and entrances, ex. Torchy Tacos turning right across 1709 while exiting traffic from Staples and taking into UTurn traffic is
dangerous. UTurns at right on red traffic is also dangerous and reason for accidents.
I've noticed backups in all of the roundabouts this year. If there is an emergency, it will be difficult to get emergency vehicles through.
Managing the volume and movement of traffic is just as important as monitoring speed! Please work on light cycles at major intersections.
Need to find ways to make Southlake Blvd. flow smoother. Also need to find ways to handle the 18 year old kids in their souped up cars
revving their engines and screaming around Southlake Town Center. Randol Mill North from Southlake Blvd. at nights and on the weekends is
a race track. It needs to stop. Loud vehicles need to be pulled over and ticketed
On any given day I see countless red lights and stop signs being run. Drivers exceeding the speed limit, by that I mean a solid 10+mph on city
streets, not the highway. 114 is a nightmare during rush hour. Cars are going at least 80 mph. People drive aggressively on 1709. I very rarely
ever see anyone pulled over.
Would like to see thru traffic routed around city rather than thru it. Transportation for schools should be supplied to reduce individual child
shuttle volume at p/u and drop off. Expansion of roads increases traffic , not reduce it.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
TOO MUCH TRAFFIC
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Only really have 1709 or Continental to travel east and west and if any feeder road is under construction or impaired in any way, it makes
traveling in Southlake terrible. I really try to avoid driving in Southlake as much as possible, so businesses suffer since I go elsewhere.
Frontage road issues seem to not be address by TXdot efficiently. I think Southlake should have a better connection to make things happen. a
pothole at Kimball and 114 frontage is constantly getting bigger and is a real problem. I've reported it many times but nothing has been done
for years.
Our city roads are bursting at the seams, especially Southlake Blvd. We need to either widen the roads or plan for alternate routes or one
ways streets to have better traffic flow.
Please see earlier complaint regarding intersection of Southcrest Ct and Carroll
Please see my answer to the disatisifactions with City's management of movement within overall traffic management
poor street planning, poor flow management, using street lights to try and create advertiseing for local business and creating a form of "road
rage" having poor traffic flows
Practically closing down traffic for long periods of time on Sunday mornings around Hwy 114 and Carrol Ave due church activities. You allowed
the building of a huge church alon major highway, but now you have major traffic jams. Not exactly good planning or consideration to those of
us who need to get to other churches or places.
Prominent use of u-turns at lights is dangerous on 1709. Left turn eastbound on 1709 at Carroll needs to be improved.
Roads are overcrowded not just with cars but also bike riders. Large groups tend to take up the whole road at times.
See previous response - traffic congested since removal of left turn lane on Southlake Blvd.
Shady Oaks, White's Chapel and Southlake, Blvd. are overburdened with traffic throughout the day. At times they are at a complete stop due
to school traffic and people who are not going to or from the schools cannot get around it.
Southlake Blvd can be backed up through many traffic lights at certain times of the day. High school entrance and exits time need monitoring
by city employees
Southlake Blvd has become a very dangerous place to drive. Traffic management at Southlake Blvd and Kimball is a disaster.
Southlake leadership has not addressed traffic congestion issues. There are some intersections that continue to have horrible accidents.
speed limit of 30mph on continental and byron nelson is TOO slow. It has taken 8 minutes to turn left from 1709 onto Carroll Ave. Town
Square should have some one way traffic - too many opportunities for accidents with so many pedestrians and 2 way traffic. I don't go there
as much as I used to because of this. It is frustrating to park 10 minutes away for a 15 minute shopping task.
The roads are jammed at rush hour. Luckily I am usually able to avoid driving during these times. Continental backs up for ever.

The traffic is a problem. Sometimes we wait 10 minutes to get out on to continental because there is never a break and forget turning left on
to Carroll from southlake Blvd the light is short and I've waited up to 6 turns of the light it's terrible
The traffic is still NOT being effectively managed. Sitting through 2+ lights to turn onto Southlake Blvd, Carroll Blvd or Kimball is unacceptable.
There are several traffic safety areas that need to be improved: School zone crosswalks needs more lighting (such as flashing lights on the
road itself) and signs to alert drivers that they MUST stop. More signage and education is needed for people trying to turn right on a red
against a person making a u-turn. Such as turning West from South-bound Nolen onto 1709 (by Costco). There are numerous 'close calls' at
this intersection daily. More radar-based signs that tell you how fast you are going would help remind people to drive slower. Something needs
to be done about the chic-fil-A drive through backing up onto 1709. Possible solutions include temporarily closing the 1709 turn-in drive during
peak hours (such as lunch) or working with the store to re-direct their drive through so that it backs up onto Kimball instead. A right-turn only
lane is also needed at this intersection for South-bound traffic turning East onto 1709.
There are times when I wish there was a cop to catch the speeders and crazy drivers. The traffic flow gets congested on 1709. I thought the
traffic was going to be lighter once Davis was opened up to take the load off of 1709 to the 114. But at times it takes a while to access the blvd
from our Lake Crest entrance onto 1709. I know its a state highway but can't something be done to keep from bottle necking? I miss our
medians that we could turn in and out of instead of these U Turn options.
There are too many drivers speeding and too much congestion on the roads
We live near North White Chapel and it is extremely dangerous for kids from CHS and DIS to cross this busy road. I know there are currently
road works and this isn't the final layout but it is still very dangerous. And once it becomes a four lane road it may actually be even more
dangerous because cars will be driving faster. The pedestrian crossing at Ascot Drive (across N White Chapel) needs some serious thought
and speed limits reduced to ensure kids' safety.
White Chapel construction should have been finished long ago and the traffic is insane on 1709
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Q32X – KEYWORD
TOO MUCH TRAFFIC
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
There's too much traffic and turn lanes are not handling the loads.
Too many accidents at red lights. Pedestrian crossing 1709 doesn't seem safe. Too much traffic on 1709 especially during morning and
evening commutes. Too many cars making U-turns.
Too many people are running yellow/red lights on 1709, more police presence is needed to alert people to slow down. People who don't live
here are unaware of the u-turns people make due to the mediums, they honk and or almost cause accidents by making a right without
knowing this is an issue. The round abouts are great but when a pediatrician is crossing there should be flashing lights because I've seen
more than one accident or almost accident due to the cars behind the car stopping for a pedestrian has no idea why you are abruptly
stopping. Also school zone times should be posted in more than one place on the same street people who don't have children in school do not
know these times and often it's at the end of a school zone when you see a sign. Especially on continental.
Too much traffic and unsafe/ inattentive drivers on the majority of main roads, Kimball Ave, 114 access roads, Southlake Blvd. Also Dove Rd.
Too much traffic especially on southlake blvd
Too much traffic on 1709. Why isn't it more efficient for the people passing thorough Southlake to be on 114?
Too much traffic, and poorly timed traffic lights on 1709. Traffic flow could be improved.
Traffic around the city is getting worse, particularly near the schools. While Police are present for security reasons, you will rarely see a
Soutlake officer facilitating traffic around the schools. That should be part of their job too. The same is true when there are events at Town
Square.
Traffic congestion - particularly on Southlake Blvd - remains a problem
Traffic congestion on 1709 including unsynchronized traffic lights.
Traffic congestion on 1709, Continental Blvd, etc; Poor timing of the traffic light southbound on Kimball at SH114; should add a lane making 2
lanes that turn left to SH114
Traffic does not flow well Southlake is a pass through for so many going to Keller and NRH
Traffic flow is terrible. Traffic lights are not synchronized to allow for smooth traffic flow.

Traffic flow needs to be improved on FM1709. Light sequencing is not good. We need to look at better ways to use technology to prevent
having to stop at each light because it's red. Also, we need a non-restricted left turn at the intersection of FM1709 and Peytonville, turning
South onto Peytonville from westbound 1709. During school times, this light should be a protected left, but during non-school times, make the
left turn unprotected.
Traffic flows need to be addressed. UTurns on 1709 are dangerous.
traffic horrible on white chapel construction has been going on for to long and 1709 is a nightmare
Traffic is a mess. Police presence would help slow down traffic and keep us safer.
traffic is a still a huge problem and not getting any better
Traffic is getting bad.
Traffic is out of control in many areas like Southlake Blvd.
Traffic is terrible
Traffic is very congested on Southlake Blvd

Traffic on 1709 is too heavy. Too many new businesses creating congestion. Poor road conditions in northern part of city.
We live near an elementary and high achoo and traffic during drop off and pick up hours is horrific. Cars cut through. Cars cut through
neighborhoods at high appears to avoid The backed up traffic in Continental and Peytonville. It makes leaving the neighborhood quite difficult
at these times.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
LACK OF MAINTENANCE
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Back ups and blocked roads during school drop off and pick up. Poor quality of roads and after resurfacing in areas with no sidewalks there is
now no shoulder either so people are forced to walk in the street. Bridge condition on White Chapel that continues to not be addressed. Even
after a water rescue it has not been rebuilt to a higher level above water run off level. We use water purification due to the quality of the water.
The water shut off lead to water damage in multiple houses in our area.
Only really have 1709 or Continental to travel east and west and if any feeder road is under construction or impaired in any way, it makes
traveling in Southlake terrible. I really try to avoid driving in Southlake as much as possible, so businesses suffer since I go elsewhere.
Frontage road issues seem to not be address by TXdot efficiently. I think Southlake should have a better connection to make things happen. a
pothole at Kimball and 114 frontage is constantly getting bigger and is a real problem. I've reported it many times but nothing has been done
for years.
Traffic on 1709 is too heavy. Too many new businesses creating congestion. Poor road conditions in northern part of city.
TW King needs new stripes in the road, especially on the curves, all the way to 114 access road.
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Q32X – KEYWORD
LACK OF MAINTENANCE/114 ACCESS
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Back ups and blocked roads during school drop off and pick up. Poor quality of roads and after resurfacing in areas with no sidewalks there is
now no shoulder either so people are forced to walk in the street. Bridge condition on White Chapel that continues to not be addressed. Even
after a water rescue it has not been rebuilt to a higher level above water run off level. We use water purification due to the quality of the water.
The water shut off lead to water damage in multiple houses in our area.
Only really have 1709 or Continental to travel east and west and if any feeder road is under construction or impaired in any way, it makes
traveling in Southlake terrible. I really try to avoid driving in Southlake as much as possible, so businesses suffer since I go elsewhere.
Frontage road issues seem to not be address by TXdot efficiently. I think Southlake should have a better connection to make things happen. a
pothole at Kimball and 114 frontage is constantly getting bigger and is a real problem. I've reported it many times but nothing has been done
for years.
Traffic on 1709 is too heavy. Too many new businesses creating congestion. Poor road conditions in northern part of city.
TW King needs new stripes in the road, especially on the curves, all the way to 114 access road.
Oak Hill neighborhood was here before the high school and White Chapel was protected from widening for many years. We have only one
entrance/exit and I hope the city plans adequately for the 100 homes as the project is completed. We have paid taxes to Southlake since
1983. We purchased our home north of 1709 for easy access to 114. Please give consideration to our needs in this community as the White
Chapel expansion is completed such as a roundabout
Please see my answer to the disatisifactions with City's management of movement within overall traffic management
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Q32X – KEYWORD
ISSUES NOT BEING ADDRESSED
You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Back ups and blocked roads during school drop off and pick up. Poor quality of roads and after resurfacing in areas with no sidewalks there is
now no shoulder either so people are forced to walk in the street. Bridge condition on White Chapel that continues to not be addressed. Even
after a water rescue it has not been rebuilt to a higher level above water run off level. We use water purification due to the quality of the water.
The water shut off lead to water damage in multiple houses in our area.
Eastbound 1709 left turn onto Carroll can be an absurd experience. I've sat through the 3 cycles at times. The traffic backs up beyond the the
left turning lane and I hold my breath that no one hits me because I'm in the lane that goes straight bc the left turn lane is so backed up. I have
reported this before and nothing is done to alleviate this situation. The arrow is not long enough and it should be a double turning lane.
Furthermore, there are cars that exit Park Village parking lot and come across 3 lanes of traffic because they want to turn left at Carroll. They
block traffic and force their way in to the turning lane. Some turn left from the the lane that is supposed to go straight across 1709 so they're
making it their own double turn lane. This is a dangerous situation. Maybe a curb extending in to the right lane of 1709 as people exit PV will
keep drivers from doing this. Also the intersection of Byron Nelson and Continental needs police attention. Too many drivers (young and old)
do not yield to a walker/runner/cyclist in the crosswalk. I have been halfway across the crosswalk and a driver will drive right by me. Has
happened to my husband as well.
For YEARS have been contacting city to respond in DOING SOMETHING to help unsafe pedestrian crossing at Main Street and Central Ave
in Town Square. Cars do NOT stop at pedestrian crossing, Stop sign and cross walk NEED to align for safety. YEARS and still no safety
correction. I suggested flashing yellow light when people are ready to cross.

I think I've mentioned the need for continuous sidewalks in every survey I've filled out. Our neighborhood (Timarron) needs more continuous
sidewalks on both sides of all roads to make for a safe movement to schools as well as for cyclists, runners, dog walkers, etc. We also have
several areas that need crosswalks with lights or more signage. Speeding along Byron Nelson is an ongoing issue as well as speeding
through school zones at Rockenbaugh, Old Union, Eubanks Dawson.
Only really have 1709 or Continental to travel east and west and if any feeder road is under construction or impaired in any way, it makes
traveling in Southlake terrible. I really try to avoid driving in Southlake as much as possible, so businesses suffer since I go elsewhere.
Frontage road issues seem to not be address by TXdot efficiently. I think Southlake should have a better connection to make things happen. a
pothole at Kimball and 114 frontage is constantly getting bigger and is a real problem. I've reported it many times but nothing has been done
for years.
Southlake leadership has not addressed traffic congestion issues. There are some intersections that continue to have horrible accidents.
U Turns on 1709 are a disaster. Frequent accidents at Dove and 114, and other dangerous intersections, seeming disregarded by city.
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Section 4:
City Services

Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction
Q32C: with the City providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.

Lack Of/Add More/Increase The
Amount Of Pathways, Sidewalks,
And Trails
Pathway, Sidewalk, And Trail
Connections

Q32C – KEYWORD
LACK OF PEDESTRIAN PATHS, SIDEWALKS
Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
1. There are a few places where sidewalks are non-existent 2. Bike trails don't exist in any road in the city 3. We could have more trails
connecting neighborhoods and parks
A lot of pedestrians on medium-traffic roads that don't have a sidewalk/ pathway.
Add side walks to shady lane
Add sidewalks to all neighborhoods. This community prides itself on schools…yet I can't actually walk to them safely.
All residential streets should have sidewalks!
All sidewalks need to be oversized to accommodate mixed use -bikes and pedestrians. The Carroll sidewalk between Central market and Old
Union is too narrow for the amount of foot traffic. Difficult to navigate bike or stroller due to trees, narrow width, etc. Sidewalk on Continental
west of Kimball is to curvy and narrow to be useful. Not wide enough for bikes and ridiculously curvy for pedestrians. Lack of sidewalks on
Brumlow AND Kimball from Continental to Cottonbelt Loop Bike Trail. Both roads create a dangerous area to join the Cottonbelt loop from my
house.
Along E Highland St. From Carroll Middle School to Kimball Ave., there should be a sidewalk for kids to walk home after school and for
pedestrians to walk safely. E. Highland is an one-way narrow street, sometimes car goes very fast there, without a sidewalk on that portion of
the street, it is a disaster waiting to happen.
AS stated earlier.. Dove road is a major artery.. it is heavily traveled by cars, bicyle riders and people who attempt to walk.. its insane that this
road is not given TOP PRIORITY to receive side walks and preferably a bike lane as well as a turn lane to enable safe passage. There are
multiple cul de sac neighborhoods that end on Dove.. leaving the residents a choice of walking up and down and up and down and up and
down their 1/4 mile long street to go for a walk.. or to venture out onto dove to brave the traffic.. the drainage ditch culverts that are filled with
sticker burs and narrow road to try to cross safely to reach a different neighborhood to enable longer more pleasurable walks.. During covid it
was tragic to witness all of my neighbors trying to get out and be active and be limited in such a way. We had a foreign exchange student living
on our street for a year (she was from germany) .. she was DISGUSTED at the lack of safe walking areas from this neighborhood (imagine the
reports back to her home town about Southlake.. not good!) .. I am a cancer survivor and so MUST walk.. yet can't do so safely unless I get in
my car and drive to grapevine to go walk on the horseshoe trail (sad dont you think? I should be able to walk out my front door and go for a
walk like all other Southlake residents do!) we have young children on our street who are limited to their bike rides to our 1/4 mile long little
road.. the older children try to go to the snow cone stand at yates corner.. risking their safety every time as they navigate the narrow busy road
on dove.. trying to take my dog for a walk on dove means I have to peel sticker burrs out of her feet EVERY SINGLE time because they fill the
grass and drainage culverts.. now lets add in trying to go for a bike ride.. its a scary experience just to navigate to the side walk on the other
side of kimball (grapevine).. I am so scared every time I see the bicycle groups riding on Dove.. its a huge artery for them.. an
Bike lanes are badly needed!
Bike only lanes

Build more
Contiguous bike and hike trails throughout the city, that avoid bike/walk on roadways with no sidewalk or bike lane. This is sadly lacking
Continue to develop sidewalks north of 114 along and around Dove Road.
Crossing Southlake Blvd on Central Avenue there is no sidewalk on Central Market side. You have to walk in the street. There is only a
sidewalk on one side of White Chapel by High School. Where are the kids supposed to walk if they are coming from the neighborhood across
the street on the far side of the school from the traffic light. You also can not walk on a side walk from the High School to Bicentennial Park.
This is just stupid and extremely dangerous for the kids.
Every residential neighborhood deserves to have functional sidewalks on at least one side of the street so that residents don't have to walk or
exercise in the streets. That the city ever allowed developers to build homes and fail to provide sidewalks throughout those communities is
inexcusable, especially in master planned communities of any age. The city should now be taking active measures to correct that mistake and
install sidewalks in communities where they are missing, especially if residents are asking (or begging) for them. If that requires eminent
domain to force compliance, so be it. It's that important.

Generally Southlake seems to be way behind Grapevine and Colleyville with the number of paths and bicycle paths that connect the city
generally. Neighborhoods to shopping areas so that people can drive less. And connecting Southlake to the longer distance bike paths in
Colleyville and Grapevine. Also, connecting neighborhoods with paths eg. between Chapel Downs and the neighborhood to the south there is
a canal and a pedestrian path could be built along the side of the canal so people are able to walk between the two neighborhoods without
having to go on the very busy North White Chapel road.
Having continuous sidewalks to both schools and bus stops are lacking. Many children cannot get to their bus stop or their school without
walking in the street or in an area without sidewalks. We need sidewalks on both sides of streets.
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
Highland does not have any sidewalks from Sunshine Ln to Kimball but this is a popular pathway for students coming from Johnson
Elementary or Carroll Middle. This is always a popular walking path for residents. Students and residents are often almost ran into due to the
lack of sidewalks. Sidewalks could also be installed on Dove as this is a high traffic road with a lot of residents, but no sidewalks except for
some sporadic ones in front of people's homes.
I am upset that there is no sidewalk available to high school students due to construction. The overall lack of sidewalks and bike paths in
Southlake is disappointing.
I believe we need dedicated bike/pedestrian/jogger trails on our 2 lane roads that are surrounded by beautiful trees because it is dangerous
unless you are in a car or truck. I do LOVE all of the many sidewalks that have been added over the years along with many small parks!!!!
I think Southlake looks kind of silly with lack of sidewalks and bikepaths. Best example is on White Chapel where the sidewalks cross the
Colleyville/ Southlake border and the Colleyville sidewalk is very wide and Southlake just didn't seem to care.
I think there should be sidewalks on every street, both major and minor. In our Timarron neighborhood (highlands) there are only sidewalks for
about the first 10-12 houses. The rest of the neighborhood requires you to walk on the road, which feels very unsafe after dark
I understand and appreciate the need for the construction on Whites Chapel near CHS - however I believe we should have a working sidewalk
for students to walk to/from school even during the project.
I wish there were more walkable streets in the city
I worry about the pedestrians walking in the streets of neighborhoods and there are no sidewalks. The kids walking to school. We are a family
of walkers and with so many unsafe drivers it is scary not having sidewalks in the neighborhoods. The city has done an amazing job providing
sidewalks on most major streets making pedestrian travel between neighborhoods and shopping centers very convenient. However within the
neighborhoods we could all benefit from more sidewalks.
I would like my subdivision (Cross Timber Hills) to have sidewalks with drainage pipes under)
I would like sidewalks all the way from Highland to 1709 on Shady Oaks
I would like sidewalks on my street 533 s white Chapel. I have to get in my car just to go for a walk with my baby and parents right outside of
my house.
I would like there to be more north-south sidewalks on Peytonville, White Chapel/Pleasant Run, Brumlow, and on both sides of the street if
they are only one side. Colleyville has done an excellent job connecting its town to the Cotton Belt Trail, but you have to bend over backwards
and fend off vehicle traffic on the street to get there through Southlake. I would also like the city land behind Monticello to have the locked
gates removed so that all residents of Southlake may enjoy those paths and trails.
I would like to see a sidewalk added on the very west side of Timarron that connects us to the new Colleyville sidewalk system. Thank you!
I would like to see more sidewalks throughout town.
I would think that we have taking care of most of the large park projects and the infrastructure of the new community center. Can we now
direct funding to wider safer sidewalks and add sidewalks and or bike trails to so many of the other streets and roads.
I'd like to better paved ways between bob jones park and bob jones nature center. I'd like to see sidewalks along bob jones on the east
If I want to walk for pleasure, I have to travel to Grapevine lake trails. Walking for practical reasons is not an option due to no sidewalk.
Inconsistent enforcement of sidewalk build out. Specific example, on the south side of Dove Road, some new houses required to build side
walks. Others do not. It has resulted in a patch work of incomplete sidewalk on that side of the road. Also, South of Dove Road, on the west
side of Caroll, here is an unfinished sidewalk. There may be more examples around the city, but I walk by these every day (on the opposite
side of the street). As we build out we need to have sidewalks everywhere to ensure safe pedestrian travel.
Instead of building more parks you need to provide bike lanes, more benches, dog waste containers, and community gardens
It is difficult (and dangerous) to move around the city by foot or bike. There should be more (and safer) opportunities for families to use their
bikes to go from neighborhoods to parks, and greater opportunities at the parks to bike, skate or just walk safely. Vehicular traffic always
seems to be a priority over these types of recreational opportunities.
It is very difficult to walk around the neighborhood when sidewalk is not available
It would be great if there were sidewalks and bike lanes to get around North Southlake subdivisions.
It would be great to have easy connections with water fountains between neighborhoods and parks. More running trails throughout Southlake
would help promote fitness.
It would be nice for more of the major streets to have sidewalks so kids can easily get to one another and play
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
Just put in the darn sidewalks. This seems like it should be a nonissue.
Just too few in numbers, there have been a few added to parts of Southlake. However, they should be part of the original developers plan
especially with these large subdivisions being built. We need bike lanes too....there are a lot of road bikers and it is very dangerous on some of
these narrows roads...
lack of bicycle and running paths (that are longer than 2-3 miles) and that are separate from sidewalks and roads.

Lack of bicycle lanes
Lack of enough sidewalks and pedestrian pathways and trails in hereal.
Lack of sidewalks in neighborhoods is disappointing.
Lack of sidewalks in our area. Condition of trails.
Lack of trails in city
Lonesome Dove road is long over due to have a sidewalk. The street has gotten very busy and it is risky to try to walk this block to get to a
walkable neighborhood
Look at heritage park in flower mound. We have nothing like that. Also it's very difficult to walk anywhere other than town Square. Need more
footpaths.
Lots of major roads with no sidewalks at all for bikes or pedestrians

Many streets have partial sidewalks on one side of the street or the other. In order to use sidewalks you need to go into the street for a time
before the other section of sidewalk begins again. Kimball south going toward 26 just passed Dragon Stadium has partial sidewalk. Brumlow
going towards 26 has only a partial sidewalk. Peytonville going towards Continental only has a partial sidewalk. White's Chapel going south
from 1709 has no sidewalk.
More bike friendly paths across the city.
more bike paths and lanes
More bike paths are needed. We want kids to be able to bike to school in a community that has great weather throughout and will increase
kids to get good exercise.
More bike trails
more jogging and bike trails
More sidewalks are needed within Neighborhoods and definitely more bike lanes.

More sidewalks in neighborhoods
More sidewalks/pathways along Dove, Peytonville, and Shady Oaks would be helpful
Most parks like bicentennial are only for sports. No places for walking, bringing a dog, playing Frisbee or other recreation, picnicking, etc. Too
team sport focused. No wild, open areas and trails.
My children cannot ride their bikes to go to school or visit friends because of a lack of sideway, crosswalks, and completely uncontrolled
roundabout intersections.
My entire neighborhood east of White Chapel across from Carroll Hig School has no sidewalks.
My friend lives in the neighborhood opposite mine on the other side of Randoll Mill but because of the unavailability of either a cross walk or
sidewalk, I'm forced to drive to her house instead of walking there. It would have been a 7 minute walk but is now a drive because there are no
pedestrian sidewalks or crosswalks there.
My house sits on a curve that gets cars speeding at all hours of the day, and we have NO sidewalk! I have had a few close calls pulling my
kids in a wagon to cross the street and ended up in tears. I've tried calling the police department and HOA…this is a city issue. We NEED
better safety getting to Old Union everyday. I have cars flying around the curve who don't stop when my car is 1/2 way out of the drive way
pulling out. It's dangerous and really needs some attention!
My neighborhood (Timberlake) does not have sidewalks. It's hard to take small children and dogs out for walks when we have to walk in the
street with cars zooming by.
My neighborhood has no sidewalks
My neighborhood needs sidewalks
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
My neighborhood, The Dominion, has no sidewalks at all. This is unacceptable. Everyone has to walk in the roadway. Very unsafe.
Need a hike and bike trail like Keller has provided. Too many cyclists on our already quite congested roads.
need additional bike trails or pathways. several bike riders on White Chapel and seems very dangerous when they are on the road
Need additional sidewalks on Peytonville, White Chapel, Kimbell. There is $ for this not being used per a City of Southlake employee.

Need better and more trails.
Need more paved wide multi use trails for bike riding, etc.
Need more sidewalks
Need more sidewalks in the City
need more sidewalks/walkable areas
Need sidewalks on peytonville
Need to make the city pedestrian family and connect all the sidewalks to provide wholesome experience, especially shady oak
No bike lanes anywhere in the city. Bikers ride on Dove and other narrow streets. Very very dangerous
no sidewalk along N. White's chapel to connect Bob Jones park or for Clariden Ranch members to walk to Walnut Grove Elementary
No sidewalks in my subdivision (Chapel Downs)

No sidewalks in our neighborhood. No sidewalks on peytonville and there are bus stops on both Laurel lane and peytonville
No sidewalks or street lights out here..? Hmm wonder if that would change if we all tied on to city water and sewar? Just curious if they might
be related. Would love to hear city thoughts!
Not a lot of sidewalks and no bike lanes. A lot of dead skunks every where. It's gross.
Not all sidewalks connect in the town - and there should be more running trails
Not enough sidewalks
Pathways are not consistent in width. I run along Peytonville, I am having to cross over back and forth between the street and where the
individual homes are, the pathways stop at individual properties. When a property is sold, the pathway for the individual homeowner needs to
dedicate that land to continue the pathway. It seems there is not a policy in that department. Over on Shady oaks, the new subdivision
Crescent Heights, you have all different sizes of pathways. That pathway is to a school and yet, in some places there is not a pathway at all. It
is not safe for young children. Colleyville is doing a much better job on the width of the pathway and the connection of them to schools. It
seems like the homeowner rules in all cases, and if the city were consistent in this, I believe you would see fewer cars going to schools and
kids would be walking. You see that with Old Union with many kids walking. That school is so much better than some other schools in
Southlake. Also along Continental, if you could continue the pathway along where the TEX ART is to Davis Blvd, that would connect you up to
Keller, you have to keep crossing the road and walk on grass. Not sure if this is a city issue that can be solved, but it seems that every parent
is driving their kids to school, all schools. Around 3:00 pm and in the morning, getting to Davis on Continental is a nightmare. There needs to
be some incentives for these kids to ride the bus. Not sure what is wrong with these parents, buses are good social interaction.
People drive like maniacs and there's still large chunks of the city where the only walking possible is on the road or actively in a ditch. Which
means the only option is to drive everywhere, or risk getting run over.
Please provide BIKE LANES on the road
PLEASE put a sidewalk on Peytonville to FULLY connect 1709 and Continental. I have asked for this in every citizen survey. It's dangerous for
the students walking to and from CSHS and those walking to CES. A sidewalk is essential to pedestrian safety when CSHS lets out -- kids
literally race out of the parking lot -- and occasionally "pass" each other on the double lined road. Rain/soggy ground makes it especially
dangerous for those residents who walk dogs, push strollers, or navigate little ones on bicycles. How much longer do we have to ask for this
sidewalk to be completed?
Quality of life in Slake would be greatly enhanced with more infrastructure for walking and bike oaths
Quality of life is better with more trails and sidewalks
Ridgecrest Dr had proposed sidewalks laid out years ago, still no sidewalks. Traffic speeds on Ridgecrest are too fast
Ridgecrest needs sidewalks!
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
Roads are very dangerous to cyclists. There are no sidewalks or walkways in the Bob Jones area. It is disappointing the White Chapel bridge
was rebuilt so narrow and has no pedestrian crossing, it is dangerous even to cars.
Shadyoaks need pathway to walk/ city must educate people for recycling materials and how to fold and flat boxes for sustainable recycling.
Sidewalk are needed down major roads in Southlake…like Whites Chapel and Continental
Sidewalks along Union Church to allow neighborhoods access to Chesapeake Park!
Sidewalks are hit or miss and aren't safe when provided. My son can't ride his bike since he would have to cross Kimball with no where to
safely cross.
Sidewalks are needed everywhere... connecting neighborhoods, schools, parks.... too many broken up walkways... for example, the back of
Southridge Lakes onto Peytonville needs a completed sidewalk all the way to the stopping for school children to walk and ride their bicycles
to/fr school safely.
Sidewalks are needed for walkers and bike riders. Will help reduce the daily traffic back and forth to the schools. Control emissions and
beautify the city. Healthy too!
Sidewalks are needed on the remainder of East Highland street as the traffic seems to increase and there is not a safe walkway for
pedestrians
sidewalks are not available everywhere
Sidewalks in all neighborhoods are needed for the safety of the children. Ours doesn't have them and they should.

Sidewalks in residential neighborhoods, especially ones with a lot of traffic. I am afraid my kids will get hit by a speeding and/or distracted
driver. People speed in Timber Lake often and I've also seen them drive past the school bus….more than once! We need sidewalks.
Sidewalks simply end in too many places. There are virtually no bike trails
So many roads have been expanded or resurfaced. Not ONE bicycle lane has been built. Not one bike trail has been built. Southlake has built
sidewalks; not bike lanes. I don't think City leadership knows the difference.
Some developments do not have pathways and existing pathways are not continuous
Sometimes I need to walk on the road to be able to get 3 miles of exercise in.
Southlake (while great) is behind much lesser cities in terms of transportation specifically related to bicycling. I don't think there is actually one
bike lane on a single road here. While there are several "paths" not having a dedicated bike lane on roads (where applicable) makes it a really
unsafe place for our children and others that use bikes.
Southlake is quite unwalkable. It's a joke that you count a sidewalk as a "trail"

Southlake streets, neighborhoods, and lack of sidewalks do not encourage runners or walkers. In addition, there are no water fountains. Keller
and grapevine have great trails, parks, water fountains, and bathrooms that encourages healthy outdoor activities.
Southlake was designed for cars. Although it can be challenging to retro fit, I do not believe you have put pedestrians or cycling on the same
level as cars. In Austin bike lanes and sidewalks are everywhere. I have missed the active transportation focus by the city while living in
Southlake. At the parks it would help if you planted more trees to shade the sidewalks. This would promote more walking. I lived in Austin for
50 years and I'm used to more emphasis on active transportation.
Speed limit on Longford Drive should be lowered below 30 mph since we have no sidewalk
Students who are w/i 1/2 a mile south of the HS have no sidewalk access to directly walk to/from school. The construction crew have
asphalted and dug up the side walk going south from the high school at least 4 times in the last year. Kids are walking in construction areas to
go home. There is not a flashing light cross walk (like the one north of the high school) and cars do not stop to allow people to cross. When the
asphalted side walk is there, it ends at W. Chapel downs so there is not a safe walkway for those living in Diamond Circle or Mission Hill to
use.

The ability to walk outside for exercise and on walking paths is a great way to improve mental and physical health.
the lack of bike lanes, esp on continental is a safety issue for both bikers and drivers.
The lack of sidewalks doesn't allow you to walk to anything. Plus, crossing HWY 1709 is a death trap. It is frustrating that I live so close to
Bicentennial park, but we have to drive there because we can not cross HWY1709 and have no sidewalk out of our neighborhood. With the
size of our city and the amenities that are available it should be a walkable city and it is not.
The north side of 114 has been totally underserved. Sidewalks along Dove, Highland, Lonesome Dove and others are desperately needed.
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
There are areas on Continental that desperately need sidewalks. This is a struggle within the Timarron neighborhood as well. I think it would
be nice for the city to create designated bike lanes on some city streets - it seems bikes often hold up traffic on Continental, which creates an
unsafe environment for bikers.
There are no sidewalks and sharing the road in one lane road
There are no sidewalks in very busy traffic areas. Safety issue and very dangerous

There are no sidewalks on our side of a very busy street. To access a sidewalk (on Continental), it requires crossing a busy street with blind
spots. This prevents kids riding bikes to friends home and nearby parks, and makes it dangerous for adults crossing to take a walk/bike ride.
There are no sidewalks within some neighborhoods. All neighborhoods need sidewalks. I should be able to walk everywhere in Southlake
without once setting foot on the actual road.
There are not walking trails on this side of the city.
There are roads that don't even have sidewalks (Peytonville as an example).
There are sidewalks that do not go anywhere and then there are areas that need sidewalks that do not have any access
There are still many major roads with no sidewalk or a gap were you have to walk in the street. We also need bicycle lanes.
There are too many places without adequate sidewalks
there are way too many places in the city without sidewalks

There aren't enough
There has to be a better solution than just waiting for 100% okay from neighbors to put in sidewalks - otherwise, it will never, ever, never
happen in older neighborhoods.
There is not a safe network for biking in Southlake. It would be nice to have more biking/hiking trails that cover more than just a few miles.
There needs to be a sidewalk down Shady Oaks to Bicentennial Park.
There needs to be a sidewalk on Lonesome Dove and dove road. There were plans 20 years ago to do that, but have not yet been done. The
streets have gotten much busier making it difficult to walk in the neighborhood
There needs to be a sidewalk on Randol Mill between Dove Road and Morgan Road. There is a lot of pedestrian traffic on this road and deep
ditches on both sides with heavy car and construction traffic.
There needs to be sidewalks in ALL neighborhoods.
There should be a sidewalk on S. Kimball Ave. where it meets Ira E. Woods (26). The lack of a sidewalk there is dangerous.

There should be sidewalk on continental and Southlake blvd.
there's an overall lack of sidewalks in all of Southlake, which is necessary for families to go for walks and kids to be able to walk safely.
There's needs to be a focus on adding more sidewalks.
Timber lake desperately needs sidewalks before someone gets hurt
Too few bike trails, most neighborhoods do not have sidewalks, and the neighborhoods that do have sidewalks speed limit is 30mph, resulting
in cars going 35 to 40 with kids playing- simply too fast
Union Church has no sidewalks other than in front of some of the subdivisions, and it's a very dangerous road. It gets worse when there is
traffic backed up on Southlake Blvd and people cut through Pearson and Union Church to get to Davis.
We are way behind surrounding cities with dedicated bike and pedestrian paths such as Bear Creek, Parr Park, cotton belt trail, etc. Bicycling
in Southlake is dangerous compared to these other towns.
We have been promised a sidewalk from our neighborhood to Bicentennial for years and has never happened. Been here 14 years and still
waiting
We have been promised for years to have a walkway from Live Henry Ct to Bicentennial Park. Have seen numerous sidewalks built in areas
that make no sense. This sidewalk is years overdue!
We have no side walks. We walk in the street
We have no sidewalks on our street or any other street near us.
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
We have owned our property for near 20 years. There are no sidewalks from Bob Jones Park to Walnut Grove or from Bob Jones to the trails
at the end of White Chapel. I am aware there is a sidewalk project for the city. Connecting these and other spots throughout the city would get
people out and about. Connect the city infrastructure, you create opportunities for people to connect.
We have parts of missing walkways and pathways on Shadyoaks which impedes us to take a family walk outside our neighborhood
We just need more sidewalks on main streets.

we live in "old Southlake" at dove/kimball. Grapevine has extensive parks and I have to drive to go 1/2 mile to connect with their system
because we have no sidewalks. Please, please, please connect dove with Grapevine via sidewalks.
We live off of Dove. Walking or riding a bike along Dove to get to another street or down the road is extremely dangerous. Would love to see
sidewalks or bike lanes on Dove to make it safer.
We need bike lanes!!! For their safety and foe traffic management. We also need to continue to build out pathways and sidewalks to connect
our neighborhoods
We need connectivity to the Cotton Belt trail and other surrounding cities trail systems. There are many other places we need better hike/bike
trails - Peytonville, White Chapel, North Carroll, etc. Biking in Southlake is dangerous - surrounding cities have much better places for this.
There is not a safe way to bike to Bob Jones park, one of our premier parks. A sidewalk on 1709 was needed but that is just the start. We
need much more and better connectivity that is not car-based.
We need more bicycle lanes and trails
We need more bike lanes in this town. We especially need bike lanes between neighborhoods and schools/parks.
We need more green areas and parks in Southlake. More good walking paths would be wonderful as well.
We need more sidewalks in general. There are very few sidewalks on major streets like White Chapel. I'm hopeful that there will be sidewalks
after the road construction is complete, but there aren't any on White Chapel south of 1709. I don't care about them in neighborhoods, but the
major streets should all have them to make this town more walkable.
We need more sidewalks in the older neighborhoods
We need more sidewalks.
We need to provide full access sidewalks. My husband and I walk to Southlake Town Square from Estes Park Dr. and we do not have a full
access to sidewalks, we have to cross the busy Carroll street to get to a sidewalk and it is even more of a danger at night coming home.
We only have sidewalks in part of our neighborhood and do nothing have easy access to other neighborhoods or parks
We still need a lot more sidewalks, need to extend the sidewalk on Brumlow and on Kimball to connect to the cotton belt trail

we would just like to see sidewalks on every street, it appears the city is currently working on this. within town square it would be nice to have
main streets closed off more often for walking within the square, on weekends, on a smaller scale than during special events.
While there have been new sidewalks/paths constructed, most are impractical for cycling due to their meandering and inconsistent design.
New/proposed/recondition should incorporate a better multifunctional design. Traversing many of the feeders is dangerous at best. Biking is
disappointing on paths and nearly impossible on roadways at any hour. Living less than half mile from Bicentennial Park, my family is unable to
enjoy amenities without driving there.
White Chapel is not walkable which is disappointing. Timber Lake has no sidewalks which is dangerous.
Whites chapel is a mess. We are not pedestrian friendly.
Would just like to see more.
Would like a pathway for walking along white chapel to continental.
Would like to see more bike trails snd safety reminders regatbike riders

Would like to see more sidewalks on streets that don't have them
Would like to see trails all across SL.
Would love sidewalks to connect Timarron to the bike paths that run along Ira E Woods
would love SL to have bike paths and be known as a bike friendly area
Would LOVE to see sidewalks on White Chapel between Continental and 1709.
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
Would love to: 1. Be able to make it safely to Town Square from my house (don't feel safe crossing 1709). Would like to see Vegas style
elevated walkways. 2. There are many places in the city missing sidewalks. 3. I would love to have access from my home to safe biking trails
you cannot walk on some roads as there are no pathways. How can the city become a community if on-one can walk or run safely?
You need to have sidewalks on White Chapel in two places: 1. From Southlake Blvd North to the High School, 2. From Southlake Blvd SOUTH
all the way to Continental, and then from Continental south to connect to the just finished Colleyville sidewalk from the bridge to John McCain.
These improvements would ultimately connect Southlake to THE COTTON BELT TRAIL. This would be a HUGE plus for people who like to
ride bikes for exercise.
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
1. There are a few places where sidewalks are non-existent 2. Bike trails don't exist in any road in the city 3. We could have more trails
connecting neighborhoods and parks
Add sidewalks to all neighborhoods. This community prides itself on schools…yet I can't actually walk to them safely.
Been here 22 years sidewalk access to schools neighborhoods not complete
Build sidewalks to schools. Simple concept
Children walk to school on 2 lane roads.
Completion of pathways between neighborhoods and schools for safety of walking on one side without having to cross at or near a hill.
Providing some mean of safety for paths that merge onto the road easily.
Connecting walkways
Connection from neighborhoods to trails and sidewalk access to trails and visibility at several crosswalks in the city.
Construct sidewalks between neighborhoods, so we can walk instead of using car for everything.
Continuous sidewalks paths and trails for use by pedestrians and bicyclists.
Generally Southlake seems to be way behind Grapevine and Colleyville with the number of paths and bicycle paths that connect the city
generally. Neighborhoods to shopping areas so that people can drive less. And connecting Southlake to the longer distance bike paths in
Colleyville and Grapevine. Also, connecting neighborhoods with paths eg. between Chapel Downs and the neighborhood to the south there is
a canal and a pedestrian path could be built along the side of the canal so people are able to walk between the two neighborhoods without
having to go on the very busy North White Chapel road.
Having continuous sidewalks to both schools and bus stops are lacking. Many children cannot get to their bus stop or their school without
walking in the street or in an area without sidewalks. We need sidewalks on both sides of streets.
Highland does not have any sidewalks from Sunshine Ln to Kimball but this is a popular pathway for students coming from Johnson
Elementary or Carroll Middle. This is always a popular walking path for residents. Students and residents are often almost ran into due to the
lack of sidewalks. Sidewalks could also be installed on Dove as this is a high traffic road with a lot of residents, but no sidewalks except for
some sporadic ones in front of people's homes.
I can't select only one answer. It would be beneficial to have sidewalks connecting all around the city. Not for just one purpose, but all listed.
I wish there were safe sidewalks for my kids to ride their bikes to school.
I'd like for us to have a complete sidewalk system (with wide sidewalks) throughout the entire city.
Inconsistent enforcement of sidewalk build out. Specific example, on the south side of Dove Road, some new houses required to build side
walks. Others do not. It has resulted in a patch work of incomplete sidewalk on that side of the road. Also, South of Dove Road, on the west
side of Caroll, here is an unfinished sidewalk. There may be more examples around the city, but I walk by these every day (on the opposite
side of the street). As we build out we need to have sidewalks everywhere to ensure safe pedestrian travel.
Intersection of Continental Dominion
It would be great to have easy connections with water fountains between neighborhoods and parks. More running trails throughout Southlake
would help promote fitness.
It would be nice to walk walkways to walk from neighborhoods to parks and schools.
Many streets have partial sidewalks on one side of the street or the other. In order to use sidewalks you need to go into the street for a time
before the other section of sidewalk begins again. Kimball south going toward 26 just passed Dragon Stadium has partial sidewalk. Brumlow
going towards 26 has only a partial sidewalk. Peytonville going towards Continental only has a partial sidewalk. White's Chapel going south
from 1709 has no sidewalk.
More connecting sidewalks on all of Peytonville

More connecting sidewalks. Make it to where one can walk almost anywhere in the city (proper).
Need to link sidewalks and pathways for a cohesive network throughout the city. Also need to upgrade Bob Jones as the park to be like
several of the grapevine baseball/softball parks.
Need to make the city pedestrian family and connect all the sidewalks to provide wholesome experience, especially shady oak
no sidewalk along N. White's chapel to connect Bob Jones park or for Clariden Ranch members to walk to Walnut Grove Elementary
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Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
Not all sidewalks connect in the town - and there should be more running trails
Not enough connections
Pathways are not consistent in width. I run along Peytonville, I am having to cross over back and forth between the street and where the
individual homes are, the pathways stop at individual properties. When a property is sold, the pathway for the individual homeowner needs to
dedicate that land to continue the pathway. It seems there is not a policy in that department. Over on Shady oaks, the new subdivision
Crescent Heights, you have all different sizes of pathways. That pathway is to a school and yet, in some places there is not a pathway at all. It
is not safe for young children. Colleyville is doing a much better job on the width of the pathway and the connection of them to schools. It
seems like the homeowner rules in all cases, and if the city were consistent in this, I believe you would see fewer cars going to schools and
kids would be walking. You see that with Old Union with many kids walking. That school is so much better than some other schools in
Southlake. Also along Continental, if you could continue the pathway along where the TEX ART is to Davis Blvd, that would connect you up to
Keller, you have to keep crossing the road and walk on grass. Not sure if this is a city issue that can be solved, but it seems that every parent
is driving their kids to school, all schools. Around 3:00 pm and in the morning, getting to Davis on Continental is a nightmare. There needs to
be some incentives for these kids to ride the bus. Not sure what is wrong with these parents, buses are good social interaction.
PLEASE put a sidewalk on Peytonville to FULLY connect 1709 and Continental. I have asked for this in every citizen survey. It's dangerous for
the students walking to and from CSHS and those walking to CES. A sidewalk is essential to pedestrian safety when CSHS lets out -- kids
literally race out of the parking lot -- and occasionally "pass" each other on the double lined road. Rain/soggy ground makes it especially
dangerous for those residents who walk dogs, push strollers, or navigate little ones on bicycles. How much longer do we have to ask for this
sidewalk to be completed?
Pls provide bike pathways and ride walks to all schools from all neighborhoods. Pls do provide street lights to these pathways.
Sidewalks abruptly end leaving walkers or cyclists having to continue on the road or along drainage ditches where chiggers reside.
Sidewalks are needed everywhere... connecting neighborhoods, schools, parks.... too many broken up walkways... for example, the back of
Southridge Lakes onto Peytonville needs a completed sidewalk all the way to the stopping for school children to walk and ride their bicycles
to/fr school safely.
sidewalks need to be continuous to keep it safe for kids in particular
Sidewalks simply end in too many places. There are virtually no bike trails
Sidewalks through neighborhoods and city streets end abruptly. In order to walk more than a couple of blocks, we always have to walk on the
street. The sidewalks on Davis are really nice but we can't walk to them.
Some developments do not have pathways and existing pathways are not continuous
Southlake would benefit from a system of sidewalks connecting all neighborhoods and dedicated bike lanes

Students from Carroll sr high walk in street and it is dangerous
Students who are w/i 1/2 a mile south of the HS have no sidewalk access to directly walk to/from school. The construction crew have
asphalted and dug up the side walk going south from the high school at least 4 times in the last year. Kids are walking in construction areas to
go home. There is not a flashing light cross walk (like the one north of the high school) and cars do not stop to allow people to cross. When the
asphalted side walk is there, it ends at W. Chapel downs so there is not a safe walkway for those living in Diamond Circle or Mission Hill to
use.
There are gaps in the sidewalks as you know. As well as bikes are an issue taking roads like continental that is unsafe on such narrow roads
when there is a path to right next to them for use.
There are intermittent pathways, many dead ending. Great example is the recent work on the Bear Creek bridge. Colleyville added a pathway
up to the bridge, but there is nothing on the Southlake side. That is a great way (and a miss) to connect Southlake to the Cotton Belt Trail.
There are no pedestrian pathways from neighborhood to main pathways such as 1709 that are safe from car traffic traveling 40+ mph. 1709
pedestrian pathways are not continuous to allow access to Bicentennial Park or Town Square

There are no sidewalks within some neighborhoods. All neighborhoods need sidewalks. I should be able to walk everywhere in Southlake
without once setting foot on the actual road.
There are not continuous paved walkways from back of Versailles all the way to Old Union. Unsafe for walking students along Morningside.
There are opportunities to link neighborhoods with trails or sidewalks across Southlake that would make it possible to walk or cycle to the
shops.(e.g. using land alongside storm water canals and land left between neighborhoods for drainage).
There are sidewalks that do not go anywhere and then there are areas that need sidewalks that do not have any access
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Q32C – KEYWORD
CONNECTORS
Please tell us anything additional you would like to share regarding your dissatisfaction with the City providing
pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails.
There are still many major roads with no sidewalk or a gap were you have to walk in the street. We also need bicycle lanes.
There could be safer, better pedestrian connectivity between Town Square and the SE and SW corners of Southlake Blvd. and Carroll.
There is no way for my son, living in Wingate Hill, can ride a bike on a sidewalk all of the way to CHS.
There should be more walk-ability within the city to allow children to walk to school, people to walk between neighborhoods, some people to be
able to walk to Town Square. Instead doing something as basic as crossing Southlake Boulevard is almost a suicidal thing to do.
Too many sidewalks stop without connecting to another sidewalk
We are long overdue for sidewalks connecting our neighborhood with all the above amenities
We have a beautiful city. It would be enhanced by having connecting sidewalks or teal that allow people to walk or bike throughout the city.
We have owned our property for near 20 years. There are no sidewalks from Bob Jones Park to Walnut Grove or from Bob Jones to the trails
at the end of White Chapel. I am aware there is a sidewalk project for the city. Connecting these and other spots throughout the city would get
people out and about. Connect the city infrastructure, you create opportunities for people to connect.
We have parts of missing walkways and pathways on Shadyoaks which impedes us to take a family walk outside our neighborhood
we live in "old Southlake" at dove/kimball. Grapevine has extensive parks and I have to drive to go 1/2 mile to connect with their system
because we have no sidewalks. Please, please, please connect dove with Grapevine via sidewalks.
We need bike lanes!!! For their safety and foe traffic management. We also need to continue to build out pathways and sidewalks to connect
our neighborhoods
We need connectivity to the Cotton Belt trail and other surrounding cities trail systems. There are many other places we need better hike/bike
trails - Peytonville, White Chapel, North Carroll, etc. Biking in Southlake is dangerous - surrounding cities have much better places for this.
There is not a safe way to bike to Bob Jones park, one of our premier parks. A sidewalk on 1709 was needed but that is just the start. We
need much more and better connectivity that is not car-based.
We need more bike lanes in this town. We especially need bike lanes between neighborhoods and schools/parks.
We need to be more consistent in completing sidewalks in areas. They tend to stop and start
We need to provide full access sidewalks. My husband and I walk to Southlake Town Square from Estes Park Dr. and we do not have a full
access to sidewalks, we have to cross the busy Carroll street to get to a sidewalk and it is even more of a danger at night coming home.
We only have sidewalks in part of our neighborhood and do nothing have easy access to other neighborhoods or parks
We still need a lot more sidewalks, need to extend the sidewalk on Brumlow and on Kimball to connect to the cotton belt trail
While there have been new sidewalks/paths constructed, most are impractical for cycling due to their meandering and inconsistent design.
New/proposed/recondition should incorporate a better multifunctional design. Traversing many of the feeders is dangerous at best. Biking is
disappointing on paths and nearly impossible on roadways at any hour. Living less than half mile from Bicentennial Park, my family is unable to
enjoy amenities without driving there.
Would generally be good to connect neighborhoods and parks
Would love to: 1. Be able to make it safely to Town Square from my house (don't feel safe crossing 1709). Would like to see Vegas style
elevated walkways. 2. There are many places in the city missing sidewalks. 3. I would love to have access from my home to safe biking trails
You need to have sidewalks on White Chapel in two places: 1. From Southlake Blvd North to the High School, 2. From Southlake Blvd SOUTH
all the way to Continental, and then from Continental south to connect to the just finished Colleyville sidewalk from the bridge to John McCain.
These improvements would ultimately connect Southlake to THE COTTON BELT TRAIL. This would be a HUGE plus for people who like to
ride bikes for exercise.
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Section 4:
City Services

Q36:

You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your
response.

Recreational/Activities
Library
Cleanliness/
Maintenance

Management
Responsiveness/Enforcement
Information/Lack of
Information

Q36 – KEYWORD
RECREATION/ACTIVITIES
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
A couple of times I have signed up for a rec class (eg Chess for Kids) and has it cancelled due to low enrollment. Suggested that they reach
out to those registered to see if they know others that can join rather than simply cancel. I'm my scenario I could have signed up siblings etc
for the class to go. Disappointed.
All the neighboring towns have many tennis courts open to public. I am not sure why I have to pay to play tennis, while school tennis courts
are empty, but are locked
baseball park can be vastly improved by adding lights to Bating Cages. SLake takes great pride in the baseball fields, but doesn't maintain the
fields like communities in Grapevine Flower Mound. The grounds crews in FL, GV will drag fields between games on weekends. Our fields
are dragged Friday morning and are a mess by the time Saturday noon rolls around. Should also open up the ball fields to host team practices
for DYB as they do in other communities.
Bicycle lanes and safety could be improved. Sustainable Low Impact storm drainage approaches, on a citywide scale, could be improved.
Planning tree protection oftentimes seem at odds.

Build pickleball courts!!
Dissatisfied with amount of open spaces for gathering that is not specific to athletic field use.
Do a better job on the open spaces.

Every program that my kids want to do with the Rec center get filled so fast and they don't get the opportunity to participate. There is a bigger
demand for the programs than is provided.
Have you seen grapevine's library compared to ours? Their rec center and their sports/recreation offerings? We are a joke. I'm sorry but we
need to step it up.
I don't understand why the Marq is so much more expensive for residents to use vs the rec for grapevine residents.. that's unreasonable.. just
because we are Southlake does not mean it has to cost more to use when its the same product..
I feel like there could be more rec opportunities for children especially more than just athletics.
I feel that we could use more natural parks.
I have not seen anything to improve bicycle safety. I often see potentially unsafe traffic near bicyclists on Continental. My neighbor is an avid
bicyclist, and the neighbor says that it is unsafe to ride in most parts of Southlake.
I think bicycle safety measures need to be reinforced with the addition of electric assisted bicycles.
I think our parks are tree less in a lot of cases. I don't see anywhere I'd go to have a picnic. But who am I kidding, this is Texas. It's too hot.
I think that lost age group the empty nesters really support the community through local and school taxes but aren't using any services. We
moved here with kids in college before CC was open. No way to really make friends and connect. And we want to downsize and stay in town
but taxes and costs are so high. People in this group help keep the schools from overcrowding and just dump money into the town. Need to
think of a better way to engage with newcomers.
i was not particularly pleased with the Marq and its service when it first opened so i decided not to be a member
I wish they would offer more classes through park board. Not just exercise classes. Art, crafts, language
I would like to see a greater dedication to green space and less emphasis on commercial development
I would love for there to be more actual walking/biking parks in Southlake, like Grapevine, or an easy connection between our city and their
recreational facilities.
I'd like to see a small marina in Southlake. Currently have to go to trophy club or grapevine for a boat dock. The north end of whites chapel
would be idea location and tie into bob jones park perhaps. I'd also like to see paved walking trails between the parks. Roanoke and grapevine
have created very nice walking path connections.
I'd like to see community accessible golf
I'm disappointed to see how quickly open green space has disappeared in our city over the last 12 years. We moved here partially because
there were open spaces, but as development continues and our green spaces disappear, I know that I will eventually want to move to
somewhere with more space that feels less crowded and congested. More and more buildings keep being added but many of them just sit
with empty office/retail space.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
RECREATION/ACTIVITIES
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.

It seems that the majority of our parks are sports oriented versus nature oriented.
Lack of amenities and recreational programs for 3 years old and adult
Less dissatisfaction and more a lack of interest -- for example, senior services
More needs to be done to keep 1709 safe. I would allow right turn on red OR U-turn - not both at the same intersection. I have an unmaintained drainage ditch behind my house that breeds animals and mosquitos. It's on private property and town won't do anything about it. I
love Champion's Club but because of so few handicapped spaces there are days I have to just go home because I can't park. They should
also offer the Silver Sneakers program as most other area facilities do.
More parks
More parks devoted to strolling and walking are needed in the city. See Grapevine Botanic Garden as an example. Library expansion is
overdue
More parks needed. More playgrounds , greenery, pools, water activities , creeks, ponds, grasslands.
More senior programs will be appreciated.

More services to seniors.
More water fountains along sidewalks/parks and preserve green spaces.
Most of the nicer roomier parks are on the north side of Southlake Blvd.. would be nice to have a big park on the south side of town
mountain bike park would be nice so kids don't tear up natural areas
My family is not currently in need of senior services
My wife and I are in the in between age of kids out of the home and senior citizens. When i go to the Marq and see the senior citizens, i
cannot relate at all (at least for now). It seems that there are not any programs for my age group. We are still fairly active athletically and
mentally. It would be nice to have a program of entertainment to get to know other people my age before I hit the senior age. People are
staying healthier and being more active, where seniors are playing mahjong and cards and care about the senior lunches. I want to go to
places, but if you offer this, you will have to advertise the hell out of it, so people know.
Need better services and facilities for seniors, need for more police presence in our neighborhoods, lack of written communication on provided
services, upcoming events and future development (a phone call from SPIN or Facebook page is insufficient)
Need more recreational facilities
Need more recreational programs at a reasonable price.
Need more recreational sports leagues for all ages.
need more senior activities once covid is under control
Need new management at Southlake Tennis Center . Mia can't keep pros .
Need public Pickleball courts
Need uptodate rec programs. The library needs more funding for books, classes, and space.
Needs to be more open spaces for parks
No good options for Senior Citizen Mobility--CARS is not a useful program for most Seniors
No green space around my neighborhood. Land around Durham can be developed as a park for dual use by Durham school and
neighborhood
Not dissatisfied but would like to see more senior services.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
RECREATION/ACTIVITIES
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
Not enough parks for walking and non sports activities.
Not sure that is the role of the city to provide senior services.
Open space / Park in my area does not exists - this means too much development was done
Our parks need to be open to our youth and not just the paid recreational activities. I pay taxes for many of the services and still have to pay
additional fees to even utilize them at all.
Parks
Please increase patrol/monitoring of speeding/racing from Dove southbound on North Kimball. Especially worse weekends, weekend nights.
Dangerous to ride bicycles on many roads like Dove. Too narrow, blind spots, no bike lanes.
Poor access to trails by bicycle, lack of variety of parks or outdoor activities for adults
Recreation activities for adults are non existent. What about enrichment activities for adults?
Recreational programs are poorly run. The pool at the rec center is not 25 yards. Such bad planning. So disappointing.
Re-plant trees
Senior Center activities at Champions club. Would like more options and affordable programs for emerging younger seniors
Senior programs in Southlake are inferior to other cities in the area
Seniors need more representation
Seniors seem to be ignored by City of Southlake
Southlake could continue to improve installing sidewalks and more green spaces
Southlake has great park/trips in only a few areas but there is next to nothing on the far west side of the city. This is made even worse due to
limited sidewalks.
Southlake seems to be behind Grapevine and Keller with the provision of more public tennis and pickleball courts. And now because the
pickleball courts have been drawn over the tennis courts it's really difficult to get a chance to play tennis. It would be ideal if some dedicated
pickleball courts could be built in Bicentennial Park - ideal space for pickleball courts on the open piece of ground north of Broken Egg Cafe.
The City is primarily focused on team sports. Millions of dollars are spent on baseball fields and the fields are not accessible to citizens
(unless you have a boy and join dragon youth baseball). Unlock the fields.
The football stadium took precedence over the library years ago. I have lived in several other states and other towns in Texas and Southlake
has the smallest/worst library I have encountered. They do not have any/enough children's programs for young children and preschoolers.
Going to the library with my children was a highlight when we lived in other places ( California, Minnesota, Connecticut, and even Rockwall
has a better library for goodness sakes) but a similar fun activity does not exist in Southlake.
The library hours don't allow for activities for working moms. I would like to see more recreational opportunities for younger children. I would
like for more parks to be connected with trails/sidewalks.
The marq is not a ymca! It should encourage 90% of senior citizens to participate at a reduced fee. Not one that is remotely close to Dallas
Athletic club as an example. Family atmosphere is good but inauthentic attempts to use the park for a grand kids bday party and confused
front desk has kept me away
The parks need to better connect with neighborhoods. Also, many of the parks lack walking paths that allow it to be safe.
The pathway around Lake Carillon needs to be lit on the side opposite the street lights along the lake. The street lights don't light the opposite
side and there are wild animals along that stretch (coyote, bobcat and deer). Please add lighting to make the "wild side" safe for citizens.
The Southlake Senior Center (Legends Hall) while beautiful as a lounge (and almost always empty) does not provide a large room for group
exercise. The old Senior Center building did have that. The large exercise room concept was able to facilitate a large group for senior exercise
and thus provided comradery among seniors. The large dining room area of the current Legends Hall is not able to be used by the seniors for
exercise because it is reserved for outside group rentals. Seniors are forced to have exercise classes in small meeting rooms which are
breeding grounds for transmitting infections due to the lack of appropriate ventilation. Also these small rooms can only accommodate small
groups and hence the comradery that seniors seek has been eliminated. This complaint has been raised to the Senior Advisory Commission
more than once in the past, however the City Administration of Legends Hall has been unable to solve this problem because the focus of the
City is to seek a return on it's investment in the building via rentals from outside sources. City Administrators may point to prior Senior
Advisory Commissions' input into the construction of Legends Hall however this excuse falls short. Consideration should have been given to
the lack of understanding from the then much older group of Seniors who misunderstood the complexity of building construction. Ultimately,
the current facility for Senior group exercise is completely lacking in the goals previously listed due to short sighted planning for buildings that
chose form over function.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
RECREATION/ACTIVITIES
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
There are an excessive amount of athletic fields for the same subset of sports. How about a little diversity? (And pickleball is not diversity,
that's for drunk adults)
There are no public pickle ball courts or a public soccer field for people to use. There is space at Bicentennial park for a soccer field and pickle
ball courts. Or the old football stadium could be turned into a park for pickle ball and soccer.
There should be better access to a (decent) Bark Park near the center of town, Pickle Ball courts, etc
There should be more parks with trails
There should be more senior services geared toward very active seniors who live in the 2021 world.
Too many huge parks
Too much emphasis on senior center. Not enough emphasis on offering activities for families
Water costs are outrageous! Library in the basement is not what one would expect in a city like Southlake. Also, would love to see more bike
trails and outdoor patio dining areas.
Water is too expensive. Would like to see more parks and green spaces. Some roads need to be repaired and the ones that are being
repaired take way to long to complete
We can't just focus every space on sports!
We have great parks and facilities but I drive by the Tennis Center and it's very rarely full and they won't convert some courts to Pickleball. It
bothers me that I have to drive to Bear Creek in Keller to play on beautiful courts. Doesn't the City own the Tennis Center? Why not do what
the residents want not what Tennis Center outside management wants.
We have incredible baseball facilities but no one gets to use them. Practices are held at SSC or even worse, Koalaty. Why put so much
money into the facilities if they will hardly be used?
We have many fewer rec activities than neighboring cities
We need a real library. We need more city programs for special needs teens and young adults. We need more bike lanes in this whole City.
We need better trail markings and maps on the trails in Bob Jones Park that are located on Army Corp property.
We need more activities that bring our community together. Not festivals. Regular activities.
We need more green space not apartments or new retail shopping centers
We need more park space that can be used without rental. It's nearly impossible to find space to play pick up games due to either a
requirement of renting the space or a availability of space
We need more parks and fewer businesses.
we need more parks and green spaces
We used to have a huge assortment of activities for our youth. We used to also receive a printed brochure 2x a year advertising the
opportunities that were available to us at all of the city facilities. Now you have to log into an outdated cumbersome website to find the
information. I miss receiving the brochure. Southlake does not have enough green space. The library is not big enough for our population and
is a pain to get to with not enough ample parking. And where it is being moved to is out of the way and feared to be no better.
When we moved here, there were a lot more green spaces. Since moving here, there has been too much development of doctors offices and
Mexican food restaurants and not a single park has been built. I was encouraged by the development of the Marq and Champion's Club, but it
is nowhere near as good as The REC in Grapevine. I was pretty disappointed in how small and unimpressive it was.
Would like to see more programs for recreation
Would like to see senior tennis programs.
Would love more recreational classes especially at the Marq. Many are overcrowded and one true facility room with space and mirrors is not
enough to suit the number of classes and instructors you could have running throughout the day to suit the needs of the community.
Would love to see Southlake have a soccer complex for local teams to use. All fields are outside if city limits.
You ask about senior services and I don't see them. The Marq might be one, but what are others? People who are in the senior category still
live very energetic and vibrant lives. I also do not see programs or memberships like Silver Sneakers at Champions Club. It's a very good
workout center, and when people go on social security the cost can be prohibitive. I was told there was a Silver Sneakers program previously
but it wasn't effective. I am not sure what that means. Other clubs in the area have them. For seniors 65+ make it affordable. And Legends
Hall activities are not the answer.
Your services suck. The library is in a basement and a racist runs youth baseball
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Q36 – KEYWORD
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE/ENFORCEMENT
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
A while back, I called about a code enforcement issue regarding overgrown brush, weeds, etc behind my property line fence and was
basically dismissed because the property is owned by Zena Rucker. I guess she is too powerful compared to us "common folks".
Animal control needs an updated database or program that allows them to search by problem instead of complaints. The current system only
factors in the addresses of where the complaints come from, not the address they are directed to
Animal controls response to dangerous pets is very unsatisfactory to me. When my pet (and others I know this has happened to) have been
mauled by another animal in the neighborhood, the dangerous animal should be removed. No questions asked. There are too many friendly
pets and CHILDREN around to accept dangerous animals. Shame on the families that keep these pets
As said previously, walk-ability in the city is dismal at best. Also the city's animal control services seem to be meager. The city's website for
animal control connects to an animal shelter in Keller I believe of which they seem to only have one individual there taking calls for some 3
cities of Keller, Southlake, and I believe Colleyville. If he's in his office then they answer, if not you need to leave a voicemail and hope they
get to you within the time you need it and hope that they're even operating at all. For a service provided by the city off tax dollars the support it
gives is quite underwhelming.
Better emergency preparedness needed so we don't have a repeat of February 2021 with no water and power. Library needs a better location.
Bylaw enforcement of animals
City Services are good our issues deal with storm runoff ends up in our backyard. We have French Drain system but still can't handle all the
runoff of neighbors. Additional neighbors have installed pools all should be required to put French drains or some type of drainage system on
their property to help keeping the runoff in our backyard.
Code compliance

Code department seems to overlook several items on retail and temporary signs not allowed. Also think Code could do better job of checking
neighborhood fencing and requiring correcting or replacing where/when needed.
code enforcement complaints were given low priority.
Code enforcement is sporadic and not super about responding. This and other city areas are siloed and not friendly to deal with.
Code enforcement in my neighborhood is not consistent . There seems to be that, "if you can't see it from the street, it's not a problem.) A
variance for building a 10 foot high fence was given to a neighbor with out Neighborhood input.
Code service took to long to address my neighbor's trash
Development information while shared does not take into consideration the residents inputs and impact to quality of life.
Do a better job of enforcing fireworks code and responding to animal control issues, such as excessively barking dogs.
Drainage is a continuous problem. Often times approved developments create down slope drainage issues for existing neighborhoods. New
developments shift their water and create drainage problems that become the responsibility of the existing neighborhoods. The city needs to
be responsible for the drainage issues they create by approving new developments.
Failure to maintain an easement utilized by the city. I have called about this issue three times without any action being taken.
Fred Bauer sent an eMail dated Oct16, 2020-2:52P (titled: POTENTIAL Southlake SEWER LINE EXPLOSION POLLUTION DAMAGE) to the
three employees of the City of Southlake (Jason, Alex and Terry) as a follow-up to their visit to The Site that same morning. Fred Bauer sent
an eMail (dated Oct16, 2020-3:14P titled: "My eMail to Southlake Public Works ref SEWER LINE," (Copy To) the Southlake Director of Public
Works (Rob Cohen). IT IS NOW A YEAR LATER. City Employees and City Contractors have been visiting the site from time to time, but I
HAVE NOT BEEN ADVISED OF ANY CONCRETE PROGRESS. CAN I GET A BRIEFING FROM THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS ON
WHAT IS HAPPENING, AND CAN I HAVE PRESENT AT THE BRIEFING CITY LEGAL COUNSEL WHO CAN ADVISE ME ON THE LEGAL
RELATIONSHIP OF THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS TO THIS SITUATION?
Had an issue regarding code enforcement that was not addressed.
Had issue behind house that to a lot of effort to get resolved.
I did send a communication to the city several weeks ago suggesting a blinking cross-walk light at Byron Nelson and Continental would be
very helpful. It's a busy intersection with a lot of pedestrian traffic and I think would provide a level of safety if installed. I did not get any follow
up from the city.

I don't know what it takes to get a response or action from Public Works. This has been an on going issue for many years. At the regular
zoning board of adjustment meeting , Aug 12, 2021 , the possibility of extending the flume was brought up as a future task. When is my
question ?? The stated completed solutions in the report said that homeowner conducted their own work on the riprap and regraded the area.
That is true because the area was not graded properly and the riprap was placed in a manner causing the water to overflow onto a large area
of property.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE/ENFORCEMENT
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
I feel the Southlake tennis center could be ran and managed better. The tennis center has the potential to be one of the best but due to lack of
good management they can not retain pros to accomplish this. This has been an ongoing problem.
I have inquired 3+ times as to options to get speeding under control on Peytonville. I have suggested several options to the city Police traffic
control office with no action or follow up being taken. I suggested: 1.A street sign indicating turning traffic ahead (this effects at least 5 home
owners), 2. speed bumps to slow traffic and possibly eliminate speeding 3. rumble strips on the pavement to slow speeders.
I support a new, larger library. The water situation during the freeze was bad.
I think the only dissatisfaction is for the city to listen more to the residents about major building projects. We are a small city without a lot of
space. Just a few large office buildings, hotels, etc. have cluttered what used to be a beautiful view from the highway. As stated earlier,
Carillon is TERRIBLE. The individual homes are beautiful, but seeing them all crammed in together on tiny lots from the highway is not what
people want or expect to see in Southlake.
I was dissatisfied with the failure of our water system during the freeze.
Improper storm water management
In the winter, our water was either shut off or could not be used (without being boiled) for about a week. This is unacceptable as there are
many families who rely on clean water for drinking and cooking. Southlake needs to ensure that clean, usable water is available at all times for
its residents even during storms. In the future, storms will be slower and stronger due to climate change. This needs to be properly managed
now before more storms take place.
It appears the council and zoning department meet minimum standards only and fail to highlight zoning request changes that impact the
quality of life and residential values.
It has been an on going problem with city water. I am getting sand from my water tap. City said it was my water heater which is cleaned every
year. Tested my water but could not determined that my water heater was the cause. My neighbor saw sand in their water too. After a while, I
gave up! I don't drink city water, and concerned how it might affect my appliances like washer and refrigerator.
I've been filling out forms to fix the mulch at the dog park and it's only gotten worse. I'm unaware of the baseball field maintenance and batting
cage maintenance because I'm not allowed in.
lacking in emergency preparedness, and sidewalk/ walking accessibility
last years storm response
Many people abuse the code-enforcement service for things that are common sense. There's no need to waste my tax dollar money.
More needs to be done to keep 1709 safe. I would allow right turn on red OR U-turn - not both at the same intersection. I have an unmaintained drainage ditch behind my house that breeds animals and mosquitos. It's on private property and town won't do anything about it. I
love Champion's Club but because of so few handicapped spaces there are days I have to just go home because I can't park. They should
also offer the Silver Sneakers program as most other area facilities do.
More urgency to address code enforcement
My trash service has been missed a few times and very surprised to loose water for several days last February during snow storm. This may
be more of an issue with non-reliable power provided by state, not sure what caused loss of water.
Need more input
Need to step up code enforcement as well as introduce a new code to store trash/recycling cans on the side or behind the house
No water and electricity during the February storm. I was not notified about boiling water.
Not having water during Snowmeggodon was embarrassing as a city and not acceptable given what we pay in taxes
Not responsive to west side of Southlake.
Notifications for Spin meetings typically arrive right before the meeting. I can't usually rearrange my schedule in time to attend. If I'm lucky, I
can send through my comments. I don't believe the current city management listens to any opinion which differs from the PAC in charge. I'm
concerned about corruption. I have little faith in our current city government to look out for the needs of all of its citizens. This statement is
coming from a white, married, heterosexual woman over forty.
Our library services are very limited, and the new library is taking forever to build. Whites Chapel road construction should have been done
months ago.
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Progress on projects is slow and community is not informed in time
Staff doesn't always return calls re road issues.
Take a page from Trophy Club get backup power to handle any emergency energy problems.
The city allowed the developers of The Metairie to scrape the land all at once, which sent tons of sediment into the neighborhood drainage
areas, ponds, and creeks to the east and northeast. The creeks in particular were brown for months during the winter, spring and summer of
2021. Absolutely ridiculous that they were allowed to get away with that.
The city could be better about informing citizens ahead of time about new developments and getting citizen input on new developments before
they are approved.
The city did a very poor job of promoting/ explaining the bond that was on the recent ballot. There's definitely an impression that the town
leadership is very cozy with developers and that there's a lack of transparency on development.
The city has not dealt with a serious issue of drainage water damage down the creek into a lake in Timber Lake. The problems are caused
by water coming into our lake from north of our properties. It is destroying our lake. We cannot stop the water coming from off of our property.
It is a city issue which needs to be addressed.
The city needs to fix the water drainage flow and pipes that run from the pond in front of bicentennial and end up dumping the water into the
creek on the east side of Timber Lake and dropping all the sediment into (ultimately) our back lake that now needs dredging to the tune of
$500K+. It starts at city property. The city needs to be accountable and fix it.
The city's management of the winter storm was below my expectations. The lack of communication leading to the city running out of water
was unacceptable.
The management staff at the champions club are morons. They make rules with no justification and are on power trips.
The marq is not a ymca! It should encourage 90% of senior citizens to participate at a reduced fee. Not one that is remotely close to Dallas
Athletic club as an example. Family atmosphere is good but inauthentic attempts to use the park for a grand kids bday party and confused
front desk has kept me away
The park off of North Kimball has had bridges out for several years not. I don't know why they are not fixed but there doesn't seem to be any
urgency to fix them. However, this is a minor issue compared to the other one I discussed earlier.
The parks are in some need of beautification. The hogs need to be dealt with not just run off.
The question was asking my opinion about code enforcement, a I said I'm somewhat satisfied. As if I don't have much passion towards the
city's implementation.
The Southlake Senior Center (Legends Hall) while beautiful as a lounge (and almost always empty) does not provide a large room for group
exercise. The old Senior Center building did have that. The large exercise room concept was able to facilitate a large group for senior exercise
and thus provided comradery among seniors. The large dining room area of the current Legends Hall is not able to be used by the seniors for
exercise because it is reserved for outside group rentals. Seniors are forced to have exercise classes in small meeting rooms which are
breeding grounds for transmitting infections due to the lack of appropriate ventilation. Also these small rooms can only accommodate small
groups and hence the comradery that seniors seek has been eliminated. This complaint has been raised to the Senior Advisory Commission
more than once in the past, however the City Administration of Legends Hall has been unable to solve this problem because the focus of the
City is to seek a return on it's investment in the building via rentals from outside sources. City Administrators may point to prior Senior
Advisory Commissions' input into the construction of Legends Hall however this excuse falls short. Consideration should have been given to
the lack of understanding from the then much older group of Seniors who misunderstood the complexity of building construction. Ultimately,
the current facility for Senior group exercise is completely lacking in the goals previously listed due to short sighted planning for buildings that
chose form over function.
The total lack of water and electricity in February was totally unacceptable. Our area had zero power for 72 hours whereas others had no
outage or at least some intermittent power. We had no power in our grid. Some warning that we were selected for total cut off would have
been nice. Also some arrangement for showers (like at the Marc for residents) and warming areas (instead of some conference room) would
have been nice.
The winter storm was poorly handled.
There is a lack of equitable enforcement of zoning ordinances
Too many 3 percenters and proud boy types working in too many city departments and agencies. Might as well put that loser confederate flag
back up in city hall and have your local klan meetings out in the open again.

Too much wasted on asinine citizens. Police and code enforcement also wastes time with outmoded policies.
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traffic flow is still an issue and exacerbated by projects that have not been completed
Very disappointed in how the water contracts are sourced and structured relative to surrounding communities (e.g., Keller) and how that
contributed to the loss of water during the 2021 storm.
Water drainage issues as they arise resulting from new development or even single family lots as the houses are razed and rebuilt on existing
lot. Very much affects everything around the new build(s). Seems to be a lack of long range plan or lack of enforcement or apathy
Water service was interrupted during the winter and the communication was good, not great
Water situation this winter was a disaster
We are having drainage issues and need to call multiple times to fix and don't get any notice when the city works on or around our property
We don't have an animal control
We don't really get advance notice on development. Suddenly there is a tall office building or a new hotel. We're losing the hometown feel!
Shouldn't citizens have more of a say in development?
We had to go without water for a few days during the February storm…
We have a property in Southlake downstream of a concrete channel built in the last 2 years by the City which funnels the water drainage from
a portion of a neighborhood directly onto our property. Virtually none of the concerns I voiced to the City were addressed. The prior grasscovered drainage pattern was cemented over which eliminated natural percolation and filtering and elevated and speeded up the water flow
on to our property causing overflowing of the banks and water seepage into one of my sheds.
We have great parks and facilities but I drive by the Tennis Center and it's very rarely full and they won't convert some courts to Pickleball. It
bothers me that I have to drive to Bear Creek in Keller to play on beautiful courts. Doesn't the City own the Tennis Center? Why not do what
the residents want not what Tennis Center outside management wants.
We have underground utility boxes that in the past year are always filled with water, the meter, shut off valve, wires are submerged. Thought
we may have a leak at the meter, response time exceeded expectations, but are left underwater
We need better water and electric safeguards in the event of another freeze emergency.
We set traps to catch armadillos that dig up our yard. Each time we catch a skunk in the trap, we are charged $35. to euthanize because we
"partner" with Keller Animal Control. In past years, Grapevine Animal Control would come euthanize at no charge. Sadly, our public library is
not easily accessible. Can't wait until it moves to the new location.
We were never informed of a spin meeting that was taking place behind our home until 24 hours before the meeting. I believe the mayor
corrected that issue.
Well the water situation was a mess this winter and I would love to know plans to prevent it from happening again. Traffic lights are a
nightmare. Storm water management could use improvement, the city should be checking to make sure drains are clear (on Carroll by
Johnson is a problem). Our fire, police, and emergency services ppl are great and I love our social media officer.
When we ran out of water---and power during the ICE STORM!! NOT HAPPY!
When you have a problem created by new construction that presents a severe water problem on your property the City could care less. Very
frustrating in view of the taxes we pay and all the pictures and documentation we gave them.
Why is animal control only available during the week. I have called about dogs out on the weekend and they aren't working until Monday. Not
ok.
Yes; Southlake is increasingly inserting city fees and bureaucrats into home repairs; ELIMINATE: all fees and oversight from building
inspectors for all home repairs and remodels (water heater, room additions etc.) Having Southlake involved 1) increases costs 2) slows
completion 3) add confusion and most importantly, does nothing to add value, safety, or security to the project. Just grows the bureaucracy!
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As mentioned before, library needs a bigger budget
Better emergency preparedness needed so we don't have a repeat of February 2021 with no water and power. Library needs a better location.
Dissatisfied with library services. Primary problem is the location of the library - cramped facility in location with minimal access. Parking in
Town Square during the day is difficult. For a community our size with exceptional recreational facilities, the library facility is an
embarrassment. Take a look at the Grapevine Library facility.
Have you seen grapevine's library compared to ours? Their rec center and their sports/recreation offerings? We are a joke. I'm sorry but we
need to step it up.
I support a new, larger library. The water situation during the freeze was bad.
I wish the library was bigger and not in a basement and had passes to museums and such to check out.
I wish the library was more robust. More books, more places to read and study, natural light. We have great parks, but some could use a
revamp on the landscaping. Bicentennial playground could use some help. The gardens at the corner of White Chapel and Unity Way (behind
Tom Thumb) look terrible. We could use a garden club to take over that space.
I would like easy access to the library. I love libraries and rarely use ours. We can and should do better.
I would like more emphasis on the beautification of the city and parks and recreation. The library location is horrible.
I would like to see a bigger and better library, connection with local authors (like myself), and a space for community use. For example,
Champions Club has meeting rooms but local organizations can't use them without a fee, so most of the times they are empty. I tried to get
our Toastmaster's club in there, but the fee would mean raising dues significantly.
I would like to see more support for library and staff...the crew does an outstanding job, well above and beyond, in-spite of what appears to be
limited budget resources and space
Libraries are changing and we need to change with the times, a refurbish of our current library as a more decentralized approach would be
good, use the Marq!
Library does not have much selection of Audiobooks when compared to other cities I have lived in.
Library facility and services are substandard for a community as affluent as Southlake. My hometown in Minnesota has Library facilities far
better than Southlake and it has less than 10,000 citizens and per capita income of $50,000. Education is more important in that community.
Library has been an issue for many years. Access is prohibitive due to location and parking. Selection is limited.
Library is small and services/books don't compare well to surrounding cities
Library is too small. Parking is hard too
Library is way too small for a town this large.
library needs expansion
Library needs improvements
Library staff is terrific but the library facility is insufficient for a city of our size. Our city has top notch facilities in all other areas. Our library
facility is an exception.
Many of the medians are not well maintained and some interfere with line of vision creating a safety issue. Also, our library needs more titles,
especially e-book availability.
More parks devoted to strolling and walking are needed in the city. See Grapevine Botanic Garden as an example. Library expansion is
overdue
Need to update rec programs. The library needs more funding for books, classes, and space.
Our library is a joke.
Our library is embarrassing relatively speaking. Staff is AWESOME but library design, size, etc is very lacking.
Our library is in a basement that is a hazard to access because of traffic in Town Square. It needs to be moved to Carillon Parc.
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Our library is poorly lacking. It's not an emphasis at all. I think it's still in the basement of our admin building. Businesses measure cities on
available amenities, our library is a poor example.
Our library is too small inconveniently located
Our library services are very limited, and the new library is taking forever to build. Whites Chapel road construction should have been done
months ago.
Park maintenance could be improved, and the library would be better in another location.
Pertains to library facilities. The library itself is not adequately stocked with books and we do not have access to larger neighboring libraries
(e.g. Dallas). In addition, online resources for research and business are not adequate. Library should be much larger and encourage our
Dragons to use their facilities to advance their knowledge and learning through a variety of short learning programs especially related to
technology
PLEASE expand the library!
Police: excessive focus on traffic enforcement. Library: no Kindle-format lending.
SL needs the library which is easily accessible, has sufficient parking and has reading areas for adults, seniors and children. Have spaces for
people working at home to connect at the library.
the collection of books in the City of the Southlake library is the smallest among the surrounding cities, and the library hours is the shortest.
For the amount of tax we pay compared to the surrounding cities, that is a shame!
The current library is needs to provide more wifi capabilities and I am not sure why the city wants to spend money moving and building a new
library that is less convenient.
The current library is too small, outdated and difficult to access. It lacks technology and feels like you are in a dungeon.
The digital library could be expanded and broadened.
The football stadium took precedence over the library years ago. I have lived in several other states and other towns in Texas and Southlake
has the smallest/worst library I have encountered. They do not have any/enough children's programs for young children and preschoolers.
Going to the library with my children was a highlight when we lived in other places ( California, Minnesota, Connecticut, and even Rockwall
has a better library for goodness sakes) but a similar fun activity does not exist in Southlake.
The idea of moving the library at a huge cost is crazy. I would have to park in a parking structure to get to it. No thanks. The one we have is
fine. We have used it over the years, but the need with everything shifting online is becoming less and less. Seantay with code enforcement is
great. I hate having any signs in our city. These developer signs just junk it up and when placed on corners, create safety hazard as you cant
see around them. We should do like other cities and post where new housing developments are taking place and provide a map and contact
info for those looking and not have these follow the trail signs with arrows everywhere. I appreciate the strict sign rules that give our city its
nice look. The recreation programs are very good and we have used many of them. Camp Mania in spring and summer were awesome when
our child was younger.
The librarian and staff are amazing, but the facility we have now is too small, there are not enough study rooms, and parking is terrible,
especially when going in with kids. The drop off and pickup facilities are also not adequate.
The libraries are failing to represent all community members. We are a 70% conservatives community, yet the books highlighted to the kids
are racially charged or gender identity. The tone has become very dark and non inspiring. Curious of the librarians are reading the materials
they highlight. Would like to see more inspiration and empowering books highlighted.
The library hours don't allow for activities for working moms. I would like to see more recreational opportunities for younger children. I would
like for more parks to be connected with trails/sidewalks.
The library is extremely outdated and in a terrible location in a basement.
The library is geared towards children and adults with a limited selection of books. The amount of reference books on other religions is
appalling. I've found that not many people go to the library due to the lack of reference materials. The current app for audiobooks is okay, but
not great. There are other higher-quality ones that the library should be given the funding to use.
The library is no where near what it should be for a city of this size and it's located in a basement of a city building.
The library is small and in a basement. For the size of city we have, it is not a very good library.
The library is too small unable to provide adequate services.
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The library is too small for the size of the city. A new is in the works I believe but a great library is critical to growing our community. Look at
Grapevine or Keller for a square foot comparison.
The library must support kindle devices!!!! It's unbelievable to me that we don't have an extensive catalog of online books for kindles.
The library needs to be given more attention and resources. It's a shame that a city this size has a small library in a basement.
The library needs to be moved and updated so that it is larger and more accessible!

The library should remain in Town Square which is the centerpiece of our city
The library staff are absolutely fantastic but the size/scope/services for a city of this size and with these demographics is embarrassing and
regularly discussed socially in the community.
The public library should be a prominent and distinguishing feature of the city, and not isolated in the basement. The current library is neither
of these things, and this sends a message about what the community's true values are (money, businesses, looking nice).
There seems to be very cozy relationships with development and the city council. This needs to be disclosed and addressed. Our library is
embarrassing. So small, in a basement. It was glaring when we moved here. Compare the library to the football stadium and you can see
what the town values.
Water costs are outrageous! Library in the basement is not what one would expect in a city like Southlake. Also, would love to see more bike
trails and outdoor patio dining areas.
Water quality could be improved. Library could have more relevant books
We do not have an occasion to use the library.
We do not need a new library!, refurbish our current one
We don't need a new library
We have outgrown our library -have not dedicated parking and no Sunday hours. my family has been paying for a membership to the
grapevine library for several years- as they do offer these things, plus more activities and a much larger collection of books.
We need a better library with more books.
We need a bigger and easier parking facility library

We need a good library!
We need a new library bigger, more children's programs and books. Connect our libraries with neighboring communities l.
We need a real library. We need more city programs for special needs teens and young adults. We need more bike lanes in this whole City.

We need a world class library for our citizens to enjoy. Compared to neighbors, our library is not that good at all. Like anything Southlake it
should be a leader in the region in volumes, resources and facilities.
We set traps to catch armadillos that dig up our yard. Each time we catch a skunk in the trap, we are charged $35. to euthanize because we
"partner" with Keller Animal Control. In past years, Grapevine Animal Control would come euthanize at no charge. Sadly, our public library is
not easily accessible. Can't wait until it moves to the new location.
We used to have a huge assortment of activities for our youth. We used to also receive a printed brochure 2x a year advertising the
opportunities that were available to us at all of the city facilities. Now you have to log into an outdated cumbersome website to find the
information. I miss receiving the brochure. Southlake does not have enough green space. The library is not big enough for our population and
is a pain to get to with not enough ample parking. And where it is being moved to is out of the way and feared to be no better.
Your services suck. The library is in a basement and a racist runs youth baseball
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Baseball park can be vastly improved by adding lights to Bating Cages. SLake takes great pride in the baseball fields, but doesn't maintain the
fields like communities in Grapevine Flower Mound. The grounds crews in FL, GV will drag fields between games on weekends. Our fields
are dragged Friday morning and are a mess by the time Saturday noon rolls around. Should also open up the ball fields to host team practices
for DYB as they do in other communities.
Choice of flowers are very old fashioned
City has finished half of the surfacing of the street few months ago, the other half has not been touched yet.

Drive over several roads in subdivisions including my own that have potholes that need to be fixed
Failure to maintain an easement utilized by the city. I have called about this issue three times without any action being taken.
Finish White Chapel Road.
Glad to see the fountain finally addressed after years of it being in disrepair
I believe that the City could do a better job maintaining parks around the city.
I feel our roads need to be cleaned up more regularly, example more street sweeping. Also would love to see the landscape key up better on
the side of the highways and roads.
I feel that the area on the north side of 114 is ignored as it is a little more "rural". Construction on the "bridge" at North White Chapel has
construction debris (sand bags, cones) ignored. Lots of garbage on N. White Chapel, West Bob Jones and TW King from sports fields at Bob
Jones Park and people drinking in out of the way spots (beer cans, food garbage, etc)
I have noticed trash on sides of roads, thinking that teen court could assign landscaping pick up for offenders as part of their sentences
I think I meant sidewalks. Need for sidewalks and maintaining or replacing pot hole roads.
I wish the library was more robust. More books, more places to read and study, natural light. We have great parks, but some could use a
revamp on the landscaping. Bicentennial playground could use some help. The gardens at the corner of White Chapel and Unity Way (behind
Tom Thumb) look terrible. We could use a garden club to take over that space.
I wish there was more patrol of local parks. There are always loose dogs at our local parks and many people do not follow the leash laws.
Perhaps installing signs that day leashes are required would help.
I would like more emphasis on the beautification of the city and parks and recreation. The library location is horrible.
I would like to see our parks beautified just a bit. Southlake is a beautiful city overall.
I would like to see the roads (especially in the "older" part of Southlake improved (Continental). It appears that all of the improvements
(widening, roundabouts, paving, etc.) are focused toward the newer areas like White's Chapel/Carrillon.
I'm baffled how poorly cared for North Park is taken care of.
Improve roads
Improve roads and complete constructions on time and not try to attempt to do repairs or road construction work during regular peak hours
It would appear that road maintenance in the older neighborhoods is not a priority with the city .
Landscaping is in need of major improvement at Dove Rd and White CHAPEL Rd
Maintain landscaping better
Many of the medians are not well maintained and some interfere with line of vision creating a safety issue. Also, our library needs more titles,
especially e-book availability.
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Median and right of way landscape maintenance needs improvement
Not significant but dealing with poor maintenance of yards/homes situationally.
not sure of how much impact the city has, but road construction is incomprehensibly slow
Our library services are very limited, and the new library is taking forever to build. Whites Chapel road construction should have been done
months ago.
Our neighborhood East Carroll High School on White Chapel has no sidewalks. Don't think it's safe for kids to walk to a bus stop. Also
Whitechapel is taking a long time to complete. I don't see much progress and traffic gets bottleneck on drop-off and pick-up times.
Our roads are getting in horrible shape
Our whole city should look great not just downtown. Grapevine has lavender on 114; we have scrub trees, pieces of rubber and trash on the
road. Police never seem to be on the road giving tickets during rush hour. Why? that's when people are driving 80mph.
Park maintenance could be improved, and the library would be better in another location.
Parks are ok. Bathrooms are poorly kept.
Parks need to be upgraded
Please maintain city landscape better.
Please use only drought-tolerant native plants in medians and public spaces. We cannot afford water to keep them alive. If we are using gray
water for irrigation, you should post signs to that effect. Bottom line, don't waste resources! Thanks!
Pls keep the rest rooms clean in the public parks
Recently when walking in Bicentennial Park, I thought the grass had lots of weeds and was not maintained at the level I would expect from a
city like Southlake.
Roads are getting bad.
Roads not well maintained Sidewalks just end for no apparent reason, not continuous. Need bike lanes
Sidewalk issue on s. Peytonville
Some construction on roads (white chapel by CHS) have gone too long, lack of information on completion, constant road access changes,
excessive traffic due to construction
Southlake Blvd needs to be taken better care of
Streets and Drainage still a problem in Northeast part of city
The lakes at Bicentennial park seem to have trash floating around on most days. Also the Liberty Garden area was in need of clean up. The
garden was over grown and the fountain is never working there.
The landscape company that takes care of Bicentennial Park is not very good. The park is not maintained as well as it used to be
The landscape maintenance all over the city is in poor condition and needs a major overhaul.
The Landscapers don't do the job at a high standard. The Trash cans are full Saturday and not emptied in Town Sq till Monday or Tuesday.
Also plants are dying from no water the grass is dead all over Town Sq. Its like NO ONE cares anymore about the parks here but lets add
more parks
The landscaping in several areas of Bicentennial Park has been neglected including the playground. While it was nice to see the Liberty
Garden cleaned up a bit (probably in honor of 9/11) it has been neglected over the years and still needs work to bring it up to its original
beauty. Many dead trees have been replaced in the park but until they realize the trees are being overwatered and probably dying of root rot
the cycle will continue. The speeding and running of stop signs in the park needs to be addressed as well. The traffic signs are ignored by the
majority of the people cutting through the park every morning.
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The maintenance company now in charge of Bicentennial is not doing that great of a job
The park off of North Kimball has had bridges out for several years not. I don't know why they are not fixed but there doesn't seem to be any
urgency to fix them. However, this is a minor issue compared to the other one I discussed earlier.
The parks are in some need of beautification. The hogs need to be dealt with not just run off.
The roads on my street are in need of repair with multiple dip, holes, and street eroding.
The traffic especially on 114 is a nightmare at times. The City should be putting pressure on the state to actually finish the 114 freeway (which
has been set and ready to do since they put in Alliance a million years ago). The traffic backs up all through Southlake at rush hours because
of the backups caused on 114 through Trophy Club and Roanoke. Especially at the beginning of the year, the police officer directing traffic at
the Senior High frequently leaves cars on Peytonville in the middle of 1709 blocking traffic bc he will stop the cars coming across the green
light in favor of the cars coming from Continental- I've set through multiple lights just trying to get across Peytonville in the mornings. I've seen
cars headed from Keller area actually weaving through cars that were stuck on 1709- super dangerous! There needs to be multiple entrances
into the Senior high- all students should not have to enter through basically ONE entrance on Peytonville- it is absurd! The city needs to make
multiple breaks in the median and create new entrances for our students- it is NOT ACCEPTABLE for it to take 20-25 minutes to get to school
when we live less than 2 miles away.
The Whites Chapel project has been horrible and goes on and on and on. Limited entrance to Chapel Downs and Ascot is filthy - not cleaned
in 2021 to the best of my knowledge. Dirt and dust and noise and disrupted traffic.
Too many roads need quality repair and not just patch jobs.
Too many streets have potholes that have been ignored for far too long
Town square grass areas are not well maintained.
Trees are not cared for in parks and makes for a very miserable experience the Texas heat.
Water has high levels of calcium that wreaks home plumbing fixtures. Road construction seems to take very long to complete. East/west
travel is challenging at peak traffic times.
Water is too expensive. Would like to see more parks and green spaces. Some roads need to be repaired and the ones that are being
repaired take way to long to complete
Water/sewer services are too expensive. Streets and roads are above average but should be world class.
we know it is difficult to keep up with so many people using public spaces, would be nice to see garbage cans emptied more often, streets and
sidewalks cleaned
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Better communication
Better communication on when trash won't be picked up.
Communication. Initial, during any process. Phone calling tree messages seem to attempt that but are SPIN meeting oriented. Website
requires citizen disciplines to visit and browse for city news. Maybe a way we could signup for a broadcast that'd tell when something new is
out on the city website?
could better share more widely information on road work
Difficult to get information
Find it somewhat difficult to get information on some aspects on new developments.

Fred Bauer sent an eMail dated Oct16, 2020-2:52P (titled: POTENTIAL Southlake SEWER LINE EXPLOSION POLLUTION DAMAGE) to the
three employees of the City of Southlake (Jason, Alex and Terry) as a follow-up to their visit to The Site that same morning. Fred Bauer sent
an eMail (dated Oct16, 2020-3:14P titled: "My eMail to Southlake Public Works ref SEWER LINE," (Copy To) the Southlake Director of Public
Works (Rob Cohen). IT IS NOW A YEAR LATER. City Employees and City Contractors have been visiting the site from time to time, but I
HAVE NOT BEEN ADVISED OF ANY CONCRETE PROGRESS. CAN I GET A BRIEFING FROM THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS ON
WHAT IS HAPPENING, AND CAN I HAVE PRESENT AT THE BRIEFING CITY LEGAL COUNSEL WHO CAN ADVISE ME ON THE LEGAL
RELATIONSHIP OF THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS TO THIS SITUATION?
Grapevine sends out a flyer with all of their classes and activities they offer through the city and rec center. That would be nice for Southlake
to do. Plus, Grapevine's rec center is way cheaper.
I don't feel I ever know enough about the major buildings that are constructed in our town. Too much development going on where they are
completely clearing land that then exposes houses behind it. Like the random 3-story building built at Shady Oaks and 114. It is very out of
place and I feel sorry for the people who live in those houses.
I don't know how the city communicates information about development. I don't receive anything.
I don't know what it takes to get a response or action from Public Works. This has been an on going issue for many years. At the regular
zoning board of adjustment meeting , Aug 12, 2021 , the possibility of extending the flume was brought up as a future task. When is my
question ?? The stated completed solutions in the report said that homeowner conducted their own work on the riprap and regraded the area.
That is true because the area was not graded properly and the riprap was placed in a manner causing the water to overflow onto a large area
of property.
I don't receive any info on city wide development
I don't receive information on development

I feel like I have to find out about development from other sources.
I feel like the details of Mj ugh density housing and changes to the plans are not announced. I have to search for that information. It could be
sent out on the Facebook page easily.
I still find it difficult to find the most current information available on proposed developments.
I think there could be more done at the city level to promote activities that promote the diversity within our community.
I think we need more information on the development of neighborhoods.
I thought the bond information regarding Green space development was somewhat vague.
I would like to know more about the long term plans of the city (besides basics from the SPIN meetings).
If you aren't on Facebook there is no communication about city services
I'll see a PZ sign somewhere then try to find out more about the proposal and end up getting most of my info from a public social media site.
Be nice to get a City explanation of the proposal too. Many times the public comments are wrong or from uninformed sources.
I'm not really dissatisfied with anything just that I don't really know much about how the city is handling code violations and complaints so can't
really say I'm completely satisfied about an issue I know nothing about.
Is there a city ombudsman?
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Q36 – KEYWORD
INFORMATION/LACK OF INFORMATION
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
It appears the council and zoning department meet minimum standards only and fail to highlight zoning request changes that impact the
quality of life and residential values.
It is difficult to find information about possible development and Maj the city plan is very vague about the goals of the city and what they want
to promote in the way of development.

It is too difficult to follow a specific project. Dates change constantly and, although I provided email, was never notified.
I've been filling out forms to fix the mulch at the dog park and it's only gotten worse. I'm unaware of the baseball field maintenance and batting
cage maintenance because I'm not allowed in.
Just have never heard anything about the library in any news or social media
Looking for more information on seniors...
May be an issue with not publicly promoting and not making citizens aware what Southlake has to offer.
More information is needed on projects that require amending city codes
My wife and I are in the in between age of kids out of the home and senior citizens. When i go to the Marq and see the senior citizens, i
cannot relate at all (at least for now). It seems that there are not any programs for my age group. We are still fairly active athletically and
mentally. It would be nice to have a program of entertainment to get to know other people my age before I hit the senior age. People are
staying healthier and being more active, where seniors are playing mahjong and cards and care about the senior lunches. I want to go to
places, but if you offer this, you will have to advertise the hell out of it, so people know.
Need better services and facilities for seniors, need for more police presence in our neighborhoods, lack of written communication on provided
services, upcoming events and future development (a phone call from SPIN or Facebook page is insufficient)
No easy access to info about city development. For one huge example the clearing of the green space by Northwood Park leaving the
neighborhood angry and one family moving out.
No water and electricity during the February storm. I was not notified about boiling water.
Not enough information on city senior services.
Please provide more info on development
Please provide sidewalks and encourage our community to exercise more and walk our wonderful parks, shopping and restaurants.
Please use only drought-tolerant native plants in medians and public spaces. We cannot afford water to keep them alive. If we are using gray
water for irrigation, you should post signs to that effect. Bottom line, don't waste resources! Thanks!
PR department needs to increase its communication to the community and inform all that's great with the city.
Progress on projects is slow and community is not informed in time
Senior Center activities at Champions club. Would like more options and affordable programs for emerging younger seniors
Some construction on roads (white chapel by CHS) have gone too long, lack of information on completion, constant road access changes,
excessive traffic due to construction
The city could be better about informing citizens ahead of time about new developments and getting citizen input on new developments before
they are approved.
The city did a very poor job of promoting/ explaining the bond that was on the recent ballot. There's definitely an impression that the town
leadership is very cozy with developers and that there's a lack of transparency on development.

The senior people of this city do not advertise the activities offer to the senior citizens.
The total lack of water and electricity in February was totally unacceptable. Our area had zero power for 72 hours whereas others had no
outage or at least some intermittent power. We had no power in our grid. Some warning that we were selected for total cut off would have
been nice. Also some arrangement for showers (like at the Marc for residents) and warming areas (instead of some conference room) would
have been nice.
There has got to be a better way, more high level way, to share development updates without citizens having to pour through meeting notes.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
INFORMATION/LACK OF INFORMATION
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.

There has to be a better way to dispense this information than the SPiN signs
Trash needs improvement and information on development needs to be better
vey little communication regarding retirees/seniors ability to volunteer
We are having drainage issues and need to call multiple times to fix and don't get any notice when the city works on or around our property
We don't really get advance notice on development. Suddenly there is a tall office building or a new hotel. We're losing the hometown feel!
Shouldn't citizens have more of a say in development?
We used to have a huge assortment of activities for our youth. We used to also receive a printed brochure 2x a year advertising the
opportunities that were available to us at all of the city facilities. Now you have to log into an outdated cumbersome website to find the
information. I miss receiving the brochure. Southlake does not have enough green space. The library is not big enough for our population and
is a pain to get to with not enough ample parking. And where it is being moved to is out of the way and feared to be no better.
Would like more information on recreational programs. Maybe better form or vehicle of communication
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Q36 – KEYWORD
PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, TRAILS
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
As said previously, walkability in the city is dismal at best. Also the city's animal control services seem to be meager. The city's website for
animal control connects to an animal shelter in Keller I believe of which they seem to only have one individual there taking calls for some 3
cities of Keller, Southlake, and I believe Colleyville. If he's in his office then they answer, if not you need to leave a voicemail and hope they
get to you within the time you need it and hope that they're even operating at all. For a service provided by the city off tax dollars the support it
gives is quite underwhelming.
Bicycle lanes and safety could be improved. Sustainable Low Impact storm drainage approaches, on a citywide scale, could be improved.
Planning tree protection oftentimes seem at odds.
City services are just fine, only request would be to figure out ways for people to walk more, drive less
Finish the sidewalks and create bike lanes on dove, white chapel and other high use roads.
I have lived in Southlake for 23 years. I love it here. I am only asking for the sidewalks to be finished in certain areas where they are not. My
husband and I bike and walk a tremendous amount of miles but we like to stay in the Southlake and surrounding areas. Thank you
I think I meant sidewalks. Need for sidewalks and maintaining or replacing pot hole roads.
I'd like to see a small marina in Southlake. Currently have to go to trophy club or grapevine for a boat dock. The north end of whites chapel
would be idea location and tie into bob jones park perhaps. I'd also like to see paved walking trails between the parks. Roanoke and grapevine
have created very nice walking path connections.
I'm not satisfied with waste water management for east of Morgan Road. Also I would like sidewalks for my older neighborhood.
It all goes back to the lack of sidewalks in our area and the divisions I see in our community.
lacking in emergency preparedness, and sidewalk/ walking accessibility
More time should be spent on infrastructure for getting bicycles to and from schools.
Need more trails.
Our neighborhood East Carroll High School on White Chapel has no sidewalks. Don't think it's safe for kids to walk to a bus stop. Also
Whitechapel is taking a long time to complete. I don't see much progress and traffic gets bottleneck on drop-off and pick-up times.
Our surrounding towns have done much better with the number of parks and accessibility (walk and bike paths)
People biking on highly trafficked roads is very dangerous and creates traffic problems.
Please increase patrol/monitoring of speeding/racing from Dove southbound on North Kimball. Especially worse weekends, weekend nights.
Dangerous to ride bicycles on many roads like Dove. Too narrow, blind spots, no bike lanes.
Please provide sidewalks and encourage our community to exercise more and walk our wonderful parks, shopping and restaurants.
Poor access to trails by bicycle, lack of variety of parks or outdoor activities for adults
Roads not well maintained Sidewalks just end for no apparent reason, not continuous. Need bike lanes
Sidewalks sidewalks sidewalks.
Southlake could continue to improve installing sidewalks and more green spaces
Southlake has great park/trips in only a few areas but there is next to nothing on the far west side of the city. This is made even worse due to
limited sidewalks.
The library hours don't allow for activities for working moms. I would like to see more recreational opportunities for younger children. I would
like for more parks to be connected with trails/sidewalks.
There are no sidewalks available for pedestrians
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Q36 – KEYWORD
PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, TRAILS
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.

There should be more parks with trails
Walking or bike paths are needed outside of the parks. Cyclists are runners like to go miles at a time, not just within a park.
Water costs are outrageous! Library in the basement is not what one would expect in a city like Southlake. Also, would love to see more bike
trails and outdoor patio dining areas.
We need a real library. We need more city programs for special needs teens and young adults. We need more bike lanes in this whole City.
We need more bike lanes/paths
You have to walk or bike on the street on park of Shady Oaks to get to the Marq
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Q36 – KEYWORD
PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, TRAILS
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
Blowing they stop signs and speeding on continental is a daily occurrence; cars blocking the road at Carroll elementary and SL Blvd. for chick
fila are daily occurrence that should be stopped. Putting up a sign not to stop on a roadway is absurd. Build the right structure to support traffic
or move the business but blocking roadways is just beyond sane and your citizens do it every single day
Code enforcement officer was unresponsive and curt
Cops Single out certain individuals and ticket constantly. Officer Diamico nothing but a harassment problem
I don't often see police officers on patrol except for special events. At night I can also hear what sounds like people racing down 1709 at night,
and I have reported it before, but I believe if there was any patrol presence, this wouldn't be a regular issue.
I have inquired 3+ times as to options to get speeding under control on Peytonville. I have suggested several options to the city Police traffic
control office with no action or follow up being taken. I suggested: 1.A street sign indicating turning traffic ahead (this effects at least 5 home
owners), 2. speed bumps to slow traffic and possibly eliminate speeding 3. rumble strips on the pavement to slow speeders.
I have seen less and less speeding enforcement. It's a problem on major streets like Southlake Blvd and Continental.
I think we need better traffic enforcement on Carroll, Southlake Blvd., and Continental. People are always speeding and tailgating.
I wish there was more patrol of local parks. There are always loose dogs at our local parks and many people do not follow the leash laws.
Perhaps installing signs that day leashes are required would help.
Lengthy police response times. Not enough police officers.
More police presence in school zones to prevent reckless driving endangering the children
My wife's purse was stolen in grocery store. Southlake police did a report. No follow up. I felt like they could care less. We were told it was a
ring of thieves.
Need better services and facilities for seniors, need for more police presence in our neighborhoods, lack of written communication on provided
services, upcoming events and future development (a phone call from SPIN or Facebook page is insufficient)
Often, there are vehicles on Southlake Blvd. speeding excessively and I have only seen one occasion when such a speeder is pulled over
Our whole city should look great not just downtown. Grapevine has lavender on 114; we have scrub trees, pieces of rubber and trash on the
road. Police never seem to be on the road giving tickets during rush hour. Why? that's when people are driving 80mph.
Patrol Carroll Avenue
Please increase patrol/monitoring of speeding/racing from Dove southbound on North Kimball. Especially worse weekends, weekend nights.
Dangerous to ride bicycles on many roads like Dove. Too narrow, blind spots, no bike lanes.
Police: excessive focus on traffic enforcement. Library: no Kindle-format lending.
The city should make it safer for kids going to and from school! There have been too many incidents of reckless driving in school zones during
drop/pick time and cars racing past busses that are stopped with their STOP sign out and kids crossing. We have especially noticed problems
on Continental by Old Union Elementary and on Byron Nelson in Timarron. In addition to increased police presence in these areas, I think the
City can add more signage, more lights for the crosswalk, etc.
The Continental crosswalk by Old Union Elementary should have a police presence each morning. It is a heavily commuted street and rarely
is it patrolled.
The cost of water is astronomical compared to cities in surrounding areas and seems to be getting worse. There are months when our water
bill is double (or more) our electric bill. I'd also like to see more patrolling of neighborhoods (even once a month would be nice). I'd like to see
more enforcement of speeders on high traffic side streets, like Continental White's Chapel. Basically if you don't do 40, you get run over. Is
our recycling actually being recycled, or does it all just go to the same landfill? I'd like to see empty business buildings filled before any more
new buildings are built.
The Southlake police are horrible! I have written to the police chief and the Mayor and have gotten no response!
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Q36 – KEYWORD
PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, TRAILS
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
The traffic especially on 114 is a nightmare at times. The City should be putting pressure on the state to actually finish the 114 freeway (which
has been set and ready to do since they put in Alliance a million years ago). The traffic backs up all through Southlake at rush hours because
of the backups caused on 114 through Trophy Club and Roanoke. Especially at the beginning of the year, the police officer directing traffic at
the Senior High frequently leaves cars on Peytonville in the middle of 1709 blocking traffic bc he will stop the cars coming across the green
light in favor of the cars coming from Continental- I've set through multiple lights just trying to get across Peytonville in the mornings. I've seen
cars headed from Keller area actually weaving through cars that were stuck on 1709- super dangerous! There needs to be multiple entrances
into the Senior high- all students should not have to enter through basically ONE entrance on Peytonville- it is absurd! The city needs to make
multiple breaks in the median and create new entrances for our students- it is NOT ACCEPTABLE for it to take 20-25 minutes to get to school
when we live less than 2 miles away.
Too many drivers on the roads are driving much too fast, recklessly and aggressively. We need more police presence and enforcement of
traffic laws.
Too much bicycle riders clogging up the roads, too much focus on writing speeding tickets by police.
Too much wasted on asinine citizens. Police and code enforcement also wastes time with outmoded policies.
Traffic enforcement. The big trucks speeding down Southlake Blvd are simply terrifying. Never a cop around when these folks are going
through red lights and cutting people off
Traffic law enforcement and traffic management in general are important to a sense of safety and well being. My sense is that speeding on
local roads is getting worse, jeopardizing pedestrians, cyclists, and animals. I don't like the notion of lots of tickets being issued for a few miles
an hour over the speed limit, but if people don't see that serious speeders are getting stopped on a reliable basis, it's likely to get worse. I also
think that improvements are needed in U-turn rules along Southlake Blvd. and other main arteries. I see way too many close calls between Uturners and right-turners. I don't know what to suggest short of banning U-turns at major intersections, but it would be good to somehow
reduce the associated risks.
We continue to see and hear excessive speed along N Peytonville Ave. Drivers racing up the hill northbound from Raven Bend Ct.
Intersection. I have been passed twice in the past few months while driving 32-35 mph.
Would like police to patrol neighborhoods more, and spend less time ticketing for minor traffic violations like rolling stops.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
TRAFFIC/TRAFFIC CONTROL
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
Blowing they stop signs and speeding on continental is a daily occurrence; cars blocking the road at Carroll elementary and SL Blvd. for chick
fila are daily occurrence that should be stopped. Putting up a sign not to stop on a roadway is absurd. Build the right structure to support traffic
or move the business but blocking roadways is just beyond sane and your citizens do it every single day
Find ways to control traffic.
Generally, we are not dissatisfied with any city services; in the past 5 years, we perceive less attention given to traffic alerts/updates and
procedures for attending public events (parking, suggested traffic patterns, temp street closures).
Mainly the traffic on 1709. There doesn't seem to be a pacing of the timing of the signals. There are way too many people driving faster than
the speed limit causing slow downs. stops and starts.
More needs to be done to keep 1709 safe. I would allow right turn on red OR U-turn - not both at the same intersection. I have an unmaintained drainage ditch behind my house that breeds animals and mosquitos. It's on private property and town won't do anything about it. I
love Champion's Club but because of so few handicapped spaces there are days I have to just go home because I can't park. They should
also offer the Silver Sneakers program as most other area facilities do.
Need better traffic management.
Only traffic issues previously discussed.

Our neighborhood East Carroll High School on White Chapel has no sidewalks. Don't think it's safe for kids to walk to a bus stop. Also
Whitechapel is taking a long time to complete. I don't see much progress and traffic gets bottleneck on drop-off and pick-up times.
Roads are to crowded, over development near town center has made traffic a nightmare.
Some construction on roads (white chapel by CHS) have gone too long, lack of information on completion, constant road access changes,
excessive traffic due to construction
The city should make it safer for kids going to and from school! There have been too many incidents of reckless driving in school zones during
drop/pick time and cars racing past busses that are stopped with their STOP sign out and kids crossing. We have especially noticed problems
on Continental by Old Union Elementary and on Byron Nelson in Timarron. In addition to increased police presence in these areas, I think the
City can add more signage, more lights for the crosswalk, etc.
The traffic especially on 114 is a nightmare at times. The City should be putting pressure on the state to actually finish the 114 freeway (which
has been set and ready to do since they put in Alliance a million years ago). The traffic backs up all through Southlake at rush hours because
of the backups caused on 114 through Trophy Club and Roanoke. Especially at the beginning of the year, the police officer directing traffic at
the Senior High frequently leaves cars on Peytonville in the middle of 1709 blocking traffic bc he will stop the cars coming across the green
light in favor of the cars coming from Continental- I've set through multiple lights just trying to get across Peytonville in the mornings. I've seen
cars headed from Keller area actually weaving through cars that were stuck on 1709- super dangerous! There needs to be multiple entrances
into the Senior high- all students should not have to enter through basically ONE entrance on Peytonville- it is absurd! The city needs to make
multiple breaks in the median and create new entrances for our students- it is NOT ACCEPTABLE for it to take 20-25 minutes to get to school
when we live less than 2 miles away.
The Whites Chapel project has been horrible and goes on and on and on. Limited entrance to Chapel Downs and Ascot is filthy - not cleaned
in 2021 to the best of my knowledge. Dirt and dust and noise and disrupted traffic.
Traffic
Traffic control
traffic flow is still an issue and exacerbated by projects that have not been completed
Traffic law enforcement and traffic management in general are important to a sense of safety and well being. My sense is that speeding on
local roads is getting worse, jeopardizing pedestrians, cyclists, and animals. I don't like the notion of lots of tickets being issued for a few miles
an hour over the speed limit, but if people don't see that serious speeders are getting stopped on a reliable basis, it's likely to get worse. I also
think that improvements are needed in U-turn rules along Southlake Blvd. and other main arteries. I see way too many close calls between Uturners and right-turners. I don't know what to suggest short of banning U-turns at major intersections, but it would be good to somehow
reduce the associated risks.
Traffic management
Water has high levels of calcium that wreaks home plumbing fixtures. Road construction seems to take very long to complete. East/west
travel is challenging at peak traffic times.
Well the water situation was a mess this winter and I would love to know plans to prevent it from happening again. Traffic lights are a
nightmare. Storm water management could use improvement, the city should be checking to make sure drains are clear (on Carroll by
Johnson is a problem). Our fire, police, and emergency services ppl are great and I love our social media officer.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
DEVELOPMENT/NEW DEVELOPMENT
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
Bicycle lanes and safety could be improved. Sustainable Low Impact storm drainage approaches, on a citywide scale, could be improved.
Planning tree protection oftentimes seem at odds.
Blowing they stop signs and speeding on continental is a daily occurrence; cars blocking the road at Carroll elementary and SL Blvd. for chick
fila are daily occurrence that should be stopped. Putting up a sign not to stop on a roadway is absurd. Build the right structure to support traffic
or move the business but blocking roadways is just beyond sane and your citizens do it every single day
I don't feel I ever know enough about the major buildings that are constructed in our town. Too much development going on where they are
completely clearing land that then exposes houses behind it. Like the random 3-story building built at Shady Oaks and 114. It is very out of
place and I feel sorry for the people who live in those houses.
I feel like there is too much development.
I think the only dissatisfaction is for the city to listen more to the residents about major building projects. We are a small city without a lot of
space. Just a few large office buildings, hotels, etc. have cluttered what used to be a beautiful view from the highway. As stated earlier,
Carillon is TERRIBLE. The individual homes are beautiful, but seeing them all crammed in together on tiny lots from the highway is not what
people want or expect to see in Southlake.
I would like to see a greater dedication to green space and less emphasis on commercial development
I'm disappointed to see how quickly open green space has disappeared in our city over the last 12 years. We moved here partially because
there were open spaces, but as development continues and our green spaces disappear, I know that I will eventually want to move to
somewhere with more space that feels less crowded and congested. More and more buildings keep being added but many of them just sit
with empty office/retail space.
not responsible with the development caused problem to our property, see previous comment

Open space / Park in my area does not exists - this means too much development was done
Providing information about upcoming development is not more important than simply stopping more development
Roads are to crowded, over development near town center has made traffic a nightmare.

Some parks that were once part of planned developments and taken over by the city are ignored…lake carillon, for example. Not what we
were assured of when we built here.
The cost of water is astronomical compared to cities in surrounding areas and seems to be getting worse. There are months when our water
bill is double (or more) our electric bill. I'd also like to see more patrolling of neighborhoods (even once a month would be nice). I'd like to see
more enforcement of speeders on high traffic side streets, like Continental White's Chapel. Basically if you don't do 40, you get run over. Is
our recycling actually being recycled, or does it all just go to the same landfill? I'd like to see empty business buildings filled before any more
new buildings are built.
There seems to be very cozy relationships with development and the city council. This needs to be disclosed and addressed. Our library is
embarrassing. So small, in a basement. It was glaring when we moved here. Compare the library to the football stadium and you can see
what the town values.
Too much development when there are so many existing empty buildings- also high rent at Town Center drives away many favorite
restaurants and stores
Too much sales to developers who are making a killing and driving prices high
We need more green space not apartments or new retail shopping centers
We need more parks and fewer businesses.
When we moved here, there were a lot more green spaces. Since moving here, there has been too much development of doctors offices and
Mexican food restaurants and not a single park has been built. I was encouraged by the development of the Marq and Champion's Club, but it
is nowhere near as good as The REC in Grapevine. I was pretty disappointed in how small and unimpressive it was.
Yes; Southlake is increasingly inserting city fees and bureaucrats into home repairs; ELIMINATE: all fees and oversight from building
inspectors for all home repairs and remodels (water heater, room additions etc.) Having Southlake involved 1) increases costs 2) slows
completion 3) add confusion and most importantly, does nothing to add value, safety, or security to the project. Just grows the bureaucracy!
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Q36 – KEYWORD
WATER/SEWER
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.
Bicycle lanes and safety could be improved. Sustainable Low Impact storm drainage approaches, on a citywide scale, could be improved.
Planning tree protection oftentimes seem at odds.
City Services are good our issues deal with storm runoff ends up in our backyard. We have French Drain system but still can't handle all the
runoff of neighbors. Additional neighbors have installed pools all should be required to put French drains or some type of drainage system on
their property to help keeping the runoff in our backyard.
drainage
Drainage is a continuous problem. Often times approved developments create down slope drainage issues for existing neighborhoods. New
developments shift their water and create drainage problems that become the responsibility of the existing neighborhoods. The city needs to
be responsible for the drainage issues they create by approving new developments.
I don't know what it takes to get a response or action from Public Works. This has been an on going issue for many years. At the regular
zoning board of adjustment meeting , Aug 12, 2021 , the possibility of extending the flume was brought up as a future task. When is my
question ?? The stated completed solutions in the report said that homeowner conducted their own work on the riprap and regraded the area.
That is true because the area was not graded properly and the riprap was placed in a manner causing the water to overflow onto a large area
of property.
I have a drainage problem that I have been trying to resolve since I purchased my property.

In the winter, our water was either shut off or could not be used (without being boiled) for about a week. This is unacceptable as there are
many families who rely on clean water for drinking and cooking. Southlake needs to ensure that clean, usable water is available at all times for
its residents even during storms. In the future, storms will be slower and stronger due to climate change. This needs to be properly managed
now before more storms take place.
It has been an on going problem with city water. I am getting sand from my water tap. City said it was my water heater which is cleaned every
year. Tested my water but could not determined that my water heater was the cause. My neighbor saw sand in their water too. After a while, I
gave up! I don't drink city water, and concerned how it might affect my appliances like washer and refrigerator.
More water fountains along sidewalks/parks and preserve green spaces.
need a more reliable water provider
Need city sewer service to my home. Currently on septic system.
need to have a better process for helping owners find solutions to deal with land drainage that the city does not take care of, but prevent the
owner from getting to fully use their land that they paid for and pay taxes on.
Please use only drought-tolerant native plants in medians and public spaces. We cannot afford water to keep them alive. If we are using gray
water for irrigation, you should post signs to that effect. Bottom line, don't waste resources! Thanks!
Poorly managed drainage. No code enforcement with regard to property drainage.
Storm runoff from upstream development has caused major problems to our neighborhood lakes, increased sitting, installed drains were
placed too low and now blocked, causing storm water to flood over curbs.
Storm water control on n white chapel
Storm water drainage is an issue sewer services are not available in all locations.

Storm water from Peytonville road drains into my property causing damage to my yard and the city refuses to fix it even though I pay a storm
water damage fee each month on my utility bill.
Streets and Drainage still a problem in Northeast part of city
The city has not dealt with a serious issue of drainage water damage down the creek into a lake in Timber Lake. The problems are caused
by water coming into our lake from north of our properties. It is destroying our lake. We cannot stop the water coming from off of our property.
It is a city issue which needs to be addressed.
The city needs to fix the water drainage flow and pipes that run from the pond in front of bicentennial and end up dumping the water into the
creek on the east side of Timber Lake and dropping all the sediment into (ultimately) our back lake that now needs dredging to the tune of
$500K+. It starts at city property. The city needs to be accountable and fix it.
The cost of water is astronomical compared to cities in surrounding areas and seems to be getting worse. There are months when our water
bill is double (or more) our electric bill. I'd also like to see more patrolling of neighborhoods (even once a month would be nice). I'd like to see
more enforcement of speeders on high traffic side streets, like Continental White's Chapel. Basically if you don't do 40, you get run over. Is
our recycling actually being recycled, or does it all just go to the same landfill? I'd like to see empty business buildings filled before any more
new buildings are built.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
WATER/SEWER
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.

There is a great deal of flooding after some storms in neighborhoods - seems like poor development in areas may have created the situations.
Very disappointed in how the water contracts are sourced and structured relative to surrounding communities (e.g., Keller) and how that
contributed to the loss of water during the 2021 storm.
Water
Water bill is excessively high!
Water billing system should be improved.
Water costs are outrageous! Library in the basement is not what one would expect in a city like Southlake. Also, would love to see more bike
trails and outdoor patio dining areas.
Water drainage issues as they arise resulting from new development or even single family lots as the houses are razed and rebuilt on existing
lot. Very much affects everything around the new build(s). Seems to be a lack of long range plan or lack of enforcement or apathy
Water has high levels of calcium that wreaks home plumbing fixtures. Road construction seems to take very long to complete. East/west
travel is challenging at peak traffic times.
Water is too expensive
Water is too expensive. Would like to see more parks and green spaces. Some roads need to be repaired and the ones that are being
repaired take way to long to complete
Water quality could be improved. Library could have more relevant books

Water supply must be improved
Water/sewer services are too expensive. Streets and roads are above average but should be world class.
We are having drainage issues and need to call multiple times to fix and don't get any notice when the city works on or around our property
we do not have city sewer or natural gas available at our home.
We have a property in Southlake downstream of a concrete channel built in the last 2 years by the City which funnels the water drainage from
a portion of a neighborhood directly onto our property. Virtually none of the concerns I voiced to the City were addressed. The prior grasscovered drainage pattern was cemented over which eliminated natural percolation and filtering and elevated and speeded up the water flow
on to our property causing overflowing of the banks and water seepage into one of my sheds.
We have underground utility boxes that in the past year are always filled with water, the meter, shut off valve, wires are submerged. Thought
we may have a leak at the meter, response time exceeded expectations, but are left underwater
We would love to have city sewer services
We would really love to have access to sewer service. We have lived at our current address for 14 years. Before that we lived on West
Highland and have not had sewer service at either location.
Well the water situation was a mess this winter and I would love to know plans to prevent it from happening again. Traffic lights are a
nightmare. Storm water management could use improvement, the city should be checking to make sure drains are clear (on Carroll by
Johnson is a problem). Our fire, police, and emergency services ppl are great and I love our social media officer.
When you have a problem created by new construction that presents a severe water problem on your property the City could care less. Very
frustrating in view of the taxes we pay and all the pictures and documentation we gave them.
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Q36 – KEYWORD
WASTE
You expressed a level of dissatisfaction with City services, please tell us more about your response.

I'm not satisfied with waste water management for east of Morgan Road. Also I would like sidewalks for my older neighborhood.
It is my understanding that the recycle is virtue signaling and it is no longer recycles because China is no longer taking our recycle trash.
My trash service has been missed a few times and very surprised to loose water for several days last February during snow storm. This may
be more of an issue with non-reliable power provided by state, not sure what caused loss of water.
The cost of water is astronomical compared to cities in surrounding areas and seems to be getting worse. There are months when our water
bill is double (or more) our electric bill. I'd also like to see more patrolling of neighborhoods (even once a month would be nice). I'd like to see
more enforcement of speeders on high traffic side streets, like Continental White's Chapel. Basically if you don't do 40, you get run over. Is
our recycling actually being recycled, or does it all just go to the same landfill? I'd like to see empty business buildings filled before any more
new buildings are built.
The Landscapers don't do the job at a high standard. The Trash cans are full Saturday and not emptied in Town Sq till Monday or Tuesday.
Also plants are dying from no water the grass is dead all over Town Sq. Its like NO ONE cares anymore about the parks here but lets add
more parks
Trash needs improvement and information on development needs to be better
Trash worst I have ever had
we know it is difficult to keep up with so many people using public spaces, would be nice to see garbage cans emptied more often, streets and
sidewalks cleaned
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Section 4:
City Services

Q22:

Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you
would like to see offered in the future?

Q22 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
A bulk trash service perhaps once a month, to pick up dead trees or remodeling debris
A change is not necessary, unless there is substantial savings.
A couple of bulk trash pickup days per year, where you can discard large old dressers, furniture, mattresses, refrigerators, etc.
A day for batteries, light bulbs and electronics to be collected so they can be properly recycled.
A dedicated “bulky trash” week such as they have in Dallas would be helpful.
A method for collecting cardboard boxes that don't fit within our recycling bins. I am disappointed when walking my neighborhood at the amount
of clean, recyclable boxes that get tossed on trash days versus breaking them down to fit within their bins.
A place to drop off trash and debris for free rather than waiting for the trash truck
A recycling and box center within the City limits for specific items not currently collected. Very popular in other cities of this size.
A regular day for bulk item so you wouldn't have to call for a pick up
A yard waste (limbs, etc) pickup once a week or a couple of times a month would be a huge improvement in service. Grapevine offers this to
their residents and has for many years. The current bulk pickup scheduling is a royal pain and causes issues every time I try to do it. This
material could be mulched and used in our city parks and streetscapes.
Additional hazardous waste days. Pickup of large boxes by recycling truck that may not fit in the bin
Additional recycle bin
Additional recycling. Glass vs plastic vs corrugated
Additional ways to recycle or dispose of chemicals, gas etc. Crud cruiser events are too infrequent
all kinds of batteries and the Fluorescent Lamps
Annual clean up where we take paint needs to Be more frequent and much easier
Annual or Biannual bulk trash (appliances, furniture) pickup and electronic (tv’s, monitors, etc) recycle

appliance pick up
Appliance removal
Are Southlake citizens still allowed to dispose of hazardous chemicals at the Fort Worth collection site on Bridge St? If not, that capability
should be restored.
As long as you make whatever we drag to the street disappear, I'm happy.
Automated like recycling

Batteries, electronics, paints, hazardous
Battery & electronic recycling.
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Q22 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Battery/paint recycling, clothing and household goods repurposing/recycling
Better bulk and landscape waste pickup.
Better bulk pickup and branch/leave pickup
Better guidance on what can and cannot be recycled
Better publicity and enforcement of Leaf/Tree cuttings/organic pickup days. I see garbage trucks pick up leaves during regular garbage days
when they should be left for the leaf pick up day
Better recycling acceptance
Better recycling, Styrofoam, etc
Better solutions to handle tech trash and batteries
Better/more detailed explanation of what is actually recycled and how to clean it/bag it
Both of our trash can lids have been broken off their hinges. I wish the men would handle them with the concern to keep them secure.
Brush drop off!! We are blessed to have so many trees. Southlake makes that a priority. But with trees comes limbs, leaves, and wood. I
would love to see it mulched and/or composed and used around the city.
Brush pick up after storms
Bulk items
Bulk pick up
Bulk pickup
Bulk pickup

Bulk pickup heavier than 50lbs. It would also be nice to have a regular bulk day every month
Bulk pickup once a month
Bulk trash
Bulk Trash once a month.
Bulk trash pick up
Bulk trash pickup agreement that is comparable to Grapevine.
Bulk trash pickup days
Business recycling
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Q22 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
BUSINESSES in Southlake have access to cardboard recycle but they need access to PLASTIC recycling. There is terrible waste of plastics in
the retail businesses in Southlake.
Chemical and electronic waste, such as paint, oil, TV, computers
Chemical pick up.
City would offer this as a way of service. All other cities offer it. It is more convenient to the city to negotiate the trash pick-up than have an
individual negotiate the contract. That way we have days of pick-ups. And, trash trucks are not frequently running the streets.
Clothing recycling.
Clothing recycling. Composting.
Collect paint, batteries, florescent lights, etc on a more frequent and publicized basis. The last time I remember having this type of pickup was
in 2019.
collection of hazard materials such as paints, certain light bulbs.
Collection of hazardous materials
Commercial recycling bins in public areas.
community garden/compost options.

Compost
Compost
Compost
Compost
Compost collection
Compost pick up. Or recycling pick up twice a week.
Compost. Better Recycling services
Composting
Composting
Composting
composting
Composting

Composting
composting
Composting and recycling drop off station
Composting facility
Composting options
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Q22 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Composting options
continue Crud Cruiser + shredding 2x per year
Continue to offer ways to recycle products- electronics, paint, document shredding, leaves, Christmas Trees....... Look to recycle other items not
listed above.
crud cruiser
Crud cruiser access year round. It is sitting my garage which is not a great situation with excess flammable material.
Crud cruiser is too infrequent and fills up too fast
Crud cruiser more often or for longer duration
Crud cruiser more than 2x p/year
Curbside toxic waste pickup semi-annually.
Current service provider is doing a good job. Consider seeking glass recycling services.
Disposal of hazardous household material. Paint, solvents, old tv sets, window air conditioners and other items that regular trash/recycling
service will not take.
Disposal of small and large electrical appliances like broken irons, microwaves and printers and monitors.
Do we have a residential hazardous waste pick up or drop off offered in the city?
Don’t know
Donation collection
Donation pick up. I believe the city did this once before where a company came and picked up certain items. This may not be feasible for the
city.
Don't know of any
E recycling , oil and paint recycling
Easier access and frequency for disposal of things like waste, X-ray films etc
Easy Hazardous waste disposal
Electronic disposal days.
Electronic disposal. Although I believe this does happen on occasion
Electronic recycle
Electronic recycle
Electronic recycling and chemical recycling drops should be in the city and available at least weekly if not daily
Electronic waste on a quarterly basis
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Q22 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Electronic waste recycling
electronic/hard drive destruction, not just removal and hazardous materials removal more often and perhaps from the curb
Electronics and battery recycling
electronics and hazardous waste
Electronics recycling!
electronics, clothing, yard waste
electronics, tvs
Electronics?
environmental hazards, such as batteries, paint, etc.
environmental waste disposal
E-waste and large item recycling/disposal/donation.

Ewaste, more recycling options
Excellent
Extremely satisfied with current service.
Food waste for composting. Battery recycling.
Formal program for disposal of Large electronics and furniture items

Free trash day that accepts anything similar to what North Richland Hills does
Glass recycling
Grapevine offers bulk pickup weekly, which would be beneficial for those of us that have acreage. I would also like to have waste services for
such things as old paint, chemicals, etc.
Green - we need to start picking up grass on a weekly basis. I know the city offers leaf service during the fall and winter but we need to do a
better job of collecting green/nature's waste
Green Waste Collection (Separate from Trash)
Green(trees/branches/leaves/grass/) collection on regular basis.
Happy with present services
Hate seeing all the nice items thrown out in the trash instead of being donated to charitable organizations. Would like to have a regular day
where it is advertised for people to put out items, and others to come by and take them. This is done in Europe.
Haz waste drop off
Hazard waste disposal
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Q22 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Hazardous goods/computer & electronics disposal on a more regular or constant basis.
Hazardous material ( liquids,paint,etc.) collection points.
Hazardous Material Collection on a Qtrly basis
Hazardous material disposal.
Hazardous material pick up once or twice a year
Hazardous materials disposal
Hazardous materials drop site, recycling bins in town square and city parks, composting center in Bob Jones
Hazardous materials pick up. Once or twice a year, I'd like to have the city pick up, at no additional cost, hazardous materials like leftover paint
and batteries. We currently have to arrange for these services ourselves.
Hazardous pickup or disposal
Hazardous pick-up. Batteries, propane tanks, old gas, etc. If these are available, make it known.
hazardous waste disposal should happen more often

Hazardous waste drop off or pickup
Hazardous waste paint electronics
Hazardous waste pickup more often.
Hazardous waste.
Hazards material drop-off

Hazmat
HAZMAT collection on a more regular basis. The well endowed Southlake community has battery powered and LED lit everything. The
disposal of some batteries is possible through vendors but no disposal of florescent lamps or devices with circuit boards is currently available
Heavy trash pick up frequency and bulk recycling
I am newbie so I do not know
I am satisfied
I am satisfied
I believe because of Covid, we have not had the crud cruiser. I would like to see electronics to be added.
I don't know if this answer qualifies, but I would like for them to actually empty my trash can instead of just pulling out the bags.
I don't think that I need it.
I guess due to pandemic, limited access to paint types of disposal.
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
I have not had any need that is not covered by services already in place.
I have paint that I would like to discard
I just want them to always pick up my trash and recycling. When they do come, they do an excellent job. More frequent opportunities to pick up
paint and batteries would be nice.
I know that leaf pick up is offered but it should start after Thanksgiving and extend later into February . I have trees that do not drop their leaves
until January .
I know you have a household hazardous and e-waste program, but they are under-reported. Perhaps more communication about those
programs would be helpful.
I like the leaf recycling plan
I liked the orange bags that we used for a short time for donations.
I love having 2x per week pickup. I have participated in crud cruiser but would like that to be more convenient and often. I may have to drive to
Ft. Worth to drop off old paint which is expensive for the city.
I love our trash collectors, so nice and thorough and considerate. One frustration is they will take the leaves even when separate from trash
and even when marked don't take till leaf pickup day
I often have 4 or more grass clippings bags from my lawn. I would love to see those recycled like the fall/winter leaf program. Having said that; if
these bags are doing good work in the landfill with more solid waste debris (break down) then OK.
I think our crews are very capable, careful and friendly. Keep up the great work~

I think our waste service is incredible
I think the city should create some sort of litter management service. Wherever I drive there always seems to be trash off the side of the road.
I understand that a lot of what we put into recycling doesn’t get recycled. Is there a way to improve this? Should residents be separating glass,
plastic, cardboard, etc. to ensure more is recycled?
I used to live in Frisco where they also provided recycling of Styrofoam, batteries and disposal services for paint, household appliances
I was given a very hard time about having boxes picked up when I moved here.

I wish recycling would be available twice a week
I would like an extra recycling bin.
I would like better instructions on what is recyclable
I would like cardboard collection. I've heard that this is available in other cities. Cardboard is our number one waste item. We have enough to
justify having recycling twice a week. I'd also like to see services for composting. I've started composting in my backyard, but I produce enough
to have the city come and collect. I bet others do too.
I would like information about where to recycle things like paint and other objects that are not supposed to be put in the trash.
I would like more education on what is recyclable.

I would like to be able to recycle old electronics in the city.
I would like to see a location where expired medicines could be turned in for disposal
I would like to see a second recycling pickup
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
I would like to see large quantity trash spring leaning solutions
I would like to see more collections specifically for yard materials (leaves, grass clippings, etc), so that all of this doesn't have to end up in the
landfill.
I would like to see wastes such as unused meds, batteries, paint, old videotapes etc. being able to be taken care of.
I would love twice weekly recycling and additional info on big trash collection and more recycling crud cruiser dates
I’d like to see fewer trash pickups and lower costs
I’m fine with what on what’s offered
I’m not aware of any additional services that are needed.
I'd like to see a year-round weekly collection for grass, leaves, limbs, etc. that can be put in a better/cheaper disposal location.
I'd like to see more Crud Drop off Days.
I'd like to see recycling bins in a public space. If we have a party, I'd like to be able to get everything recycled. Similarly, we need recycling
facilities at all public parks and throughout town square.
I'd love a second recycling day - one day of recycling is not enough. I'd rather have one trash day and two recycling.

I'm happy with the recycle and trash schedule. Really nice guys that work for Republic.
I'm satisfied with all the services offered by the City of Southlake.
I'm wondering if the amount we spend on recycling is worth it. Do we get any value from the recycled materials? How much does this program
cost? Is it just virtue signaling?
Improve recycle capabilities, offer composting
In addition to regular trash and recycling pickups, there should be regular green (yard, compostable material) pickup.

increase frequency to discard paint, etc
increase shrubs collection once a month
It is disheartening to see that the only recycling which is picked up must fit in the bin. Every place I have lived, you could leave boxes at the
curb and those would be taken also. Watching so many moving & shipping boxes in the neighborhood go into our land fill rather than recycling,
is a travesty.
It is probably not just a Southlake problem, but the word on the street is that a lot of our recycled materials just go straight to the dump instead
of the recycling because of the high cost to recycle them- especially plastics. If this is true, we need to do something about that as we are
paying a small fortune for our recycling and if it is not really happening, then that is a problem. If we really do recycle all of our recycling, then
there needs to be documentation showing the citizens that recycling indeed does happen & the percentage.
It seems crazy that the city of grapevine permits bulk trash to be picked up on any regular trash day while the city of Southlake requires special
days and special requests. I don't need bulk trash regularly.. but it is an inconvenience that does not make sense to me (we are literally 1/4 mile
away from the grapevine border.. with the same trash service picking up Southlake and grapevine.)
it would be good to offer easier access to recycling and toxic waste disposal services. For example, trying to dispose properly of fluorescent
bulbs, electronics, old paint, SLA batteries, etc. feels like a cat-and-mouse game. I try to find the right way to handle it each time, but I suspect
many people throw up their hands and just toss a lot of this kind of stuff in the trash. That doesn't fit my idea of how a good community should
operate - we should make it nearly frictionless to do what's right environmentally.
It would be nice to have a separate can for organic recycling - yard debris. San Antonio has this service.
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
I've been walking through our neighborhood for over 25 years and we would be better stewards of the land if recycling is always picked up on
the same day as the trash. Way too much recycling is put in the trash on trash only days. I believe that trash pickup once a week is plenty.
Also the city needs to better educate everyone on what is recycled and what is not. Amazed at what people put in recycling bins!!
Landfill pick up
Large appliance disposal
Large bulk pick up, perhaps once a month (example: mattresses, furniture, etc.)
Large item drop off (appliances); Christmas tree curbside recycling pick-up (even just one day!); textile recycling
Large item pick up, odd item pick up
Large item recycling; Christmas tree recycling pick up; Clearer information on what items are allowed to be recycled in green bins and
information on how those items actually get recycled; textile recycling
Large items
Large items pickup - eg refrigerators, washers, couches etc
Large object non-existent.
large objects, hard to dispose of things, from time to time. (appliances, pool heaters, televisions, that kind of thing)
Large pickup
Large recycling containers added next to the Christmas tree bins for cardboard so homes aren't targets for theft advertising the expensive large
ticket items.
Large trash bins to be used like the recycling bins
Large trash pick-up monthly.

Ability to dispose of paint and other liquids on a consistent basis

large trash removal
Large tree branches pick up

Lawn and yard waste put into a city of Southlake compost, not transported to a faraway city for composting.
Leaf collection by vacuum
Leaves and grass and other organic materials should be composted if possible.
Local drop off for hazardous waste. Paint, oil, electronics, etc…
Make it easier to dispose of batteries, toner cartridges, used human and canine insulin syringes.

MASS leaf pickup without having to bag the leaves. In northeastern / midwestern states, they allow residents to rake their leaves into huge
piles along the curb and a big garbage truck (looks just like a regular recycling/trash truck) with a VERY large vacuum host attached to it drives
down the street once a week or so during heavy leaf collection months, and sucks up the massive piles of leaves in minutes. This saves time &
effort on behalf of the homeowner, and is environmentally friendly by not putting bags (often times MANY plastic bags) into our landfills.
May already be offered and I am not aware, but the ability to dispose of things like computers, unused paint, or recycle appliances would be
helpful. Maybe one weekend a year event.
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
May be Bulk pickup once in a month if it is not offered.
Maybe a spot to recycle or compost as a city. Just to decrease items in landfill
Maybe more of those technology recycling days for televisions, electronics, computers, paint/hazardous material disposal

maybe pick-up of semi-hazardous stuff like used batteries....
Maybe something like composting
Medical equipment, syringes etc
Medical waste and sharp waste glass waste electricity waste
Missed picking up Bach of trash left on curb last week.
Monthly brush or large debris pick up like Grapevine has.
monthly bulk pickup to alleviate having to cut and bundle limbs and/or call for and schedule a separate pickup, like Grapevine
monthly large bulk pickup
Monthly or quarterly hazardous waste pickup
Monthly scheduled brush or large item pick up
more battery and other crud pick ups.

More brush pickups
More brush removal days. Also more days for getting rid of hazardous materials.
more bulk items pick up opportunities
More bulk pick up days would be great
More crud cruiser availability
More crud cruiser dates for hazardous waste
Press large trash pickup. On the second collection date of the month elsewhere we could put our large items. Or call and inform of an items
and it would get picked up
More Crud Cruiser opportunities to dispose of hazardous waste like paint, electronics, etc.
More current recycling options and better access to disposing of paints and household chemicals - they are too far away in Fort Worth
More dates to discard toxic waste
more dates to get rid of solid waste that cannot be put in regular pickup
more dates when leaves can be taken

More days for the crud cruiser.
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
more days offered for hazardous waste collection and paper shredding
More e waste/hazardous waste opportunities throughout the year
More electrical and liquid waste disposal options
More extensive recycling program around city and businesses.
More frequency for electronics and also paint/painting materials.
More frequent access to hazardous waste disposal.
More frequent bulk pick ups
More frequent crud cruiser
More frequent crud cruisers
More frequent dangerous waste events.
more frequent dates for "hazmat disposal" such as paint, chemicals, paint, etc.

More frequent hazardous waste and prescription collections.
More frequent hazardous waste collection days.
More frequent hazardous waste collection opportunities
More frequent opportunities to dispose of things like batteries, paint, etc
More frequent paint collection

More frequent recycle pick up.
More frequent recycling of non standard items (batteries, electrical etc.)
More frequent shredding and grunge collection
More frequent times throughout the year where toxic chemicals, batteries etc can be dropped off for proper disposal &/or recycling.
More frequent/convenient hazardous waste collection for things like paint cans, batteries, or whatever else requires special handling.
More hazardous waste disposal opportunities
More hazardous waste opportunities
More landscape debris/trash pickup or drop off options
More often crud cruiser
more often or advertised bulk trash day
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
More opportunities for bulk pick up or the removal of devices requiring special disposal.
More opportunities for disposal of chemicals/paint/electronics and all things not regularly picked up by this trash
More opportunities for disposal of electronics, paints, shredding etc….
More opportunities for hazardous waste dropoff
More opportunities for the Crud Cruiser
More opportunity to get rid of all types of electronics - old tv
hazardous materials
More options for hazardous waste. Only one or two days a year for short hours or visit Fort Worth. Hazardous materials should be easier to
discard or people just put them in the trash.
More places to drop off charitable items
More recycle pickup days. Would like to see a compost program.

More recycling bins provided!!
More recycling days, regular electronics, paint, battery pick up.

More recycling options and more publicity about available options. The twice-per-year opportunity to dispose of liquids and other hazardous
materials is not frequent enough. Perhaps we could have an agreement with another city similar to the police interworking with Keller.
More recycling- paint and chemicals pick up
More regular opportunities for paper shredding,

Monthly pickup of hazardous waste

More regularly scheduled bulk/large limb pick ups
More shredding events
My needs and services are being met.
My previous residence had a “dump day” twice a year. Each neighborhood had a day where they could discard all household items of during
that day. It needed to be put out neatly but there were 3 piles. Toxic (oils, paints ext…), recycling, household items. This allowed some less
fortunate families in the community to be able to pick up items that are being discarded. This was great to keep the properties void of clutter.
NA. Collectors need to take more care in handling my trash cans. The throw away lids, punch holes in bottom, tear my cans, leave my cans
with other neighbors
Need additional leaf recycling pick-up dates into February as there are many Live Oaks in our area and their leaves don't drop completely until
February. I believe your final leaf recycling pickup is scheduled for January 19, 2022.
Need better service for pick up of larger items. Not all of us have a big truck and access to Hercules for removal to drop off sites
None recycling is a waste and a gimmick.
none, other than have 4 times a year, rather than 2 times when we can dispose of paint and other hazardous materials that don't go into our
trash collection.
None. Why not once a week vs twice??
None. Doing a great job.
None. Eliminate any subsidies for recycling.
None. Please don’t add another department / tax burden
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Not sure if offered. Battery, hazardous materials (oil) disposal
Not sure when bulk pickup is, but better communication on trash services beyond regular pickup. Also… large recycling dumpsters somewhere
in town for bulk box recycling, etc.
not sure, my wife handles that
nothing
Nothing
nothing
nothing
Nothing new
Nothing seems to be lacking.
Nothing to add

occasional electronic recycle collection
Offer a wider range of recycled products to recycle
Oil and electronics
Oil collection more frequently
Oil discard collection
Oil disposal etc
oils and battery
Once a month large item disposal.
Once a quarter Hazard disposal, paint cans batteries etc.
paint
Paint and hazardous material
paint and oil
Paint and other toxic products
Paint disposal, etc more available
paint pickup
Paint, chemical, battery disposal information
Paint, chemical, computer, tv recycle service
Paints, oil , trees
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Paper shredding and electronics disposal day annually. Some cities do it annually it seems.
Perhaps a quarterly yard waste pickup schedule.
Perhaps large items such as mattresses and items ( refrigerator, etc) to be removed. However, there are services I can call for a fee to do that
myself.
Periodic hazardous waste and electronic waste collections
Pick up of construction waste resulting from do it yourself projects Even small projects often require a trip to the dump in Arlington.
Pick up used appliances
Picking up Garden waste
Picking up large items
Pickup is excellent
Place to drop electronic waste
Please have a Crud Cruiser event twice a year. I would like the city to offer a local ECC, where it would not be necessary for residents of
Southlake to drive all the way to the Fort Worth Environmental Collection Center
Please help the community with leaf pickup. It’s offered, true. But usage is very very low due to well intentioned Republic trash carriers picking
up all the leaf bags on the normal days. Also more crud cruiser dates please.
Please provide us better tree and brush options. Designated drop off for mulching.
Probably highly unlikely but once a year pick up hazardous materials. (I will use the events setup as I know this is a long shot!)

Provide a location closer than Fort Worth where old paint and chemicals and such can be dropped off locally.
Crud Cruiser and shredder are good! but only available twice a year Public shredding , more brush and limb removal,
quarterly opportunities to dispose of electronic devices and hazardous waste.
corrugated materials out for regular trash pickup...it ought to be banned
Recycle bins should be provided

Promote recycling more. There are so many citizens putting

Recycle leaves and lawn clippings
Recycle pickup more often
Recycle should be cancelled.
Recycling around the town square.
Recycling at commercial properties
Recycling bins need to be available in public areas.
Recycling education so people better understand what can and cannot be recycled.
Recycling for plastic bags for businesses in Southlake Town Square.
Recycling glass
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Recycling large bulk items, leaves an fall foliage needs recycling
Recycling needs to be twice a week
Recycling of batteries
Recycling of electronic parts, printers, computers, etc.
recycling of hazardous waste
Recycling of high tech devices. TVs, computers, compute hardware, electronic devices, etc.
Recycling of items that do not fit into the recycling bin e.g. big boxes
Recycling of Styrofoam
Recycling Styrofoam. More frequent brush collection.

Recycling twice per week would be helpful.
Reduce city and property tax

Regular bulk pickup
Regular yard waste recycling
Removal of large bulk trash items without having to wait for 45 minutes on hold to schedule removal.
Republic provided trash cans
Restricted items pickup or drop-off
Return of the Crud Cruiser of whatever the name of that program to collect paint, cooking oil, shredding service etc.
SATISFIED
Scheduled bulk pickup and hazardous waste collection.
Secure computer and other electronics recycling
Separate food from trash.
Separate organic trash from just garbage. The city could work to do a composts and help our world. Once trash is dumped. We create more
pollution
Separate yard waste and recycling (mulch) program
Separation of recycling. Glass cardboard etc
Services are excellent as they are
Services for things like paint and other items that can not be disposed of in the regular trash/recycling
Sewer to our area
Sewer to our residence
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Sewer.
Shredder/Crud Mobile more frequently.
Shredding
Shredding more frequently
Shredding services or confidential waste removal
Shredding, recycling of batteries etc
Some bulk items that are not currently accepted would be great if they could accept. Light construction debris, etc…
Something a bit more frequent for hazardous waste disposal. The CRUD Cruiser should probably happen more often and at a capacity that it
doesn't fill up if you don't arrive early.
Special yard waste collections to be recycled and not put into the landfill.
Street sweepers. This would keep leaves from getting washed into storm drains.
Styrofoam collection
textile recycling
Textile recycling
Thanks!
The ability to dispose of larger items - possible on a quarterly basis. Also more than two days a year to dispose of chemicals.
The annual leaf collection service does not pick up on every published date. When I call to inform the city, they either do not provide a reason
or say "there was too much demand for that date" (although the next day, the trash people pick up the leaf bags).
The clothing recycling program appears to have gone away. They were very inconsistent at pick up. Would like to see city post best locations
locally for drop off.
The garbage and recycling company does an excellent job!
The recycling truck driver refuses to get out of the truck to pick up large boxes. And the refuse collection is pretty poor here and not scheduled
enough times.
The trash pickup is fantastic. They will take whatever I have to dispose of and do it gladly. I do tip them but I know they would do it anyways.
Great job
The waste management team is EXCELLENT
There are some Fridays that trash has not been collected At 940 N Peytonville ave
Toxic waste pick up (Paint, Household cleaners and such)
Trash and recycling
Trash cans like the recycling ones, but for regular trash. The lids always blow off my regular trash cans.
Trash pick up answers my need for solid waste service
Trash pickup 1 day a week and lower our bills.
Tree and shrub services
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
Twice a week recycling. Composting
unbundled brush/branches
Unknown
Very happy with the service. Once we had lawn debris in bags that they wouldn’t take but other than that we’ve been very happy
Very happy with the very hard-working sanitation workers.
Very satisfied
Want to recycle more items
We are satisfied with the current offerings. The staff was especially helpful when the garbage pickup had to be changed at the beginning of the
Covid-19 period. Our garbage pickup crew is outstanding.
We can not think of anything.
We collect our lawn debris in paper lawn bags, but we notice it is thrown in with the trash on collection days.

We desperately need composting service as part of the regular garbage and recycling service. It's quite an embarrassment (and frankly
environmentally dangerous) that Southlake doesn't offer composting in this day and age.
We have trash pickup twice a week and recycling pick up once a week. I'd like to see that reversed. I have far more recycling than I do trash
What happened to the clothes recycling service that I had heard about? I never received a bag to fill for recycling or donating.
Why are they not picking up trash if it is in trash bags or empty boxes? Sometimes we have more trashes or boxes can’t got in the trash can.
would be in favor of a standard issue trash can if Republic wished, otherwise very pleased with service.
Would be nice if recycling could be picked up on Thursday as well
Would like 1x per year to have appliance or large item removal
Would like a regular bulk pickup day for larger items/brush
Would like battery recycling offered. I have seen notes about crud cruiser, I think it is called, but they are few and far between. What about once
a month at a bicentennial parking lot?
Would like hazardous picked up more than 1 or 2 times. For paint, batteries, etc…
Would like to know the disposable of different type of paints, hazardous chemicals, pest control chemicals, detergents, medical disposable, and
medicines.
Would like to see more frequent hazardous materials collections.
Would like to see the recycling day come back and maybe even twice a year
Would love a second recycling bin and pick up on two days if possible.
Would love to add 1 more crud cruiser/shredding day per year
would love to have recycling collected more than once per week, would love to see once a month bulk curbside pickup
Would prefer to offer 2 days of recycling and 1 day of trash.
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Which solid waste services are currently not offered by the City of Southlake that you would like to see offered in
the future?
yard waste
Yard Waste - 5 pick ups in the fall is not nearly enough
Yard waste bins
Yard waste composting
yard waste recycling
Yard waste recycling
Yard waste would be nice to add. Now we just have to put in with the trash. It is very recyclable.
You can reduce waste collection to once a week.
you make it very convenient in many ways for all waste services. Maybe have more "special waste" drop off days for paint, gas cans etc that
you cant put in normal trash.
You provide everything we need
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Section 4:
City Services

You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe
Q22A:your experience with the City’s trash and recycle contractor.

Q22A – VERBATIM COMMENTS

You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe your experience with the
City’s trash and recycle contractor.
As previously stated, the Recycling Truck refuses to pick up large boxes (or other recycling materials) that are not in the bin. Not everything can
fin in the bin and there is no reason these materials should be left for the trash truck.
Does not appear to be a priority. many times additional recyclables are left for collection and they are just simply picked up by the trash
collectors.
Garbage is always falling out when they collect and it stays on the ground.
Hate them. Wish we had an alternative provider. Have looked to replace myself
I have no concerns with the current options. Would just like to see more options for recycling or composting
I often have more items to recycle than fit in one container.
In one week, they broke my new garbage can, and took weeks to admit to it and reimburse me.
Inconsistent times. When rushed, they sometimes leave behind plastic trash bags I placed at the street. Annoying
It’s disappointing they don’t allow objects outside the recycling bin. Large boxes are not taken. For the price we pay, surrounding cities have
better service.
It’s not with Republic Services. I would like to see recycling bins in public places and that would come from the city.
Leave trash in street at times

Messy - stained street from truck waste drainage.
Leave empty cans in street
Missed pickup of recycling bin twice. I had to call them both times to come back out.
Multiple missed pickup of trash.
N/a
Need to offer more bulk item service days on schedule, needs to offer 2 days of recycling

Need to pick up branches without being bundled
On 11/02/2021 at 10 am I ran after the trash truck after they did not pick up my scheduled service for unbundled brush pick up (up to 12 q.y.)
and spoke to all 3 employees. They refused to pick it up. I asked them to call their supervisor and confirm and they refused, told me that I
should call. I called immediately and was promised a pick up, but the brush is still in my front yard.
Pick up has been missed multiple times. Sometimes they leave garbage in the can. they leave the can lying on the ground, sometimes in the
street, instead of setting it upright where it was to begin with.
Pick up the trash in bags or big boxes or things don’t fit in our trash cans.
Recently moved and found it difficult to understand the trash and recycling process. Contacted Republic but they weren't much help.
Recycling needs to be twice a week

Recycling service doesn’t take all recycling. Refuses to get out of truck to gather recyclables that can’t fit in bin. Items end up getting picked up
by trash. Happens all the time.
See pervious
Should do more jobs on recycles
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You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe your experience with the
City’s trash and recycle contractor.
since the come only once a week, must of the times I have to wait until the next pick up to clear all the discarded items. Because is only the
driver in the truck and he does not came down to pick up extra items.
Sloppy work. Cans left in the street and driveway. Cans not always emptied. If something spills it is often left for the homeowner to clean up.
The broke my brand new trash can by breaking the handle and throwing it on my lawn. I literally watched them do it and was like WTH?
The driver for the recycle contractor failed to pickup my recycled trash. My neighbor's was picked up. The only answer from Republic was that
maybe the driver thought there were two trash containers for just one family and they are only allowed to pickup one per family. That wasn't the
case.
The overall service, though, is very good.
The recycle trucks are fully automated and often allow trash to be dropped on the ground. The driver never stops to clean up any of the mess.
The recycling truck has broken branches off our tree twice and also left the container in the middle of my driveway during a storm. I had to get
out in the pouring rain with water flooding the curb and move it. And it was not moved by the water. It’s too heavy.
The rules as to what is accepted are too vague and subjective. The bulk trash agreement should be comparable to Grapevine. Republic
accepts more with no questions asked and at a lower rate in Grapevine.
The staff is awesome! I expressed dissatisfaction only because I would like recycling pick up twice a week
The trash service where I lived gave us rebate for participating in the recycling program. All I see from Republic Services is continued raise in
cost.
There have been 2-3 Fridays that trash has not been collected. It was out there early, but they did not collect.
There have been days where trash was not picked up at all or picked up very late. On the other hand, some days it is picked up right at 7 a.m.
and I've seen neighbors frustrated they missed the trash pickup. The sanitation workers do a great job and are efficient. The schedule could be
more consistent. Perhaps some kind of text message service the morning of or the night before, or perhaps an estimate inside an app to tell us
when the trash pick up will be, or if it might be missed, would be helpful
They come at very inconsistent times. For example, One week the recycling gets picked up late afternoon and the next it comes before 8
am....then they do that for a couple of weeks and then it changes.
They do not offer disposal of electronics and hazardous waste.
They hardly take anything. Won’t pick up boxes???
They keep breaking my trash cans.
They throw the cans and lids around and periodically they do not get all the trash out of the can or worse yet they get it on the street.
They try to talk you out of bulk pick ups or bundle your items. It's too frustrating dealing with them. They guys who pick the trash up do a good
job.
Took 2 months to get limbs picked up
Unsatisfactory
Very difficult to know what is acceptable to be recycled.
Want to see more recycle pickup days, and a compost program
We need recycling collection twice a week or additional recycling collection like cardboard and/or composting as a separate service.
Wish recycling would be expanded. Do understand the market isn't there, but would be nice.
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Section 4:
City Services

Q18:

What other comments or messages, if any, would you like to share with the Police
department about this issue?

Q18 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

What other comments or messages, if any, would you like to share with the Police department about this issue?

Both J. Kjelsen and officer sewell were amazingly helpful and professional.
Do your job
I am very impressed with the DPS communication and involvement with the community
I ended up going to the department to complain about the person who handled my initial report.
I'm not sure if it's employment rates or what, but it was disheartening to see the slow response time for my issue.
Just a big "THANK YOU" to the department. This incident happened twice in one day and the department was exceptionally professional in
handling of the problem.
Love our police department. They are all exceptional!
Love SPD. Shout out to myles jenkins!
None
Officer was great
Overall very satisfied.
Please accept our sincere thanks for protecting our family. We are grateful for our Southlake policemen and policewomen for their dedication to
everyone who lives in Southlake. We continue to pray for your safety. God bless.
Southlake police are beyond outstanding. Thank you!
Thank you, PD!
The incident was handled very quickly. The police officers listened to both neighbors (dispute over poor property management - lawn care, tree
trimming, etc.). The one neighbor takes great pride in her property while the other neighbor does not. Problem not resolved; but the officers
calmed things down.
The police department needs to do a better job of enforcing fireworks laws around the 4 of July. Fireworks are frightening people and animals,
but the police department regularly turns a blind eye. This is unacceptable.
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Section 6:
Customer Service

Q14:

You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please
provide any comments or feedback that you would like to share about your experience.

Q14 – VERBATIM COMMENTS

You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
"We" had to call the police department on an incident in our neighborhood. My goodness, the response was up and beyond great!
1. Women's locker sink soaps are never filled until complain
2. With so many people using sauna, both men and women should have sauna in both men's and women's
2A. Many times, there are situations, they have to close the pool area. But because it's in side pool area, people are forced to forfeit our right
to use sauna. There is no reason why sauna should be in pool area due to the face that children are not allowed to use. We should have our
own sauna in men's and women's separately.
The pool has undisclosed powder. When questioned, lifeguard kept saying it will dissolve. As of yesterday, the undissolved powder floats
around. It's dangerous to our health.
3. In sauna, there is somebody who phlegm spits. Urged the manager to put up a sign stating no spitting in sauna. I still witness same person
spitting in sauna. Nosing ad of October 14,2021
1709 has become a speeding interstate running through the center of our city. Kids are getting killed and car wrecks are happening at an
alarming rate. We need to do something about that.
A neighbor who was out of town had a water main break. I called the city to have the water shut off, someone was here within 1/2 hour.
After contacting the champions club they followed up with an email to make sure I had the information they had supplied so I could refer to it in
future. Excellent service.
After hours from animal control so no help available for an animal screaming in the road in front of my house where it was hit by a car and left to
suffer. I was forced to put it out if it’s misery with a shovel.
After seeing a sign regarding an upcoming SPIN meeting, I looked for HOURS on the website to try determine the topic and agenda. Finally I
sent an email, which was not answered timely, and I was only to finally find the agenda myself a few hours before the meeting.
All good
All people at the city are incredible, but dennis killough deserves a statue!
All the employees at champions club are excellent! I've interacted with many of them, and they have always answered my questions fully,
provided the requested service cheerfully, and were a pleasure.
All was great.
Although she was friendly, she told me I couldn’t watch the city council meeting live, only on demand after the fact. I found the channel 34 to
watch it live on my own.
Always a pleasure to talk to a city employee
Always positive attitudes!
Amazing service and got to root of the problem in one visit.
Andrew at the senior center was very helpful in getting my husband and I signed up for the programs we were interested in and answered all of
our questions! I would also like to highly recommend all of the library staff! They are always helpful and friendly! While our grandkids were
living with us for an extended period of time this year, the visits to the library and their awesome children's programs were a highlight of the
week.
Any city employee I talked to regarding creek erosion behind our backyard caused by city development do not care with the problem city has
created to our property
As mentioned previously, not even acknowledgement email was sent to me. Felt no one cared.
Because our family membership was interrupted due to a lost and cancelled credit card, I had to restart a new membership verses just plugging
in a new credit card to draft our monthly membership. That was fine except we lost all of our accumulated guest passes. We have been a
member from day one when they opened so we had quit a few. The person who helped me didn’t have a hopeful solution and brushed it off as
no buggy. Losing my cc was a hassle enough. I wasn’t expecting my community gym to have a loss as well.
Both the 911 person and the responding officers took great care to calm me down and find the prowler at my home.
Build pickleball courts!!
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
Called related to a street maintenance question/issue. Could not get calls returned after an initial conversation and was up to me to keep
following up and pushing for answers, which I still have not received.
Called several times, always got voice mail. Acted like i was bothering her. Took weeks for the neighbor to comply with his trash and yard. And
now back to the same again. I would think city might just drive by once in a while to see the neighborhood. We do don't have HOA some new
folks are pushing the limit.
Called the non-emergency line after a car sped down our driveway, turned around and peeled out. Another car left part of their bumper in our
neighbors driveway. The officer that responded took the facts in a polite, professional manner.
Charlie wright was fantastic, thorough & very professional.
Checking on delayed trash/recycle schedules due to holidays
Chris tribble responded to my request regarding maintenance of summit park. He went above my specific request and took care of even more
issues than I had asked about. Response was quick and the park has looked great ever since!
City approved a RPUD that violated our deeds and restrictions and forced us to sue the developer to uphold our D&R
City employee went above and beyond expectations
City is always open and receptive. I feel “heard”.
City needs to focus on finishing sidewalks and up keep in other parts of the city
City needs to improve the bar ditches in every yard on especially west side of morgan road to route the water properly.
City puts developers over current citizens
City should allow at least 2 no charge calls annually for wildlife trapped in homeowner owned traps.
Code enforcement was helpful and easy to work with on our project.
Could not fix drainage issue completely
Cynthia at the library is amazing! Very helpful and kind.
Daniel cortez- fantastic daily representative of city excellence
Dealing with the city representatives in trying to find solutions for our street’s speeding problem has been much slower than I had anticipated.
Dennis at the Southlake tennis center was extremely friendly and knowledgeable. My son needed his racket restrung. As soon as it was ready,
she messaged me through their text system. Amazing service!
Dispute between 2 neighbors. 3 police officers responded and communicated with both neighbors to calm them both down.
Dr. Ken baker is always professional and caring.
Dug drainage ditch on my property.
City didn't know where the right of way was.
Each and every interaction I have with the city and any of its representatives, is absolutely fantastic!
Easy phone call and I received all the information I needed
Employee seemed annoyed as I had a ticket for non proof of insurance and I brought the insurance to clear it. No one around just seemed like
I was bothering her
Employee was great, we just didn't like the answer
Employee was very polite and although she could not immediately answer my question made the commitment to call me back ASAP. Sure
enough, I was back on the phone with her in 20 mins with a resolution to my problem.
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.

Employee went above and beyond.
Employees are always polite and efficient.
Employees commit to follow-up, but they don't until I reach out again. I've think I've given latitude for weather events and political changes, but
the quality of follow-up, information provided and timing are all less than adequate.
Everyone who works at the library is great!
Excellent customer service
Excellent non emergency police service.
Excellent!
Expressed concern about WNV and city mosquitos so they put a test trap outside of our house to test.
Fast and easy. Thank you
Finance director never replied to my question
First
rate
Friendly and helpful
Friendly and helpful staff
From the 911 representative to the EMS team, everything was handled quickly and very professionally. We have the highest respect for this
group and their assistance in a health emergency.
Good
Good experience
Got a new library card. Wow what great offerings you have.
Got the information I needed
Great community service
Great experience and customer service
Great services
Had a city water leak. It was handled.
Had very good experience with fire dept coming when my husband fell a few times very grateful for their work
Happy to be eye’s and ear’s for the city during my daily walks around town square, but seems many of the items I report should be caught/fixed
sooner though: water leaks, broken sprinklers, inop sprinkler stations, etc.
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
Has always been positive. City staff are all tops.
Helpful, courteous and patient.
High turn over on department, can’t get answers or results.
I always find Southlake employees to be friendly and helpful. I have never had a bad experience.
I always have great experiences at the SL library.
I am a very healthy, active senior that forgets my age at times. I became deathly ill in a matter of minutes due to a fluke bile duct tear that
introduced sepsis into my blood stream. My husband dialed 911 , and within 6 minutes Southlake had the most wonderful team at my door. I
still become overwhelmed with gratitude when I recall the kindness, care and help I received that night. I believe there is not another city
anywhere that could have done such a stellar job of handling such an emergency. My life was saved due to their quick response, their
knowledge and kindness. I will remember the night of June 10, 2021 forever. I cannot drive down Carroll Avenue without getting a lump in my
throat at the compassion I was shown that night. Grateful to live in Southlake.
I am amazed by the opportunities provided by the library for fun (if short) continuing education classes.
I am consistently impressed by the level of service and engagement of our Southlake police department.
I am on the BOD for Myers meadow. I contacted public works about the condition of the curbs in our neighborhood. Although it took a while to
get a response, I heard back from taro . we had a nice discussion and consequently a substantial amount of effort has been spent on repairing
curbs throughout or neighborhood.
I asked about a road closure through messenger and received an answer promptly.
I believe bobcats are much more dangerous than the animal control group believes. Protecting babies is a top concern of every animal in
seeing little ones inside the boundary of soft work is concerning.
I believe I have submitted enough of the issue that it gets the appropriate attention. I will be glad to discuss further, as I'd like to consider
Southlake, my forever home!
The above complaint, which is so relevant to my living where I've established "roots," seems in some ways so trivial to how I LOVE Southlake.
Yet, it's where that I see the safety issue, not to mention that likely more than 3/4 of my backyard's line is filled with 'accessory buildings' that
will 'meet code'. I don't doubt for more than a second that this should be allowed in a residential area.
I called about a zoning change/ spin meeting and left 2 messages no one called me back. Then I called back and was told the number on the
sign wasn't right or I was wrong. I had a picture of the sign. No one ever called me back
I called animal control because of 2 dogs that were running loose on white chapel. It was a Saturday and they said to call back on Tuesday.
I called the building permit department about an addition to my home and was stunned to receive a call back in less than 1 hour.
I called the fire department to report that a hydrant on my street was open. It was flooding the street. 7 pm Saturday night. The employee told
me the hydrants were not the fire department’s responsibility. I should have called public works. There was nothing she could do
I called the police department for a truck that was blocking traffic in my neighborhood. An officer showed up thirty minutes later after I made the
call. By that time, the truck had left.
I called to report sinking concrete around a manhole cover in front of my house. A few days later a number of workers showed up.... Stood
around talking and left. The sinking road continues to sink. The person on the phone was cordial.
I called to schedule a brush pickup and never received a call back.
I cannot express how much gratitude I have towards our paramedics, fire & police personnel. They were the absolute best. They revived our
son, who had overdosed in march on Percocet laced with fentanyl. These people were absolutely amazing. They showed so much compassion
and care towards my son, our daughter (she was present at the time) and myself. They handled this incredibly difficult time with such
professionalism. I will be forever grateful.
I contact the city staff /employees about a variety of concerns as a representative of the HOA
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
I contacted during the ice storm. Had issues turning water off since it was bent at street. Apparently, this is my problem to fix.
Talk about not helping the community I was a abandoned in a dire moment and the conversation from the city was most definitely not warm or
caring in the least.
I ended up reaching out to a community leader who personally came and helped shut off water and then was dismayed at how hard it actually
was since the valve is submerged and lower than normal as well as bent. And this has never been checked on, and actually was my second
call to the city for help.
I contacted Southlake mobility about the lack of a protected left turn into the southridge lakes subdivision and the matter was resolved within a
day. Excellent response time.
I contacted the city regarding a animal control issue. It was ignored.
I contacted the city when during session for a development going in behind our homes, mayor hill, decided that the fence line between our
homes and the new hawkwood development would be left up to the homeowners. We came to an agreement with the developer via email with
our HOA rep. The developer went to the city and said we didn't have a consensus, which we did, in writing and that he wanted to put up a
fence line that we had not agreed to. When contacting city council and planning, we were told sorry, it is to late and that the developer is
putting up what he is putting up. No one contacted us to ask if this was true. I had emails with our HOA rep at the time confirming we wanted
to leave our iron fences up as the fence line. Unfortunately that rep moved and the new rep, partly to blame, believed the developer. After 23
years of living here, and the city failing to align that property to low density zoning with the changes, we are now dealing with a wood fence
butted up against our iron fence with the poles facing our property line. I can tell you how disappointed we all are with the city and their
responses to us.
I contacted the public works dept. Regarding an excessive amount of mud in my bar ditch from the commercial development adjoining 114
service road and shady lane. I had a quick response and the employee suggested that the mud would be removed once it had a chance to dry
out.
I continue to be impressed by Southlake public works, which has always been especially responsive and helpful.
I deal with city staff regularly as I am on 2 boards. I do think we need more consistent staffing as my contacts changes more than I would like to
see.
I don’t think we need to build a new library. We can just update the existing one. We don’t need any new parks.
I emailed and called a couple of times before I heard back regarding my event. Everything turned out great though.
I emailed the city and showed them pictures of the drainage area (not the sides that owners maintain) and was told it is not the city’s job. It still
looked terrible and nothing was done to this day.
I had a great experience
I had a minor accident, and the police were still willing to come and make sure we were both OK
I had a question about street lights. I was told that the city does not install nor maintain streetlights in my neighborhood (southview.) She said
oncor did that , and she would request that oncor contact me. I was not called.
I had a question about surveyors on our street. I called and left a message and got a return call from a very informed and professional staff
person.
I had a simple question and it was answered quickly.
I had inquired about the five-year plan because the current parks do not have accessibility features that go above and beyond baseline. As an
example, we sell bicentennial park as accessible, but most of the structure is not safe for those with disabilities. Just a few select areas.
I had some issues with a new alarm system. The police were called twice in one weekend. They followed protocol but were understanding and
positive and helpful.
I have always gotten through to someone who can answer my questions.
I have been overwhelmingly impressed by the excellent service provided by Southlake police officers. On one occasion, the tire on my vehicle
blew out and I was located in a dangerous area of 114 (at the entrance of an exit ramp). When I called for assistance, a police officer came
quickly and blocked my vehicle while waiting for a tow truck to ensure that I would be safe.
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I have concerns about traffic flow after the white chapel widening project is completed; specifically limitations during periods of high traffic
exiting and entering our neighborhood. In September, a parent blocked me from exiting and turning left at approximately 3pm and even got out
of his truck and approached me, telling me I needed to turn right. SL public works brought in a “ do not block intersection “ sign at my request. I
appreciated the swift response. Concern after road project completed we will have difficulties in the future with parents thinking we don’t have
rights in our neighborhood.
I have contacted the city about traffic management at highland and Carroll Ave. There is a two way stop, but it is extremely high traffic,
funneling traffic from three churches, three schools and businesses. During peak hours, it is dangerous and there are multiple near accidents or
actual accidents. Either a traffic light, four way stop or roundabout needs to be installed.
I have had numerous discussions with various departments within the city over the last few years. I feel once they have signed off on building
inspections, they don't care if you have a problem resulting from new construction. The last person I called was extremely rude and uncaring.
I have not been contacted back from anyone from the city of Southlake
I have traveled all over the world and there is no other place I'd rather call home. Southlake is a wonderful place and I hope it does not become
like California.
I know there is lost and found at the MARQ, but what about keys left at a park - where would those be turned in?
I live in oak hill. I contacted the city regarding construction workers blocking visibility at the intersection of whites chapel and W. Chapel downs.
Nobody returned my call or email. Lack of visibility for outgoing traffic remains an issue and has been for at least 6 months.
I lived here for over 25 years.
Love my neighbors and long time friends. Hope to keep the small town feel and a lot LESS national news on our school district!!
I love every member of the staff in the library! They genuinely care about my kids and make it a point to spend extra time with us when we are
there.
I love many things about our library but would like for the audiobook budget thru cloud library app to be expanded in order to offer more copies
of popular books. I have been waiting weeks and weeks for quite a few books and have no idea where I am in the queues. (And the librarians
are unable to know either)
I love Southlake. It is a wonderful place to live. I just hate how we are being portrayed in the media.
I love the library. The staff are amazing. They have been able to provide joy to my family during this challenging time. My kids love going there!
I m very happy
I needed some old plans and the woman that helped me was great and sent me a copy of what they had while I was still on the phone with her.
I needed to ask the fire department about lights for an existing fire alarm. Rent and lopez? Came to see me and answered all the questions
about how the alarm in the condo was set up. I got all the information that I needed to make my report. Had a great time with the ladies.
I notified Southlake animal services through the online tool of a dead armadillo on the sidewalk near Carroll elementary school. I did receive
an email confirming receipt of notice and would be directed to the appropriate department. After returning from an out-of-town trip 4 days later
carcass was still in the same place. I ended up taking care of the carcass myself.
I organized the welcome home parade for Olympian hailey hernandez in my subdivision (SRL). Working with both the police and fire
department were both positive experiences. Being able to have a relationship with personnel is a plus of living here.
I play a lot of tennis out of STC. Thank you for our beautiful facility. Management of STC is not loyal to this email of us who spend slot of
money on drills, bringing large teams to the center. They are rude to loyal citizens. Also I tried to enroll in senior classes at the marq,
champions club told me they no longer offer swim and track session times for free to seniors.
I purchased a marq membership online so I did not interact with an employee one on one
I put in the request online but never receive any response.
I really urge the city to quash all the false info or narrative that a small group of resident stirs up in community.
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I received a great customer service.
I sent an email asking when a specific street project (Zena Rucker) would be completed. I got a return email within a day that fully described
what was going on and satisfied my question.
I submitted a request for police watch of house while out of town. So, except for call to tell police I was home, it was all done electronically - fill
out form and get email confirmation.
I think I was directed to a third party, but that’s ok, my trash was picked up
I thought that the bridge construction on white chapel that turns into pleasant run should be on the city website so that people would be
informed about the project. It was NOT on the website that it was going to be closed and NO signs were up initially and NO information was on
the website about when it was going to reopen. It is a major entry into Southlake and there was no information on the city website. The
employee I talked to didn't care. I sent an email to the mayor about it and received NO response.
I understand that the animal control officer covers a large area & cannot meet the demand of calls & travel to enforce the number of nuisance
calls. Sounds like we need a larger staff to enforce home owners to comply with nuisance barking bylaws… officer was good but could tell the
officer was overwhelmed trying to do there job.
I was asking about signing my son up for swim lessons at the champions club. I left two messages and sent two emails. I expressed that there
was 1 spot left so it was pretty important that I get the info quickly. About a week later I was contacted that the spot was filled and he was busy
so that’s why he couldn’t get back to me in that time frame. He offered me private lessons instead but at double the cost. We instead signed our
son up at the REC in grapevine. That’s probably where we will keep him.
I was calling to ask the date of the next street sweeping, so that I could be sure to get all cars off of the street. Unfortunately it's not on a
schedule.
I was directed to a voicemail for the private swimming lessons at the champions club. I didn’t receive a follow up for several days…i called
again and I was told to do email instead. Someone did follow up with email
I was disappointed that the senior center was not open later
I was impressed that the local communities cooperated with each other to provide services without duplicating services that could be best met
by pooling the resources of each into one location.
I was inquiring about a walking trail at bicentennial park. The city staff showed me a google map but it did not have the trails/sidewalks marked
or measured. This would be a great thing to have available at champions club when a member would like to enjoy beautiful fall or spring
weather to walk or run outside.
I was trying to add 250 sq ft garden shed to put my tools away. The overhead for that was so heavy requiring grade plan etc. This was not
changing anything.
This while folks with cramming homes that changes the fundamental face of the city, home
owner adding a small storage structure was getting the third degree.
I would like to compliment the employees of the library! They were very helpful when I recently inquired about the reading programs for children
and how and where to find age appropriate books. Every time I visit they are cheerful and helpful!
I would like to discuss the issue with someone but the no one from the city has ever returned a call about the issue.
I would like to see clearer expectations on what the city is responsible for vs neighbors. I was given the response and result of deflection of
responsibility.
I would like to see pedestrian bridges built connect town square with the others centers. This would greatly expand the shopping experience
I’d used the website to communicate our issue and received a prompt response.
I’ve always had great experiences with city staff! They are the best!!!
If you announce that city council meetings will begin at 6:30, BEGIN at 6:30 ! everyone other than the council members arrive on time, only to
wait while they enjoy a free dinner, when we haven't had time to eat!
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I'm 80 years and would love to walk more, but dangerous to walk on Randol mill rd to make a loop from our street around the neighborhood
would be lovely.
In my nine years living here, it is just how many house had been authorized to built. Some houses are built so close. Not a good feeling
Inspect was very customer centric!
Inspectors were competent and communicated well.
Interactions with city employees are always positive
It is nice to speak with a human when calling places, so nice to not have to navigate through a lengthy automated system to get to someone for
a simple question.
It took a few transfer of calls to get to the appropriate person, but the person did address my question.

It was addressed promptly.
It was my first time contacting 911 and I was very appreciative of the service I received.
It was ok
It was ok, not exceptional
It was smoothed over by another employee, but it was a terrible experience while organizing a funeral for a family friend.
It would be great if we could see beyond politics and get back to serving people.
It would be great to learn more about volunteering and charitable giving opportunities in Southlake.
Jennifer tucker at the library helped me with digital borrowing issues on e books. Please commend her and increase the budget she has for
cloud library items…..$500 per month leaves waiting lists for popular books months and months long
Job was not finished - would think that 2 years is enough to wait for it to be toward top of 'to-do' list so there's money to do it right.
K. Martin did a really good job
Keep Southlake premier tier
Keep up the good work!
Keller F.D. Responded. I like the mutual assistance arrangement.
Ken baker’s department has been excellent in every respect in the 16 years we have lived here.
Know police department is busy and does great job, however seeing a lot of pan-handling and begging in our parking lots especially.
Let water drip for days over the hard freeze and called to ask if we could geta credit of some type like many other cities did. I was told no
decision had been made. Called again a few weeks later and got the same answer. Never got an answer.
Library has great staff
Library is underutilized by the community and moving it to the corner of white chapel and why 114 will be a bad move. It will be less convenient
for many visitors. Need to find a way to keep it within town square
Library personnel are always pleasant and helpful!

Living in town square, loud mufflers & racing cars are an issue in the garages. I know it’s been reported by others, but the employee receiving
my call basically just said ‘yeah we know’!
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Love Southlake!!
Love the "come fix this" capability. Response time has always been amazing.
Love the champions club!

Love the police department
Love the tennis center and the lessons it offers. It’s a great price and a wonderful way to meet other people in the neighborhood.
Made several calls about the creek that is behind my house, water get backed up due to stuff getting brought down with heavy rain. Mosquito's
are terrible. I never heard back from anyone.
Maria at the public library was friendly, professional, and available when I need notary services, and when we had questions about the library
volunteer program.
Marianne burton was extremely kind & helpful regarding the upgrade of my individual champions club membership to a family plan. She
reached out to suggest a way we could save money with the timing of the upgrade. She again reached out when there were computer system
issues which impacted the agreed upon upgrade date to ensure we were aware. Her actions were totally unexpected & very much appreciated!
Marianne is an excellent representative for Southlake!
Marq staff have always been excellent
Me. Tribble was very responsive and concerned.
Membership and services offered through the marq and legends hall are WAY too expensive. Grapevine offers similar services for 1/3 the cost.

Mia at the tennis center was helpful, as she always is, with my recent question.
Mixed feelings. Inspectors seemed overzealous versus past practice. Wish they had been that rigorous when the houses were built.
More information needs to be sent out about problems in our neighborhood

Moved here in 2017. I couldn’t get my kids into a baseball field in bicentennial park - off limits. I couldn’t get my kids into a batting cage - I was
told cage time was given to a local baseball coach to allocate. Sent my kids to private school so I don’t use that service. All I asked for was
some mulch at the dog park and the city seems incapable of making that happen. The latest city attempt was to put down sod without watering
it. City removed the dead sod and put down mulch but there is a tremendous amount of very fine dust under the mulch where the sod was. It
gets kicked up by the running dogs into a dust cloud that is making some people sick and certainly making the dogs dirty. For my $30k on
annual taxes per year (besides emergency services) all I want is some mulch.
My concerns about runoff, drainage due to construction through the years was essentially ignored.
My contact was regarding needing to cancel a summer program at champions club I had signed up for earlier. Janie ocampo replied right away
with a very clear and helpful explanation, and she took care of the refund promptly.
My contact was related to the smart water program; the city employee was great, but the contractor was not.
My email to parks and rec dept was ignored
My experience with city staff always been excellent. I thank them providing great customer service.

My experiences with city departments have all been good.
My interaction was with the front desk personnel at the club. There has been a recent trend of exercise equipment failing and staying out of
service for extended periods of time. In addition, it would be very nice if they could rotate the channels they show on the tv's in the weight lifting
area. Sports channels are appropriate if there's a game being shown, but now when it's just people talking about games. It would be great if
the channels were changed up occasionally.
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My property is located next to drainage out of neighborhood. This summer, the storm drains were clogged and the drainage area filled with
water - threatened my house. Drainage team at city came out immediately and took care of the problem on multiple instances. Since then, they
have taken care of the problem on a long term basis. Great team and great work!!
My question was answered and action was taken.
My scheduled service for collecting unbundled brush up to 12 qubit yards once per year was promised but republic has not picked up the brush
to this day even after I called repeatedly and filed a complaint. The service is clearly stated on their website and the employees confirmed it
every time I called.
My wife recently had a minor rear end collision.... Minimal damage, no injuries. Called the Southlake non-emergency # because we were
uncertain if the person who rear-ended her had insurance or drivers license. Police officer came in about 10 mins and handled the situation
thoughtfully and professionally. Compare that to my daughter who had a fairly serious hit n run accident in Dallas (no injuries, but significant
damage to vehicle)..... Daughter waited & waited, and after 6 hours & multiple phone calls, my daughter was told to go to a local police dpt to
complete an accident report.
Need to drain pool to repair & woman was very helpful
Need to help owners be able to use their property effectively by helping deal with how to address drainage easements that impact land use,
cost the homeowner to maintain but they don't get to have the full value of their property.
Never received feedback or explanation
Nice library
No follow up
No one seem to know the answer to my question. So I just got sent to different people
No response re street condition on burney ln
None, very brief contact.
Nonissue with services
North Carroll avenue was recently paved and the city sent our personnel to tell us about the upcoming job - nicely done...
Not so enthusiastic to help and address the financial concerns
Nothing more to add. The city staff is terrific!
Officer anderson is the BEST!
Officer myles jenkins was outstanding, professional and prompt. Thank you!
Officer was great
On the 700 block of longford drive, we have a traffic study conducted 5-6 years ago. We cannot get the city to even act on the ADA violations
identified on that report. It's a miracle there haven't been any fatal accidents...Yet.
Only problem was with trash pickup
Our city employees are extremely friendly and helpful
Our water bills are very high in comparison to other communities in which I've lived. I’d like to learn more about what is possible to reduce the
water cost. I’d also like to see fewer trash pickups and resulting lower costs
Overall positive experience in getting the variance request started, the process itself and the outcome were all favorable.
Planning and zoning provides excellent information and customer service
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Please continue to keep out high density housing proposals at all costs.
Please help with drainage issues near my house( water don't drain properly )
to eliminate rotting smell and mosquitoes breading all year long except for winter.
105 king ranch rd, Southlake thank you kindly. Mariusz
Pleased
Pleased with her professionalism
Police department is the best
Police officers and SRO are a great example
Police responded immediately to my non-emergency situation and were very helpful. They were fantastic about following up
Police seemed inept at stopping trevor howse from driving with open exhaust an speeding through our neighborhood an down 114.
Positive
Previous question - the “employee” was the mayor and city council. I received only one response. Perhaps they could try to be as responsive as
they apparently expect department workers to be.

Problem resolved
Problems was handled with seriousness. However, services in the bob jones area are limited. There are no sidewalks, no fiber ISP, no sewer
service.
Professional , courteous and caring!
Prompt, personable and professional service
Public works department during the freeze was amazing and very responsive to what was an overwhelming situation.
Public works department went above and beyond during the February freeze. We live close to the facility on continental. We couldn't locate
our water shut off valve. My husband drove down there to ask for help and we had 2 truck in less than 2 minutes shutting off our water. They
were amazing.
Question answered quickly and completely
Questions addressed and answered
Questions were answered in a professional and comprehensive manner.
Quick and easy to get new plates
Quick response by EMS to watermere where an elderly gentleman fell, hit his head and was bleeding in the parking lot. I was providing first aid
while waiting for ambulance.
Received no contact after leaving a request online from code enforcement office. Called and it just rang and rang. Called employee directly and
she asserted the office phone had an answering service that would have sent the calls to her or another dismissing my report that did not occur.
She was curt and told me she had looked at my issue and it was not an issue. I do not understand why I would not have been told that without
me having to make several calls to track that info down.
Reported high grass for property 1223 & 1219 timberline ct multiple times ..Nothing has been done....I've found 2 large snakes on my property
called animal control for removal.. .The only thing code officer says is we can't get ahold of the owner of the property...Well the city should mow
the property and file lien for the bill...It's been years ..Yes years
Reported panhandling during hot day that involved children
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Republic services has not been consistent and dependable about bulk trash pick up
Request was completed online
Response to alarm
Response to our emergency medical call was well responded quickly and efficiently. We appreciate how well this area of safety works in
Southlake and choose to stay here.
Safety critical for intersection (continental & dominion) - many walkers, dogs, children, etc,...

Satisfied
Senior center staff are all friendly and helpful.
Sent an email to wrong department to investigate debris from construction dumped in culvert on TW king. Email forwarded to correct person,
response quick. Debris removed next day.
Sent email query during the February water outage. No response was ever received.
Several questions to city council members were not responded to.
Several times my credit card number had been stolen, it seemed to happen the day after visiting a local gas station. I called the police to ask
them to look into the gas station. They told me to just stop going to any of the stations in town. I was told the officer would drive by the pump
and look for a skimmer and I would be contacted if one was found. I got no call, though it would have been nice to get a follow up. This is bad
business for our town that criminals are not apprehended and officers tell citizens not to use any of our gas stations because they are all owned
by private citizens and it is better to go to big corporate gas stations.
Sewer issue on our street was addressed quickly. Very pleased with response time.
Sidewalk has been cracked since I moved in in 1997!
Was told the city’s non response is due to it is my side walk to repair.
In Southlake? Really ?
Southlake has just grown too fast without adequate planning for the natural beauty of the area in mind. Everything seems to just be for increase
businesses, homes and increased city revenue regardless of the cost to the land. People moved here because of the natural beauty of the
countryside. It wouldn’t be possible not image growth and change would occur, but the growth has neglected the preservation of too much of
the countryside.
Southlake park policy precludes tax paying citizens from using most of the city baseball fields for private use. The city has authorized a single
recreation league to organize baseball for kids and the leaders of this league treat the city baseball fields as their private property. Despite the
fact the fields are unused for the majority of possible playing time, the city policy does not allow private play.
Southlake police and Southlake fire are exceptional. They truly are as perfect as is possible, they truly enhance our quality of life here in
Southlake and they are a tremendous source of pride for us and other residents.
Specific to my call to the police department, while the dispatcher was wonderful and the police officer very helpful. I ended up being fined for
needing a police officer to come investigate my property. It took many hours over an extended period of time to resolve this and get the
inappropriate fine removed.
Speed limit throughout timarron is 30 mph and it's just too darn fast, especially without sidewalks. We have had several near-fatal accidents so
we want something, anything done - speed hump, reduced speed, sidewalks, stop signs, cross walk, painted walking lane - anything. The city
engineers took the meeting and their response was no, we can not have any of those things. Speed humps are bad for emergency traffic. We
don't qualify for more crosswalks or stop signs. We don't have enough traffic for more cross walks. It's not a good idea to put cross walks in the
places we suggested. We cannot have sidewalks unless 100% of neighbors agree (and they don't). We can't lower the speed limit unless we
can get every neighbor to sign a petition - notarized for each signature - to lower the speed limit. SL is going to get a reputation as a dangerous
place and people will take their money elsewhere if their kids aren't safe to ride a bike.
Staff at the Southlake senior activity center are excellent.
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Staff had the knowledge, answers and authority to understand and fix my problem - like the one-stop shop
Still waiting for a response and action plan related to improving senior citizen mobility in Southlake
Stop building multi dwelling
Surprisingly direct and pleasant
Takes forever to get anything done. Should be a simple project but takes months unfortunately typical government performance. Why can’t
projects be streamlined like private sector

Talked to republic about brush removal
Tend to only get emails verifying my submissions. Usually have to submit them multiple times before any attention is provided.
Tennis center and staff is great. I think having an annual fee paid to get courts as many times as possible when available could be a better
service and income stream for the city.
Tennis center should offer the same classes in the evening for working individuals who can not attend the day classes
Thank you for all you do
The administration has to overcome the city council. I understand the pressures that come with that. However, that doesn't make me feel any
better
The animal control employee was kind, responsive and respectful of the importance of the situation to me.
The champions and senior center are very warm, professional and caring
The champions club is well run and managed to satisfy the residents.
The city came to my house to discuss putting a sidewalk across the front of my yard. I told them I am in favor of the sidewalk but I wanted them
to fix the drainage issue that has caused all of my trees to die and my building s are rotting. I walked them around the neighborhood and
showed them the issues and they agreed to “look into it”. It has been years now and I haven’t heard a word about the drainage or the sidewalk
The city management is AMAZING. I always brag about how well the city is run.
The city's excellent website provided the information I needed.
The code enforcement seems to want to help but I don't believe they do it with diligence to truly resolve the issue for long term, we have many
repeat offenders that will do some initial clean up and after inspection it will go back to normal. We need much stiffer financial penalties for
repeat offenders of code violations.
The come fix this page on your website has always worked well and has appropriately directed my question to the right person. The initial reply
email is always prompt.
My most recent contact with the city was about the ground/soil around a storm sewer on our property--holes in the grass were developing due
to erosion. They eventually brought the right crew and equipment to fix the erosion, but the communication and its frequency was rather poor
over the months it took before they could come and fix it. I had to call back several times to see if the issue was still in their queue, and I never
knew when they were planning to come and fix it. The city should make sure that they communicate to the citizen at least weekly on open
tickets.
The court officers and clerks there were very nice and went out of their way to be nice to me to help me overcome my nervousness.
The employee made sure we understood the steps that had been taken with regards to the copperhead snakes

The EMT staff were knowledgeable, caring, helpful and professional!
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The first responders told me I had a blockage and needed to go to the hospital during covid lockdown in April 2020. I went and had no
blockage. Just a huge medical bill that was unnecessary. I no longer trust the paramedics on staff. I don’t think I should have been responsible
for the medical expenses due to a false diagnosis by the paramedics.
The folks in parks and rec are great. My 14 year old daughter with special needs has participated in the programs at bob jones nature center
including weekly summer cross timbers nature camp, the monthly after school cross timbers nature club, and the butterfly release events.
Hannah nyquist and her staff are great. My daughter also participates in club metro at the marq which is run by gretchen morgan and facilitated
by oscar rodriguez. Their staff does a great job as well.
The head of the building inspector office was excellent!
The individual I reached out to about bob jones park was very courteous and respectful. My questions were answered.
The inspector was respectful and thorough with explaining the issues, and was very personable.
The interaction with the employees were excellent but it made clear that the Southlake bulk/limb trash collection contract with our vendor was
inadequate and inferior to the contract that grapevine has with the same trash collection vendor.
The is too heavy in administration to be efficient
The Keller animal control was great since that is where I was directed...
The library employees are amazing! They went above and beyond to provide a fun experience for my kids.
The library has introduced several left leaning political books. I would like to see this balanced with conservative children’s books. I was
appalled to see gender politics in young reader section. Also we fail to promote basic civics books for young readers. Seems they are following
trends vs looking a long term love of reading and engagement. We have stopped going and are relying on purchasing books. Its sad, for many
years the library was our routine.
The library is great and the people there are fantastic. It just needs to be larger.
The library 's curbside pick up spots were a very welcome addition and have significantly increased our library usage.
The library staff are all top notch. I am looking forward to their new, updated location, that I hope is being modeled like the one in grapevine.
The library staff does an excellent job!! They are able to handle requests for materials quickly and develop a personal contact with frequent
library users.
The library staff is excellent, and reflects well on Southlake.
The marq employees tried to enforce mask mandates after governor abbott order and threatened to remove me. I emailed the mayor who
assured me that the marq could not enforce mask mandates.
This city needs to get the liberal minority out of here now.
The marq staff in general were rude, lacked knowledge, and disinterested in responding to my queries. I canceled my membership and will not
go back.
The on line come fix this form is a very quick and easy way to report non emergency issues.
The people on the front lines of customer service are friendly and helpful. The library personnel are especially wonderful. The issues I have with
the city do not come down to the contact employees. I have issues with the city's management.
The permit contact person sent me to 2 other locations and I was still unable to obtain my permit. In the abbot past it was a quick process and I
was in and out within 15 minutes. The staff finally realized that the process was moved online through a third party. The website wasn’t user
friendly and I was unable to complete the process. The information I was inputting continued to delete itself.
The person helping me was very knowledgeable, and seem genuinely concerned that I get the information I needed!
The person on the phone was actually in Keller - very professional and helpful. There was no follow up provided but not expected. The issues
was I was concerned with the large trump display on the access road of 114 below lowe's. I felt it was out of place and a distraction to those
traveling in the area. I guess it was approved in that it was allowed to stay up for the day. Personally found it unprofessional and divisive.
The person was very helpful
The police department is punishing its citizens by giving trivial traffic speeding tickets on the local roads where they live rather than focusing on
serious issues.
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
The police officer was friendly and helpful.
The prior responses relate to contact to the mayor. Thus all the boxes do not directly apply. Bottom line though, there was no response &
issues were not addressed.
The senior activity center is staffed by outstanding city employees. I love all the great programs being offered. Keep up the great work.
The sewer charges are ridiculous. I live alone on .17 acres yet my water bill is over $100 each month. The sewer is a dispportionate amount
relative to the water amount.
The Southlake library and it’s staff are phenomenal. As are the bob jones nature preserve staff and programs. These are the two programs and
facilities my family utilize the most and we are always so happy with them.
The staff at champions club is always professional and kind.
The staff within the marq are wonderful and very courteous and warm. HOWEVER, the website for the marq CONTINUE to be unusable. It is
horrible, impossible to navigate and difficult to use, even when I know what I'm looking for. It is tied to the park & recs web pages and once you
get stuck, you can't get back. Without a doubt, one of the worse websites I've ever seen. I have provided feedback about it multiple (as in over
20 times) and it has not changed - is still horrible.
The team was out within 20 minutes of me calling the city, quick response time
The underground utility boxes in front of our house are always filled with water, no resolution was provided
The woman I dealt with to transfer my title and insurance was not nice or friendly. Very auto moton like and bureaucratic.
The young lady was very responsive even though the street light not working was not under the city's responsibility but she still contacted the
correct government agency. She exceeded expectations. Very pleased

There is a form online to fill out when trash service is missed and it goes to city employees spam folder. Can this be fixed?
There is a storm drain that gets covered in mud and causes flooding of several feet deep in my yard. Several years ago, the city came and dug
out several feet of mud so that it could drain properly. When I contacted them this past year, they came out and said it was my responsibility to
dig out the mud. And did not seem concerned about the issue at all.
There is an area around the creek that needed to be cleaned up to reduce mosquitoes or snake problems. I thought it was the easement
between houses and should be done by the city and I was told it was neighbors responsibility. The neighbor didn’t do anything. So nothing
came out of it.
There were multiple people involved with the reason to contact the police. Most of the officers were very helpful & understanding but the initial
one was anything but helpful.
They continue to delay the repair work needed on our flood plain.
This issue was forwarded back to the HOA to address. Took forever to resolve.
Timely and had sense of urgency
Told me what I needed to do to contact animal control
Took several calls to get a response and to find the right person to answer my questions. A lot of restrictions for the meeting space, so I was
unable to rent the space.
Top quality employees with a sense of pride.
Totally disappointed in the lack of interest shown by the employee about the request for emails between the mayor and all city agencies,
concerning racist comments made by mayor huffman and derogatory phrases he directed toward minority and female members.
Traffic was routed thru an adjacent neighborhood, i was driving downtown, did not see a stop sign, not familiar with that area, apparently ran the
stop sign, then the police officer when i responded to him, he said, "you know that big red sign that says stop on it" in a smart ass way, i told
him again, that i didn't see it. He wrote the ticket and i said goodbye, just didn't appreciate the way he treated me, then i called the police chief
and told him, he was very responsive, i have thin blue line license plate hitch cover, i am a low enforcement supporter, but we don't need smart
ass cops, if he would do it to me, he would do it to others
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
Trash or recycling was not picked up and left on my drive until the next pickup day. Never able to talk to anyone either time.
Trash pick up has been missed multiple times. The city refers you to the vendor and the vendor doesn't have any real concern.
Tree program was great.
Marq staff were non-responsive to email I sent.
Two fitness instructors got covid and the champions club did not contact any of the people in the class that they had covid. We had to find out
ourselves.
When I asked at the front desk about whether the instructors had covid they were not aware; but, they did contact the head of recreation
activities. He did call me and seemed lost as to why people in the classes were not informed about the potential covid issue. The call came from
the first situation with an instructor but there has not been any information concerning the second situation.
Used website to check holiday schedule
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful about a water leak on property
Very pleased that the police were able to come out when a copperhead snake was seen at my side door, unfortunately, he was not killed or
captured.
I have had other speeding related issues in front of my house that have not been addressed nor followed up on such as my request to have
police with radar monitoring speeders, the addition of a "slow, turning vehicles ahead" or the addition of speed bumps or rumble strips on the
street to deter speeders. Average speed on north peytonville is 62 MPH and posted as 30 MPH
Very responsive
Wanted nothing to do with helping work my issue which had to do with land and water management on my property; wanted to quickly pass it
off, offered no support even though city equipment was on my property moving dirt without my approval.

Was able to answer my question and expand on the answer
Was very impressed with all aspects of champions club and staff.
Was very little wait and employee was friendly, professional , and helpful

We appreciate having the opportunity to have the crud cruiser, the chance to give old/unneeded drugs to the police department, and to have the
alternate plan for shredding. Everyone involved in those programs are to be commended.
We are completely in favor for a new library location that has actual dedicated parking.
We are extremely fortunate to have such quality of emergency personnel in our fire and police departments.
We bought our property in 1967; built our house in 1994 (way out in the country); then Southlake grew up all around us in a way beyond all our
imagination.
We had 8800 gallons of water empty into our house during snowmaggeden. We brought in a pod to house our furniture. My library book was
accidentally packed into the pod. There was no way I would be able to find it. I called the library, they said to not worry about it (I volunteered to
pay for the book). They gave me an extension until the pod was opened up and furniture moved back into our home.
We had a water leak and initially thought it was our sprinkler system but after paying to have it checked we were told we had a broken city pipe.
Our neighbor had the same problem prior to us.
We had a water main issue and the truck that serviced till midnight were excellent
We had no power OR WATER during the freeze in February, yet our bill reflected very high water usage during that time. My bill was never
adjusted and I never received a credit.
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
We have a drainage problem with drainage from outside the HOA, north of 1709. Many times the new development north of 1709, timber lake
neighborhood with has been established since 1976, with our lakes and creek that runs through our neighborhood, when it rains, are the color
of brown top soil washed from the development. The city has done nothing about the developer and the run-off. Our lakes have filled up with
dirt. And, now we the HOA has to pay for the dredging of the lakes to preventing flooding and flow. The city or developer should be responsible
for half of the dredging!!!!!
We have lived in Southlake since 2001. We have seen the growth and most of it has been positive. Every interaction I have ever had with city
employees has been knowledgeable, helpful, and friendly. Library, the marq, parks and recreation, maintenance, water department - every
person I have contacted has been helpful.
We have loved Southlake for many years and do not want Southlake to change. We love the conservative values in this city!!!
We love the library and the library staff. They are a great asset to our lovely city.
We need a slight repair done on our street. Although the repair hasn’t been completed yet, the communication has been excellent.
We received an extremely large water bill. I know there is a website you can sign up to neighborhood check if there’s a leak etc, but how can
one remember to check this website if they think all is well. It’s too late after you receive the bill to do anything. It would be great if your average
usage goes up that you are notified via email that you should look into this problem.

We reported suspicious activity to the non-emergency phone line. A police officer was promptly seen patrolling the area in question.
We wish to highlight courtney, hannah and gretchen’s efforts in providing great activities for our children.
Website had the answers

Went into tennis center to inquire how to go about securing a court - was told to stand at a corner she was too busy as folks for a tournament
were going to coming in to check in. I was told prior she isn’t a pleasant person but can everyone be wrong about this person who is
representing Southlake. Attempted a 2nd time to inquire if by chance pickle ball could be played or would possibly be offered and once again
her disdain came shining through. Never have been back.
What more can I say besides the fact that they are the best. Very kind and very caring
When I have needed to contact the city for services, it was handled quickly and professionally. I have been very happy with those interactions.
When tarrant county had 1800 new cases of covid, I asked to freeze my membership as I am immune compromised. I was told that was no
longer an option. I could quit and lose all of my guest passes or continue to pay. The pool has had several problems ever since it first opened.
When we called animal control there had been multiple reposts on this particular dog from 3 neighboring streets and animal control said he
didn't have access to that or know about it. No action was taken over 10 calls about the same dog until it attacked a human AND their dog.
When we had a water meter problem, one of the employees told me he had not had a raise in a few years, and that more housing and jobs are
continuing to be added to his work list. Just fyi.....Is there any way to help with this if it is real?
When we have recycling or trash questions we are directed to the website where we then deal directly with the contractor NEVER dealt with a
SL employee???
Whenever we call anyone with the city, our requests are always answered in a timely manner and by friendly people.
While I spoke with corporal thomas, after emailing officer luna about the traffic on Byron nelson, we still have not gotten a speed monitor on the
road. I’d really love to get more enforcement before one of our children falls victim to the lack of road rules on our street. PLEASE put in a
sidewalk on our side of the road to help keep them safe. I can’t beg for this enough!! These kids walk to school and walk to friends houses.
They do not need to dodge vehicles flying around curves to safely get home
Why is there nobody working on white chapel road day after day. This project has been terribly managed and should have been able to be
completed a year ago. It is a serious safety hazard given proximity to the high school and several large neighborhoods.
Worked with daniel cortez in the economic development department to help a business owner apply for the business relief grant. There were
some slightly unusual circumstances with the application that caused hiccups with the regular process--once we got to talking directly, daniel
got things moving right away. Appreciated the help!
Would like to have action taken on this on going problem caused by the drainage changes due to Davis Blvd. widening

ZERO accountability and communication from the city staff. They blow so much sunshine up their own butts they act very entitled, arrogant and
self serving
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